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PB EFACE.

- with inuoli hesitation, and with a deep sense of

•;,,„.. thai I now lay this volume

the public Begun in 1866, it has for more than

hours j and if it should

preparation,

the duties of a magistrate and collec-

tor in Bengal are nol only onerous, but so multifarious,

argent, thai he i

from inter-

ofthedaj ornight. On an average,

the atmost time thai I could

•

i iy amusements or private pursuits of anj

kind. Constanl journeys, repeated attacks of sickness,

and the "mollis inertia" inseparable from the climate

during x months of the year, must al

ition [1 maj be asked, why under

I
mdertook the task al all? To

I

hardworked brain change of

l :i l, (
,. relaxation than absolute idle-

t of languages

1 adopted this form of amuse-

v other, and had collected and

pies of the

hioh 1 heard spoken round

|
.!. enteredmy head

I think, in
; Dr. Caldwell's



Grammar of the Dravidian Languages, and it imme-

diately occurred to me that a similar book was much

wanted for the Aryan group. It was evident that no

scholar in Europe could do the work, because the written

productions in the modern vernaculars and the few

dictionaries and grammars procurable are not only fre-

quently quite wrong and utterly misleading, but are also

very defective, so that no one could merely from books

get a firm and certain grasp of all these languages. It

is necessary to be able to speak all or most of them, and

to live among the people and hear them talking daily.

When, therefore, I turned to scholars in India, it did

not appear that any of them contemplated undertaking

such a task. Then I thought that it would be well for

me to try ; if I could not make a perfect book, I could

at any rate gather together and set forth in order the

main rules, and could give copious examples and illus-

trations, so that, while waiting for some Bopp or Grimm

to arise, students might have a handbook of some sort

to guide them, and might no longer be misled by the

astoundingly false etymologies which occur in the or-

dinary grammars and dictionaries. I have, therefore,

not called this book by any mock-modest title, such as

"an introduction," or "contributions to,'' or "notes

on," or anything of the kind, because I have done

my best to cover the whole ground of the subject; and

whether I have done well or ill, the book was meant to be a

• Comparative Grammar, and I have called it so accordingly.

A residence of upwards of twelve years in India,

during which I have held official posts in the Panjab,

Bihar, Bengal, and Orissa, and have made long visits to



varlou, parte of Hindustan Proper (the North-we

1 me familiar with 1'anjabi,

i Oriya, all of which, al different

1 havi had to speak, read, ana write. The

. i languages, Marathi, Bindhi, and Gujarati, I

know from books and from such information as

I have obtained from kind correspondents in Bombay,

among whom my thanks are specially due to Mr. Flynn,

, the High Court, whose notes have been

me, and whose knowledge of the lan-

den< y is both accurate and profound.

A gnat difficulty has boon the want of good books

of reference. Living in this remote wilderness, I have

had only bui
' my own scanty library contains

;

1 has been the peasant in the fields, from

lips 1 haw often learnt more than I could find in

dictionaries or grammars.

Such as it is, then, volume the first is now about to

make it- voyage home to be printed,

me liber ibis in

I dismiss it with the hope that it may prove useful to

those for whom it is intended.

Mv h irned friend, Dr. R. Host, Librarian of the

India | | indly undertaken to give this volume

the b aefll of his superintendence while passing through

the pre.-, thus conferring an inestimable favour, not

only on the author, but on the public, by preventing

the booh from being disfigured by errors of printing;

for allot! 1 must remain responsible.

This volume oontains only lie of the group.

A second volume, on the noun and pronoun, is aln



the stocks, but I cannot say when it will be ready for the

press. I hope, if life and health are spared, to complete

the work by a third volume, containing the verb and

particles ; but our official work seems to get heavier, and

leisure to be more unattainable, day by day. My progress

is therefore of necessity slow and uncertain, and many

years must elapse before my task is finished.

John Beames.

Balasoke. Orissa, September, 1*71.

NOTE.

A use of the works which I have consulted is here inserted.

Although, as I have said before, I have had comparatively little

help from hooks, yet it is due to those living authors from whom 1

have derived any 'assistance to acknowledge the same.

Bopp: Comparative Grammar.

I used the French edition by Break Pans, 1866.

Grimm : Deuftche Grammatik.

Grimm : Getchiehte der DeuUchen Spraehe.

Trumpp : La* Sindhi im Vergleich turn Prakrit. Journal of German

Oriental Society, vol. xv., p. 690.
.

Trumpp : Die StammbMung det Smth. Hid, vol. xvi, p. 1 , 7

Two most valuable essays. I have taken some examples trom them,

but most of those which are identical with Dr. Trumpp s

I had already collected for myself before I became acquainted

with his works.

Weber- Ueber tin Fragment der BhAgavati. Transactions of Royal

Academy of Sciences, Berlin, vol. i., 1865; vol. ii., 1806.

Weber: SapUr,atakam. Leipzig, L870.

My thanks are due to the learned author for the immense benenl l

have derived from the study of these two important treatises.

Cowell : 77* Prdkrita PrakMa of Vararuchi.

This admirable edition of the leading work on Prakrit has been

the basis of the present volume.

Bopp's Ghuarium Comparalicum, Wesl

Monier Williams's Engltih m Muir's SarukrU

Text* vol. ii., and numerous articles scattered through the

the Journals of the various Asiatic Societies, have also been constantly

referred to. f .,

It is unnecessary to specify the dictionaries and grammars ot the

modem vernaculars. They are those in ordinary use and for the most

part very bad and defective, i
rib's splendid work and

Shamacharan Sirkar's very complete and useful Bengali grammar.
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I.l;i; \i \ l.i CORRIGENDA.

:

;

• rama.

••

.,;,;„,!, etc, not to be in italics.

iya write tiya.

tuda.

||i

Pago 8'. ' •'" at
'a '

. .//-.Jr read Bhagalpur.

mm read nton*.

I it, h f"i, <

from bottom, for co, ad, read «o arf (dele comma).

Pago 130, "1 **««.

i for T*nC*T read «ii«4 1 (**).

Page 1 :
^%5fread%3 (AA).

-vi ra
i id tjj;j

;w#).

pago 1 1 i'W < » ' ^Hf >'"V*)-

Ifl " before blood.

iolon).

tr ; (semicolon for comma>

j ultd, and so in all the

f*T>l read fHTHJJ-

f^T*H
i

/ f^lTTI is from <{lmq«ft
(
and is

(llHWI i point.



I
XVI ERRATA ET CORRIGENDA.

Page 184, line 2, for tf*T read *!*•

Page 187, line 7, for icilh read into.

Page 199, line 8, for ^ft read ^J-
Page 199, line 15, for G. WS read W£.

Page 201, line 4, for atyrijulca read aiirijuka.

Page 201, line 22, for W$\ read W^ft-

Page 204, line 13, for rochetho read rochetha.

Page 210, line 22, for WQ> ^ read ^> W^-

Page 211, line 17, for derivative read derivatives.

Page 214, line 22, for Z^T^t read fl^H.

Page 215, line? from bottom, for ^<t- read ^; (semicolon for full stop).

Page 215, line 3 from bottom, the words The ^ it ttill preserved in B.

WZ should be in parenthesis.

Page 223, line 4, for court did to the read day did of being.

Page 225, last line, and page 226, line 1, for peas read pease.

Page 229, line 7, for thrashing read threshing.

Page 231, lines 20, 22, for Brinjaries read Brinjaras. (The former is

not wrong, but is less correct than the latter.)

Page 234, line 2, for thread f^( (rfri).

Page 237, line 25, for 3<H,I read 64Kl-

Page 240, line 2, for ^I^TT read %*Tl (khetnd).

Page 243, last line but one, for flTO read ^TT«.

Page 244, line 6, for B. read M.

Page 250, line 26, after identical put a semicolon.

Page 250, line 27, after 3[ dele semicolon, put a comma.

Page 273, line 8, for 1YPI read WfTI.

Page 285, last line but one, for «a«Tl read <S«1l-

Page 316, line 6, for TUfaE read W<1B.

Page 322, last line but one, for *P* read *K*

.
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'4 INTRODUCTION".

with hut minor differences in each member of the group.

Inasmuch as it is also clear that all of these numerous words

are found in Sanskrit, we are justified in accepting so far the

native opinion that Sanskrit is the parent of the whole family.

By the term Sanskrit is meant thai language in which the

whole of the religious, legendary, and philosophical literature

of the Aryan Indians is written, from the ancient hymns of

:

is down to the latest treatises on ceremonies or meta-

physics. That this language was once the living mother-tongue

of the Aryan tribes may safely he conceded ; that it was ever

spoken in the form in which it has been handed down by

Brahmanical authors , may as safely be denied. If then the

word Sanskrit be, as in strictness it should be, applied only to

the written language, the statement that Sanskrit is the parent

of tli. modern vernaculars must be greatly modified, and we

should have to substitute the term Middle-Aryan to indicate the

language of the contemporaries of Valmiki and Vyasa,

the reputed authors of the two great Indian epics, Ramayana

and Mahabharata. To do this would, however, bo to draw too

fine a distinction, and might lead to confusion. We shall,

therefore, use the word Sanskrit; but in order to make perfectly

clear the sense in which it is used, and the exact relation which

Sanskrit, both written and spoken, bears to the other languages,

whether contemporaneous or subsequent to it, some further ex-

planation is nn

Let it then be granted as a fact sufficiently proved in the

following pages that the spoken Sanskrit is the fountain from

which the languages of Aryan India originally sprung ; the

principal portion of their vocabulary and the whole of their

tem being derived from this source. Wha
the opinions held as to the subsequent influences which

they underwent, no doubt can fairly be cast on this fundamental

proposition. Sanskrit is to the Hindi and its brethrffr/fchat

Latin is to Italian and Spanish.
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4 INTRODUCTION*.

of literature. 1 But leaving this on oue side, tlic most probable

hypothesis is, that the Aryans from the earliest times spoke

many dialects, all closely akin, all having the same family

likeness and tendencies common to all, perhaps in every case

mutually intelligible, but still distinct and co-existent. One

only of these dialects, however, became at an early period the

vehicle of religious sentiment, and the hymns called the Vedas

were transmitted orally for centuries, in all probability with

the strictest accuracy. After a time the Brahmans consciously

and intentionally set themselves to the task of constructing a

sacred language, by preserving and reducing to rule the gram-

matical elements of this Vedic tongue. We cannot tell whether

in carrying out this task they availed themselves of the stores

of one dialect alone : probably they did not ; but with that rare

power of analysis for which they have ever been distinguished,

they seized on the salient features of Aryan speech as contained

in all the dialects, and moulded them into one harmonious

whole ; thus, for the first time in their history, giving to the

Aryan tribes one common language, designed to be used as

the instrument for expressing thoughts of such a nature as

should be deemed worthy of preservation to all time.2

1 It is str.nuou.-lT denied by many thai Sanskrit ever had any dialects, hut it

6eeras to me that their arguments refer only to the written language. In Vedic, or

ever. pre-Yedic, tim« it is probable that dialects existed, though of course there is

nothing that can be called proof of this supposition.

1 I hare explained my views more concisely in another place as follows : " It is a

highly probable theory that the old Aryan, like all other languages, began to be

modified in the mouths of the people as early as the Vedic period, and that the

Brahmans at a subsequent date, in ord further degcneratioi

language, polished, elaborated, and stiffened it into the classical Sanskrit. Wc
cannot, bowcrer, suppose tl

but simply that thi ,,„] irregular, that

"ed to the wboli i (

only of partial application, and so forth ; all the while, however, only working on

already existing materials."— From a paper on the Treatment of the Nexus, Journ.

itii Society, voL v., p. 161.
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IXTRODfCTIOX.

times absolutely unchanged. In teaching his pupils the true

principles of speech, Panini would naturally use these archaic

words in preference to the corruptions current around him, and

thus the language which he to a certain extent created was in

great part a resuscitation of antiquated terms, and thus literally

older than the popular dialects which in point of time preceded

ion. 1

Still there are words, and those not a few, which can be

traced back to the Prakrits, as these popular forms of speech

are called, though no signs of them exist in Sanskrit, and

this is especially the case where two words of like meaning

were current in the mouths of the people; one of which, from

the accident of its being a popular form of some word in use m

the Vedas, or from some other cause, was selected for refined

and scholarly use, while the other was branded as vulgar

rejected, and left for the service of the masses. Tins class oi

words it is which I haye classed as Aryan, though not

Saiiskritie.

To complete this branch of the subject, it, is next necessary

to describe briefly the position and relations of the Prakrits.

The Prakrit dialects are theoretically supposed to be those

form, of the speech of the Aryans which were commonly used

by the masses. In the earliest records we have, they are

grouped under five heads, representing the local peculiar.Iks

of five provinces. First is the "lingua preecipua," or Maha-

rashtrl, spoken in the country round the ancient city of

Ujjayini, or Avanti, in Malwa. How far this language cx-

, Many ,
. r in the Vedas in a Prakrit rather than a Sanskrit form. I quote

,t second-hand a remark of Weber's which summari 'tter neatly :

i incipal law. of Prakrit sp "" hifttu8
'
aml a fon<lnes"

("r

« prominent in the Vedas, of which the following arc

kpta; km=karta; geha=griha :
guggulu=gnngnlu; rmttyin

daaa-krikadWu; pnrodWa = porolitfa (comp. dtfru

'.-padbbih; ksbullaka = k.hod«ka; etc."-Muir'. 8a«,irit Text,, vol.

p. 13K. (lit Ed
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O INTRODUCTION.

These all when assembled at the capital would doubtless strike

out some common language by which they could communicate

with each other, just as in the present day Urdu is used all over

India. 1 But just as this Urdu is spoken incorrectly by those

mother-tongue it is not, so that the Bengali corrupts it

by an admixture of Bengali words and forms, and speaks it

with a strong Bengali accent; so in ancient times these servants

and artificers, collected from all corners of a vast empire, would

speak the common lingua franca each with his own country

twang ; and the Prakrit of the plays woidd appear to be an

exaggerated representation, or caricature, of these provincial

brogues.

But there are works of a more serious character to which we

can refer for a solution of the problem of the real nature of

the Prakrits. In the sixth century before Christ there arose

in Behar the great reformer Sakyamuni, surnamed Buddha,

or " the wise," who founded a religion which for ten centuries

drove Brahmanism into obscurity, and was the prevailing creed

of almost all India. The religious works of the Buddhist faith,

which are extremely numerous and voluminous, have been the

means of preserving to us the Magadhi Prakrit of those days.

Bnddhwn was imported into Ceylon in 307 B.C., and the

Magadhi dialect under the name of Pali has become the sacred

language of that island. 2

' It is a characteristic peculiarity of India, arising from want of means of com-

munication, that trades and professions are still confined to particular localities; one

town produces swords, and nothing el

and no other town but that one presumes to rival it.

• It must howerer be ftated that thi

of Ceylon is really the same as the M ! to doubt

this,' and state that the Pali corresponds more closely with forms of Prakrit spoken

. India. It matters little or nothing to the present inquiry wh

be so or not. We are only indirectly concerned with Prakrit in this v,

i" say that the Pandits of Ceylon use the words Pali and Magadhi as con-

Tertiblc terms. Pali in fact means only " writing."
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10 INTRODUCTION.

the number of such words is much greater still in the modern

languages, and there exists therefore a temptation to attribute

|

to non-Aryan sources any words whose origin it is difficult to

trace fiuiu Aryan beginnings.

It may be as well here to point out certain simple and almost

obvious limitations to the application of the theory that the

Aryans borrowed from their alien predecessors. Verbal re-

semblance is, unless supported by other arguments, the most

unsafe of all grounds on which to base an induction in philology.

Too many writers, in other respects meritorious, seem to proceed

on Fluell'en's process, " There is a river in Macedon, and there

is also moreover a river in Monmouth, and there is salmons in

both." A certain Tamil word contains a P, so does a certain

Sanskrit word, and ergo, the latter is derived from the former!

Now, I would urge that, in the first place, the Aryans were

superior morally as well as physically to the aborigines, and

probably therefore imparted to them more than they received

from them. Moreover, the Aryans were in possession of a

copious language before they came into India; they would

therefore not be likely to borrow words of an ordinary usual

description, such as names for their clothing, weapons, and

utensils, or for their cattle and tools, or for the parts of their

bodies, or for the various relations in which they stood to each

other. The words they would be likely to borrow would be

names for the new plants, animals, and natural objects which

they had not seen in their former abodes, and even this neces-

sity would be reduced by the tendency inherent in all races

to invent descriptive names for new objects. Thus they called

the elephant haatin, or the 'beasl with a hand," and gaja, or

the "roarer"; the monkey kapi, or the "restless beast," and

rdnara, or the "forest-man"; the peacock mayura, in imitation

of its cry. A third limitation is afforded by geographical con-

Biderations. Which were the tribes whom the Aryans mixed

willi eilh r as friends or foes? Could the bulk of them have
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domain of Sanskrit itself than has hitherto been made, with

a vi. w to finding in that language the origin of modi m words,

§ 4. ] I the three classes of materials which

i
iges, I

now pn camine the question as it were from the

interior, in order to attain to a certain amount of precision in

relative proportions of each of these three

1 •: this purposi it will 1"- convenient to u

familiar native divisions, which go to the root of tic n

a- far as their lights enable them. Wbi

Beven languages are divided into thi eel

I 'i at rlrq*?. or " the

2. Tadbhava VT3"^. or " of tic nature of it."

:f. D< - ija ?7tit, or " country-born."

This division will 1"- used throughout the following
\

ami in.
j

words which arc u- . il in the modern Ian-
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guages in exactly the same form as they wear in Sanskrit, such

as 4*}*1> TT^T. ^ifW- The only change which these words have

undergone is that in pronunciation; the final ah, am, of the

Sanskrit masculine and neuter are rejected, and we hear darshan,

nimautran, for darsanam, nimantranam.

Tadbhavas are those words which, though evidently derived

from Sanskrit, have been considerably changed in the process,

though not so much so as to obscure their origin. Such are

H. ^m "eye," from Skr. ^tfa; ^t^f a "cuckoo," Skr. qftP«fi<3

;

TFT an "ass," Skr. 1^»T
jas arc those words which cannot be derived from any

Sanskrit word, and are therefore considered to have been bor-

rowed from the aborigines of the country, or invented by the

Aryans in post-Sanskritic times; such asXjlT#ta "turban," TT3
an "unripe cocoa-nut," #PIT a "canoe," and the Like.

This classification supplies an additional method of arriving

at a determination as to the proportion of these various ele-

ments in the seven languages. Tatsamas are all Sanskrit : even

if the Sanskrit word were originally borrowed from non-Aryan
sources,' it has become, as far as the modern Aryans are con-

cerned, pure and classical. Tadbhavas too are all Aryan,

either Sanskritic or not ; but there is so much to be said about

these Tadbhavas later, that they may be passed over for the

present as Aryan. VTc have then only Desajas left; and in

considering them, it must be borne in mind that these seven

languages have never been subjected to close scientific scrutiny:

it is not yet known what are their laws and principles of de-

rivation. A long string of writers, from Vararuchi downwards,

have enunciated certain general rules which guide the transition

of words from Sanskrit into Prakrit, but no step has been taken

beyond this. Indian Pandits will not often waste their time on
the vernaculars, and, if they do, are content to note such words

as afford examples of any of the rules of Vararuchi or his

successors, and to set down all words which cannot by the
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transformed into Sanskrit

i bave got no further than

Prakril

corruptions
i ma It is thi refore nol

b, and a better ac-

quaintance with the laws of development of thi

will probabl] i long verj much to diminish the

number of these Desajas by tracing them back through newly

to Sanskrit 01 Prat I

Bland :d present, il ull thi Tatsamas and all the

Tadbhavas be Aryan, there is onlj a rerj Bmall proportion

Left wliiili can be non-Aryan.

Of the three classes into which all the languages have

are the least

inti resting to the Btudent. This class consists of pure Sanskrit

which had long been dead and buried, bo t<> speak,

whi n ii
'. recent times the} were resuscitati

• nit., u- by learned men, parti] to supply real wants,

but still more to Bhow off their own learning. The) luv

been current in the mouths of thi enough since

their new birth to have undergone anj of those pro©

to which all really living w in;e are

bjected; and a greal many of them, especially in

and Oriya, are not likelj ever to be used colloquially.

They ought certainly tries.

It i- to the Tadbhavas thai ««. must turn if we would 1

ted with the secrets of the phonotic machinery of the

Aryan Indians. Of these there an two sorts, so distinguished

from one another tl- I
I fa

irds which were in u

and in which the Pral
| have been caj i

further. The other contains words which apparently !.

come through Prakrit, a-* they exhibit a n. m, nud
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a nearer approach to the Sanskrit than the Prakrit form does.

The problem which has to be explained is this, whence comes

it that words in the modern languages preserve a greater

degree of resemblance to Sanskrit or old Aryan, than the

Prakrits do ? How is it, for instance, that Hindi has r&t, rag,

n&gari, gaj, for Sanskrit r&tri, rdga, n&gari, gaja, where Prakrit

has only r&i, rati, n&ari, gaa ? If these modern languages were

regularly descended, in respect of such words as these, from

Sanskrit through Prakrit, the letters which had been lost in the

latter could never have been restored. The masses speak by

ear, and by habit. Even in India, where people perhaps think

more about the languages they speak than we do in Europe,

the majority of speakers, after r&i had been in use for several

generations", would not be aware that the letters tr had dropped

out ; and even if they became aware of this fact, no one would

go about to restore them. How many Englishmen know that

a g has dropped out of such words as say, day, nail, sail, rain, 1

and how many, if they knew it, would care to make the innova-

tion of putting them back again? In the Spanish of Cervantes,

when Don Quixote, in one of his lofty flights, used the then

rapidly obsolescent forms fermosa, famna ,

and the like, for the more usual hermosa, hazanas, h

,, he is held up to ridicule, even though some of his

hearers were educated men, and must have known the Latin

formorn, /acinus, facienda, am

There is, it appears to me, only one way of accounting for

the presence of words like r&t and the rest in the modern

languages, and that is, deliberate purpose on the part of some

person or set of persons who had sufficient influence I

what they desired. This set of persons can bo no other than

the Brahmans. In this instance history, usually so silent in

ancient India, steps in to help us. We know that the Buddhists

i Anglo-Saxon, or Old English, has lagan, <><r9 , nagel, tagel, r<rg„. Gothic dag,,

naglt. Modern High German tagm, tag, nay,!, tegel, rtgen.
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Saiva form of Hinduism was being singularly mixed up with

the newer and more attractive Vaishnava creed, and the

Brahmans were rapidly resuming their long-lost sway over

the popular mind. Now Buddhism had specially selected the

vernaculars of the day as the vehicle for its teaching, and

the Brahmans, in resuscitating their religion, naturally brought

back the sacred Sanskrit. In the passage above cited Bisal

Dev exhorts his son to have the llamayan, Mahabharat, and

Purans read to him, and in the same poem the bard recites the

names and number of verses of the eighteen Purans as a means

of purifving the souls of his listeners. The public readings and

recitations of Sanskrit works must have familiarized the minds

of the masses with the ancient forms of words, and no doubt

the Brahmans did their best to foster the use of these ancient

forms, as they do at the present day, so that gradually a large

class of words in their pure Sanskrit shape got into circulation.

These words, when once more current, naturally began to

undergo the influences which are always at work upon human

speech, and developed by degrees into the forms in which we

now have them. This process, once begun, has continued to

the present day.

The words resuscitated from Sanskrit in the post-Buddhistic

period do not appear to have been changed according to the

same general rules as those which prevailed in times when

the Prakrits were spoken. In those earlier times the elision

of single consonants in the middle of a word seems to have

been almost universal, and even initial letters are sometimes

rejected. But in the modern words a more manly and vigorous

the religion of Budh, he binds not on his sword
; hearing the news, the king's mind

was distressed; he called the prince, and saluting him (said), Whyhavf yoi

this religion, abandoning shame tell me, are you grieved at the death of the bania's

son ? Do not listen to thi- [by which) manliness flics away, fame

is destroyed. You arc of royal race, with kings hunt the deer in the far-stretching

forest, abandon this delusion, be the Purans your guide, listen to the Itamayan and

(Maha)bharat."-aanrf, i., 72.
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pronunciation obtained, ami theso elisions arc not so frequent.

It is anadvisable here to anticipate remarks more properly

. ng to Chapter III.
t
and 1 content myself therefore with

Holing t

^ • have, then, n continuous succession of layers or strata

Is, from tli"-' which have come down through the

Prakrits, and which I cull, for the sake of distinction, early

Tadbhavas, to those which were revived from Sanskrit at

the time of the reaction against B 1 after these

a con-tarn series of words, to l>e called modern or late Tad-

less and less removed from the pure Sanskrit form in

proportion as the date of their revival is more and more

reach words which have only been dug

up by Pandits in th< bury, and have not yet had

time to becomi changed in any way. Some of the early

Tadbhavas ha red, so much so that

Sanskrit lias been lost, and the Pandits

have therefore classed them together with non-Aryan words

ija.

$ 6. It may now be asked, how do we h tween

Tadbhavas in cases where the word is not found

in any Prakrit writer f 'Jo answer this, an

m from the Romance languag. I

relation t" the Latin is so strikingly parallel to that which

our seven hu . to Sanskrit. It is not inl

heir to cany out the Ci

Deeplj interesting and fascinating as the task would be,

tlii- i- not the place for it, nor are sufficient materials avail-

oble. But it l as a general proposition, that

in the whole realm of linguistic sci(

more remarkable similarity than that I bistorj

of the development down I I particulars

TOLL
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Romance group of languages, the Provencal, Italian, French,

Spanish, and Portuguese, and the indications, we cannot

call it history, of the origin and growth of the Hindi,

Marathi, Bengali, and Sindhi. 1

It is observable in French that there are often two forms

of the same word—one ancient, the other modern. The ancient

word, though often very much corrupted, invariably retains the

accent on the same syllable as in the Latin. And the reason

of this is plain : in the days when those words were adopted

into common use by the inhabitants of Gaul, they were taken,

as it were, from tho lips of the Romans themselves and accen-

tuated naturally just as the Romans accentuated them. They
became current colloquially long before they were written in

many instances, and could not fail to be pronounced correctly.

But the modern forms of these words were resuscitated by

learned men from Latin authors where they occurred, just as

the Pandits do and have done with Sanskrit words. In bor-

rowing these words the savants of later times did not know
how they were pronounced, and did not care ; they merely cut

off the Latin termination, and pronounced the word as seemed

best to themselves ; as the modern and mediaeval French accent

differ considerably in the place of their incidence from the

Latin accent, the result is that in no case does the modern

1 I have placed these four languages alone, because, down to the fifteenth

century, the Panjabi and Gnjarati are little more than dialects of tbe Hindi ; and

the Oriya, till the time of Upendra Hhanj and Dinkrishna Das, has no literary

existence, and we cannot tell what the spoken langu mse poets

always wrote a language of their own, having no care to keep their works
on the level of the spoken dialects ,ij wr[ters

also present very few of the grammatical peculiarities of modern Bengali ; they,

liko Chand, and even like much later writers, Tulsi Das and Bihuri Lai,

resemble the writings of the Troubadours and Trouv&rcs, in which the old

1 languages with their array of inflection! have fallen into decadenco

and dinue, while the analytical system of modern time baa not yet obtained its

full development.
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(oxytone), we get H. ^c*;, M. ^, and a consonantal ending

in all the languages. We should therefore set down the first of

these words as an early, the second as a late, Tadbhava. So

also when we see that Skr. ^ftr " milk " (oxytone), makes, not

khird, but "^fa; khir, in all the languages, we have grounds

for holding that the word has been resuscitated in comparatively

modern times ; and in the case of this particular word we are

supported in this idea by the fact that khir is not the ordinary

word for "milk." In all the languages the common word is

jy, an undoubtedly ancient Tadbhava from Skr. f«i; Mir is

rather an affectation of modern times, and in some of the

languages has a secondary meaning ; while to diidh is reserved

i pie primary signification; khir is used for a preparation

of boiled rice and milk.

Another instance is the causal verb in Sanskrit, which has

<lie accent on the first syllable of the characteristic, as in

^TTTfa chord'jati. The Hindi in all its pure causals is fol-

lowed by Bengali, Oriya, Panjabi, and Gujarati in retaining

a long d in the same position, as churdnd, bajdnd, mildnd,

kardnd. This long a is not produced by rejecting the y of

aya, and contracting the two vowels into one, as is proved by

the fact that in old Hindi the last a of the two has gone out,

leaving the y changed into «, as kard^na, dikhd"na, bujhdwna,

still in use in many rustic parts of India. Moreover,

though the first syllable of the verb in Sanskrit takes guna,

find in the moderns that its lack of accent Bubjecta it

bortened, as in the examples above given. In Marathi

tli- causa] verb is formed by the insertion of the syllables "Vfa,

or^.or ffa ,
a- marne/ . "to kill," maravinew, "to cause to

kill"; khanoi, "to cat," khavavinen, "to cause to cat";

C "to loose," sodavinen, "to cause to loose." In the fii

nns the ;/ of uya is changed to t, just as in Hindi it

1> mea u, and tbonpE both tin- short vowels remain, yet the

' influence of the accent operates in retaining the accented vowel

y*\ r*. .

oar«i i
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"hilc (lie una.' u. tk< Ded to I. In

have the same form, but with a v prefixed, and the forn

a mere modern corruption, which i- rejected in man; i

good authors.

Although, however, I think sufficient ] f i> obtainable of
,1 "' ,: "' of accentual influence, I am far from being in a

position to posh thi full length. I., tn I

ncceut is always a diificull and ol and it is the

more so in the modem Ian

thr""-
'

riod, of their existence with-
out a literature.

S 7. Tt is this absence of written memorials by which to

lit popular speech which constitutes, and pro-

bably always will constitute, the main difficulty of the inquiry.

The great value to philologists of the Romance grouj. -

consists in the fact that they originated in hi

times, a,„l the various stages of their growth and d< velopment
lie before our eyes in a long scries of documents. "

I

gunge of the native popula

in their political condition, tbe races and languages of the

invaders and of the other foreign nations with which thi
5

t, are all certainly known: and although the early

stages of these Latin dialects, when thej u

and unfixed jargons, formed by the intercourse of natives and

I

ken chiefly among illiterate persons, and used
as the language of the Government, of legal instru-

only (with the exception ol

wholly unknown, l,u t \0B[ beyond hope ..I' recovery;
yet the events which accompanied and occasioned

aro matter of historical record; aud, if we cannot always say

rtainty t.> wl . the changes win'
I

Latin underwent were owing, our information enables US at

least to obtain negative results, and to exclude undoubtingly
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many hypotheses which might he tenable if we had merely

the languages without a contemporary history of the times

when they arose." 1 It is precisely in this respect that the

Inflian languages are wanting. In early Indian literature we
have Sanskrit and the Prakrits only, and though these latter

by exhibiting certain phonetic changes help us very much in

tracing the origin of modern words, yet in the inflectional

department, so to speak, they afford very little real assistance,

because they remain still purely synthetical. Moreover, those

Prakrits which contain the greatest amount of literature lie

under the same suspicion as Sanskrit, namely, that they do

i

tresent the spoken language of their day. It seems,

unhappily, to have been the fate of every Indian language,

that directly men began to write in it, they ceased to be

natural, and adopted a literary style which was handed down
from one generation of writers to another, almost, if not en-

tirely, unchanged. Thus not only has the Sanskrit remained

fixed and unaltered through all the ages, but the Buddhists

have fossilized one dialect of Prakrit, and the Jaina another;

so that whatever may be the date of any works either in

Sanskrit or the Prakrits which have been, or may hereafter

be, discovered, we cannot accept even the most recent of them
a~> exhibiting the real contemporary condition of any vernacular.

In point of development, we do not get lower down than about

the first century of our era ; for even if wc get a Jain book

written in the fifth or sixth century, we shall find it com-
posed in the language of the first or second, just as a Sanskrit

work written yesterday is composed in a form of speech which
has not been current for twenty-seven centuries. The curtain

falls on Indian languages, then, about the first century, and
does not rise again till the tenth ; and when it rises, the dawn

' Sir G. C. Lewia, "Efway on the Romance Languages," p. 9. This cle»i

work givea an admirably condensed and lucid epitome of the whole question of the

Romance languages.
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to search for it in all the branches of the Indo-Germanic family

before giving it up. This undertaking lies beyond the scope

of the present work, but the modern Aryan languages will

not have been completely investigated till some one works out

this portion of the inquiry. Such a word, though not used in

Indian literature, may have been in use in the mouths of the

people, and may be current under some slight disguise in the

mouths of Lithuanian peasants even yet. To refer once more

to Latin, it is well known that most of the words forming the

present Romance languages are derived from what is called

" low Latin," which is merely the speech of the vulgar as dis-

tinguished from that of the higher classes and from the literary

style. Thus, to take one instance out of many, the word for

"horse," ckeval, cavaUo, caballo, is from the Latin cabal/us, a word

used by the peasantry, and only occasionally admitted into the

higher style. The classical equivalent eqitus has left no direct

descendant, though in modern times the words "equipage,"

" equitation," and so forth, have been coined from it. We are

not so much concerned with the general fact as with the reasons

of it, and these are so important to our subject that they must

be noticed in full. The first reason is this. It is well known

that the modern French, Spanish, etc., were originally mere

colloquial languages, and took their rise from the corruptions

introduced into the Latin spoken by the lower classes in Italy

by the barbarous Teutonic tribes, who invaded and overran the

countries which owned the Roman sway. The inability of

Lombards, Burgundians, Goths, and Franks, to accustom

themselves to the correct use of the inflectional terminations

of the Latin arose, not, as some have thoughtlessly said, from

their newness to the system of synthetical construction in the

abstract, because we know that the inflections of the early

Teutonic languages were in Bome respects even more compli-

cated than those of the Latin, but from their rudeness and the

as yet undeveloped state of their mental powers. They were
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too rough nn I
Human grammatical

« theit own. in spite of th< I tween

the two. M. 11 in ition see distinctions

sooner t] I

': tnan

they generalize. Tl b tween theii own language

and that of the Romans' struck them fotcibly, while it haa

I fot n much latet generation to discovet the

fundamental unity of both. Thej thetefote Dot only made

havoc of the inflectional ten the Latin language,

—in doing which they were doubtless aided by the tendency

already beginning to develope itself ami i . them-

towatds an analytical form of speech,—hut they also

I such Latin words as they found any difficulty in

pronouncing, substituting t<>r them their own German words.

mbered that fot centuries before her full

had been propped by foreign spears. Uriton, Spaniard,

and Gaul had fought in her Legions, and guarded the palaces

of her capital. Juvenal's " barbara qua? pictis venit bascanda

Britannia " is only a type of a large class of words familial to

•
t Romans, but which were quite unknown to writers of

the Augustan ago." 2 Just as we English have borrowed loot,

1 The word " Romans" I

immedial invasion, all thi i
ol France,

Spain, and Italy, whether the; wei ' ns, or Iberian*, were called

Eomans, in distinction from the conquering tribe.- of Teutons.

1 A fi exam] '•

French.

battro

bataiUo

...

cliat

...

feu

tourner

viuticuui

aula ... curtia ... fur

,. aro in uio iu classical LatiD, but not in tbc

wdm in which they are tniidojed in French.

vcrberaro
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punkah, jungle, and the like, from our great dependency of

India, so the Roman picked up words from Asia, Egypt,

Northern Europe, and far-distant Britain. The language thus

composed was undoubtedly, when tested by the standard of

classical Latin, very uncouth and barbarous, and was in con-

sequence for many centuries despised by learned men, who

continued to write, and even to speak, Latin. It was not till

the thirteenth century that some great minds broke through

the prejudices of their age, and, influenced by a strong desire

of being intelligible to the mass of their countrymen, com-

menced timidly and half apologetically to write in the vulgar

tongue. If then this was the case in Southern Europe, we are

justified, by the known analogy between the Romance processes

of development and those of the modern Aryans, in believing

that the same thing took place in India. The assumption is

bo much the more reasonable in the latter class of languages,

because the Brahmans were animated by an openly avowed and

steadily pursued design of keeping their writings sacred from

the intrusion of the people, and, believing or professing to

believe their language to be of divine origin, were more earnest

and careful in preserving it from being polluted by the intro-

duction of " low-caste " words, than the Roman poets and

historians, who had no higher motives than a search after grace

and euphony. Moreover, works continued to be composed in

Sanskrit long after the rise of the modern vernaculars, and it

is a singular coincidence in point of time, that Chand, the

earliest writer in any modern Indian language, is very nearly

contemporaneous with the predecessors of Dante; so that the

human mind in India broke itself free from the shackles of a

dead language very much about the same time as in I

The parallel of course does not hold good as regards the invasion

of foreign races, because the Greeks, the only early invaders

of India whom we know of, appear to have left little or no

traces behind them in respect of language. The astrological
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tttry, and of the diminutives in -cuius and -ceUm,

we find from adcellua,
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Ital. uccello, Fr. oiseau; from auricula, Ital. orecchio, Span, or^'a,

Fr. oreille ; and thus the weak 05, om, has given way to the

coarse and strong bueea, Fr. bouclie, Ital. Jocra, Span. torn.

That the same process took place in Indian languages is

proved by the fact that we find in the earlier Hindi poets weak

words in a great state of dilapidation, just as we do in the early

Provencal Troubadours. These words have now dropped out

of use, and are replaced by stronger and more enduring words,

which, though in their turn they have been subjected to the

usual laws of development, yet retain sufficient stuff and sub-

stance to make them practically useful.

§ 8. Hitherto I have been writing as though the proportion

of the three classes of words were the same in all the lan-

guages. This is, however, so far from being the case that it is

necessary to enter on some details to show how the matter

really stands. The point is one on which it is very difficult to

come to a definite conclusion. It is characteristic, though little

to our credit as a nation, that after a century of rule in India

we should have produced so few good dictionaries of this group

of languages. In Hindi we have Shakespear and Forbes, but

neither of these works is more than a very copious vocabulary,

and both are derived almost exclusively from the written lan-

guage. 1 In BeDgali Dr. Carey's huge quartos are a Sanskrit

dictionary in Bengali characters, and Mendies's is merely a

vocabulary. Sutton's Oriya dictionary is meagre, incorrect,

and full of Bengali and Sanskrit words, instead of pure Oriya.

The Ludiana missionaries' Panjabi work is a meritorious and

accurate performance, but it can scarcely be called a dictionary,

and the same may be said of Captain Stack's vocabularies

of Sindhi. Shahpurji Edalji's Gujarati dictionary is a very

inferior and scanty contribution to our knowledge, and I am

driven, by comparison with works written in that language, to

1 Id addition to which Forbes' hi a mere plagiarism from other writers.
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neither opportunity nor inclination for literary pursuits, by

which alone their language could have been polished and

continually renewed by resuscitations of pure Sanskrit words.

In the case of Hindi and Gujarati (which is after all little

more than a dialect of Hindi) we find considerable similarity

to that of Sindhi and Panjabi. In Hindi there are more

Tadbhava words than in any other language, and it is in this

respect the most useful and instructive of all of them to the

philologist. The Hindi area was, as is well known, overrun

by Musulmans as much as any part of India; but there and in

Gujarat the final settling down of foreigners in the country

did not take place till the end of the twelfth century, more

than four hundred years later than in .Sindh and the Panjab,

and the language, starting as it did from a tolerably pure form

of Prakrit, had time to carry ' out a system of regular and

legitimate modifications of Sanskrit words, which it would be

unfair to call corruptions. 1 Such a large number of Sanskrit

words underwent developmental changes, and became thus fit

and useful elements of practical daily speech, that the demand

for new words to express novel ideas was reduced to a minimum.

It must be remembered also that such new ideas came from

the Musulman invaders, who, with the idea, also brought in

a word of their own to express it ; so that, except in the case

of the old Hindu poets, who, as their verses turned chiefly

upon points of the Brahmanical religion, had occasion frc-

1 For many generation* after the victories of Kntb-nd-din Aibak, the first Musul-

man sovereign of Delhi, the conquerors retained tin ir own Persian, and the conquered

their Hindi. Mr. Wochmann, whose knowledge of the Muhamniadan court of Delhi

is singularly extern Hindi did not b

impregnated with P language consequently did not begin

to be formed, till the siite' nt I he Hindu Rajas under the Mugbals,"

Calcutta lUrieu; April, 1X71. Tin MuMilmans had long been accustomc '

pure Hindi, and it was not they who introduced Persian words into the language,

but the Jiiudus themselves, who, at the epoch above mentioned, ••

Todar MaTs new revenue system to learn l'ersian.
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neighbourhood was adopted by degrees as the basis of a new
phase of the language, in which, though the inflections of
nouns and verbs remained purely and absolutely Hindi, and
a vast number of the commonest vocables were retained, a large

quantity of Persian and Arabic and even Turkish words found
a place, just as Latin and Greek words do in English. Such
words, however, in no way altered or influenced the language
itself, which, when its inflectional or phonetic elements are

considered, remains still a pure Aryan dialect, just as pure in

the pages of Wali or Sauda, as it is in those of Tulsi Das or

Bihari Lai. It betrays therefore a radical misunderstanding
of the whole bearings of the question, and of the whole
science of philology, to speak of Urdu and Hindi as two
distinct languages. When certain agitators cry out that the

language of the English courts of law in Hindustan should

be Hindi and not Urdu, what they mean is that clerks and
native writers should be re-strained from importing too many
Persian and Arabic words into their writings, and should use
instead the honest old Sanskrit Tadbhavas with which the

Hindi abounds. By all means let it be so, only let it not be
said that the Urdu is a distinct language from Hindi. 1 By
means of the introduction of Arabic and Persian words, a very
great benefit has been conferred on Hindi, inasmuch as it has
thus been prevented from having recourse to Sanskrit fountains

again and again for grand and expressive words. This resus-

citation of Sanskrit words in their classical form—a process

which has been going on in the modem languages for ages,

and is still at work as vigorously as ever, just as the resuscita-

tion of Latin words has always been and is still going on in

French—has done a serioua injury to some languages of the

> Tlie most correct way of speaking would be to Bay "the
I Hindi,"

I ompo.ea
•ingle sentence without turing Aryan word,, though many aenteuces might be com-
posed in wbich not a single Persian word occurred.
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Indian group, inasmuch as it haa Led them to drop their

Tadbhavas, which are the mosl valuable class of words that a

languag only on account of I

throw on the philological processes which the languagi bat

ring cast awaj all that was difficult

of pronunciation, cumbrous, and superfluous in the ancient

language, the; perfection of flexibility, d

and practical usefulness. In Borne languages, notably in

ma words have been borrowed from Sanskrit,

and employed in written works, in cases where there already

Mo Tadbhavas. The i o that

the unfortunate peasant who knows no Sanskrit finds it more

and more difficult every day to acquire knowledge, and the

education of the masses is thus retarded. In respect of

i Bindi stands pre-eminent, whether it be that form

of Hindi which relies principally upon indigenous souro - for its

or thai other widely employed form which has in-

Bower and grace of Persian and Arabic nouns,

and whioh is call d Bonn times Urdu, sometimes Hindustani.

All the other languages of the group were originally d

of Hindi, in this Bense that Hindi represents the oldest and

most widely diffused form of Aryan speech in India Gujarati

acknowledges itself to he a. dialect of the Sauraseni Prakrit,

the parent of Hindi. Panjabi, even at thi
. is little

more than an old Hindi dialect. Bengali, three centuries ago,

when it first !>• gan to be written, verj ol

Hindi still spoken in Eastern Behar. Oriya is in many re-

Li than Bengal I main only the

Sindhi and the Harallii. The former of these has always been

very distinct from thi it shades off i

imperceptibly into Panjabi on the one hand, and the

wilder Hindi dialects of the great Rajputana d.s.'it on the

1 am half afraid to speak nbcut Bfarathi, as some of the

i ive written on that language proclaim it
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to be the noblest, most perfect, most eloquent, and so on, of all

Iadian languages. Molesworth, however, who is remarkable
for the sobriety of his judgment in linguistic matters, derives

a considerable proportion of the words in his Marathi dictionary

from the Hindi
; although he guards himself by stating tbat

he only introduces the Hindi word because it is the same as the

Marathi, and may therefore br gje origin of it, It is rather

hasty to assume that modern Marathi is the lineal descendant
of the Maharashtri Prakrit. There is quite as much of the

Magadhi and Sauraseni type in the modern Marathi as there

is of the Maharashtri
; and in the long period which intervenes

between Vararuchi and the rise of the modern languages, so

much confusion took place, and such a jumbling together and

/ general displacement of dialects, that it is absurd now-a-davs
to attempt to affiliate any modern Indian language as a whole
to any Prakrit dialect. Maharashtri and Marathi have little

in common except the name.

§ 10. I now return from a long digression to take up the

thread of my remarks. In Hindi, as I have said, the number
of Desaja and Tadbhava words is much larger than that of

Tatsamas. In Bengali and Oriya it is not so. These lan-

guages delight in Tatsama words, and the learned in those

provinces are proud of having such words in their language,

being or pretending to be under the impression that they have
always been in use and have come down to the present day
unaffected by the laws of development to which all languages

are subject. This is an obvious error. If the Pandits' idea

were true, these languages would be real phenomena, absolute

linguistic monstrosities. That a language should haw pre-

served two-fifths of its words entirely free from change or

decay, while the remaining three-fifths had undergone

extensive corruption, and that many of the uncorrupted winds

should be such as are of the commonest daily use, would indeed
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language spoken in those places, the Hindi, thus became rich

in Tadbhavas. In the remote marshes of Bengal and the
isolated coast-line of Orissa the Aryan pulse beat but feebly.

Life was i uder and less civibzed, and non-Aryan tribes mustered
in great force in the plains as well as in the hills. The ex-
tremities lagged behind the heart, words which had a meaning
in the courts and cities of Northern and Western India were
not known to or required by the nearly naked Bengali crouching
in his reed hut in those outlying regions. 1

What the colloquial languages of Bengal and Orissa were
bke previous to the sixteenth century we have no means of
knowing. The only literature coasted of a few poetical works,
whose authors did not care to keep close to the popular speech.

We may, however, assume that in a country where the civili-

zation was defective, the language would be poor. When the
Enghsh came into India by sea, instead of, as former conquerors
had come, by land, they were forced by circumstances to fix

their capital in Bengal, thus reversing the whole system of

1 Although in the present day Bengali surpasses all the other cognate languages
in literary activity, yet the fact of its comparative rudeness until very recent" times
admits of no doubt. Even within the memory of Bengali gentlemen now living
there was no accepted standard of the language, the dialects were so numerous and so
varied Since the vernacular literature has received such an immense development,
the high-flown or semi-Sanskrit style has become the model for literary composition,'
but no one speaks in it. I think it is not too much to say that for spoken Bengali'
there is hardly yet any unanimously accepted system. Among recent works there is

a class of comic productions, such as novels, farces, ballads, and satires, in which the
.poken language is imitated. The writers of these works, like our own comic writers,

to seize the peculiarities of the various classes whom they introduce. Such
works would not he intelligible to foreigners who have only studied the classical

Bengali. Baba Piari Lai Mittra, in his admiral

Spoilt Child of the House of Allal," put* into the mouth of each
appropriate method of talking, and thus exhibits to the full the

extensive range of vulgar idioms which his Ian. ,„ thc chcap neWi( .

pap.r*, which are now sold for a pice about the streets of Calcutta, much of this

edifying stuff may be seen. It would puzzle most Europeans sadly to undent
meaning.
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Indian govern centre had hitherto always been in

the upper provinces. The langu ige of the provh
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resuscitated for daily use. That the Sanskrit, like every other

language, was subject to the laws of development, and that

Bengali, like every other language, was merely the natural

result of those laws, never occurred to Carey, Yates, and their

brethren
; and if such an idea had crossed their minds, it would

have been banished as a heresy hy the Pandits. Orissa at a
later date followed the lead of Bengal, and from the causes

above mentioned it has resulted that in both provinces the

national speech has been banished from books, and now lives

only in the mouths of the people ; and even they, as soon as

they get a little learning, begin to ape their betters and come
out with the Tatsamas with which both languages are now
completely flooded. 1

In Marathi the preponderance of Tatsama words, thougli

sufficiently marked, is not so much so as in Bengali. The
Marathi country was not invaded by the Musulmans till a

comparatively late period, and as the Brahmans of that province
have always been distinguished for learning, their efforts to

retain a high type for their language, originally one of the
rudest of the group, took the direction as usual in India of

resuscitating Sanskrit words, and the process has not been
carried so far as in Bengali only because the vernacular was
richer. Marathi is one of those languages which one may
call playful—it delights in all sorts of jingling formations, and
has struck out a larger quantity of secondary and tertiary words,
diminutives, and the like, than any of the cognate tongues.

1 Yates's Bengali Grammar initiates the student into all the mysteries of Sandhi
as though they were still in use, and his distress, when he is obliged to give a genuine
vernacular forui instead of some stilted Sanskritism, is quite ludicrous. Thus, in

introducing the common pronouns mui, tui, which are of course the real original

of the language, be says, "
1

: for the firet and secom, of
these pronouns, and for the verbs that agree with them, to be expunged from the
language." (!) One feels tempted to ask why he did not try to expunge / and thou
from English, and to substitute the much more elegant phrases, •' Your humble
servant " and " Your worship."
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in the course of this essay, in which we observe a regular

gradation from west to east. In the extreme west we have

Sindh and the Panjab, with a vast majority of Musulnian

inhabitants, and a large amount of Arabic words, contrasted

with a very scanty allowance of Tatsainas. Going east we

come into the great central Hindi area, where the balance

between the two races is more even, the numerical superiority

of the Hindus being balanced by the greater intelligence of the

Muhammadans, and here we find consequently the habit of

borrowing from Persian kept up side by side with recurrence

to Sanskrit, such recurrence, however, being less frequent in

consequence of the already existing abundance of Tadbhava

words. Further east again, in Bengal and Orissa, there is an

immense majority of Hindus, and as a natural result a maxi-

mum of Tatsamas. In this scheme, Gujarati and Marathi stand

nearly in i) k same place as Hindi, the former being rather

more Persian, and the latter rather more Sanskritic than it.

The whole seven languages may be thus grouped, the left hand

indicating the Arabic pole so to speak, and the right hand the

Sanskrit, and the position of the languages on the page their

degree of proximity to the respective poles.

Panjibi. IIir..Ji. Ran^ili.

Sindhi. Gnjariti. Marathi. Oriyi. 1

"With regard to the Arabic and Persian element, however, it

must be observed that in all the languages it is still an alien.

It has not woven itself into the grammar of any of them. All

the Arabic words in Hindi or any other language are nouns,

or participial forms used as nouns. They conform to their own

grammatical rules as strictly in the mouth of a correct speaker,

as though the rest of the sentence were pure Arabic. I

and quite exceptionally, occur such words as tuhsUnft, kabiiln&,

1 This position of the languages on the page is, a~ will be seen at a glm.<

identical with their position on the map of India.
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io and Persian nouns l

i Dished

with a Hindi termination, l>ut the usual form is tahsil karnd,

where the Hindi verh does all the grammatical •

noim is unaltered and uninflected throughout. When
the; are used as nouns, they take the usual postpositions

1

it as these postpositions are merely ap-

to them without causing any internal change in their

structure, it cannot be said that they are nt all affected. In

which indigenous o o in the pre-

i of their base or crude form for receiving case

appendages, the alien Arabic or Persian word is only e

in verj t\\v and exceptional instances. The rules for the

1

1 ujarati,

and Marathi, in the first of which Arabic words, as 1 have

said, arc very numi rous.

We cannot therefore take these words into consideration at

all in examining the internal struc'ure and constitution of the

mgh it may be proper to do bo when

treating of their external garb, and of the construction of

Bent* nc. 3.

i the consideration of the constituent ele-

pf this group of languages, to that <(' their structure

and inflections, we are again met by the question of non-Aryan

influence. It ha- been -aid that contact with the savage races

of lie 1

g down tlcir

rigid it

'

m, and causing them to substitute, f

as and vi rbs, distinct particles and bus :

r this intlut ; it gradually b

! into the present forms. There arc, however, some

difficult
j of accepting this theory, and in order

: n what they are, it will I whole

• from the beginning.

I lil trees, grow and dev< lope, and tic ir
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of growth are well marked in the abstract, though we cannot

point to any language which has gone through all the stages

within historical times. The first stage is that in which all

words are monosyllables without inflections or power of internal

modification; and when strung together to make sentences, the

same word is at one time a verb, at another a noun, at a third

a particle, according to its place in the sentence. This is the

syntactical stage, and is exemplified by Chinese.

The second stage is that in which some words have lost their

power of being used as nouns or verbs, and can only be em-

ployed as particles, in which capacity they are added to nouns

to form case-endings, and to verbs to form tense- and person-

endings. This is the agglutinative stage, so called because

these particles are agglutinated, or glued on, to the word which

lify. Turkish is such a language.

The third stage is that in which the aforesaid parti.

no longer sepai tt>le, but have become incorporated into the

word which they modify, merely producing the result of

varying the terminal syllable or syllables. This is the syn-

thetical or inflectional stage, and is seen in Sanskrit.

The fourth stage is that in which the particles are i.

recognizable as constituent elements of the word with which

icorporated, but, from long use, have been worn

away, so that the word stands almost bare and without termi-

, as in the first stage, and new auxiliary words have to

be brought in to express the necessary modifications of sense.

This is the analytical stage, the stage in which English and

French aro at present.

It will be observed that the fourth stage comes round again

second in son tably in that the words are

not altered in any way, but merely have the subsidiary particle

placed before or aftor them, so thai position in the sentence

become* one.- more the guide in many instances to the meaning

of the individual word. Thus the English words qf, to, inj'or,
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or remained and were absorbed into the conquering body, where
they took rank at the bottom of the social system as Sudras,
and learnt the speech of their conquerors, which speech in

those days was Prakrit in some form or other. Now, all the

/
j

forms of Prakrit are synthetical, and remained so as long as

[
I we have any definite trace of them, that is, till long after the

I absorption of the majority of the non-Aryans. The Bhars,
Cherus, and other tribes, it is true, made a stand, and retained

their individuality till a late period, and the Sonthals and Kols
do so to the present day. Still the mass of non-Aryans residing

in the valley of the Ganges who were absorbed at all, must
have been absorbed not only many generations, but many
centuries, before the Aryan languages began to show any signs

I of a tendency to analytical construction. It is my belief that

! the Indian languages did not begin to be analytical till about

J
the ninth or tenth century, much about the same time that the
European languages began to be so. Chand, though his struc-

ture is analytical, retains much that is synthetical still, and his

particles and auxiliaries are in a very crude and unformed state.

For the modern kd, ke, ki, he chiefly uses an obscure ^ H,
which does not vary with the governed noun, and is more
often left out altogether. |, the ordinary substantive verb, is

unknown to him; m is still only ^rft, three stages earlier than
its present form. 1 If then the non-Aryans were the cause of
the Sanskrit changing its structure from synthetical to ana-
lytical, they must have taken an uncommonly long time about
it, and, oddly enough, must have succeeded in effecting the
change at a time when they had for centuries adopted tL-\

synthetical structure of the Aryans.

But even apart from the improbability of this theory, it is

superfluous. We want no non-Aryan influence to account
for a natural and regular process in all languages of Indo-
Germanic build. When, by lapse of time and the effect of those

1 For a further examination of tbis poiot, see § 30.
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make their speech also analytical. But if they were not them-
selves analytical, they could not have done so.

Xow it is very certain, as certain as anything can well be,

that all the non-Aryan languages of India are still in the
agglutinative stage. If, then, they exercised any influence on
the structure of the Aryan speech, such influence would tend
to make that also agglutinative

; in other words, the Aryans
would have had to go backwards, and try and find out
what were the agglutinated particles from which their own
inflectional terminations had arisen; and having found them,
would have been led to use them, no longer conveniently
incorporated into their words, but disintegrated and separate.

Thus, a vulgar Aryan who said homi, for " I am," would have
had to re-construct out of his inner consciousness the older form
bhammi, and, not content with that, to further resolve bhavami
into its component elements of bhu and ami, and henceforth to

use these two words adjacent to each other, but unincorporated.
This we see at once is out of the question, and absurd. What
our vulgar Aryan really did was in course of time to drop the
final i of homi, and to nasalize the m, at the same time im-
parting a broader and more rustic pronunciation to the vowel,
thus producing ft haun. He also changed host, " thou art,'''

and hodi, "he is," both into hoi; and thus having got two
words of similar sound, he had to use the pronouns tu and vah
to distinguish them : which is precisely the opposite process to

that which imitation of the Dravidians or Kols would have
led him to follow, and precisely similar to that which his

brother the vulgar Roman followed when he changed sum into
sono, and sunt also into tono; so that, getting two soma, he had
no means of distinguishing between them except by constantly

prefixing the pronouns to, "I," and eglino, "they"; and just

that which the Englishman followed when he changed go, gwth,
and gath, all three into go, and then had always to prefix /, he,

tee, ye, they, to make his meaning clear.
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ku (Mm),' and that of the Hindi, ko, and Dr. Caldwell in

particular seems to have gone quite wild on the subject (see

pp. 225-227 of his Grammar) ; but leaving aside all the

Dravidian, Scythian, Ostiak, Russian, Malay, and all the rest

of the jumble of analogies, it is demonstrable from actual

written documents that the modern Hindi ko is a pure accu-

sative or objective, and was in old Hindi kaun ^T. which is

the usual and regular form of the Sanskrit 3i ham, the

accusative of nouns in kah ; so that there does not appear to

be the slightest reason for connecting it with anything but the

cognate forms in its own group of languages.

For the reasons above given, I am of opinion that there is

nothing in the structural phenomena of the modern Aryan

vernaculars which may not, by a fair application of reasonable

analogies, be deduced from the elder languages of the same

stock; and though not 'prepared to deny the presence of non-

Aryan elements in those languages, I do strenuously deny that

they have had any hand in the formation of the analytical

system which the Aryan tongues at present exhibit.

§ 15. Looking upon the change from a synthetical to an

analytical state as progress and development, not as corruption

or decav, it may be interesting to institute a comparison

between the several languages in this respect. And here, as

might be expected, we find in most instances that those lan-

guages which are most prone to the use of Tatsama words are

also most backward in development.

The most advanced language is the Hindi, which is closely

followed by the I'anjabi and Gujarati. In Hindi the noun

has lost nearly all traces of inflection; the only vestiges

remaining are the modification of the base in the oblique

cases of nouns ending in d or ah, as ghorit, oblique base yhore,

banddh, oblique base bande, and the terminations of the plural

on ; and in common talk the plural is very lilt]
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Sanskrit inflectional system. The Hindi verb is an an
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derived from tl i and bh&. Only one tense is

synthetical, the indefinite present, i

indicative of the Sanskrit.

Panjabi follows Hindi as regards its nouns, having the same

simplicity of declension and the same absence of inflection;

although the particles used to denote cases are different

those used in Hindi, yet the method of their use is precisely

'
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f

of words not found in Hindi, than upon any radical difference

in its structure or inflections.

Gujarati is somewhat leas developed than the two preceding

languages. It retains the needless and troublesome arrange-

ment of three genders, whereas the Hindi and Panjabi have

but two, and in common use wisely ignore to a great extent

the existence of even those. The noun retains one inflectional

case, the instrumental, only the noun ending in o undergoes

any change of termination previous to the application of the

postpositions ; and these postpositions, though different in

form, are used in the same manner as those in Hindi. The
pronouns are almost identical with Hindi, especially with

those dialectic forms of Hindi spoken in Rajputana, on the

northern frontier of Gujrat.

The verb, as expounded by its unphilosophical grammarians,

Messrs. Leckey and Eduljee, appears to possess a bewildering

variety of forms ; but a little examination shows that the five

presents, seventeen preterites, and three or four futures, are

really nothing more than instances of that subdivision and
amplification in which grammarians so much delight. "We
find here again the present indefinite, an inflectional tense

derived from the Sanskrit present indicative. It may be as

well to state that this tense, though often most ingeniously

disguised by grammar-writers, exists in all the languages of

this group, as will be shown in the chapter on verbs. Gujarati

has, however, another inflectional tense in the future hois/to

from the Sanskrit bharishy&mi, Prakrit homam, etc. The rest

of the tenses of a Gujarati verb are merely neat and varied

combinations of participles with each other, and with the

substantive verbs.

Sindhi ranks next in the matter of development. It is a

rough language, loving thorny paths of its own, but there

hangs about it, to my mind, Bomewhal of the charm of wild

flowers in a hedgo whose untamed luxuriance pleases more
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of an inflectional system, and closely resemble those of that

language. The verb is, as in other languages, composed chiefly

of participial forms combined with the three auxiliaries, but,

like Gujarati, the future, as well as the indefinite present, shows

signs of the synthetical system of Sanskrit, and in some other

respects also is less purely analytical than Hindi. The passive

in particular exhibits a system of combination in which a

tendency to analytical treatment is not fully emancipated from

synthetical ideas.

Marathi, which I place next on the list, is, like Gujarati and

Sindhi, more complicated in its structure than the other lan-

guages. These three languages of the Western Presidency,

perhaps from political reasons, and the less frequent intercourse

between them and the northern and eastern members of the

group, retain a type peculiar to themselves in many respects,

notably so in the greater intricacy of their grammatical forms.

In Marathi we see the results of the Pandit's file applied to a

form of speech originally possessed of much natural wildness

and licence. The hedgerows have been pruned, and the wild

briars and roses trained into order. It is a copious and beau-

tiful language, second only to Hindi. It has three genders,

and the same elaborate system of preparation of the base as

in Sindhi, and, owing to the great corruption that has taken

place in its terminations, the difficulty of determining the

gender of nouns is as great in Marathi as in German. In fact,

if we were to institute a parallel in tin's respect, we might

appropriately describ Hindi as the English, Marathi as

rman of the Indian group,—Hindi having cast aside

whatever could possibly be dispensed with, Marathi having

retained whatever has been spared by the action of time, I

an Englishman Hindi commends itself by its absence of form,

and the positional structure of its sentences resulting there-

from; to our High-German ( Marathi, with it

array of genders, terminations, and inflections, would probably
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The verb is simple, and formed as in other languages on the

participial system. The indefinite present and the future may,

however, be regarded as inflectional, as also the imperfect

m and the conditional dekhitam. The pronouns are very

little removed from Prakrit.

Oriya is the most neglected member of the group, and

retains some very archaic forms. The repulsive and difficult

character in which it is written, the rugged and mountainous

nature of the greater part of Orissa, and its comparative

isolation from the world at large, have combined to retard its

development. In the noun the genitive and ablative are in-

flectional, and the locative is probably the same. Its verbal

forms still require fuller analysis, but there is much that is

inflectional apparent on the surface, though the universal par-

ticipial system is also in use. In the indefinite present several

of the forms retain their pure Prakrit dress, as the third person

singular in at and plural and.

Both in Bengali and Oriya the singular of the pronoun and

verb has been banished from polite society and relegated to the

vulgar, and the original plural has been adopted as the polite

singular, and been supplied with a new plural. Thus, in Oriya

the singular mu, " I," is considered vulgar, and amhe, the old

plural, is now used as a singular, and fitted with a new plural,

amhemdne. In Bengali they have gone a step further, and

made two new plurals,—one mora, for the now vulgar singular

mui, and another, amard for the plural turned singular ami.

§ 16. Ilaving thus briefly generalized the structural cha-

'ics of the seven languages, the character in which fchey

are written next demands attention. The Ilindi and Marathi

use the ordinary Nagari in printed books, and their written

character, as also that of Gujarati, does not vary from it more
than is natural under the circumstances ; the written character

in all these languages being merely a rounder and more flowing
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In the mercantile and ordinary current hands, the vowels
are only partially indicated, a or « in its full or initial form
generally does duty for the whole. This is of no great con-
sequence in ordinary correspondence where the context, as in

Persian, supplies the key to the meaning. Sometimes, however,
difficulties arise, as in the well-known story of the merchant
of Mathura, who was absent from home, and whose agent wrote
from Delhi to the family, to say his master had gone to Ajmer
and wanted his big ledger. The agent wrote Babii Ajmer
gaya bari bald bhcj dijiyc. This was unfortunately read Babii
aj mar gaya bari bahii bhej dijiye, " The master died to-day,

send the chief wife "
! (apparently to perform his obsequies). 1

It would be waste of time to analyze all these current hands,
even if the resources of modern European printing-presses

permitted us to do so. They are not calculated to throw any
light upon the historical development of the art of writing
among the Indian races, being the results merely of individual

caprice.

§ 17. The three languages which use a peculiar character
are the Panjabi, Bengali, and Oriya. Panjabi employs the
character called Gurumukhi, a name probably derived from the
fact that the art of writing was at first only employed on sacred
subjects, and was practised by pupils who recorded the oral
instruction of their Gurus instead of, as had been the case in

earlier times, committing his teachings to memory. The alpha-
bet consists of thirty-five letters only, omitting the grammatical
abstractions *r. ^, V, ^, a3 also J\ and *sl; * is re1

but with a different pronunciation, as will be shown hereafter.

* doei duty for all the sibilants. There is a special character

1 This story u told by Ba!,u Rajendra I.ul Mittra, in vol. xxiiii., p. 608, of th<

Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal. Tbere is much that is good in his article,

though I entirely disagree with the greater part of it,
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it now holds, :s_. At was written with the horizontal ^-stroke

and a vertical one at right angles to it, which gradually came
together as ^. was expressed by two horizontal strokes

forming one cross-line, either at the top or through the middle

of a letter. In the beginning of a word this stroke used the

letter a as its fulcrum. By degrees these two strokes got raised

into a sloping position, and from the Gupta inscriptions of the

fifth century down to the tenth century they were so written.

The form is preserved in a more elegant shape in the Tibetan,

which dates from the seventh century, thus
3f ko. The Punjabi

rejects one of the two strokes and gives that which remains

a wavy Bhape to distinguish it from e, thus if kc, % ko

;

while in Nagari the right-hand stroke has been turned down-
wards like an a T, thus makingY The au in the fifth century

consisted of three strokes, thus ^ . Panjabi has contented

itself with giving au extra half-stroke to the o, thus J? kau.

Panjabi consonants are generally of the Kutila type, though
many of them are older still. Of the Kutila type are the

characters for g, t, th, dh, n, d, dh, p, bh, y, I. It will be

observed that these letters in Panjabi approach more nearly

to the exact form of the Kutila than the corresponding

Devanagari letters, which have been subjected to modifications

from which the Gurumukhi letters have escaped.

K preserves something more like the form on the Vallabhi

plates found in Gujarat, as does also the Gujarati 4, almost

the only letter in that alphabet which would seem strange to

one familiar with the ordinary Devanagari.

The sign for kh is the Nagari q s/i, but left open at the top.

This character is also used for kh in western Hindi ; thus for

*JTI we find JJU; for *W3, ?S(ft- The Nagari sign for kh *3

has unfortunately at' ,,.,. u , ^ ;
.

af> amj j, t jlc

addition of a small horizontal stroke it may bo made into ^T
sra. These resemblances have probably led to its disuse, com-
bined as they are with certain phonetic peculiarities noticed in
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Chapfc r IV.,
I

than the ]

far »s ii is open at the top, wh< reaa the Kutila is oloeed. This

tly than any other.

oapital E lying on its back, uj. Thia ancienl form is
i

by tin- Panjabi and Kashmiri alone.1 The Devanagari *T

follows the Kutila in being closed at the top, bul has deviated

from it in making two of the strokes horizontal in

bi form for ^ is omitted from 1'

table. It resembles the Kutila, bul baa added a loop at the

The ^ and ^ are both older than the Kutila, and i

approa l md Vallabhi tj pea. The earliest PI

tical stroke with a loop al the bottom on

the lefl for ch, and two loops one on ea h side for chh.

'II, r / ia more Kutila than anything, though it lias become

simpler than its prototype. The Kutila itself bears very little

to the more ancient form, which se that of the

English E, and is retained in Tibetan s,.

Jh is 1 1
• t found in Kutila, nor is palatal n. The I'

forms for these sounds bear no resemblance to anything in the

ancienl alphabets, and are p
'• inventions or com-

ipta letter with a curl to it, and docs not

pproach the Kutila.

Panjabi /, like the Bengali "J. his the form appropriated in

the oth ' to ". This avis,- from thi .older form

being A- 1" writing thia and other letters, the variations of

form depend upon the courai followed bj the p
the hit' r [f you begin al the top, and go down the lefl limb,

and tin a bringing the pen back up the aame limb go down the

P injgbi, though mi i

/
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right one, you will find the tendency to give a curve to all

written lines will gradually result in a form similar to the

Panjabi letter; whereas, if on the contrary you follow down
the right limb first, and then taking the pen off, make the left

limb separately, the result will be the Kutila /, from which

come the Xagari and others.

The th is apparently a modification of the Kutila, due like

the last letter to a different way of writing. In the Kutila the

little top loop is first formed, and then, without taking eff the

pen or graver, the larger loop, and then the upright stroke.

The Panjabi scribe, however, formed the large loop first, and

taking off his pen, made a stroke across it, separating it into

two parts, in order to produce the effect of the two loops, in

which attempt he has signally failed, turning out something

more like a ^ than a ^

.

There is a curious similarity between dh and p in Panjabi.

The former is written ^ with the character used in A'agari for

p, while the p is indicated by the same character with the top

open. In this it adheres closely to the Kutila, which adds a

small side stroke to the dh, which in early alphabets is an oval,

grape-shaped letter, and thus produces a character closely re-

sembling t?; the double semicircle of the Nagari ** is quite

modern.

In n again Panjabi preserves an archaic form, and the same

remarks apply to this letter as to t. The Panjabi n is that of

Asoka's inscriptions, with the horizontal footstrokes sloped

downwards and curved. The Gupta, Vallabhi, and Kutila

forma arose from trying to form the letter by one continuous

stroke without taking the pen or graver off. The Tibetan

exactly reproduces the Kutila in its Y
In ph we have another piece of antiquity. The form of this

lelter is identical with the Nagari 3 dh. In the Asoka cha-

racter the dh and ph are almost the same ; the former having

a curved downslroke, the latter a straight one. This
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. and tli" .lit!

,, the dh, while the ph is indicated by the Bimple 3

re of the dh, and exactly followa

i„ im tr. whii
!

bj all the other alpl

bt tan it Bhowa how by a diff

Hi: bo much depends upon

the I I

one who doubts this trj the experimi a< of forming the Sanskrit

inning when the]

and after writii quickly half a dozen times he will

shape.

is tli«' Kutila form rounded and written as though the

a bop; m differs only in having the top

,,j„. ni ,,, from ^. which in Panjabi is written like

the Nagari 1 owing to the Gupta character from which it is

derived not having the little tail which marks the *•

il, and thus approaches the Gupta rather

than the Kutila type.

Th, assimilates mon to the Vallabhi form than any other

;

and the h is Gupta.

number of instances the Kutila differs from the

Gupta type only by the addition of a little tail at the right-

hand lowt i
i I

tail being regarded as tl

tinuati line of a letfc I in the

I Devanagai

i
q, vi, n. H. in none of which has the Gupta cl

consequently anything to give rise to a straight

or it mighl saj thai thi

underwent modifications, the type of which

is uniform thi but that
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after that the various provinces began to make local variations

of their own. The Kutila inscriptions date from about 800 a.p.

to 1100 ad., and as far as we know the history of those three

centuries there was no one paramount sovereign during that

time whose authority extended over all Aryan India, as there

had been at various times in the preceding ages. We may
suppose the Paujab to have been politically sundered from the

Gangetic provinces during a great portion of that time, and to

have entered upon a distinct course of linguistic development.

This will account for the archaic character of many of its

letters.

§ 18. The Bengali is the most elegant and easiest to write

of all the Indian alphabets. It is very little changed from the

Kutila brought down from Kanauj by the Brahmans whom
King Adisur invited to Bengal in the latter part of the eleventh

century. Such slight differences as are perceptible arise from
an attempt to form a running hand, in which it should not be

;y to lift the pen from the paper in the middle of a

word. This attempt has been to a great degree successful,

and the modern Bengali character can now be written with

greater rapidity and ease than any character derived from the

ancient Indian alphabet. Even compound letters of some in-

tricacy have been provided with neat and simple forms, and
since the introduction of printing presses into Bengal the type

has much increased in elegance. A printed Bengali book is

now a very artistic production in typography.

§ 19. The same praise cannot be awarded to the Oriya cha-

racter, which is of all Indian characters the ugliest, clumsiest,

and most cumbrous. Some ol the letters so closely resemble

others that they can with difficulty be distinguished. Such

for instance are the following, q cha, Q ra, where only the



the letters, and to n

thi media] » c is often bo written as to be pt»

like the c//. 'I'h, 11 b

loop. £> //, and p ill, arc also

• SI .'/", SI kha, ft, ch&, S^ r<2, as also a s (JO, and

a n (HT). puzzle the reader bj tl of their differ-

which if troublesome in print, I i re all thi pro]

I, is -, t i 1 1 more so in

manuscript, where no attention at all is paid to tin- Bubject;

and a knowledge of 1 1 1
-

• language i- the only guide in deter-

mining which It

1 Iriya characters in their presenl form presi n( a i

similarity to tl loyed bj the neighbouring non-Aryan
nations whose alphabets have bei borrowed from the Sanskrit.

lugu, Malaya! lese, and B ninese.

The chief peculiarity in the type of all these alphabets consists

in their spreading out the ancieni Indian letters into elaborate

of circular ami curling form. This roundness ia the

prevailing mark of them all, though it is more remarkable in

the Burmese than in anj other; Burmese letters being entirely

r, and having hardly Buch a thing as a Btraigh

I traighl angular lett< rs which Asoka used

-i the inscriptions found at Seoni on the Nannadtl
: la; in more tl tine angularity, bul ai

with a greal number of additional lines and squares, which

Slagol alpha-

Del <>f St. Cyril. The next modification of these letters

: found al Amravati on the Kistna,

where the square boxes have been in man-
i [ed oil

micircles. I rora this alphabt I follow all the Dravidian

and tl. '>, also we may refer to this t N1 „.

itifulcl

in use in .lava, which i- i ridontly of Aryaj

ind letter of a i
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and Sandangans, or vowel and diacritical signs, sufficiently

testify.

Wh ether the Oriyas receiyed the art of writing from Bengal
or from Central India is a question still under dispute. The
probabilities are strongly in favour of the latter supposition.
In the flourishing times of the monarchy of Orissa, the inter-

course with Central and Southern India was frequent and
intimate. Raja Churanga (or Sarauga) Deva, the founder of
the Gangavansa dynasty, which ruled from a.d. 1131 to 1451,
came from the south, and was said in native legends to be a son
of the lesser Gauges (Godavarl). The princes of that line

extended their conquests far to the south, and their dominions
at one time stretched from the Ganges to the Godavari.
Ivapilendra Deva (1451-1478) resided chiefly at Rajamahendri,
and died at Condapilly on the banks of the Kistna, having

mployed during the greater part of his reign in fighting
over various parts of the Telinga and Kamata countries. This
monarch also came into collision with the Musulmans of Behar.
In fact, the early annals of Orissa are full of allusions to the
central and southern Indian states, while Bengal is scarcely
ever mentioned. Indeed, the Oriya monarchs at one time did
not bear sway beyond the Kansbans, a river to the south of
Baleshwar (Balasore), and there was thus between them and
Bengal a wide tract of hill and forest, inhabited in all prob-
ability, as much of it is still, by non-Aryan tribes. The changes
and developments which have brought Oriya into such close

connexion with Bengali appear in very many instances to be
of comparatively recent origin.

aing then that the Oriyas got their alphabet from
Central, rather than from Northern, India, the reason of its

being so round and curling baa now to be explained. In all

probability in the case of Oriya, as in that of the other lan-

guages which I have mentioned above, the cause is to be found

in the material used for writing. The Oriyas and oil the popu-
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lui " L'"" '''
' B l ral write on the

a-palm or Palmj

tree is like a gigantic fan, and i,
spill up into

breadth, or !

one naturally
formed fold of the fan. On thee

when dried and cul into proper lengths,

they write with an iron style or Lekhani,
having a very fine Bharp point.

i' ia evidenl thai if the long, straight

i alphabet, were
the style in forming il would split the leaf, I

a PahD ' Bbre going from the .stalk to the
point. Moreover, the style being held in the right hand and

' '" "" ^t, the thumb of the left hand serves as a
fulcrum on which the style moves, and thus naturally imparts

Jwfcrm to the letters. Perhaps the above exp]

7 1 ' convincing to European read

aOriya working away with both hands at
1

I Upatra will question the accuracj of the
,n: and ^ugh the fact .nay not be of much value, I

u,t
'> i " 1,1

'
thal ""• native explanation of the origin of their

» with '»"« VVith the greater extension of the
use of paper, which has taken place sin hraent
of our rule, especiallj in our courts of justice, the round \op
line is gradually dying out, and manj contractions have been
introduced, which il is to be hoped maj be by dog:
into th<

ton haw departed, however, less from tfc

in thoseof their neighbours, the Telingas. Tho vowels
baye much of the Kutila type, though il,

,

, lvill „

peculiar lateral curve which disgt
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the letter. Let, however, S> be compared with ^ (i.e., ^
without the Matra), Q with * ('S). and the connexion will

be at once visible.

Like the Bengalis, the Oriyas have adopted the custom of

writing the top stroke of medial c and o before the letter to

which it is attached, instead of above it, as Bengali ($ ke,

f^t ko. This practice is, however, found in some Devanagari

MSS., and is sometimes used in Gujarati. Being also a high-

polite Sanskrit sort of language in the eyes of its expounders,

Oriya has been duly provided with symbols for the gram-

marian's letters ^?. ^> ^, and ^.' and has also some very

formidable snake-like coils to express the various forms of

nexus. Some of these are as clumsy as Singhalese, and take as

long to execute as it would to write a sentence in English.

Moreover, the forms used in conjunctions of consonants arc not

the same as those used when alone. Thus, the character which

when single is read o, when subscribed to 1J or ^ is read n Hf);

that which alone is th, when subscribed to ^ is ch.

"Without going through the whole alphabet letter by letter,

it may suffice to say in general terms that the Oriya characters

show signs of having arisen from a form of the Eutila ch

prevalent in Central India, and that its love of circular forms,

common to it and the neighbouring nations, is due to the habit

of writing on the Talputra, Talipot, or palm-leaf, with an iron

style.

§ 20. Next to the alphabets comes the question of the pro-

nunciation of the various Bounds. The vowels, with on< o

pear to retain the same sound as in Sanskrit.

I say appear, because although the Devanagari character affords

1 The- Dounoed ru, ru, la, /,;, respectively, the common people

often use them for ^, ^, W, and ^; thus, we see dclu\i "I gave,'' written

1] dtlfn, and rip, "form," ^£tj, properly f>P-
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ret we
rtain what was the exact pronunciation of the

-
; '""' in 01 two inata -, both in consonants

to believe thai the ai

ciation differed considerably
I

. day.

• *. which in Sanskril is held to b

we9tei adi-in fact, b3 all except Bengali
Tl dull sound like the final a in I

thal in voman. Bengali, however, is peculiar in reaped of this
sound, which is only exceptionally used. Thai is to

' equivalent, the unwritten inherenl vowel,
: only 'n certain words, Buch as the word apn

I to form the plural of nouns,

5hamacharan Sirkar, in bis excellent
iar, and no doubl he is correct to the rule, bul in

istantly. In some cases the ^
is pronounced as a shorl o, jusl as i„ English not, thus TTT^

mi; frT^TT

il onol.

- tli
- In the former language there is much [ess

inds than in the latl

Byllablee, especially when unaccented, the ^ . thus
*^Aa(no! ** ''<<> Also in syllables where thi

as ?nr?sf mandal, ^^T c/ ,
. Before T or ?i

p full

: thus, ^ ia /.,,,, bul ofl

and the d f ,],',

i

in manj in

c
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find it. Strictly speaking, the absence of this sound should be
indicated by the virama or by a combination of two consonants.
In the more Sanskritiring of the languages, such as Bengali,
Marath,, and Qriya, the lattei method of expression is frequently
resorted to; but in the other languages it is practically neglected.
It becomes, then, necessary to lay down rules when to pro-
nounce this sound and when to omit it.

In Hindi it is never pronounced at the end of words, as
TO, TO, b&l, jan, not bah. This rule is absolute and nn-
varymg, and is not violated even when a word ends in a nexus,
the difficulty of pronunciation being in such cases solved by
inserting a short a between the two consonants; thus J&, jrc
would be pronounced ratan, shabad, and be generally so written
also, as T«H> ST^-
The root or crude form of a verb being by virtue of the

above rule monosyllabic, inflectional additions to it do not
render the final a audible; thus, TOrTT "he obeys," is mania
not manata; g^ " having heard," sunkar, not mnakar. So
also in compounds; thus, JT^RTT mangalwar, "Tuesday," not
mangalawar.

All the other languages cut off the final a in the ease of
words in which a single consonant precedes it ; but in the case
of a nexus, or combination of consonants preceding the final
a is sounded in Bengali, Marathi, Oriya, and occasionally in
Gujarah. Marathi, however, does not sound it if the first
member of the nexus is «. All three languages agree in
giving the a a short sound after Zf, but this sound is very
sl.gl.lly heard. Marathi does the same after *T; thus, afar,
j'tva, not j'iv; fRU priya.

t,,i
~' ''" th ' " I;IJ" ,;, >- "' I igalis w,m ],l

consider it proper, m reading at least, to sound the 6nal a
though colloquially it would not generally I

however, in certain of its inflections requires the final a to be
heard

;
as in the second person singular of the present in-
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'-,, ^«thou dost, . n,
' ^."chob; also in the third

, o{ .,,

" * f^ *»*k "he did/' and U , ^TB
"" 1"" 1 " 1 -" ,,! ''

rowel is a
corruption of an old ,,„„,„.^ 1! '"-' ,i ^tives the in,

I
; dj M ^ bon^^.wheret] ^-J

through Pr. o, and the word should co,

**T. asm Qujarati. In this, as in some other cases, the
tharing imparted an o sound to the a, makes il do dutvforalongo^. Thus, it writes TO, and prone

2™
J

• " 8Peak "i '•"" 1 IT- pronounced ,,,.„. for afar*.
" T^ "wheat." In

: oriya follows the ex-
ample of Bengali.

Hindi writers often, from carelessness or ignorance, write
that which is a combination of consonants in Sanskri< as soman, separate letters, thus, ^^T for ^,^ for ^ ;

h« - merely an irregularity of spelling, and docs not affect
the pronunciation, which remains the same ae
clarion, jukti.

n™ ofthe whole matter,, the position, of the short
final[« is exactly parallel to that of its linguistic count
the final short e of early English, which weWe in the. 1, ,„

"led in pronunciation, and ii
|

'

""ting also. We have retained it a. an orthogwphical
eign m words such as *«*, «»e, ^fe, where its preseneeiadi-

onunciation.

^enl o in the middle of a word „ ,„,

I'""
1

:" '
' tbsolutelyimi ,1,1,-

but is omitted when
I over or got rid of.

§21. Them is little to remark on tin- pronunciation of any
' "^excepl «. Bin,

, ttjabi
^ways, ignore this grammarian's figment, and write il plain and
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simple f^, which saves a great deal of trouhle and confusion.

Jlarathi and Oriya, in their desire to be very Sanskritic, intro-

duce this letter ; but the vulgar have turned it into ru in

pronunciation, and in Oriya the character for this sound is

used for H and ^- In Gujarati also ^ is substituted for ri.

Inasmuch as a in Bengali has become o, so ai TF becomes 01,

and 011 becomes ou. It is almost impossible to convey by any

written symbols the exact sounds of these vowels to the ear.

Oriya has the same peculiarity. The two sounds are fairly

represented by the accent of an Irishman in speaking of his

native country as " Ould Oireland " ; that is to say, there is a

grmseyant or half-drawling tone in their pronunciation. This,

however, is not considered correct by purists, who prefer to

sound these vowels as in Sanskrit, and would say baidh, *N,
not, with the vulgar, boidh.

In some instances in Bengali the vowel XI e has a short

harsh sound, like that of English a in hat. Thus T[3i "one,"

sounds yack or aek.

§ 22. In the pronunciation of the consonants there are a few

peculiarities of a local and dialectic sort, which require notice.

The palatal letters, as might be expected, display many diver-

gencies of pronunciation. It is strange that those sounds so

simple to an English mouth, the plain ch ^ and j «|, should

apparently present such difficulties to other nations. In Europe

the Germans, having used their.;' for TJ, and their ch for ~,

or for a sound not representable by English letters, have had

to fall back upon all sorts of combinations to represent 31-

They write it dsch and ^ Uch ; and of late they have got to k

for ^ and g for *, a characteristically logical, but I fear I

must add also a characteristically unintelligible, method of

expression. The French have turned their j into a half-s or j,
and to get 9 they have to write dj ; so also, having turned

ch into J~ eh, they are obliged to write (ch for ^T- The Italians,
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' a g to their i, and

i
ij; for ^ thi • and

i'i but

would be dandra. The Spaniards hav< I
*!• but

i.s = c ; so for ai they must write either y, which i* a

I than the true /, or some othei c

Similar in decree, though different in the turn which

it tli.- confusion ;<- to j ** in some of the Indian lan-

guages. The Hindi, truest and most central type of all, holds

innciation ; but Panjabi rather finds it a

stumbling-block. WhenaPanjabi saya *rjr majh,"& b

m e sound he pi Id. it might

! by meyh, a very palatal y aspirated
;
perhaps in

i bj iiwch, or rather, if it. may be bo expressed, with a

sound corresponding to the tenuis cA.
1 The Bengalis,

again, are fond of inverting j and s, especially in words

borrowed fron thus, thej sa; I for Sj\sA,

but hajir for ji\s>~? This is the more strange as there is no

a in the Sanskrit alphabet ; ami, consequently, our d

high-pressure improvers (English this time, Dot Pandits), who

are for ever fidgetting and teasing al the unhappy Indian

and trying in an irritating, though happily in-

i. way to twist and bend th to their own

pre-conceived ideas, h the bright device of using a

91 with a dot I Ul the dots in the world will never

: say ; ; our friends may write ^ifa*^'

anfafl, as much as they like. From the days of Chand, when

into India, till DOW, th I

iilim, and will probably continue to Bay bo long after our

1 Thii remark » more exaotlj ippl Panjabi*. I tind it in my

note-book made at Gujrat and Jbelam

. do «o alto in » rigin in many inal

a uf the

language, ai I bare beard H e >> niore ai i than
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dot-makers are forgotten. But they have never, odcUj enough,
thought of dotting the Bengali *, W, which is really often
pronounced z without the help of dots.

Marathi has two methods of pronouncing the palatals. In
Tateamas and modern Tadbhavas and before the palatal vowels
T> t It. and $, tT i s ch, and *j; but in early Tadbhavas,
Desajas, and before the other vowels, ^ sounds ts, and *T dz.
This peculiarity is not shared by any of the cognate languages,
while, on the other hand, the ta and dz sounds, so to speak the
nnassimilated palatals, are characteristic of the lower state of

pment of the non-Aryan, Turanian, or what-you-will
of languages. Tibetan on the one side, and^Telugu

among the Dravidians on the other, retain them. Marathi,
from its juxtaposition to Tclugu and other non-Aryan forms
of speech, might naturally be expected to have undergone
somewhat of their influence, and this pronunciation of the
palatals is probably an instance in point.

By the expression " unassimilated palatals" I mean that,
whereas in the Aryan palatals the dental and sibilant of which
they are composed have become so united into one sound that
the elements can no longer be separately recognized, in the
Turanian class the elements are still distinct. The earlier
languages of the Aryan and Semitic families knew no palatals.
Even Hebrew has got no further than X Tsodde; Greek and
Latin probably had not these sounds either. They are then
of late origin, and though as regards the formations in which
they occur they must be considered as sprung from the gut-
turals, yet they are so derived not directly, but through the
often observed change from * into t; so that by adding a
sibilant to the guttural we get from k + t into t + a ; this
change being facilitated by the fact that in Sanskrit at least the
sibilant employed is a dental, and naturally, as will be shown
in Chapter IV., draws over the guttural into its own organ,
thus, m* + 9 ( = «n?T + «) = ^hj.
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i ry much lik.' the English
:

ginning of a word, or when formic

I and 9 are sounded d and dh respectively; but in

other situationa they take the sound of hard r and rh. This is

not the case, however, in Panjabi, which, having invented a

iracter for the sounds of r and rh, retains the (/and cM

Bounds for ^ and S in all ca [n Hindi, on the o

the r-sound pn md is often written K« especially in

the early poets, bo slight is the diff 11 the sounds.

1 gab' and Oriya : thus, ^"?

all thri ITTt is in all three

g&rt, but in Panjabi gddt. Marathi also adopts the r sound, r

n more harshlj than in the above-mi i

Innguag ch more closely to the d sound./

Sindhi has special eccentricities with regard to these letters,

unds of "3 are both used on the same principles

asin Hindi. The d sound and the letter ^ itself are Ven much

Bindhi, etymologicallj often replacing ^. There is

besides a sound expressed by this letter which has a rerj

Dravidian look about if. It is a sort of compound of <l ami r;

^5 "the m ," is Baid to be pronounced chandru. The letter

sn U nil of r mixed up with ii ; thus, trz

"a son," is to be pronounced putru. In these cases the
1 in aspect vanishes, and we see merely a careless method
of writing, which makes Z and ^ do duty, by custom, fur ^
nml ^ respectively. '•

ff0rl on th

Sindhi character, it is a pity he did not write these words with

^_and 1J. instead of falling into the favourite maze of dots which

distinguishes artificial and 1 sotic labours in linguistics:

The dentals and labials call for no remark; with regard to

(lie former a detailed examination of their origin and pronun-

ill be found in Chapter III.

mivowels *l und q have muoh in common. In
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the western languages, Sindhi, Gujarati, and Marathi, 5» is

quite distinct from *T This latter has a more liquid sound,
and is often dropped at the beginning of words. Punjabi and
Hindi turn the Sanskrit *T into 3! in most cases, and express
it in writing by the 5|.i Bengali and Oriya use the character

V, butsound it 5T / in nearly all cases. Thus, the Sanskrit
word *ft3R would be pronounced in M., G., and S. yojan.

In P. and H. it would be written sftaR, and pronounced
jojan. In O. and B. it would be written *ft3J*T, or even

'

<flm ,

and pronounced jojan. So completely has ^ acquired the
sound of j in these last two languages that when H is intended
to retain the sound of y, as in Tatsamas, a dot is placed under
it to distinguish it. In Oriya ordinary writers even go so far

as to write with the *T words which have a 5f in Sanskrit; as *pg
for «T*J.

Similarly with regard to ^, we find G., M., S., and in
this case also P., keeping it quite distinct from ^. The former
sounds r or w, the latter b. Panjabi is rather uncertain on this

head, writing the same word indifferently with either ^ or ^.
Ilindi writes every ^ as ^, and pronounces it so also. 3

Bengali and Oriya have but one character for both sounds,
and people of those nations are unable to pronounce r or w.

They might come under the same head as those Neapolitans
of whom it was said, "Felices quibus vivere est bibere," were
it not that, instead of the generous juice of the vine, the
Bengali drinks muddy ditch-water in which his neighbours
have been washing themselves, their clothes, and their cattle.

1 The caws in Hindi in which *J is retained are chir fly in the terminations of

Tatsamas used in the early poet*, as Al*fa riniya, where the Skr. pronunciation

is preserred; and in the pronominal forms **f , *ff,^ , the 8rst and last

of which are often written and pronounced TWi YVf •

2 nindi retains the 8anskrit pronunciation of v in old Tatsamas and in ^?,
Tf t. q*lt. and such words. Here again we often hear and see ^f , ^ft, etc.
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whi re f is the 1 • -• member of a nexus, il

of doubling the pn

letter: thus 5TT is to the B LI pronounced with a

dwelling on the d and a slight contraction of the lowei

though the Bpeakei would, but could not, effecl the contact

the full i sound. Thus also V3 is

These peculiarities may be thrown into a little table, thus

;

55
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Hindi varies in its treatment of the three sibilants. In the

eastern part of its area, in Tirhut, Pumcah, and Bhagalpui ^
is the character used in writing by the Kayaths and mercantile

classes, and in the extensively employed system of revenue

ts kept by tin? Patwaris and other local revenue and
rent-collecting agents. It is written generally as in Gujarati,

without the Mat™ or top line. The letter H is, however, in

those districts looked upon as equivalent to, and pronounced

in the same way as. ^t s. In fact, the people seem unable to

pronounce the sound of sh. In Arabic words, which occur

frequently, as the- population is mostly Musulman, the ijJ is

pronounced s. Thus, we hear sckh for shekh, sdmil for shdmil,

and the like. Towards the centre and west of Hindustan, 1

i, this inability disappears, though in Sanskrit words

of all classes there is very little to mark the difference between

the two letters. ^ has long been appropriated to express kh

both in ITindi and Panjabi.

Bengali reverses the whole series. It has in use all three

sibilants, but pronounces them all as sh. Thus, ^P5T is to a

Bengali, not sakal, but shokol ; TO shashto. To compensate,

however, it treats the Arabic ^ ah as s, saying, as noticed

above, sckh, sdmil, for shekh, shdmil. Arabic <jw and ^e
become sh ; JJL is shdil ; «_-~=-U shdheb. Purists pronounce
J[ and * as s, when they form the first member of a nexus in

which T> "&< or ^ form the second, as ^*I srobon, TriIT5I

srigdl; but this refinement is overlooked by the vulgar.

Oriya retains in its alphabet the three characters, but except

in the so-called high style, *T and ^ are not much used. Both
in Orissa and Bengal the inquirer is met with this difficulty

that the learned classes persist in using Sanskrit words in th< ir

writings, without regard to the usage of the mass of their

1 Hindustan must throughout these pages he understood in its literal and restricted

sense of the area from Delhi to Eajmahal, within which the Hindi and its dialects

are the mother-speech.
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countn d word* which are commonly

current among the people, our Pandita will alter the spelling

'n to what ii was in classical Sanskrit, thus ignoring

; those

who wish to Beize the language as it is, bj p to them

in the guise which the Pandits think it ought to wear. In no

try to find out from their own lips what tiny do really -

1 iwever, when a witm trange

il the

word, til. " s"""' -^'""

Pandit standing by will at 01 form,

and rebuke the peasant for using a vulgar word; so that all

hope of ord is gone for that o

q i„ preference to H- though there is some
.

confusion in the employment of these two letters, and in many
|

3 , as in the Panjab, evince

a tl ., ;i ! the sibilants and substitute for them f-

bhi employs tt and *t indifferently, to such an extent

thai even the learned and careful compilers of Molesworth's

Dictionary are ofti c puzzled to decide which to ua I

j. this the case in early Tadbhavas and Desajas, where Moles-

re often wid 1\ wrong in thi

ration. In Marathi ^ is not quite eh, nor yet quite s;

it inch

3T renders it necessary to pron

with somewhat of t

; f the tongue to the f of

the mouth which is characteristic of the letters of thai organ,

principal dialects into which Marathi is divided,

the Dakhani, or that

.
i the clear, Bharp, d< ntal «.

whili tl i '" the low lint fringing

,. pr( f, rs the Bofter and more olinging II- So also

lying 1
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makes *? sound as s/i. It is an interesting question, whether

the influence of climate has been at work, but one which cannot

be gone into here.

§ 25. The nasals of the five organs are -even in Sanskrit

somewhat affected and over-refined letters. ^3F and ^ have

characters to express them in all the languages except Gujarati,

which, not possessing any of the "pruritus Sanskritizandi," so

to speak, does not use characters for sounds which it does not

require. Nor does Hindi. In all the other languages, except

Sindhi, these characters are only used in Tatsama words as the

first element of a nexus. Sindhi, however, has two sounds, ng

and ny, for which these two characters are used. They stand

alone as pure guttural and palatal nasals respectively. Thus, in

faff sing-u, "a horn"; **«!] ang-anu, "a court-yard "; ^l*n

ang-aru, "a coal"; we have derivatives from Skr. Tt"!7
, -*tS«!].

and ^$K - In Ilindi and most of the other languages these

words are written with the anuswura fal. "^IT. and -*MII«.-

The sound of the Sindhi T is that of ng in sing,

one homogeneous sound, and as such differs from the Hindi 1

with anuswara, which is the ng in finger, linger. In dividing

the syllables of these words we should write sing-ing, but

The latter is really fing-ger.

Similarly ^ in Sindhi is ny, the Spanish win Senor, extraho,

which are pronoun© <»yo, and in which the n is,

like the Sindhi ^< a compendium scripturce, or simpler way of

writing ne or ni, as in the Latin senior, extraneus. It is, how-

ever, nol unfrequently for double n, as in ano= am

for mn, as in daho — damnum, dona=domna (low Lai in for

domina; or for tig, as in una = unguis ; or g», as in sena =
Thus, gs^n kany-a, "maiden," is Skr. **WT; \TT%

dhany-u, "grain," Skr. vn^: ^^J vany-anu, "to go," Skr.

19*1 It is therefor.-, Less strictly palatal than T is guttural,
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not lagatd, but lagta ; sfonfff bljkd ; an aspirate media preceding
a tenuis in f^T bujltkar ; and many others which would be
inadmissible in Sanskrit. Such a process as altering the final

i of a verbal base to bring it into harmony with the
initial consonant of a termination, is quite unknown to the
modern languages.

In those combinations which I have in Chapter IV. called
the mixed and weak nexus, Bengali betrays some weaknesses.
One of these, in which the semivowel ? follows a consonant,
has been noticed in § 23. Another is seen in compounds whose
last letter is *?- In this case the m is not distinctly heard, but
gives a subdued nasalization to the preceding consonant, which
is pronounced as though double. Thus, ^PCm is in Hindi
smarm, but in Bengali it sounds shmoron; W^h is not Lakshmi,
but Lakhkhi; XRJ is not padma, but podda. It is almost im-
possible to express the exact sound of this nexus—it must be
heard to be understood. In the words grog, 'ftrt^, the Bengalis
and Oriyas in speaking substitute Z for HT, and the former add
an anuswara after the final vowel, so that these words sound in

Bengali Tft Kmhtan, fa| Bishtun, and in Oriya Krmhto and
Buhtu. Thus, too, the Sanskrit %im a "Vaishnava," a Beet very
common in Orissa, is corrupted into Bokhnob, Boishtnob, J.

and even Bastam.

§ 27. Sindhi has four sounds peculiar to itself, or, to speak
more accurately, it has four characters,

*J, if, T, ^T, which are

I in any other language. Dr. Trurapp is of opinion that

these four characters represent four simple sounds [einj

Laute); it is, however, evident from his own remarks thai

are only methods of expressing TO, <5T, j|, and *. respectively,

and the analogy of the Bengali pronunciation in the examples
of nexus given above helps us to understand how >

me to be written with a single oharacter, nam, U !

id on the first in the effort to give its full value
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etymologically no reduplication can be proved to exist, but the

hardness of the pronunciation can be explained by adjacent

circumstances, e.g. ift$ 'a village,' Pr. *ftg. Skr. *fT8" This

has been illustrated above, though, in the

absence of properly spelt dictionaries, it is difficult for one not

resident in the country to determine in which cases the dotted

letter should be used.

It is often found to be the ease, especially in unwritten

languages, in which consequently there is no universally re-

ceived standard of spelling, that when any peculiar pro-

nunciation has established itself in the popular speech, it is

extended through carelessness to cases where it ought not

properly to occur, and it is readily conceivable that this may

have taken place in a wild and uncultivated language like

Sindhi. At the same time it is to be hoped that those who

take this language in hand will not fall into the common error

of all Indian linguists, of representing the words, not as they

are, but as they think they ought to be, remembering that it is

the popular practice and custom, " usus," as Hora.

•' Quem penes arbitriutn est, et jus, et norma loqueudi,"

and not the Pandits or would-be reformers.

§ 28. Some remarks on the literature of these languages may

now be offered, though to give a full and complete review of

tliis subject would occupy many volumes, and would be beyond

the limits of my task. All that will here be done is to give

such brief general statements as may afford to the reader a

tolerably accurate idea of how the various modern languages

stand in this respect. Although the majority of the written

works in the Indian vernaculars are to the European mind very

tame and uninteresting, yet it is by no means accurate to say

that there is nothing worth reading iu them. Religion has
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i is the first of all in point of time, the Prithirdja

/ of Chand B rdai, in which the ancestry, birth,

deeds, and final overthrow of Prithiraj of the Chauhan tribe

its, the last Bindu Bang of Delhi, are recited in many

thousand Iini <
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of the
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historical work the influence of tradition is for the

... a verj long i
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I re] i
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v The date of the composition of the

poem is pn bably about a.d. L200.

almost entirely of long, tiresome religious poems,

type, translations o

I

which are particularly worth reading, except for the

light they throw on the gradual
]

this light is o I by the arbitrary i I

at which the
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satisfy the exigencies of their rhythm. The reiterated employ-

ment by them all of a certain set of stock words and phrases

deprives their works of any appearance of individuality or

originality, which, arblfd to the extremely dull and unin-

teresting nature of the subject-matter of the poems themselves,

makes them on the whole about the least attractive body of

literature in the world. Still, there are, as I have said before,

sonie exceptions : the seven hundred couplets of Bihari Lai

contain many pretty, though fanciful, conceits, and are com-

posed in extremely correct and elegant verse ; and here and

there among the religious poems may be found meditations

and prayers of some merit. The Ramayan of Tulsi Das is

probably only admired because the masses are unable to read

the original of Yalmiki. In modern times a perfect cloud of

writers has arisen, amongst whom, however, it is impossible to

single out any one deserving of special mention. The intro-

duction of the Persian character, in supersession of the clumsy

Nagari, has rendered the mechanical process of writing much

easier and more rapid, while many good lithographic pi.

all parts of the country pour forth books of all descriptions, the

majority of them undoubtedly pernicious trash, but some here

and there of a more wholesome tone, which, though pi

not destined to live, may pave the way for productions of a

higher style. 1

Bengal, however, has now far distanced all her sister pro-

vinces in literary activity. The rise of modern Bengali litera-

ture is due to the great reformer Chaitanya in the fifteenth

century. The litanies or Kirtans which, though they had existed

before I adered popular, may si ill be collected, and

: ili gentlemen ba\

e

ti< ins of

them, with a view to publication. One, attributed to Vidyapati,

who with to ]iur-ue tbil rubjeci further should

Bittnirc de la litternturt Uindotulani, in which an immense amount of iufoi

eullect.:d. The learned author is an ardent admirer of Hindi literature.
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bably the firsl in point of time, of

as follows

:

bYt «*jt ^Y«t ^qrt$ jt/t«t ^f?t u^ u^ *n *N n

?ra *ru *rrfjpft t»to 'f^rrr? it ^f?j^ 3^1 it '^^ n

wni «n^ *pi ff^ ff^ tt^ tt^ ff^r ^-?*r *n *r*t u

T?T *T<T tfa^i 3T«T T^ ^JlflT "*t«pft ^tf it ^G II

franrfa ^1 Tmu ^rr?;^ *n§ *rr f*r*rar t^ ii o h

Friend .' that meet voice 1 have heard with n .

' arrng.

•. and knew not
-'

to heart, still mj

Many, m Jove, the true lover no oi

Vidyapati Baith, I in .i lakh not one can 1"
I

fcT^'farT = ^TT I 'Ftyii^ a causal from *r*T i ^W^ ia

merely a Bengali way of writing ?? (see Chapter III.

The language of this poem closely resell ken at

mi tun. iii Tirhut. 'I'll'' preterites 5ft. 5jsf. and %*T

are etill in use there, (hough the first and last air now obsolete

in Bengal prop r. Such forms as tV?K«J for fafTfr5n*T.

arc still heard in conversation, though now banished from

books.

Tli. language of these poems differs very little from early

Hindi,
i paring it vi ith tin extract from

given in § 5 (note). Kabi Kankan, who lived about

ad the author of the Chaitanya CI

tli writers. The Bengali poets Easidas

1 For U

j

a»enrly u ibl lliii.
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and Kritibas wrote modern versions of the Mahabharat and

liaruayan. Raja Krishna Chandra of Xadiya collected round

him a small circle of poets, whose works are still very much
admired, amongst whom Bharat Chandra Eai holds the* foremost

place, though it is stated that his popularity is on the wane,

in consequence of the rise of a sounder and more wholesome

literati. - of Fescennine verse called Kali (probably

for Kabif) was also highly popular in the last generation; these

were recited by two companies of performers, who
lavished the most pungent abuse and satire on each other, to

the great delight of their audience. Following upon the poets

of this school comes Iswar Chandra Gupta, a sort of Indian

3, who enj'03-ed considerable reputation fifty years or

even less ago. But Bengal has advanced so fast during the

.'ration that all these old-world authors are already left

far behind in the dimness of a premature antiquity. And it is

well that they should be. Bengali literature was not in their

hands progressing in any definite or tangible direction, unless

it were in that of filth and folly. Modern Bengali writers, all

of whom are of the present age, may be divided into two

classes, the Sanskritists and the Anglicists. The former are

chiefly responsible for the solemn pompous style, overloaded

with artificial Tatsamas, which they, and they alone, arc able to

understand, and which make the literature which they produce

more like bad Sanskrit than good Bengali. The frigid conceits,

the traditional epithets, the time-honoured phraseology, recur

over and over agaiu ad nauseam, and the threadbare legends

ol the Hindu creed are worked up into fresh forms with a

"most damnable iteration." Opposed to these is a school of

young writers, who pour forth novels, plays, and poems in

considerable abundauce, and of very unequal merit. Babu
l'iari Chand Mittra, who writes under the »om dc plume of

Tekchand Thakur, has produced the best novel in the language,

the Alldhr gharer Dalai, or "The Spoilt Child of the House
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Oriya literature begins with Upendro E-hanj, who was a

brother of the Raja of Gumsar, a petty hill-state in the south

of Orissa, which even to the present day is celebrated as the

home of the purest form of the language. This voluminous

toposed a great number of religious works, many of

whirl, are still highly esteemed. Ilis dato is not exactly

known, but he is supposed to have lived about thrco hundred

years ago. I have a list of thirty of his productions, two of

which are rhyming dictionaries, the Sabdamala. and Gitabhi-

dano ; the rest are episodes from the ancient Pauranic legends,

I

oems, and panegyrics on various gods. They are stated

to be generally disfigured by gross indecency and childish

quibblings about words, endless repetitions, and all sorts

of far-fetched rhetorical puzzles. Dinkrishno Das, a poet of

the same age, is the author of the Rasakallola, the most cele-

brated poem in the language ; the versification of which is its

chief merit, being fluent and graceful; the subject-matter,

r, is obscene, and contains very little that is new or

original. There are also numerous paraphrases of well-known

Sanskrit works, such as the- Bhagavadgita, Ramayana, Padma

Purana, and Lachhmi Purana.

A few lines are given from Dinkrishno Das's popular poem,

the Rasakallola, as a specimen of his style :—

WiT35 ^*TTcT?^T «f? I

m%i_ w<m wag* ^n 11

Basak., iv., 34.

acknowledge my obligations to the article on Bengali Literature in the Calcutta

Review for April. 1871.
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unsuccessful, devoted himself to the worship of the idol Vithoba

or Vitthal, whose chief shrine is at Pandharpur. At the temple

of this idol at Dehu, near Puna, Tukaram spent the greater

part of his life improvising these endless Ahhangas, which

were collected by his disciples. He eventually started off on

a pilgrimage, and as he never returned, having probably died

on the road, his followers chose to believe he had ascended to

heaven. His doctrine is a reflexion of the Vaishnava creed,

popularized in Bengal by Chaitanya a little before Tukaram's

time; and the name of the idol Vithoba is a corruption of

fawjJMpfl, through the vulgar pronunciation Bi.s/itu or Bitthu,

a in Eastern India. There is nothing very original or

striking in Tukaram's poems, which are very 'much like the

ordinary run of religious verses in other Indian dialects. The

following may be quoted as a specimen of his simplest style :

—

b *j' b wr^ TfefTXi^T i ^ *f»fwt wtwzn n <s n

*TPT %*{ %FT I 1 rft %cH | tO f^ST II * II

<F*t «pf% \w\ i wt§ ift-&mm VTRT B $ II

"Torches, umbrella'), horses,—tliese are of no value, why now, lord of

Pani.lhari, dost thou entangle me in them? Honour, ] mp,

mere pig's dung. Tuka says, god, hasten to deliver me."

It is, perhaps, unfair for a foreigner to give a judgment on

such works as these, which certainly enjoy immense popularity

in their own country, being " household words " to men of all

classes.

After. Tukoba, as ho is familiarly called, the chief author is

Mayur Pandit, or Moropant (a.d. 1720), who is bv some con-

sidered as superior to Tukoba, and whose poems are highly

esteemed. The Marathas have also a copious Anacreontic

literature, which perhaps might better be called Rabelaisian

without the wit, and with twice the amount of impurity.

\JM^. or "Chorus"; it ii 1, Tcre«.
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Das, Samal Bhaft, and others. In modern times the Gujaratis,
though rather a backward people as times go, have been stimu-
lated into activity. There are a good many newspapers in the
language, somo of which, from the specimens I have seen,
possess considerable merit, though others, again, are as bad as"

they can well be. Under English influence also, translations
and original works have been produced, though it is stated that
" a shelf of moderate dimensions would accommodate all the
published prose works, translations included, which have yet
been written by Hindu Gujarat i authors." » Some societies are
at work fostering native literary efforts, but not much is to be
expected from them. The literature of a nation to be of any
value must be a vigorous spontaneous growth, not a hot-house
plant. Translations of goody-goody children's stories, or
histories of India, dialogues on agriculture, Robinson Crusoe,
and the like, though useful for schoolboys, do not form a
national literature

; no Tckchand Thakur appears yet to have
arisen in Gujarat. To show how little the language has
changed since it was first put upon paper, I give a short piece
from Narsingh Mehta, the earliest poet, and an extract from
a modern Gujarati newspaper.

Xaisingh's poem is as follows :—

*ret x; vt?z wr th? «rft tft?n *reT% n

tN *rzr§ *fmz tjj^ ?̂ t t?,% 5^ „

Utotmt **rO ^rt wttft iftwrj 11

wa jtfft mi xrty^T ^r$t^^ „

•«v«n tr ^n*ft* >r^r tti muff ip?T*fr 11 «

1 l'rcfacc to Lecfcey'l Giyarali Grammar, p. viii.
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a collection probably made by the poet himself, when in his old

age he bethought him of the gallant master whom he had so

long served, and who had died in the flower of his man!

that last sad battle before Delhi. Throughout all the c

of the Rajputs, far down to the mouths of the Indus and the

confines of Biluchistan, the Indian hards wandered singing,

and a considerable quantity of their poems still lives in the

mouths of the people, and has in these latter times been

printed. This, as far as I know, is all that Sindh can show

of ancient literature. And the case is not far different in the

Panjab. In that province the language is still very closely

connected with various forms of western Hindi. Though

the great religious reformer of the Panjab and founder

of the Sikh creed, is generally pointed to as the earliest author

in the language, yet few writings of his are extant, and in the

great collection called the Granth, made by Arjim Ma]

of his disciples, in the sixteenth century, there is nothing

distinctly Panjabi. It is stated to be for the most part an

anthology culled from the writings of Hindi poets, such as

Kabir, Namadev, and others, and consequently the language

is pure old Hindi. It is to be observed that in all V

India there is a large number of ballads, snatches of songs,

and other unwritten poetry current, which if it could be

collected would form a considerable body of curious ancient

literature. One circumstance, however, detracts much from the

value of collections of this sort, namely, that the germ

language, with its archaic or provincial expressions, ie

to be found intact. The reciters of these poems habitually

changed the words tl substituting for the ancient

forms which the] no longer undent imilar

meaning, so that we are continual!] I in our

hope of picking up transitional fifteenth century phases of

-. which undoubtedly did exist in these poems in lh<ir

original >iks this has taken place to
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of European ideas began to be felt, and tbat since tbat time

a copious literature has come into existence, of which much is

mere ephemeral trash, obscene, pointless, and utterly con-

temptible, but which has all
,

& Bome few works

worthy to live, and will doubtless in time produce more.

Bengali is decidedly in advance of the others, next come Hindi

ami Murathi, then Gujarati and Oriya, last of all Panjabi and

Sindhi ; the former of which will probably not be cultivated as

a literary language, being superseded by Hindi in its Arabicized

form of Urdu.

§ 29. The extent of country over which each of these lan-

guages is spoken is so large, and there has been so little communi-

cation between one province and another until comparatively

recent times, that it is not surprising that dialects should abound

;

indeed, I have often been disposed to wonder that there are not

more. Hindi is spoken over 24S,000 square miles. In its

extreme eastern part, the district of Puraniya (Purneah), there

is great confusion of speech. On the banks of the Mahananda

river both Bengali and Hindi are spoken, and both equally

badly. The Bengali of the Surjapur Pargana is quite unin-

telligible to a native of any other part of Bengal or Hindustan.

In the central part of the district Bengali forms arc very rarely

heard; dekhis, kahis, for the pure Hndi dekhd, kahd; and ehhe,

" is," for hai, are the most marked peculiarities. Crossing the

Kusi river, and going westwards, we come into the region of

Mithila, the modern Tirhut, where the language is purely Hindi

in type, though in many of it.-, phonetic details it leans towards

I
On the south side of the Ganges, in Bhagulpfir,

Munger (Monghyr), and Gaya, the dialect is called Magadh,

from the old name of the country. Adjoining the Maithil and

Magadh, and stretching from the ): the outlying

spurs of the Vindhya, is the Bhojpuri dialect, so strongly

marked with features of striking individuality as to be almost
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language, with a regular series of modifications extending in

waves from the Persian Gulf, up the Indus, across the five

rivers, and far on into the deserts of the Rajputs. Thus, the

present participle in Hindi ends in ta, iu Eastern Panjabi this

is softened to dd, with an n inserted when the root ends with a

vowel, thus kardd, " doing," but khdndd, " eating." As we get

further into the country going westwards and southwards about

Shahpur and Jhang, we find this n always used, even after

bases ending in a consonant; thus, mdrendd, "beating." When,

however, we get right down into Sindh, the form in ndd has

become the regular classical termination in universal use, and is

fortified by a long vowel; thus, mdrlndo, "beating," which

takes us back to the Prakrit marento and Sanskrit mdrayant}

There are so many dialects in Panjabi that it is impossible to

enumerate them. In ever}- district, nay, in every parganah, a

difference is perceptible; and on arriving in a new station, the

English official almost always finds himself confronted with a

new local " boli," by which term I mean to imply a distinction

something less than that conveyed by the word "dialect." 2

The general features are the same throughout; but there is

a twang, a dozen or so of inflections, several scores of words,

quite peculiar to that one place, and not understood out of it.

In fact, in all the parts of India with which I am personally

acquainted I have noticed something of the same peculiarity,

namely, that the words which the peasant uses to express the

objects around him, the different descriptions of cattle, tools,

seeds, grasses, crops, diseases of crops, grain in various stages,

1 Conclmively proving that the form of the present tense in Hindi is u

from that of the agent in Sanskrit, as aomc say; though H. karlA, "doing." is the

game word in form as Skr. karla, "a doer," yet it is derived from a Prakrit form
*

i We lack in English a word to express this sort of distinction. The Germans

haTe a useful word, " mundart," which eiactly conveys the idea I i

the tcit.
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same imperceptible way as it does into other languages. On

the contrary, a native author states, " The Gujarati language

agrees very closely with the languages of the countries lying

to the north of it* because the Gujarati people came from the

north. If a native of Delhi, Ajmer, Manvar, Mewar, Jaypur,

etc., comes into Gujarat, the Gujarati people find no difficulty

in understanding his language. But it is very wonderful that

when people from countries bordering Gujarat on the south, as

the Konkan, Maharashtra, etc., come to Gujarat, the Gujarati

people do not in the least comprehend what they say
;
only

those words which have been imported from the north are

intelligible to them."

'

And yet the Marathas too must have come from the north,

just as "the Gujaratis did. What the author probably means

is that the inflectional system of Marathi differs so widely

from that of its cognate languages, and especially so from

Hindi, as to be quite unintelligible to the simple Gujarati

peasants, to whose minds the idea of one common Aryan stock

is not so constantly present as it i> to the scholar, and who,

therefore, are not always on the look out for resemblances.

This i^ not to be wondered at when we reflect that even in our

own country people may be met with who have learnt the

German language, and know it well, without having been once

struck by its similarity to their own.*

Gujarati is also largely used beyond its own area in the city

of Bombay as a mercantile language, though in this p

as might be expected, it is largely mixed up with foreign

words, and its grammar has become very corrupt. It is used

by thr following classi

' araXJ«f\ VTUVft tfflSTO, «, M,^.rg of the Gujarati Language, by

\l„nadabad, 1860).

I rem .rUble, and in otbur ,>-y*U intelligent, l>cr,on once who n»t only

the similarity of the two languages, but rolWd even to admit it

..•. ,1 out t" him. It is t" be feared ibcre are many eucb.
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strip of country between the mountains and the sea, the latter

in the high table-land of the Dakhan, or south of India as the

northern Arjans called it, Central Incjia as we ubiquitous

English more truly designate it. From the circumstance of

my persona] experience being confined to Northern and Eastern

India, I have less data for Marathi than any other of the

languages ; a circumsfancc the more to be regretted as Marathi

is a very leading member of the group. As'far as I can learn

from books and private information, the dialectic distribution

of the language is somewhat on this wise :

The dialect of the district lying round Puna seems to be con-

sidered the most correct form of the language, as it is generally

called Deshi, or the language of "the country"
,

The Konkani dialect differs not very strikingly from the Deshi,

and some of its forms are considered as more in harmony with

the general analogy of the language than those in use in the

Dakhan. The Konkani peculiarities resemble in a few im-

portant particulars those of the Bengali, and in both cases

there is reason to suspect that their proximity to the sea and

the low swampy nature of the country may have had a tendency

to thicken and debase the pronunciation. Thus, it is said that

the anuswara is more clearly heard in the Konkan than in the

Dakhan
;
just as it plays a more prominent part in Bengali

than in Ilindi; the former prefers long a to short, J[ to fl> *H to

1, and retains a final H in some terminations when the latter

rejects it. All these are points in which the Bengali differs in

the same way from Hindi.

The city of Rajapur and its neighbourhood offers several

divergences from both the principal types, and the 88

observable in the small territory of WMi. In the southern

part of the Dakhan, al ^uage again changes,

and forms which resemble both those in use in the Dakhan and

those of the Konkan arc used convcrtibly. In Kolhapu

is much Canarese (Karnataka) spoken, and the Marathi of the
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Balasore and those who come from the extreme south of Puri

or Cuttack ; nor do the natives of the province seem able to

point out any such differences, though the Balasore pe

that they of Cuttack and Puri laugh at them as imperfect

speakers. This may arise from the extraordinary and alto-

gether unparalleled slovenliness of utterance in vogue here.

A native of Balasore will not open his mouth or speak clearly

and distinctly; a dull hoarse rumbling is all he Ls capable of.

Some few Bengali forms have been naturalized here, as, for

instance, kiso — " what," for keono or kono ; horde hebo = "
it

must be done," for koribdku hebo, where the real Oriya form is

so much longer and more unwieldy than the Bengali, that the

people have readily thrown it aside for the shorter and simpler

expression.

Finally, with regard to Bengal itself, there is much difficulty

in making any accurate statement. The crowd of dialectic

forms which occurs on all sides is absolutely bewildering. It

may be said that, apart from the Calcutta standard of the

language in use among educated persons, there exists among
the peasantry of the various parts of the province no common
standard at all. A peasant of Tipperah or Sylhet would

I] be quite as unintelligible to a resident of Murshidabad

as he would to a Maratha or a Sindhi. The language commonly

spoken in Central Bengal or Rarh (TTS i.e. TTjjj may be taken

truest type, and the rest may he classed under the

general heads of Eastern, Northern, and Southern Bengali.

The former of these is spoken over a wide area, and as we
saw in Gujarat, so also here, every twelve kos a difference is

noticeable. The principal feature is the substitution of h for «

and of * for chh. Thus, suniy&chhi, " I heard," becomes hunm.

In Northern Bengal corruptions just as great, though of a

different kind, occur, and the same may be said of Southern

Bengal. No one, however, has yet taken the trouble to

a collection of the local forms in use in t lie various di
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numerous dialects had the pre-eminence over any of the

others, we must not be contented with taking for the basis of our

researches or arguments merely such words and forms as are to

be found in the literary dialect of each language, because every

one of the spoken dialects is presumably of equal antiquity

and equal authority with the one written dialect. There is thus

a most important and most valuable task waiting for hands
to perform it. In every part of Aryan India there are now
highly-educated English officials, who take a real and earnest

interest in the people over whom they rule; it would be an
easy and to many, it is hoped, a pleasing task to collect the

words and forms current in their neighbourhood. The pages

of the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal are always

open to contributions of this kind, and have already received

many such ; but many more remain to be done : will not those

who can save these rare and curious words from perishing

rouse themselves to do so ere it be too late? Before the

spread of education local dialects are already beginning to die

out, and will doubtless disappear more and more rapidly as

time goes on, taking with them into an oblivion whence th< \

cannot be recovered, words which might throw invaluable light

upon dark places in the history of the development of the lan-

guage to which they belong.

§ 30. The whole of these languages, including all their varied

dialectic forms, exhibit at every turn marks of a common
origin, and the changes and developments—I cannot call them
corruptions—which they have undergone are all in the same
direction, though in different degrees. There is hardly any
special peculiarity in any one of them of which traces may not

be found in a greater or less degree in all or most of the others.

As regards mutual intelligibility, which has been proposed as

whereby to distinguish languages from dialects, there

is much divergence. An Oriya can generally understand what
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l.ul a native of Northi I a Bengal would not.

in Purneah, en tin' frontier between Bei I lustan,

tli. t \ othei

readily ; though they managed to communical

and was quite aware thai they were two distu

indeed, the dill. rem. between the t«o was bettei appj

than tl as is often thi case on Buch linguistic

frontiers,

bis for the most part understand Hindi readily, and

I

it correctly, abandoning the pecu-

of (heir own ! mere dialectic vagaries. The

hub, from their Buperior cultivation, take high tone

with the Bimple Panjabis, and laugh them out of their pronun-

ciation and local forms, insisting, as do certain Bengali

these latter are mere vulgarisms, to t>c

shunned by correct course in thi \\ ild

of the Panjab Hindi is not well understood, and in tl

\\ ild. -t not at all.

Witi reverse is the case; whil it is

fairly intelligible to the wild wandering Jat and Ghijai

unintelligible to tin. more Bettled and cultivated population.

d n Sindhi com.- to my court at 1

1

north< in pail of the Chaj Doab, lying between th I

rivers, and not a Bingle person coul ! at b<

said; we even sent lor a man celebrated foi hia knowl

i and ils diali

that tl Sindhi, he o dd not

pected at the time thai he
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only found this out from the word " Sindhi " which the man
uttered repeatedly.

Sindhi is stated to be intelligible to natives of Gujarat, and
in Kachh both languages are spoken. T have already quoted a
remark from a native of Gujrat as to the difficulty his country-
men experience in understanding Marathas. In Southern
Rajputana the three languages, Hindi as well as the two last

med, are mixed up; even there, however, Marathi is

regarded as a distinct and only partly intelligible language.

Oriya is separated from Marathi by a long tract of wild hilly

country, peopled by non-Aryan races. For fifty years, how-
ever, Orissa was under the sway of the Bhonslas of Nagpur, and
even after seventy years of British rule the country still bears

traces of their rapacity and oppression. 1 From all that I can
learn of the traditions of those times, the two peoples found no
difficulty in communicating with one another. Of course the

< >riyas had to learn the language of their conquerors, and a few
Marathi words have thus passed into their language ; in the

present day, however, they are widely sundered, and it is

probable that if they came into contact, they would find it

quite impossible to carry on any sustained conversation.

Although somewhat has been al the dates

of the earliest written works in the modern languages, vet

it is advisable, in order to mike the genera] review of this

group of languages more complete, to discuss the question of

their chronological sequence more at large. In working out
problems of Indian etymology, sufficient attention is not paid

uts of the calculation. I

Public work»' Tl"
I dykca arc still in i

iny icraplea about paying their worl
, .,,,.,„ ,,, exccttte

lordly dcaigna'aa it u (.„
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in the works ing generally

n Sanskrit than in thi are apt

th( former and to write aa if

i a living and well-known tongne.

ithoul going into the question of how long Sanskrit

re, ii maj be assumi d as a fact,

1 by most scholars, that it certainly ceased to bo a

lar in the sixth cenl ' remained as the lan-

religion and literature only. From that time the

of India spoke popular dialects called Prakrits.

]i is I'm. in these latter therefore, and not directly from Sa

that the modern lai . the most ancient and dis-

genuine portion of their words and gram-

The point which icularly is not the rise

and tall of either Sanskrit or the Prakrits, but that of the rise

Indian vernaculars. Tt may be as well here to

:. e iii anj language of words in their pure

i proof thai those words h ive remain* d in

that language from the beginning and come down tin: stream

of time mi'!: few words may have done bo, but

they On 1 ontrary, a pure Sanskrit or

word is almosl certainly one which has 1 intro-

duced into the language in modern times bj learned men.

When did i

; to 1"- Prakrits, and

like 1
'< present form ? which of thi

pi which, with feM i

! to the pi' sent day P To answer resting

i it will 1>. ii. ,
. ssarj first to ascertain t

! i. nt and what model o, to state which i

Which nia\
I
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homogeneous with all subsequent stages, and heterogeneous

as regards all past stages. A few illustrations from modern

European tongues will help in this inquiry.

The Romance languages, Italian, Spanish, French, Provencal,

Portuguese, and others, are derived principally from the Latin

by the process of gradually wearing away and confusing the

terminations of verbs and nouns till they no longer sufficed to

distinguish cases and tenses. Then by degrees additional words

had to be introduced to mark these distinctions, and thus grew

up the modern analytical method of construction. In Latin,

mens, mantis, monti, montem, montc, are words in which the

original idea mon = mountain is" modified by the terminations

8 (for is), its, ti, tern, te, in such a way that they suffice of them-

selves to indicate the relation which the idea involved in the

word bears to the rest of the sentence. To make this idea

clearer it had become customary in Latin to prefix certain

particles, called prepositions, to the noun in those cases where

the verb or noun which had relation to the idea of the object

did not express the action sufficiently by itself. Thus, in video

montem, "I see the mountain," the verb video suffices to express

folly the action which takes place ; but in co ad montem, "I go

to the mountain," the verb " I go " does not so suffice. A man

may go up a mountain, or down it, to it, from it, or round it

;

hence the preposition is necessary to show what sort of going is

intended with reference to the mountain ; ad, trans, circum,=to,

across, round, all modify the primary idea in different ways.

prime and noonday of Roman speech the synthetical

sentiment, or tendency to put together Leading words and their

8Ubsid ; was so strong that it was custon

:, to the verb, and incorporate it »

ugly they said adeo, transeo, circumeo montem, i

ad, etc. In Sanskrit this tendency is so powerful

tlmt (1
rays used in this way, and so

at in Greek. In later times, however, all
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and ceased to use their own French as a language apart from

the Low-Dutch of the masses. Modern French begins a little

earlier, about the end of the tenth century, when the rise of the

dynasty of Hugh Capet, himself ignorant of Latin, and the

extinction of the Frankish Earlinga with their T<

led to the general use of the Romance Langue d'oil, even

among the higher classes. 1 If we now turn to the parallel

group of languages which in distant India was developing

itself at the same time and under the impulse of precisely the

same instincts as those which prevailed in Europe, we shall find

the coincidence in point of time fairly maintained.

Chand, the earliest writer, though he mangles his words with

more than poetic licence, may still be adduced as the best

evidence we have of the state of the language in his own

times, the end of the twelfth and beginning of the thirteenth

century. Chand's poems are in the same stage of linguistic

development as those of his contemporaries, the trovatori,

troubadours, and trouveres of Europe. The old synthetical

structure has been broken up and thrown into confusion, but

not quite lost, while the modern auxil 1 pre-

positions are hardly fully established in their stead. Thi

an air of great confusion to the langua in the

Indian poet, who is particularly fond of stringing together long

lines of words without infl s -it. and leavi

reader to find out what relation they bear to each other.

Thus, in the second line of the poem occurs the p]

literally, "Wickedness quality sto ked burning."

bit frUrfa whirl, the p
to show his learning, i* the only inflected word in the -

und tl ipply the conm cting links as hi
|

iimu, is of much later birth, hut we
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I

uJity of wicl

>p to) by tin l<>i-,l burning up the \>

'

he i*

kinly haa colli

of Sanskrit inflections ; thus, the first line,

n the month of Bpring I

askrit, Prakrit,

nor Hindi, "The koil chirping man (oi making),"

3|ftf3H i singular or plural for all the indication

and as to 3rC*i- b yond the fact that it is

connected evidently with the root f^"to make," nothii

1„ pn dii ated

"Sheltered from the Bun by thi bamboos"; ^T may be a

hundred things, probably here it La put in, as it is in so many

other places, mi relj to i om] and may be \

.

i
" 1, it." W e m isl not trj to

g

i
hi of lines which wi re nevei meant to 1"'

Tc <l is like ^K*i- and

'

i. 1. In the

fourth line sr<ft<Ttf perhaps, dropping the *l. which i- .-lurk in

hovi 9 us the transition from the 8

- ^ifi- which gradually other

to the universal Eindi plural termination VI

and ^«rf*l for "' written n«

^ ' I
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Sanskrit. This uso, however, of Sanskrit inflections is confined

to the introductory rhapsodies ; in the historical portion of the

poem 6uch forms occur very rarely, if at all. But throughout

tlic long poem there is very little sense of the exact meaning

of Sanskrit or Prakrit verbal forms ; those few forms that are

re purely modern. They are distinctly Hindi, not

Prakrit. The 1 by the participle, as "^fri

*fT»Tri " shining," etc. The past tense is not a

ption of a Prakrit form of any of the Sanskrit pr<

but the past participle; *I*ft m., *{t; f., *TH pi. m., *^t pi- f.,

" was," *rraft or *!H«i<fi " stuck," and others. The most

tt method of expressing a verb, however, is to put the

indefinite participle in i; for all tenses and moods indiscrimin-

ately, gfl ^"it; ^T1 Jt^ft -*(MK " JT'inmj heard it, (lie king

i inestimable gifts."

future has not yet quite fixed itself, and is oAen ex-

by the indefinite present of later times ; as «iW ^CTH TJB

^1701 "As he shall think, so he shall obtain," i.e. "Whatever he

6hall wish for he shall have." Postpositions are occasionally

u>ed to indicate eases of nouns, though their use was apparently

Led, as they an u 1 as true casi

and sometimes a- prepositions governin I )f the

first-named usage, which is chronologically the last, the fol-

lowing are examples

:

Vf% *Tg ftni ~%X(X ^*l II

They poured a thousand water-pots upon Siva.

^rf* *rqft *rfa *fi^i nj$\ ii

Seeing the king sitting in Bleep.

To all the women fear arose.



i\i ftom i now. 11.

TIT TT**1 $*\ ft% II

'J'Ih' k-

There sprung from lii.s family.

Of the seoond, which i< chronologically the earlier of the

two, the instances arc mud i

to Buch phrases as m^ *TTft "in (the midst) of it," and the

Like.

I' is evident from an examination of the p

Hindi language, regarded as a modern and analytical form of

/mi td bo formed, and was in its Brsl

rod or third generation pre-

vious to Chand it had been Btill mainly synthetical.

V\ ; fix upon the eleventh century, or about

< hand, as the epoch of the i

Hindi, or the principal modern language of the group. At

le time with Hindi, Gujarati and Panjabi, neither of

which were yet separated from it, took thi ir riBe

Turning next to thi easti rn Lai b Bengali and

day an active controversy b

the lii ' (lie two provinces. The Bi ngalis assert

that Oi Li , I of Bengali, and has no claim to

be considered an independent language, and they mix up with

rtion a second to the effeci that if it ie i

the population of Orissa is bo small as compared with that of

they think it ii keep u]
,

i ite lan-

urritl
'

i r i Bmall a pr

urge that the maintenance of

I
Ii and profiti

are which th<rj i
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political, and may therefore be very briefly dismissed by the
foUowing remarks. If Oriya is to be suppressed bee,
only spoken by a to* millions of people, it might also be urged
that Dutch, or Danish, or Portuguese, should be obi
also. Basque should also be stamped out, and the same argu-
ment would apply to Romaic or Modern Greek, and would
justify the Russians in trying to eradicate Polish or the
Austnans in annihilating Czech. Put when the case of Oriya
comes to be considered, it must be remembered that it is spoken
not only by five millions in the settled and civilized districts
of the sea-coast, but by an uncounted and widely dispersed
mass of wild tribes in the vast tract of mountains which covers
hundreds of miles inland, and extends as far west as Na-pore
and as far south as Telingana. In these regions it is rapidly
supplanting the old non-Aryan dialects; and from its having
absorbed into itself much of the non-Aryan element, it afford!
a far better medium of civUization than Bengali. Moreover
it is far beyond the power of the handful of English and
Bengal., settled in Orissa to stamp out the mother-tongue of
all these millions, and it may be added that any forcible
measures of repression would be entirely foreign and repugnant
<o the spirit of our policy. The result of teaching Bengali in
our schools, to the exclusion of the local vernacular, would only
be thai the small proportion of Oriya boys who attend those
schools would know the former in addition to the latter, thathey would learn to despise their mother-tongue, and that agap would be created between the mass of the peasantry and

' body of educated persons. This result is just what
*° Be"g*h ™ld <>

: from flieearUest times in

>usly kept open,

higher and educated classes and
rand uneducated,-" this people that kno

11 th,Ws a11 ' their hand., and del™
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and hand and fool by the chains of igno

[f we « ish to

. \ ice, and superstition per-

• of truth and 1

fight tooth and nail against the Bengali theory, and, bj

upholding the speech of the land-foils and helping them to

nd improve it, to rendei il impossible for inl

any barrier bi tween the fn

of all i

'

Philol has a vital and

Lookod at from the pure]

side there is no doubt thai Oriya has ample proof of its indi-

viduality. The poems of Upendro Bhanj and his contem-

written in a language which hardly differs in a

word or inflection from the vernacular of to-day, and

word of which is distinctly intelligible to the meanest

labourer. These poems, written three hundred
3

liiliit a perfectly settled modern language, partly analytical and

parti] I bui tin analytical element of whicl

in use as to have already tu
'

, and even tertiary chanu I
I retains un-

I forms which are older than the oldest Benj

and others which can only be compared with Bi

forms of three cent uric-, ago, but which have long sh

out from that lango Bid fci, the 1

0, w iii' b, as \ l in to

Hindi than to modern Bengali. At a period whon Oriya was

:, fixed mid settled language Bengali did not 1 xist ; the

inhabit

Hi Et is not till quit rei 1 nl times that we

find anything that can be with propriety called the Bengali

Bindhi and Moratbi remain to l
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ment than Ilmdx by about a hundred years, and which there-
fore must yield in point of antiquity to its northern sister.
In chronological sequence, therefore, we may place tl

with its subsidiary forms, Gnjarati and Panjabi, fir-
their rise and establishment as modern languages, distinct fromAeir previous existence as Prakrits, in the eleventh century.
Second comes Marathi, which remained a Prakrit till the
twel <h or even thirteenth century; and third Oriya, which

Lrt 2K6 C°7leted * tran8formati^ »>7 the end of the
fourteenth. Bengali was no separate independent language,
but a maze of dialects without a distinct national or pro

'

n"
6eVenteCDth or beginning of the eighteenth

uury. B wa8 not tm the graduft] of
*

Muhammadan power of Delhi enabled the provincial governors
-ne an ^dependent position that Bengali severed itselffrom Hind! and assumed the characteristics which now vindi-

cate for it a right to be considered a separate language. Sindhihaving very Lttle literature and no fixed sysSTof writ.nl
mai»s a „ t hs^^^^^

of all the other languages, and I cannot determine its place intne sequence. r

It is difficult to prophesy the future of this group, so much
upon political changes which no man can foresee.

It may, however, with much probability be surmised thatdmmense extension of roads, railways, and other meanso communication will result in the extinction of Panjal
c .alects of Rajputana, and the consequent general adoptioz,
one nn.form language, the Persia,,,,,, foj of „,„,•

]

f„Jlnthe Indus to Rajmahal.andf,
layas to the Vij

mT"7T !

by upwards of one h„

Z^r J
* from its vast extent and conse-

?7
tlj

;

• » can,,,,, fail grL.a(]y to

will prol)ah.y both,
to be assimilated; in fac«,th ow but slight
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11 '" 1 ll
imilar to thai b

1

'

;
'

bj political cir-

archaic words and forms which have died ou< from the i

I violent changes would be required to r<

Sindhi on i

!

east, will resisl

tion much longer: the former owing to its fundamental
divergen ftype; the lattei bj virtue of its high cultivation

literature, though
i

Hindustani is already muoh Bpoken and generally well under-

over a great part of Bengal. Oriya

.

continue to hold their own to a more distant

time, though in both provinces the number of persons, even

<

;

'i'<.I with Urdu is

! rable, and is daily increasing. In short, with
the barriers of provincial isolation thrown down, and the evei

ion 1" two ii various parts of the

country,
I, flexible, and all-expn

franca of mi

of the ruling race, I

' ling in its moBl valuable charact* ristics their

own • undoubted] future

icial dialects,

Itivated

form of speech,—to b

world.
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CHAPTER IT.

ON VOWEL CHANGES.

CONTENTS.—} 31. (1.) Chajucteristic? op Sanskrit Vowel System. (2.)

Vocalism op Races bordering on India.— j 32. Change op U to ^.

— } 33. Change op U to ^— J 34. Retrospective Intlvence of ^ and

^1—§ 35. Chanoe op U to TJ.—} 36. K into ^—} 37. ^ into If.

$ 38. ^ into ^.— } 39. ^ into ^ and ^.— § 40. Changes or Qcantitv

—Shortening.— } 41. Lengthening.— { 42. Gina and Vriddhi.— } 43. ^2

and its Chaxoes.— } 44. Othek Vowel Changes.— J 45. Insertion, or

DijEresis.— § 46. Elision.— | 47. Vowels in Hiatc6.

§ 31. In order that the examination of the vowel changes

may be something more than a mere enumeration of facts, if is

v, first, to consider the vowel system of the Sanskrit,

and, secondly, to specify certain peculiarities <'

in the forms of speech which surround tin present modern

Aryan a

(1.) ' Greek, Latin, Gothic, ami

early languages of its own family, Sanskrit is remarkable for

for the n sound. Thus, Sfcr. saptan

it, ugnit, ognl, nnh".s
,

Skr. uhum — rgo, ik ; Skr. anlar=.intor, undar, indir, enlos ; and

man) oiIjcih. The same principle runs through the whole of
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i

lh I'. ,1

thai u ling in at, A. am, the whole of the

four or five, have a or </ for their principal

vowi 1, and tl

majority of those actually in use. The pi hil.it a

i rminations, and in the v< rbs the

ending

which embraces nine-tenths of the verbs in the language,

'. iu-\ .

In addition t<> tin's favourite and

there arc the p ire vowels i and u with tl

I and 6, and thif trilogj of pun

maintains itself wit]
|

There are none of

broken or impure vowels, in which other languag

much abound, with the exception of e and o, ai and a

two former produced by prefixing a short

tively, the two latter by prefixing a to the same. Thes.

• n'Ji. !\ r. jtricti d in thi :

derivatives ai
'

forms, the dependent or c

a thus philosophically I barn 5 w ill.

ken or impuri 1 and 0, moreovi r, art

races appear first to have introduced a

1

thinks that through their influence a Bin

up in the languages of the Teutonic familj which laj n

to thi I. Frisians, and ]

ay with the

I

ition to corrupt

1 " v Hi trilogil). Aui

li n itatnmou allc ulri^n."—Grimui, Crich. u
, p. 1BJ
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sounds. The modem Aryan languages retain man}- of the

characteristies, in tin's respect, of their parent speech, and
their vowels are still, as in ancient times, chiefly pure and
simple.

It must, however, be further noted that Sanskrit permitted

no hiatus, that is, no vowel could follow another without the

intervention of a consonant ; such forms as mens, tuns, would
be foreign to its genius. The principal expedient adopted to

prevent a hiatus was the hardening or thickening of the first

of two vowels into its corresponding consonantal utterance, and
in this manner many forms have been built up. In the spoken

languages of early India, however, no such delicacy was felt,

a consonant standing singly in the middle of a word was often

diopped, and the two vowels thus brought into juxtaposition

were allowed so to remain without any compunction. Nay, so

far from feeling this objectionable, the Prakrit poets i, jeel

consonants to such an extent that their words arc often men'
floating masses of pulp from which all the bones have been

removed. Thus, pr&h than; ni>/ogn,

nioo. In some instances the modern languages have i

Prakrit forms, but in so doing have kept the vowels quite

distinrt, so that no difficult or complicated vowel-sounds have

arisen from their amalgamation. The foreigner, therefore, ex-

periences no such difficulty in pronouncing the Indian vowels

as he d or the German

sits of

me pronunciati
| lgli8h, where

1 In ''
Our I the fifili

I., many

mfiM, vol. i
, p. 23D, coropircd with p. 6-11 (l»t cd.).
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ne combinabo,

| eau/, ruff, bote, do, hod,,

Uthough, hoW( lis" "'' ,1 '" Ar
>

:l " -" ,U1,

I
pure and simple, yel the area pied bj ri in

oi their

;

„e]s in themselves complicated, bul

reral distincl m.

;m ,l Ul ,
aounced correctly, nol onl

:

sound bul also as to tone, Hi- meaning La en1

I-
touch " !

'

I

tta. of in .

iv ;,ntii , r it ,„,, be suspected thai their influence baa been feh

the more so a& many of Ibe races no* located m
ivenoul

the low

f hills which occupies -

ira races of i I

w know

little more than thai it is not Aryan, and whose rowel

idians,even yetapuzzle to philo-

ken, half-uttered, and impure vowels
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I am not in a position to point out how far or in what direction
Aryan vocalism has been influenced by these alien races- but
that some sort of influence has been at work is almost beyond a
doubt. It may, hou ^ er, be conjectured that the pronunciation
has been affected more than the written language, because the
latter ,s always by conscious and intentional efforts kept up to
some known standard. To one who has spent some years in
the Panjab or Hindustan, the ordinary pronunciation of the
Bengalis and Oriyas certainly sounds uncouth and foreign, and
as these two races are surrounded by and much mixed up with
non-Aryans, it is probable that the contiguity of the latter will
eventually be found to have had much to do with th
liarity. Unfortunately, however, pronunciation is one of those
things which it is very difficult to express in writing, and we
are thus deprived of the advantages which might arise from
the study of this question by European scholars, who have
access only to printed or written books. The question is there-
fore one which probably will not soon be settled.

The above remarks will have prepared the reader for the
asscrl.on that the modern Aryan vowel-system is pra

J will, that of Sanskrit. There is little more to be done
t,than to note the few and unimportant chang,
I -ken place, and these are rather individual instances

than .xaraples of any generally operating laws. Certai
l.ant.cs occur in this or that language, and the tooth of time
has gnawed here and there at unprotected vowels, but little
more than this can b,

: akrite have mo
f<»''"' >'-'"«

I \v than .1,, [angu

°1
i '.nee of

and of its position as the parent and type of their

|

speech, have in mor, „ lU ]iMfJ rmmr8o ^
|

their common ancestor, and have corrupted the words resusci-
tated from it in a waypeculiai to themselves, and „i

than that adopted by the various forms of .nt.
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1 82 * int.. T." This change does nol occur eo freq

or' in the same waj in the ten language* as it does in

fl "ample* given in Var, .hi 0Pr.

Pl , ;; W, prtfcim, afefaio, ped«o, wano, muingo, mgdb, for Bkr.

-„,;,, flni74r«, very

G.naet^butalso^g.

mnl fn^ but also and mo w*\: M. MW,

fqajr. etc. All the other words, in so far as they arc used at

nil in a Tadbhava form, retain the a in all cases.

Uhitn=sArdham, puvam=p&>

Ui=Uhad, mijja=majj&, mitthi=ma »*, <*•***»=

cAofoA, <•/,-» together with thos*

re „ and *have been melb

lWel, and which therefore do no1 come ander this

head. . . f

In the Baptosataka some more examples are given: krnna tor

kripamr'^T-iputthitoTprisht^r'^-l^^^
Atarpam, "dedicating"; wad* for modesty with

others which do not eome within our presenl scope, as they are

inflectional peculiarities only.

Vipi occurs onlyaaaTatsama in all excepl G. ^^ and

M f^mu- TheG. form ia, however, Le rrupl I

tob. set down as ai LernTadbl

nfg is explained by Vararuchi as being for a femimm

OT^,K,.il,-,t wehav. here no real chanf f " into t.

V\V*m is probably for wrm*. according to the cu

, in ,.,, vl .; lil; ,, f Buhstituting ^ for nearly every
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The modern languages have in this matter followed generally

a different course from the Prakrit. The examples now given

ate exceptions rather than instances of a rule.

Skr. TTSjr^ "cage," H. fqW^T, «"d so in all. S. ftrf^Tt. O. fq%TT-

Skr. Jj<jj«i "counting," H., P. fijfl I, l>ut also, and in the rest, *J«I .

Skr. TTTlf " orange," H. Tlfx^ll'. but also «i ( ^«|) •

Skr. W?[V*\ " wise," II. f^TPn, P. id., S. fa-*!!"^, O. fsjWW-

Many more isolated instances may be found, but few which

run through all the seven languages. It cannot be laid down

as a law, that the a of Sanskrit undergoes any regular or

systematic transmutation into i in any dialect, or in any par-

ticular class of words. The Sindhi, however, and in a lesser

degree the Gujarati and Panjabi, must be excepted from this

remark. In the Introduction it has been stated that amongst

those peculiarities of the seven languages which seem to depend

on their relative geographical position, is the preference ex-

hibited by the western languages for the palatal vowels i and e,

as contrasted by that of the eastern languages for u and o. In

the following list Sindhi converts a into i, and stands alone in

so doing ; the other languages retain the a. I give the Hindi

alone as proof of this,—noting the other languages only when

they do not conform to the Hindi in respect of this vowel.

Skr. TSffcz crab,



\.i\\l 1 ( 1MV.I iai

skr. i-g B. fte, bot H. WN> **IT-

.. U?Ka f.stivnl, „fipj „ VT?-

it will be noticed thai this substitution of i for a occurs

chiefly in short, op syllables, such as kdn-ki-ro,

kd-ki-dl, hii-bi-

., »/-*/. The same practice occurs in Panjabi, where ii

is put for a in the short, oj I penultimate of in-

finitives ; thus, Skr. raham dahanam, kathanam,

vahanam, labhanam, become II. rahnd, sahnd, dahnd, kahni,

bahnd, lahnd, but P. rahind, sahind, dahind, kahind, bahind,

lahind. In lihinen from lekhanam M. has followed thi

course, but this is a solitary instance. II. does the same in

gfHXTT for ^xii-

In many instances the P. puts in a short i after /» following a

short vowel, as

Vff^wave, skr. *?r^ft H.*r^\

UffK watch, ., n^T „ HfT» but also tff^J.

nffTt first, „ TT?nC .. IflTI > also and morecommonly Mff <8 1

Tt^T ciuml, Ar. jf „ T^.

Mftft bangby,1 Skr. *Jf „ *i»ft.

In words of this class in Hindi, though the i is not i

. yet in vulgar usage it is pronounced, and the h is

L Thus, tb mentioned are g< n< rally

sounded in talking, paild, paird, and dhe like. Then

a !• ttdi acy to substitute the i for the a sound in words derived

from the Arabic and Persian. Thus w< I i
i-L-£+.;

natnak, "sail
'

\ghaz, an " 1 others. I

1 A poll foi MiTying boi I

," by Mr.

1
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Perhaps also, by the operation of this rule, we may trace back

the numerous group of words, of which ftff^ and f»*<,«lT are the

most used, to the Skr. root ^fiT "to tremble," on the analogy of

H. 1lK*ii " to swim,
1

'' Skr. rl^tj-

5- 33. The next change is that of "% into ^- As we find the

substitution of the i sound most frequent in the western lan-

guages, so we must look to the eastern for the « sound.

Vararuchi gives no examples of this change. The obscure

indications of such a change, which Lassen has picked up from

ch. viii. of Var. (viii. 32, G8), are—(1) «Jf , and ^PT for ?T^,

in which example we are not to consider putt and khupp as

derived from may, which would be impossible ; rather we have

here two vulgar words which in Prakrit are used instead of the

classical may. Vutt is the origin of the common modern word

«T£n> and reversed ^q«ii " to drown "
; of khupp there seems

to be no trace. (2) Yar. viii. 32, uddhmd, uddhumL An u is

interpolated in the word dhmd, making it dhumd. Put this

is not a substitution of u for a, but an introduction of u in the

middle of a nexus. (3) Var. viii. 23, JJTir?; = TTfJ! may be a

genuine instance of this change, but if so it is a solitary one.

ord *jf*T " a sage," is classical Skr., and it is strange that

tli. ( lassii al vi ''• si ould have the a, while the vulgar one has

tlie u, from which alone muni could derived. It is

that tli«' original mot was *J«T, where the u has

ifoaby

the Pandits. (4) viii. 18, *pn: for ^RT is aj polation

of u, not a substitution of it for a. 11. *]f?TT1 = ^n^T r<

this form. (5) V%H for TTO?? occurs, but less frequently than

Other examples arc 8accannu= 8Uiarna, rinnu — varna (?),

dyukammund, parakammund, = dtmakarmand, parakarmand ;

mdtwi=mdnsa, huyavahu=hutaiaha (Phag.) ; in most, if not

all, of which the presence of a labia] consonant or vowel in the
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original word bas pn
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seems to have exercised a sort of attraction over the neighbour-

ing vowel, making that u also.

g 34. When a syllable having a for its vowel is followed by

one having i or u, these latter sometimes exercise an influence

over the former, either by entirely superseding it, or by com-

bining with it into the corresponding guna vowel. This pro-

ceeding is analogous to that discovered by Bopp with respect

to the Zend and Old High German. Thus in Zend we have

bavaiH— Skr. bhavati, dadhditi=Skr. dad&ti, kerenHite= Ski.

krinute; and in Old High German anst "grace," makes in

certain cases ensti, where, under the influence of the i of the

termination, the preceding a has been compounded with an i

also into e.

In the case of u we have in Zend the forms haurva=harva=

Skr. sarra; lauruiw— Skr. tannin}

Examples in the Indian languages :

—

Skr. ^rT^I^T "tamarind," H., P. sj^^ft. B. ^f^-

skr. *fj (*fir?) " foot,- a., g. ic«t, p. n*. M W- B T#t '"' t,,c

sense of /<" I-

Skr.^ " beak," H. MH. M. id., B. 'ftj-

Skr. *f*| "bole made by burglars," H.%V*, S.^fa, 11VJV B. and U.

«n.
Skr. VfSpt " finger,*

-

H. '&W\, P. ^m\.

Skr.^ "eye," B. ^3. ^t*3. »r^3 (vulgar).

There are even instances where the vowel of the last syllable

supersedes that of the preceding one when it is other than a,

as i, or u.

1 Bopp, Oram. Comp. cd. Ureal, {} 41-46-73. I quote from the French edition as

being the latest and best form of this great work.

> In the sense of " friendship, connexion," which is one of the meanings of tanihi

irit.
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Thus :—

Skr. f*^ '•drop." B. W^.
«fc,

M .. P., O. hi, B. jtft, "Jj-

< *T " sugar-cane," l'r. <3^F, H. ^3H3-

i
i

:i,ri1i ' 1 '

several words which have hitherto been obscure. Thus:—

lrfV«'atree"(q#t),H.^,M. W-.P.^tJ-

8kr. U^T " cattle," B. qf| (dialectic In Oangetic Doah and Oudh).

SUr.*^ "beard," Pr. *t^. H^ "• W^ onstache," B. ?ffa,

<;*$. P. *nse. s.^
For tl

involved in these derivations

I to the chapters on the single and com-

pound consonants (nexus).

We have traces of this process in Prakrit, though Vararuchi

(i 5), as usual, merely states the fact without attempting to give

a reason foi it Bis examples are s,jja, smderam, ukkero, U raho,

rantam, velli, for Skr. 6ayyd,samdarya, utk

lryanta, valli. Some of these words occur

again iniii. 18, where he states thai the y, as the lasl memberol

a weak nexus, is lost showing how far he was from grasping the

In the firsl two examples of the

,dhtram, for turya, dhairya, there is no b

the influence of the rejectedy.on the vowel of the pi

pliable, becausi in the 6rs1 case the preceding vowel is ft,

which will nol in the Indian languages amalgamate with, or

, and in the i «

ir lhc

word were dhairam, il would bee I

influ. ace of the y in dhairyam is shown in retaining the long I

in the Prakrit ihlram.

ndottao U

uh. 1
en area, end

that for tliu u- iound» in the i
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With regard to the other words, the modern languages carry

on the Prakrit form in three cases, thus

Skr. TJ^TT. P..*JWi "bed," H.ifcl, P., S. id., G. ^3J, M. id., but in

O., H.^Jn-

Skr. ^^fl^I, Pr. r^ft "thirteen," II. rH?. P. cHJ. «-^t?

O.^.M. 7TTJ.U rtT,0. id.

Skr. ^rf^r, Pr. ^fa "creeper," H. ^*T, ^^, and so in alU

In the other cases the ^ is hardened to 3| in writing as well

as in pronunciation, and docs not affect the preceding vowel.

ryam is not in use.

Skr. "^IHpJ, Pr. -Sl^^t "wonderful," H. ^J^af " astonishment," P.,

S. id., G. id. and ^M<,?l

.

Skr. T^cl, Pr. XTfri "'l il " it ." H TTWrl, P. and O. TTCfrl (pron.

parjanto), M. id.

In the example uhkf.ro we have not an instance of the in-

fluence of the i or y on a preceding vowel, if Vararuchi be right

in deriving it from ^r^BT; but this is doubtful. The root is

W kri, "to cast," and we might perhaps refer the Prakrit word

to a form such as ulklranam. In the modern languages we find

as follows :

—

M. ^J3P^t,
,

'd*fl^5}. ^^T. "3faPC?T. all "itli various modifications of

tlie sense of hcajiing up or collecting.

G. WSK&, ^*pft. W&ft-

P. ^3^- s - ^1%^J. "3^t- "3r»T5^. <S«ll««i[.

Bopp, in the passage quoted above, seeks to ascertain 9

the intervening consonant bus any effect in hindering this re-

influence, or epenthesis of i and u. lie finds that this

influence is arrested by a nexus, except nl, which sometimes

1 Tin modem Ungnagi • do not, like the Prakrit, tral < ns n nhort -.

the] therefore r.jtrt one of the two /"», a doubt inadmiiMble after a

long rowel.
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loos not, hinder it. He also

many o I
•- gutturals includin| ! - the

sibilants, and m and v, arrest this influence ; » arrests it if the

vowel 1" d, bul ii"! if ii be a ; I gent i

- in the Indian Un-

do nof afford sufficient data for determining this point,

but a law m ' which decides in what cs

epenthetic Towel shall combine with the preceding vow.], and

in what cases it shal] entirely Bupplant it. It may be thus

Btated:—when a nexus intei rel sup-

only a single consonant intervenes, it amalgamates

with, the preceding vowel. The reason of this is that the

not treat e and o as short vowels, as the

Prakrit does, and thej cannot endure to have a long vowel

followed bj a double consonant or a nexus. When, therefore,

either of these two occur, the vow !

irt, and the i

conseijii des and destroys the vowel whose place

it has taken. Thus in atnhkd, anguli, the nexus ml, ng, d

to 1"' preceded by a short vowel, consequently in imli, ungll,

the <i is entirely rejected; hat in patri, which had first hecome

. is only a single consonant, and the i and

a therefore amalgamate with th< preceding vowel info ', and o,

he. In chanchu and tandhi the nasal is treated as an

anuswara, because in the first case we have merely a redupli-

i] in from a root cham ; in the lattei t:

with the preposition sam, and in both cases them is regularly

Ira, « 1 1
i'li is i

nexus, and the ^ ami V an I

i;i, and the long or guna vowel can stand

i .mi ^i to tj ;.

I the latter it >'-. not here mj inten-

It will be found discus ied in the fifth i
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Of this change among the modern languages Gujarati gives many
instances. It must here be remarked that the spelling of mos't
of these languages, owing to the want of a literarv standard ia

gular, and in the cases now about to be noticed, it is
probable that the spelling has been made to conform to the
pronunciation. If this had been done in Hindi and Punjabi
they too would to the eye seem to have changed the a into e
Bam the Skr. words quoted in § 32 : rahanam, sahanam, kathanam
tahanam, labAanam, become in Gujarati Tf$, tfjj, %^, ^,
*>$• But, as has been shown, the Punjabi introduces an i, saying

I mfcpt, and the Gujarati e seems to be only the amalgamation
ot th,s

« with the preceding a, a process facilitated by the weak-

\

ness of the h which separates the two vowels. In P. also, before h
the careless ordinary pronunciation results in a similar e sound!
Ihu.s we hear rehnd, sehnd for rahind, sahind, though the latter
word u not frequent, and even in II. rehtd, behtd, is a not un-
common vulgarism in towns. In the verb lend, from lahhanam
(Pr. lahanam), P. bind, G. letun, the h has dropped out from
constant use, leaving only the c.

It amounts almost to a rule In G. that a preceding h is
repJa, ed by e, and a second c is even inserted after the h
^specially in cases where in Skr. an ," stood in that place!

H ^IT P- *rf*T G.^T „ave, Skr. T^.
„ v&n „ jjf^m „"^}/ir*t, „ ,1^.
» Wfipl „fy „^hl.I.ter, „ infipft.

» ^ffTT „ *ff^T „ ^Tftdcaf, „ ^ftp-.

The same takes place in words borrowed from Arabic or
Persian. Thus :

—

Arab. v^LZ3 fear, o. %mn-

(
• ' .
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Arab. Jl^j-v" rolliTliim, (i. TJg^H*!-

Jbj poison, ,, ^?T-

(severity, „^T- 1

' of this process can

be found. Marathi has als,, instat mi character.

Thus, Vtfjft "constantly," from Skr. f^ni??;"^'T^, "xj^jaE^ "to

limp," "to go wearily," from Skr. o"|^ "lame." Perhaps als

S3 "a town," from Skr. Xfg»t. So also *!%' "to take," Skr.

TlfVi, from which also is H. §T«TT, M. ^T^i "to inclose,"

"surround"; ?fu a "spring" or "jerk," Skr. sfa; STST ''flag,"

II. ^1: zm\ "a belch," II. im:, P., B., G. «., but B. also

%*T^. O. %fT. Skr. sJsTR;-

Instances also occur in the other languages, in which not

only a but eren d is thus modulated, as

Skr. *ra*i » weasel," II. ijwr, 1'. 5J3T36. 0. mid B. ?T39f

.

Skr. ^T "to give," H.^SfT, and BO in nil; similar to which is M. ^5((i}

•' to measure," from skr. m . M. corrupts also Arabic and Persian words

in this manner, ns %fx;5t, Ar. -.jU- ; Haft, lVrs.
^J\j; ?n^*3,

Ar. Jifii ff^fa, Ar. i_A~u^- .

This process, which is irregular and capricious, resembles our

f turning a (HT) into e (TJ); thus, we

pronounce cane as WH , mule as »far, rate as TH, instead of

1HH, »rrw, TTZi as do all other European nations. 5
'II

in the a languages is i

l

tkxit,

i-!antl\ long.
i \ t>

1 On t> '. of h on vowel-soundi, an J ita tendency to associate

the brokeu towels ( = in Sanskrit the guiyi and rriiidki series), s<' I

Ouchirhte dn Dtuttttun Sprucht, vol. i., p. 2IG of the 3rd edit, p. 308 of the 1st

Oram., »ol i., p 641 ; whi

'i.leuUch

#i) satspricht si nirgsad n
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In addition to the instances mentioned above may be noted
the case of ^RI at/a, which sometimes contracts into e, just, as

will be seen further on, as Vm ava contracts into o.

Examples:

—

Skr. SflTST " eye," S. %ig, G. W*T, but H., P. Sfcf.

Skr. fiT^T " certainty," H. fi^%, S. f^%, fij%.

Skr. mm " time," H. ^T?f

.

This process, however, is rare, and such forms are not used by
correct speakers or writers. ft%% or °*T*I, ^m, *PfT^, qmq are

all more accurate, as well as more usual methods of writing.

The ^r*T, which is the characteristic of the causal verb in

Sanskrit, is never changed into If in the moderns, but undergoes
a peculiar treatment of its own.

The breaking down of a and a into e seems to be one of those

points where non-Aryan influences have been at work. The
Sanskrit admits of the modulation of i into e by the addition

of an d-sound, but it does not include within the range of its

phonetic system the opposite process of flattening a into e by
the appendage of an /-sound. This transition is foreign to the

genius of the ancient language, in which e is always long. The
Dravidian languages, however, possess a short 6 as one of their

original simple vowel-sounds, side by side with the e corre-

sponding to Skr. H. The Tamil further substitutes for the Skr.

$ i.e. ^1 + ^ a sound a, i.e. i+i. This short i of the Dravidians
is often found in Canarese to replace the a and a, of Sanskrit,

and in Tamil ei corresponds thereto. Thus, Skr. ?ST3i " crow,"
becomes in Tamil kdkkei, in Telugu k&ki (probably for kdke), in

the Kota and other forest dialects of the Nilgiria k&ke. Skr.

VtZ*t (seemingly a non-Aryan word) is traceable in Tamil
kudkei, Canarese kudure, Kota kudare, etc. So also " the long
final d of Sanskrit abstracts becomes in Tamil ei, e.g. did,

'desire,' Tamil am; Chitrd, 'April-May,' Tamil Sitlirei

The samo d becomes c in Canarese, e.g., Qanga, 'Ganges,' is in
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Gauge or Gfl ; *'" adoption

\ : Hid in Prakri

',. form, nol of a distinct Bound from thi

of a ahortening of dial Bound itw li i

' which

in Banskrit ix' Uowed bj a Bin| I

in Prakrit with e followed bj a double consonanl Le I

i.s alw J 1" preserve the quantity of Sanskrit

Ll ii apparent thai the comma
|

Bpoke

Prakrit, liavir regard e as a short sound, fell it

• v to double tl OBonanl in order 1" pi

the quantity, the vowel which in Sanskrit was long by nature

ion. Thus, we get l'r. vm foi Skr.

Pfl " love," MM for Skr. uj* " one," %WJ for Skr. %?

.

ed with a short e, as in English .<

uml tl'' of invention of the persons who reduced

Prakrit to writing is shown bj their omitting to provide a

iter for this new sound, as the Dravidia

done. [1 would be rash, in the present imperfect Male of our

knowli I
object of the relation

Dravidians and early Aryans, to lay down any definite law on

by, that the Aryan tribes wh

v. itb Kols and Dravidians exhibit

the greatest proclivity towards the use of these broken rowels.

nd Marathi I

partly

l'\ Kols and

Telingasj in that of the bttei bj I

I

•...in them have caught this trick of apei i h,

rrom the numerous wild tribes on their

frotitl

till i
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In this way we may account for the common M. word tt§
"to place," as from Skr. mv&. The universal word t*fi1T
" to prop " is also thus referable to WX ; as is twr " to

shove," used in all the languages, deducible from ^RT. Many
more examples will probably occur to the reader, of words
the origin of which has hitherto been uncertain, but which, by
the operation of this tendency, may be traced back to familiar

Sanskrit roots.

To be distinguished from this class of words is that where
the two syllables, both vocalized by a, of a Sanskrit word are
replaced by a single syllable bearing c. As

Skr. SR^t "plaintain," H. ijfarr, P. id., M., G. %35.

Skr. ^raf "goat," 0. %^ft, B. id,, S. %5JY.

Skr. ^X "jujube," H. ifa. P. id., S. %^. B. <^r\

Here we see the result of the Prakrit habit of eliding the
single consonant and replacing it by ^T, so that we get kaijali,

chhayala, bayara, which, as in the case of T?PT and similar
words, is contracted into e. Bengali shows the word still in a
transitional stage. The rules regulating the treatment of those
vowels which are brought into juxtaposition by the elision of an
intervening consonant are exhibited in § 46.

frequently, in fad almost universally, corrupted info
1J.
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It will n«f have escaped notice, that man; of the r< marks in

i rather to a change from A to e, than from d to«.

this is thai the treatmt nl of the two sounds is so

itwas found i p them apart.

Another remark is, thai though the Bhorl I of th< I
1

' mi Aryan Lang

t is always long, and the Bhorl I

wherever it exists, is represented in writing, not by H, but by

^, as in BindhL In Languages which arc so careless and

capricious as these, in their methods of expressing Bounds in

writing, Bome confusion is inevitable. It may, however, tend to

simplify the matb r, if wi Laj down the rule thai Tl always in

presses a long sound, even though it repre-

sents a corruption from Sanskrit H or UT, brought about by

the influence of the non-Aryan short e, which originated in

bility the short "c of Prakrit.

The whole matter, however, is very obscure at present, and

deserves to be made the subject of a separate investigation,

both from the Aryan ami non-Aryan points of view.

§ 3G. U into lit. This change is very rare. Vararuchi's

not to the point. Tiny are vorarn, lonam, nomallid,

moro, moho, chotthi, choddaht, for badara, lavana, navimnllika,

mayitra, may&kha, chaturtha, chaturdaU. In all these words

is either elision of a consonant, by which

two vowels are brought into contact, or softening of the semi-

by contraction to o.

pi when iuii I

shortened into o, though not unvaryingly so in the n

gjqmq "labour," "trade," H. qWT?J. sfftrTC. ° ^WT-

«PI?TT " custom," H. isflTT, P. ^^TlTT-

^ra[f "do •,' Pi H Wtfai ''• *fti\- 8. tffnjj, <>. *fa
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may also be introduced the H. and P. TOfemT or

^tZTT, " to cut out clothes," which would be from a word

ai«l<»TH or something of that sort. The words beginning with

vyata, such as tyavoh&ra, vyavas&ya, and the like, are written in

a great variety of ways in the modern languages. See Chapter

III. | 53, and Chapter IV. §90.

(1.) Of the words given above, ^K is used only in M. The

forms iK and ^^ have been explained in the last section.

0. has AX, pronounced bird, probably a shortening of the

Pr. fft.

(2.) Mfaj- In this word the syllable am generally appears as

,,. II. 9R, *W, and only rarely sffT, B. ^ , G. fTTT, P. VQ,

S. ^Hff, O. «n5T. M. uses ^t*!I as the name of a plant growing

in salt soil, probably contracted from WRfiPfi, where o— ava.

(3.) NomaUia, not in use ; the ordinary name for the flower

is chameli=champakeU.

(4.) *fK> so in all the modern languages. Here we have

elision of y and coalition of a+u=o. I am inclined to think

, is the original word derived from the cry of the bird,

and that maydra is a piece of Brahmanical euphuism.

(5.) *?tf , not in use, except in the poets.

(6, 7.) tH^TI) ^3^Tt. All the moderns have forms in o or

au the natural result of th< fter the

elision of t, but no true change of a into o. The words arc

—

h. <cfmr, ''• ^t*n. s
- ^f^' (i - w" M - ^^n- °

x r̂z '
ll - ^zt-

h <t^«, p. ^t. s Wt < ^> M ^v< °- ^'

ted instances are M. ^3TS, Skr. ^\, "goal," where the

form would be ^SfrO, and the modern ^T^PCT; the in-

labial consonant havi the still further

change to 0. Bengali has ^ftr "potter," from gW^iTT; ^<JK

from ^WTT; *frl^ " anchor," from Persian fA ,

and a I
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• iwaida lengthening i into o, than a into the

Ts into ^. \
'

!) are 1
"' h(,

'

• pathin, haridri, prithki. J'

I |

PaWin is only i

and ; t is doI t

! bring this example in here.

II ,
... ^f(, M. *36*. P. S^> *3S*t- 15 -

lahia] vowel T^-
thrown th. T forward, where it amalgamates with and

, dizea the ? arising from £, at the Ban

the two vow. la coalesce into ai, thus l^T, haidra.

Hf**ft isalso TO^, ;"" 1 i " ,1 " t t,!

word ie little used in the moderns, sama or

in the form fwT.

11. ^T^ "cloud ' from *Tf<?, may ;

instance, but the derivation is not quite satisfactory. In M.

nT^35 means "a dust-storm," which would buj

TrrTCTr^.orTT^. In H., P., B., and 0., however, the

,.. rain-cloud," uol "a dust-cloud."

Pr. T 5" for Hi is not in use in the moderns.

skr. ^f3T "difficult," P. ^ZV\, S. TC^. o. ?&m-

Skr.fcg "dirt," M. mz, ?WZ-

Bkr. rfAtft " pregnant," P. *ITHW. TS*TO G. JTW&. M- ">

I mg /' is thue changed in

Btion," H.xiwn. v&m nvxra. T*Wn;.

m. qrofif, *rK»fl. Q. <n;«f uva«m:. p- "'< s
- ^^J-

1

:,-i„.,- II. *£(, P., li.i-/.,S.Hljft!.

meB iii <;. only H3E^

ia fa«l .
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§ 38. i; into M Skr. fP^* "scorpion," Pr. fa=>e>'«1>

H. f«(<$W, M. f*hj, P. f*T^ S. f^, but B. and O. f«T§|T-

Var.'s other example, Skr. ^^= Pr. ,3^|^ has alreadj

explained by epentheeis (§ 34). Vinchhuo is probably to t

plained as contracted from a form q^qi, which is quite as

possible a derivative from root 3^1, as rrikhika.

Skr. f^r " to smell," H. ^EfTT- ^ '

Skr. ?rfx;3i "red chalk," H. it^, M. id., O. ifa, G. 5fa-

Skr. «lifa*ft " bawd," O. WTJWl'.

Skr. frTrTS^ " tamarind," O. ^ri^ft.

With regard to these last two changes, as well as that from

a into i, the modern Indians embarrass the student by the

obscurity of their pronunciation, which is such that these three

short vowels are with difficulty distinguishable from one

another. In dictionaries and printed works the vowel which

ought to be pronounced is shown, but it cannot be said that this

is the vowel which is pronounced in all provinces. The pro-

clivity of the western languages for the i and e sounds, as also

that of the eastern dialects for the « and o sounds, introduces

confusions which are not fairly exhibited in their literature.

Consequently, changes in these vowels which are authorized

by writers are comparatively rare.

§ 39. ^ into ^l and ^. Here also instances are few, and

Yoraruchi hae had to resort to some doubtful words, as maiidam,

tnaulam, for mukuta, mukula, where Skr. has also makuta,

mnkula. U becomes t in Pr. iu puriso for J^, but the moderns

use purusho.

U is changed to a in Skr. ^^ "variegated," II. ^iT^T;,

qiW, G., M., P., id.; *$m "family," II. $Z*, S. $2»J,

G. q&l. S. has also wfe*. II. ft«tf from Skr. faf^
" lightning," so also in P., M., (}., and P.; 0. has fa^ft.

M. ^1% "to collect," is by Molesworth derived
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Bkr. v?i; If. and • '. hav< < sren- 'Tefr

"a co ^TTf " il mine," changes to *jti H-.

q~t*\ li., but faft*i 8. ^J? ifa iii il. P.,

(
,
M

. and <
'., onlee . v bioh is mi n ulgar

VJ3, of which J3[ is a Boftening.

I
i

ilt-i, ,1 to i in sonic finals, as Skr. *TT*J " wind,'' II. m\,
," which the Indiana

I by wind, though Bev< ral 1

also forms in it or o, as 11. ^faft, IS. id., M. TT3, 1'. and S. TT"3.

0. <rni, but tlii- form in. :uis " wind " simply. So also f^«5"

"a dr.
]

II. fw^t, P. id., S. faTt. 0., M., G. f^ft,

in the sense of "a dot over ' as that used to in-

inuswara, whili in th i of" a drop of rain,"

"blood," etc., it retains the u. In 0. the Skr. <*\<$<* " sand," is

^Tf^T, S. Ttrt, I!. ^T«ft, but in the others with u.

§ 40. Changes in the quantity of vowels are twofold—the

shortening of long vowels and the lengthening of short ones.

The long vowel is shortened in the case of all thn e vowels.

Exanijiles:

—

(1.) ^T becomes "V, primarily in unaccented syllables. In a

word consisting of two syllables, both of which are open, that

is, end with a vowel, it' one syllabi contain a Bhor! accented

vowel, while thi other has a long but unaccented vowel, thi

latter not unfrequentlj becomes short ; thus, Skr. ydthd, tdthd,

become in Vr.jaha, taha, optionally, as well as jdhd, tahd. Ii is

difficult to decide whethei the Hindi obtained ite forms 4f> ft

from the former or t'

hi the majority of it

d iminal and adverb

!.. have received from the old Aryan little mow than

the radical part various

•

I
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cause
; probably in sucb cases the metre is the reason. Thus,

di/aria— Acharya, pajjava—parydya, gahie=grihitah. Before a

douMo consonant or nexus, also, the vowel is shortened, as in

hanlam = k&ntam, anh&na = asnana (which paves the way for

the modern nT^T), appd=dtmd, and others (Bhag.). From
Vararuclii come the following :

Skr. WK " a bed," oxytone, Pr. pattharo, patthd.ro. Here

the organically long syllable coming immediately before the

Is naturally liable to be slurred over. There is, however,

a special inconvenience in shortening this word, as it becomes

identical with pattharo, from Tf^n; " a stone." S., how-

ever, has both TTCPS "a bed," and VWS. "a stone." M. has

Wnj) in the first sense, and V^TK in the second ; the other

languages have only the latter.

Skr. rTra^nT^i "a fan," Pr. fl^rT^f, not in use in the

Skr. ^7*TT "a chowrie," Pr. "^WK. and ^T°, but the form

with the short vowel is also in use in Skr. The modems have

II. frd, P. id., S. ^, G. xftft, M. fnft and TOT, 0. <**T,
B. ^*rcrn chaunri and the rest give no clue, as they may come

equally well from ^° or m°

.

Skr. JTTT^ "a blow," Pr. paharo, paM.ro; in poetry tbe

quantity varies according to the exigencies of the metre,—in

7 it is long, in ib. 28 short. The word is now seldom

used.

Skr. ^TJ " flattery," Pr. chadu, chadu; not in use.

Skr. ^Tftra "belonging to a plough," Pr. halia, or

0. ffsniT »
a plough bullock," M. **ft. The

kind in the mi I irmations from

^51 "a plough," in which, according to a tem of

ted.

Then . of words in 8

which I two consonants, i.e. a nexus.
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| Hindi and the otk

b of the two oonBonanta, and ae a oompeni

."
i

: '^ " '.M'"" 1 ' llnK

s|,r. *m» "a road," IV. wnft. H. W1-

; the vowel depends on thesucceedh

i IN.

'

litional instan

are to be noticed :

Bkr.imn "delusion." H. *WT. S-M-J "'" '-' *> ,!i,M " '"" is ""

only long by nature, but is nl-o accentuated.

8kr. *mN "polishing," H., P. flW: in the rest, however, *n°,

„,,i,.|, u also a common form In H. In fli^ "tooth-powder," thi

\ . •>% >-l is retained.

Skr. J{%\$ "dear (costly), "H. *ilT .
bnt M. JTTtl. s

- fl^'
P.iffifrT.G.tf^.

^

Skr. ^^?TT "snake-catcher," H. *PT1 ('>• ^nrffTT). *W3T- p

Skr.^nW^"' I'
1 "-" >' r

- t^*' S
- t^' H ^' , M ^5B "

B. ^P*. but P.^MT-

Skr. TfFSte " vitriol," II. *$& .
P. W.. 8.^

In all the above cases it may be laid down as a gen"

„ 1!lt ,; |
of the long & into a is due to a long or

.1 following; an w ' whether long

„t, oniversally retains its qi ely than

an unai i

" though it 1

| into T. Prakril examples with their m
^ :
—

skr. xnftv "water," Pr. xnfuPM- This is the common word for

.•watw
»
to use now. H U written to all T/rsft or irrnft, onlverBallj with

long f.

Pr. ^ffctl, bol H. v^SR.
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Skr. gj^ft^S " painful," Pr. ^f%H) and faf^rtf.

6kr. ?I<*T«fta(;" tlien," Pr. THRlftS-

Skr. SfiOl "cowdung," Pr. ^ff^ft.

Star, ftpfor" second," Pr. «f{T5i, P. «£5fT, ^5(T, G. ^ft.S. *fr%\,

f^ft. Not in use in the rest "/-

Skr. ^rft^ '• third," Pr. «^, P. T^TT, S. f^ft, G. rT^- Not in

use in the rest.

Skr. ipfti; " deep," Pr. irfft], so H. jrffTT or ^TITT. and so in all.

The Tatsama form ^Pflfa; is also in use.

Skr. 'jftcfSST^' "cold weather," Pr. ^ftw^t. S. ftt^H^t-

Skr. ^fr?T "spleen," H. fqg^, fij^f\, M. fq^l, P., O. ftr^T,

B. TffaT : hut fg^t also in Skr.

Skr. «ft<jf '-a pin," S. fa*r>, H.fwf. M. id., O. f^T, P. fasT

(3.) *» into ^. The only Pr. instance is *TF^» for ?T^B

"a tree " (the Bcmia lati/olia). H. restores the quantity WgW,
but G. uses a diminutive with a resulting short vowel, *rF"3;

P. *r^n.

Modern examples are :

—

Skr. <|rq "a well," S. JgW, M. ipn, Q. ^f; in the rest it is long.

Skr. ^if " leaping," S. ^gTjJ, G. ^*.
Skr. VjH, "whirling," II. *pTT, *pT^, P. id., S. TJpiIT, G. ^*rj,

M. ^ftt, O. -Brfx^T, B. ^T¥t, but ^TTII.

In the majority of cases, however, the modern languages

the quantity of the Sanskrit vowel with great fidelity

single consonant. The two main disturbing eletnents

are the accent and the nexus. The Prakrits being dead lan-

ly know concerning them that which has been

down in writing, and it cannot be too often repeated

that Indian writers of nil ages are untrustworthy guides to the

Bpoken languages, as they all consider themselves entitled to

niter or " improve " words at their will.
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•me of the languages from

ployed, by whioh, eepeoially

i„ ,,um! ffela are often written wh< n

should b Gujarati, for instance, i

between I and i, d and &.

i D the Bame frequently in Oriya &

^ftnnuq is written for faWH, *t*ft for fafif^ ifafafU 1"

the more acourate Mai :i " m

UTUST, mft*, for «n^\, *fw. This is, il maj be Baid,

Igar corruption, but it must be rememhered thai <

corruptions are the cause of nine-tenths of the chang

language. P
!

of course, in writing restore the vowels to

in Sanskrit, so that we cannot a)

tel] ho\i far the lengthening or shortening has become an

Uoquial habit, or how far it is merely misspelling.

Inasmuch as the shortening of a long vowel is generally

the presence of another long or accented rowel imme-

diately f.illowiug, so a word containing a long vowel shortens

that vowel when it becomes the first member of a compound,

or in derivatives where a heavy termination is added. Thus,

xn^ft " v ies TPI in the H. words ^HtTT (m'ft and

Km, "water and boiled rice," tPI^ft foT^t and

^

TT) "a direr,"

XH^T^l (njsft and HT^T) "a \va; tj*i*i*T^ "a

ten" CH'ft and 3F$ft)> ^?TTT "a water-carrier";

WT71 "a word" becomes f?\ in *W^T*l "prolixity," ^fl^ll

"a great talker," *7TO?TO "loquacity," ^3T8 "talkative";

WTZ "a road" becomes AZ in *Zt$\ "a traveller," mm "a

" THZA1T "a ro I'," ifeVf "a narrow

Prom^ " seed " come faan " a stallion," fawrsn

" seedy," faWTt " seed c
." From^jJI"a ilov.^i," xj^wrft

"a garden," ^5lW "an oil scented with flowers" (^ + WW),

U^T^ "flowered cloth," ^W^ft "a kind of fil

tt«f»n " to blow " or " be inflated."

in the
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others. Instances, however, from the other languages are here

given :

•Vi Tjq incense, «pi*ST^. gTrfaTT. ^rrr^rft. ^H- etc.

„ ^35 dust, *J35T3. V35T3^.V^TTT,'V}ctol'iK-

„ ^Zfist, WJT>*I7T3oT-*J3*t-

„ purine, ?JW¥T, *JrTT;T. W<Kt

„ »^ t'cggi'ig. fH^rn^.fH^r^T^. t*RiT^-

„ sffe straight, f^TZTt, f«iZl^i , f*lZ%

qrrjT»ork, ^m^.^rr^'-

Gujarati tmift water, v|("Mi,

„ T5M flower, *pP§$. IJwPTTT*' \$<?<<^-

„ »?W l>egg»>£> fa*aKt. etc.

Panjabi XTTTlft water, qt!I«*lH*!l. Tri^ft, T?fl!Hrt^, also T^°.

„ ^si seed, f^t^Tt-t^n'awr.f^wn:-

It haa been thought advisable to introduce these modern

examples in this place, because they afford proof that there

does exist a tendency to make the quantity of the foregoing

vowel subservient to that of the following, and this tendency

explains the instances of real shortening of Sanskrit long

vowels. The modern examples are not, as regards Sanskrit,

true shortenings, inasmuch as the vowel now shortened had in

many cases only become long by some process in the Prakrit

period, and had been short in the Sanskrit. I must not be

understood, however, to ex] i" a Sanskrit period

prior in point of time to a Prakrit one ; by the words " Prakrit

that stage of the language in which the

rulos of Vararuchi and others were in solo operation, as con-

trasted with that in which Sanskrit forms were in el

either alone or bide by side with more popular ones.

§ 41. The short vowel in Sanskrit is lengthened in tho



I hws, and w>U be found discussed

-"" '•—'.-
;

owe their erisl

and others (Bhag.)-
L f ,-„

Sinai, and Panjab,

vowels, 1

bemupbyadoubleconsonan,

while S. does not. Eindi baa two faces; as nsual, m to

a felines to the short yowel in xto

- the^t r .c
ly, just as often as Smdhi does the short

ones. Thus wo have

Bfa *« "young of an animal," 15. *W, Eastern H.^
em H.in,P.^,S.^. Ofcoursointbesewc^n

jan^ is to be allowed for. *^<

„
tii ,, i ;_i;llJ..^ 1

S.4ktlUrfP.

TOS "portico," B. wm*n, «.tt^: «*» f

;

f

.

0,,r

7TaTXXT in Hindustan now,
,

"°«lto

rianw-!/, and write it accordingly. It m,

however. Kood Sanskrit.

Lg list exhibits a long vowel * Bengali, where

rnle the other hog. •"£
central in thi

to **-

nor to leogtheo, is shown asa contrast.

oi«n »<
,, '"" li ^"^

om " i » ^
„ irr«nrlr , » TO
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Bengali Tjpfift turban, Hindi XJJJ^

hill,

» ^T^T^T to burst, „ j^r^
» *Hrft candle,

n -^^
» WTZ^TTT weight, „ ^ZWKJ

^1*1 purse, „ ^^
» ^TI%T: quail, „ ^>
» TT^t distillery, „ ^J^

» «TTTrjTT granary, „ ^gp,-

» T^TR scaffold, „ j^rp,

» fTSrq&T light, „ ^^r
In some of these instances the other languages agree with

Bengah, and in such of them as are of known derivation the
long vowel arises from the desire of compensating for the loss
of one of two conjoined consonants following. This desire is
felt and expressed by most of the other languages It is
however, not given effect to in them when a long vowel occurs"m the subsequent syllable, or when there is a long heavy ter-
mination which removes the pressure from the initial syllable
Thus, H. pdhdr, batkhari, balir. In these places the Bengali
retains the long syllable in writing, though, owing to the
peculiarly harsh pronunciation of the lower orders in Bengal
it is difficult to decide whether they mean to say b&ti or bat'i
and the like.

But apart from these peculiarities of Bengali, there do exist
cases in which a short vowel in Sanskrit becomes long in
modern languages.

Thus, (1.) Tt is lengthened to ^Tf in

Kkr. ^Jjf "bearing," M. flTf^j.

Skr. m$\ " bedstead," H. ^1, „.. M., 0. id., B. Vm, ^Zm .

Bkr. *re»t "swallowing," M. TTW^j

.
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:t1 "burning," H.^TTIT,""" M '"' »"< '"' ,l " *enM """"'"'"*'

maj be a few other verbs of this sorl in the other lan-

M ,| lengthening

;

of the infinite ^> t'"'- lu v ' ;/"''''-''

chdhun, then

(•J.) ^ is lengthened to V'"

Skr. f^ltffl "twenty." B. sfar, B. *n, M. ^t, <i. *fal, P. ^S>

8. *ftf

.

Skr. WHc(." thirty," H. rffa, M. id., P. ?ft?, 8. ^?.

skr. fitgl "tongue," II. ^Yh. ""'1 go in all excepl s.f5W.

Skr. qrf^il "bard," M. BfifNl •

ML lengthens the T of *** in Sanskrit feminines from ad-

in vi, as fftr^ "she-elephant," M. fTftir, Skr.

Wn*ft. M. *ftal, Skr. ^iqTBTf^, M. tftTfftUT
,

where

11. has -srffi, tfmrf^. Bnoh word, generallj h ai the acoenl

on the penultimate in Skr., which accounts for the vowel being

M. Skr. fiTfa* "to li; ' 1 ' 1 '''

Bnd becomes It. <S^n, through Pr. firf** (Var.

re . P., however, has

f«n, S. f?«ft or f5Tt, and 15. and 0. write occasionally U°

OS well us Ti^i-

(8.) ^ is lengthened to ^ in

Skr. •$*[ " B family," M. <*36, though al-o ^?f.

8kr. JJU^ "pestle," II. JJB"!, B. *U^.

skr. nr " town," II. ijx;, and BO in all.

],, t JT in Sanskrit 1 on tM '"

pi-w; hut when the modern

a final a, and made the word a monosyllable,

*JU9|
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is accented on the first, mu-sha-la ; here also the rejection of

the final a threw more weight on to the first syllable. M. 3135

is the same, ku! for kii-la. In fact, in most of the above cases the

lengthening is due to the rejection of some termination or final

syllable, which throws the accent on the syllable that remains,

just a<= the cases of shortening were seen to be caused I

addition of heavy formative syllables. These languages are for

the most part very sensitive in this respect, except Oriya and

Bengali, where, especially in the speech of the lower orders,

long vowels are shortened and short ones lengthened without

any regard to the origin or etymology of the word.

§ 42. Those peculiar forms of augment called Guna and

Vriddhi in Sanskrit come next to be considered. Being entirely

absent, from Prakrit, they can hardly be expected to occur in

modern Indian dialects. In Prakrit e and o are simple vowels,

often considered short, as e, 6, and followed by a double con-

sonant. Thus, e is used as equivalent to i in pendant, pindam

;

neddd, niddd ; sendiiram, sinduram ; for Skr. pinda, nidia,

sindura, and other words. E is also substituted for / in n

dpelo, kcriso, for nlda, dplda, ktdrii. In the first of these words

the consonant is doubled, making the c short, but in the rest it

is long. Similarly o is written for u in tondam, mof/d, pcMharo,

potthao, for tunda, muktd, pushkara, pustaka. But we some-

times find the reverse, i being put for e, as in viand, diaro,

for cedand, devara; veand, dearo, are, however, also in use.

Owing to the inherent brevity of e and o in Prakrit, this

process is not uncommon. E is shortened to i in inam=enam
t

iydndm=ctdndm (eteahdm), and sometimes the following con-

sonant is doubled, as in ikka—eka, chittijjd=.tishthel (through

ehitteyd). is similarly shortened to u in xtya-=qjas, paliunnna

—palyopama, appu»«ue=aipotmka8, etc.

In the Vriddhi forms iaila, faiiya, airdvafa, trailokya, the ai

w softened into e : scb, techcham, cravano, tellokkam ; in other
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diphthong i. split into „., i.e. *=<«T,

Parallel to thi 1 Jo o

I
into

V3 in

1

rdsbj

adding I

Vriddhi.

i
,^ ril (Juna occur* u

f i consonantal corruptions, a shorl tot

! rtedto. rhufl,

TO "leprosy," would b3
tl Linarj rul becomeJS,

a further step *5. 1' does, however, become H. ** (tof*)^

-w G ^, and **, M. id. So also the adjective q!W

.. !;;:,;• ,,,„„„, h. **, m., ... «., o. *fi#, s^**tf •

Skv.^ "belly," isH.**. Skr.^Wr«ahoe,»S.^C»G-

*^, B. **m, 0.*Hl. Bkr.f^TT-thebel tree, H. «T,

and so in all. Skr.^ « a pearl," H. *ttf, and so in all. Skr.

firwr«'abean,"H.%H. In tb
aningin

thedb ' original vowel would have produced ^B,

^T^- ^- ***, and «ta. 1 king to the remark i

5 35 L, , ms probable that in this

.

ofanon-Aryanprincipb a1 work. [1 is clear however, thai

thev

I

little to saj

whicl

Such •

Vriddhi vo

rnedintg

9 u %ra4K'
i
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'ftTT, and so in all; ^h$ "theft," IT. ^tTt; sftf%*li "pouch,"

IT. tf\«l, and so in all ; 0. and 15. have also ^jf% and ?ffi-
The vowels ai and au arise, however, in the modern languages

from contraction. Especially is tin's the case with au. When,

therefore, it is 6aid that the Vriddhi vowels are rare, it is not

meant that ai and an arc rare ; what is meant is that, except

in Tatsamas or pure Sanskrit words in their strict Sanskrit

shape, words which have heen derived from primary nouns, by
lengthening the root-vowels i and u to ai and au respectively,

do not occur. Thus, from *p( " a son," comes *ffa " a grand-

son," but Hindi, followed by most of the others, says iTtrtl.

Oriya sometimes in such cases uses only the long pure vowel,

as in 3|^T, and sometimes only the short, as in MrJ<j "nephew,"

from TfH.

We may perhaps conclude from this, that the system of

derivation by Yriddhi, though not altogether an artificial one,

was not carried out in all its perfection by the vulgar, and thai

the elevation of a vowel to its second or Guna power was all

that took place in practice. The long diphthongs take their

origin from very different causes, such as the softening of tj

in the middle of a word into ^, and subsequentlj into "3, thus

coalescing with a preceding a, not as in Sanskrit into o, but au;

e.g. Wr£ " cowrie-shell," makes first *&%, and in II. ^Vi\,
our English corruption of "cowrie"; or from the

ion of t in a similar manner, e.g. TWT "dwarf," II.

^tlT, where B. more fully exhibits WT"3f*l*n- tldoes, however,

illy melt into o, as ^t»TT " to sow," Skr. ^tpi.

In 5Nt, S^^TT, §0), from ^~t, *?sft, ^p^, we 1

of the i influence of the i, noted in §34; while in
r

fcn, %m, ?faT, and the like, the diphthong has arisen from

of the x of Prakril firms TrfX^ft. %fT*ft, for Skr.

t,?*l> ^ft?H, ' Hi.quia! forms

kidrii, so tl

there would naturally result d-isd,
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deduce ai from e+i is a proceeding for which

;, anyofthe languages, and which

unnatural and improhahle.

§ 43. ^ and ita changes. The Prakrii of this

rowel had better be ke]

ent in-

trusion.

,,, - a in tanam, ghanam, maam, kaam, vaddho,

pity," tnrita, "dead,"

"
criddhi, "old," crishabha, "a bull." Bhamaha says

tbis an.l the following changes only occur when <S is initial.

Khcha=trUya, dhachcha=dhritya, haya=

hrita, mae=-mritah, kada=krita.
"

(2) . t1 , giahi,dittM,»ittht,ging&ro,ni

bhingo, bhingdro, hiaam, viinho, mnfuam, kisaro, kichchd, vmchhuo,

. for rithi, vrishi, grishti, driahti,

,bhringa,bhringdra,hridaya, vitrishna, wim-

hit',, kriiara, krityd, vriichika, Srigdla, kriti, krisM, k^pd.

(3). It becomes u in urffi, mundlo, puhavi, tmnddvanam.pduxo,^

pdiitli, i

fdmduo, for ritu,

I, prtnrfdmna, prdvrish, prdvritti, vivrita, oamtorita,

rabhrita, rndtrtka^fdrndtrika.

(4). ii 1 ,mes< mtalaventaam,geha,genhadit
{<n

U
J

, Vararuchi.

i is written ft in rinam, riddho, richckho, for >/«</»>, riddha,

riksha; and in the i

'' '' likt ''

!ly when initial, as

, [qw "a tree," it is changed into ru, becoming n<Wr-

, odern times, tl two *. 'J be

shown,

, and the i of
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:: :r;;:l:i,ti^

f which the foUowingare examples:

«tr«.. a ha8bando.«i,''
H.fWTI. I'-fOTTO-



VOW I I CI] W'.l S. w
%n^ ' nephew,' 11. ^^VsTT, P. id., S. HTT^Y O. HfT#t-

Itu "how," H. jflfir. P. Wn. 8. Uj. M, 0. fipT. i*. ftnp-

o.ftjnr.

l,t be given, bul the abovi will

Buffice. As an additional proof that this vowel was from an

rded aa identical with fX may be adduced the

fact that in ra

under the operation of the nil b of tl

assimilated I

root f^I is the parent of many modern words. It is

probable thai this re JJy written with V- and was,

in tact, ^, or ^; traces of this I

'

; Bomi tenses

^5[T^, by an irregular guna, for ^^T^> s^^>
^^TTJ. f< <l

t£\
, and iii the cognate Greek Sep/cco, Lith. -

Rusa
J

|;
; :

'

'

'

v%
-

l/l"'$)-

When or how the ^ was softened to^Jc ! course,

distinctly stated, bul it was evidi atlj aftei the formation of tho

Pr. %^3. The ^ or ^ of the older form li I back to ^,
i^, and other verba ad renders it unnecessary to

, ill, W( ber thai Pr. ^3*? is derived from the di

tiv< form d 1'" no tl

which I well at the moal used, come

H. ^Tl and the similar verbs in the others, B. ^Bt, M.^eTCi,

G. ^a^, P. ^sm, S. %*m, (». ^fa*n-

I i i form of tl from thi time wh< n tl

d, Pr. f^l.^ta, JI.ftfHIT. P

S. Uwn, G. fc^g, M. f^Hnj, 0. f^fal^n. In all but 8. this

word is neuter, and mi ins "to be visible," "to be in •

oi dt kfi, which

that in ry frequent
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pekkhfot Ti% and that possibly the existence of this verb may
bare had some influence on the creation of the somewhat anom-
alous form dekkh. The idea is based on the well-known fondness
of the Ind.ans for jingling words of similar sound;
dekh, pekh, would be a similar form to ultd, pultd; hat chit
aghal, baghal; As, pas; dhakkam, dhukkd; jhulh, muth ; and
many others in Hindi and Marathi, as well as in the other
languages. To return, however, to other development* of the
root: the third and latest series is that M-ith the base dark
Which has given in all the languages the Tatsama substantive
darsan. O and B. have also simple verbs <-f^ 3 jf^,
and causals <~fcX«, and ^T^T; M. tfff*. and poctJcal
^nrail"to hint," "insinuate" (causals in form) G ?$*
"to see," S. **q "to point out," should apparently be also
referred to this series. The substantive ft* "sight," becomes

!

r
- ^'L^L5^' also ^> r

- f^f.s. ftf*, G.
adverbially f^ or f^, meaning "at," "per head," "each"-
M. ^T3-

Similar in treatment to ffe are the following:

2* "back," H. Tfo, B. id., O. ftfa, p. fj~ G. f^
SV'* .-t," „. ^n, B. Tftfz*, O. ftf^, M . f̂ %> Q

TOZ^. P. fqznn, S. fxrjij.

gV rub>" H f*^ "•» rfaee," B., 0. ML, «. fj^* ,, f̂ j >

p.f*TZTin,s. Ttrzm-

In some instances M. prefers the a sound, which is even
fengAened to a, as in TO = ^ ^^^ „

fo^ „^rmi, eto; *nft "earth," Skr.^ ; B„ G., and 0. have
here also mtf; and II., though fe£ is t ,JC USUfll forw> ,.„,^
^p, and in some rural dialects *T<ft. In casea I

should perhaps be justified in referring to Vriddhi forms *TtK
' Bjrtfai. fortunatechwge all confeiou UavoMed between this wort „n<] rfhj

" flour," from Skr. flE .
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*"*' **• ° t,lir i ;
'

going into Ou

T* "tlur.Uy," It nw, for npf ,„. m?; bu) t)||

li hold to the • eu " f-v:'
fimm), p. flifT, s. ftm, ftf,

,

8. *^, Q. J^ "a boy," 9-^ «
pl«yfnl» (from the character of

Krbhna), M. Jfrff^j (srarprfrT

jr^ST "a chain." Pr.f^aft, n.qfax. I'-fl^rr, 8.to\, (..^t^35,
M. id. it., however, ha. fcraMT, o. ft^, „,„, „. aK „ f^- mid

La Pali H nearly nniversaJly appears as „
; thus, ffH b

''' '" ,l "'' species of Prakrit, is additional
nation of the assertion thatriwas a ,,icda9

(ir or rti.

The root jq is sometimes treated as vardh, at others as </,',//,.

T" f" it naturally n

3*. when regarded as a participle, meaning "increased" or
it were ^ .

aspirate forms II. ^ "big," I'. TfT, S. ^f\, B„ ^ Q
Vf[; but whi

oi "old, we find therifullj

Euenceofth
I

«. Thus, H. T|T and ^T "an old man," ?f\ and *fetn
"rm old woman," P. g CT . ^, S. gtf, B . ^tf. W*. (».",«,

y ' «*«* has widespread ramifi Q,
the derivatives of tl

Pr.oftheBbJ

k



Idi vowel changes.

tatt, as vattai for rartate. So in Saptal., with a further loss

of c, we find niattai, niattanta, and once rw •

In

the modem languages there are, first, a number of words of

the form SR. or ^Z, derived from various parts of the root.

Thus :

H.
<*J1

"discount," "exchange," P. ^fT, ^jfT, S. ^ft, ^ZT,

(i. *(ZV*, M. ^£T, O. «TZT, B. efffT, perhaps from Skr. J*rrTT> >> "ie

sense of trade, l/usine>$.

H. ^J^n " to twist," P. ^fTtJT, S- ^zj^-

There are very numerous derivatives in all the languages
^

from these forms; also iu the form TTZ, ^TTZ, as II. *TTZ

" a road " (Skr. Wfff), and so in alL

Peculiar to Bengali is the verb ^Z, meaning literally "it is,"

*t^T, but ordinarily used as an emphatic affirmative, "yes,

truly." It is conjugated in all three persons

:

.ilarjnr^Z Plural *nfa*fZ

TJT^fZ* » <jf*^

The Oriva has *fe or TTZ\ for " it is," whirl, maj have arisen

from rejecting the ^. though 1 feel inclined to give another

origin to this word. The Marathi verb TTZ^, in its sense

" to seem," " appear," is also to be brought in here. Thus,

&j p&t
min wil1 fal1

to-day."

I rna take the forms m\, ^TS, as to H.

^Tfl- "a word," Skr. TTtTT. And finally th

f Tatsamus, as rprt*cl, and the HI • hole this root

ldom or

Uy after

where it occurs in
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that letter ; and following the analogy of the langua ? .

are forced to conclude that it is a modern Tadbhava, formed at

a time when bhr&tri with its grammatical terminate n no

longer existed, except in books. Two arguments aid tins

; cue is the conversion of the ri into i, showing that

this letter must have become fixed and identified with TTS

and the other is, that in the cognate languages, except P. and

U., which are in many respects little removed from dialects
,

of Hindi, the word has no existence. In vulgar Bengal the
^

term in use is *T*^ ^dipuo, i.e. *T*^. In Oriya puturd,

i e T^ In Marathi we have only the Tatsama. S. bhutyo

is evidently inverted from ^f^, where, the ri being regarded

as f< , the r has cerebralizcd the dental.
_ _

Cases where the ri is actually written as fC are numerous in

H and P., and to a less extent in S. and G. M., B., and 0.

are too Pandit-ridden to allow of this. Instances are^
"householder/

1

H. fWP.P.f*^, *rf^, S. f*!Pg, G-™-

** <• tree," II. f« (rare). ^ " firm," P. ^T* '

"
As words of this class are mostly Tatsamas or very recent

Tadbhavas, the method of writing them here given may be set

down as a mere instance of bad spelling. Far more common is

th< transfer of ri into T^ or VJ.—as

Skr. ^frl "maintenance," H-farf " " religious endowment," V. f^H,

fa^Ti, S. faK* (for fa3> " rations."

Skr. ^U " Bgcl," I'- fa>5 •

Skr. ^T "satisfied," Old H., P. ftXJtt {tirpat), but also fHUTf,

(11,1 B. id.

A mass of words in which ^ "three," forma the oral i

are indifferentlj written U, f^> **, and ft, in H.

Much of thi
,K'S8

- W " '

becomes even in Skr. *f, and tins form continned in use till

the twelfth century. It is no* universally replaced by **:

which takea us back to a form ui probably the real original
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form of If. In thus case the i lei

the more ancient and pepular form. Thai this bn>
!, not

only by its occurrenoe in Prakrit, bul also by the impound

-ifT. 1V9WK, etc. f^TT or tftTT i« for f*F*. '';

fuwg? "father's house." 3?T is also written ifffT and

uff*nMn.i taefi"1 isthetri ' » »H tttl
3

1 """

fan^n;, ».& fa^*? " ow n house."

'

| 44. Other vowel " am "

sound, having alwaj
'

ia nevertheless a verj briei and is easily

in pronunciation modified by an admixture of other sounds^

Lthashorl dnUaisound in K. and

p
'

Botb oi
' fl3 the opposite way, confuse

this sound with a. Thus Panjahi changes the ai of certain

, in Skr. ^Hft "abeggar

"

(soi-disant 'religious! ),

p w^itf. trTT^ "the river Baitarni," P. 1ZW- Ar. cy^
«alms,"P W*. Thispeculiaritj is one of speaking rath.

of writing, and correct writers would probabl3 restore th«

. from the influei f the long vowel following;

I the vowel which was shorl in Skr.

by position, through the eli

r and « are brought together and form.

To return no* to tl

,;
'' 1"

'

' &F "1 sample in ^
• Skr. f^- Otheri

sk,. w«»[ " sitting." M *S& s" "K " '"' n,ni1 " ^HT '

Skr. U|1 "town," M. faq. " name of a certain town."
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SkT. Tit;, "bat,"M.$, SO also H. one] P.

Skr. TT< « beyond," M. ifa (for TJT^ as in P. TT^T), %m, P5TF5

and man; derivatives. H. also xj, " upon.'

Skr. M^|<ti | " spreading," M. tfcrpT ( = M MJI«0-

A similar process may be noticed in PI. in the forms tnm?

" thirty-five," "tim^ta " forty-five," "tTOH " sixty-five "
; the

first element of which is Vft ; so also in 1i (Tfa " thirty-seven,"

and the rest of the scries. Another instance is ^fST "a road,"

from V&H.. In all these examples it is not the extra-long

diphthong of the Sanskrit thai we have to deal with, but an

obscure sound which has probably crept into the Bpeech of the

vulgar from Dravidian or Kol sources ; and the «i is thus

connected with the Tamil ei, and belongs to the same scries

of processes as those noticed in t; 35, where the a and a of

Aryan utterance has been corrupted into a short almost in-

organic I. It will be observed that the shortness of this

sound is shown by its constant use before a long vowel.

Other changes maybe dealt with separately, as they do not

m to point, to any systematic law or rule, but, as far as

investigations have gone, appear to stand alone. Thus, for

instance, there is the Skr. *$*$« " lungs," Pali M"4li' Pr.

probably tf^ft. This undergoes the following changes: H.

«*<KI or t)iM>4l, B. VTTT, <*iu.«l, and *?ftTT, 0. TfaPfrH and

vulgarly ltfll.<*H, S. fafar§, M. ^nly. Here we have every

imaginable variety of vowels, and the changes are peculiar to

id, giving hardly any analogies to any others. The

only solution appears to be that in Sanskrit even there existed

than one form of the word, which is to a i

onomatopoetic, and derived from some root imitative of the

sound of breathing or blowing. In classical Sanskrit, as usual,

only one of tl use among \\

been retained. Another anomalous change is that of $^T " an

' XhiuUaka Pitha, bj 1: I I
iv., p. 311, nc« i
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i

iition of e foi Bounda with whicl

^H^ " •'

»tl?.S. W..B. sometimes id. In rome parta of B

more regular form *fr# 1b, however, heard also.

may be adduced M .

,," Skr. wfal; M. ^K^». »!*• ^™'
ift^ft, "a juggler," Skr. *n?^; M. W^ "j°l

Skr. HT*pnft- M. obntaina a greal muni regulai

forms, and the other languages will donbtl to do

they shall have obtained thi

| by observers as diligent and accu

Moli sworth.

] do nd attempt to account for the changes noted above
,

the allusion to the probabilitj of anon-i

in them. II is so very difficult in the pri

stive philology of the group under oonsid

rminewhal is,andwha1 Is not, reallj a form in .

,. ig an ever-presenl risk of wa ting time in dis-

,

| which may turn oul hereafter to be >

the dictionary-maker, [n thi lai

wher( |

knowledge of them protected to a

this risk, I frequently find metl

iea which do no1 a1 all tally with mj own

bod in which 1 have seen the words

id intelligence; and this fad

md \. ry many forma for which I

i
guide than the dictionary. 1" fact, no man

npl to write a dictionary wl

training witl

|
I

I

1;
native writei
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indications of dialectic varieties of utterance. The ten vowel

symbols of the former are in many cases inadequate to the

I in thi ^jabic character there is hardly any provision

at all for ai^-thiug beyond the simplest vowel-sounds, and it is

hard to see how any diacritical marks could bo introduced into

either alphabet which should be at the same time in keeping

with their natural characteristics and readily intelligible to the

reader. Those few that have from time to time been suggested

fulfil neither of these essential requirements. For the present,

then, we can get no further than we have already advanced.

§ 45. When a nexus, or combination of two consonants, is

dissolved by the introduction of a vowel between them, it is

sometimes found that a short a is inserted, sometimes ;', and

sometimes u. In giving the name of diasresis to this process,

there is a departure from the usual application of the term, but

as no diajresis of vowels can take place, owing to the abhorrence

of the hiatus in Sanskrit, no confusion can arise. If Sanskrit

wer< written in Roman characters, the term diaeresis might be

applied to the custom of writing ^ and ift as ^ and "%T3

respectively, which is not uncommon in the modern languages,

because this proceeding would be expressed by saying thai at

and au were written as ai and aii ; but keeping to the native

character, it appears that this is merely a careless way of

writing, and does not affect the pronunciation ; thus, in old

Hindi %<STTfl is written *t>|*i, and even Q|4H|*|, but it is

in all cases spoken kailas; so also we have 9ft' 9 T^, and «ra,

all alike sounding as one syllable jaun ; afrf, ajBf, and SR^«T,

all kan n. This, therefore, demands no special investigation,

though the fact is one useful to be known to those who may
have to read old Hindi manuscripts. Thus, the line from

Chand—
*£*to *i*»r< *Nx; *ptt?i n

Book xx., 33.

"Having worshipped Gauri, having n ira,"
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*«*

• "ptyya gauri (not 0awO

;
;..„, then, fts unimportant, and pausing on

the vowel beti « of a

have toendeavom to discover, first, what wine

terminee whether the vowel to be inserted Bhall

aeeondly, whether it U po ible to insert along

,, I, or ft; and, thirdly, whether the insertion of e, o,

ai or (ii
.

place.

|

si.,. ^?fi •• devotee," H. W1. 1"" 1 s" '"' "
Bkr. XW " red," H. x;^ , Tift •

iu ""•

Skr. ^?I"rito,"lI.^i^ra-

Skr. spjrsi "birth," II. *sm. P- «- so in all in speaking, though

written ~SFH-

Skr. \JTR "religion," II. VT^- di,, °-

skr. iffi
" endeavour," II. oHr«T. ditto.

Skr. Tft "jewel," 11. T^, ai,t "-

I
i8 the hut letter of the nexns, as ^, II -

^tIT- and SO in all ; Skr. *ftw and *TT* "u yoke," G. ^T;
VT^, O. \fr?TT;, P. ('/. Also when it is thefirsl letter,w-

ol.lll.fliTfl.W = T^»^ = ,'W' in a11 cxce
l
l1 S>; ^^^

Tn^TT, II., P. *tfT^I = ^T^ •

With H imber

:

Skr. TETl^n " praise," II. ^TTfTT, !'•.*• >'

skr. H?H " trouble," II. ^^9, P. *35«-

' Instances are—

skr. WU "trouble," B. fa%€, M. fa*re,fa^-

skr. ^i " woman," f*ft*n. »*• f<TK^T, <>• filft. «»* v,ll l?" fiRCT-

ptionsf*Tm"an r,li,,so,- forXlfHf;

ftlil for XI?
' ****' ^?^X, and fJl^^HT.
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'
I Lculai

ft^T, ftjfrfH, fqrjuft, fa^TO, frnfraPJ,

fnO- fare*, fa*, for TT51T, tftfa, OTt, WK. ¥*fr*rvT, tfft,

fasf.. ***T, and ^<mT^T,

farT<rf^r. f^^fa: farre, f»r
v

TTfHTra, Trfnfa**, Trow, mm,
and the like. In n the splitting of the

and the consequent introduction of a vowel, hi

the effect of suppressing the vowel following, as in Sindhi

piiy'd for pirajd, for prajd; or the following vowel if long is

ii piriti for pi k letters drop

out, a- /,'/'.'. In 1'

cited from Panjahi there has been i

mb,pirthame;

so that not only has a

I as been elided, and in the

1 ton of i is counterbalanced by the elision

of the a.

' Panjabi have recourse to

Thus, Ii. ^JJp! from ^ffa, O. tj^t from iffa. This

ly and softly that to

a foreigner's ear it is hardly, if at all, audible. ]

in Oriya in three ways, SHficTT, WSftt,

and ^TZT, but it would ordinarily be pronounced in I

*:$ is in 0. «^f^; fltjfgTErT "a
" = Skr. *T^fTT, where the otl

«f<T*JTTT, etc. ^T{". owing

of the *?, w! . lided.

(2.) With i u of a long vowel, the in-

and arc only to be looked for in tl

h the vulgar have distort

Slarathi affords some exampl

Wg\, Skr. 'gfas; **>H, Skr. W* ; jr**, .Arab. XL ; ^T.
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"

*rq |n Wfte, Skr. ^4, II. *T«-

gfT^'^fT^- 1 havi aol noticed examples in the

I it would em to be a p

,,,1 of final By]

i
i

difficult to fix

,.t another 6, without any

the adjacent

I following a labial, and a palatal follov

rting

lial.it

of rhyi

they rest on no intrinsic law of develop-

: the fart that Aryan and B

upted.

In II. w^T, from Skr. ^^TT, a similar process may he Bup
:

but I am disp d I i i

simply e
: tters ^ and ^.

aol ever appear to be in

would

1: r >ults, then, from the ahove remarks, that diphtl

Ly, and then only ia

popular con ; so tl
;!| the

[twouldatl

to insert a aft( f gutturals,

fore letters i

I
ghe, and

any at-

uite rulo. Uis Sutra iii. 60 is pi rh
|

, as ii lays down that when two consonants

tl I

' ,;

', ratna= raana (thi
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ratana), kriy&= kirid, Sdrnga— sdranga ; but he imiT;

afterwards (iii. 62) gives a list of words in which this rule is

not observed ; these latter are rather more numerous tl

former. They are £ri=sirl, hrl=zhirt, krita— kirita, kldnta—
kilanto, kleia=.kilem, mldna= »iildna, swapna^sirino, sparfa=
phariso, harsha—hariso, arha=ariho, garfiaz=gariho.

In the first three of these the rule is so far kept that the

inserted vowel, though short, is of the same organ as the

following vowel, and the same may be said of kilcso. In the

next Sutra (63) we have kshma= khamd, sldghn— mldha (though

sildha is also found), and in S. 05 padnw. =paiima (paduma),

tanvi, laghvi,z=tanui, lahut. The labial m perhaps accounts for

the u in paiima, and in the other two words; as als^

for jyd we have merely a solution of the semivowel into its

corresponding vowel, and not an insertion at all.

May it not be that the real solution of the question rests

in the comparative lightness and heaviness of thi

selves? Where the syllables following the divided ni

not of any great length and weight, the natural tendi

insert a vowel similar to that borne by the nexus when yet

undivided can have full play; but when the following sj

are long and heavy, the lightest of all the vowel-sou

preferred, and thus we get kilanto, instead of kalanto, from

kldnta; while in in, hri, the usual, and so to speak congenial,

insertion of the i is practicable. The question lies entirely

between a and i; u is never used in this respect, unl -

is some labial i ork.

If thi I aa the law for Prakrit, it may be trans-

ferred to the i

for the disturbing eli

the fondness of Sindhi for the i sound, and of Bengali and

Oriya for the u. Tl of tin's class of worda will

pronun' by ", i, and



,

ird to tell wh

§ L6. I

gram-

:;fn " beyond," ^f"M "over,"

^ "after," VT "olf," ^rfa "on," vfa "towards,"^ "down,"

^^"up,"^! "below." Although all oi

ill wo

may justifiably conjecture that tbe vulgar em on

atrri, avd, aim, hrl, afi<f>i, irrro, are all < perhaps

if the Sanskrit prepositions were allowed to stand alone so

fly as the Greek do, they also would Bhow then

e; but standing as (J

to verbs and nouns, thi y fall under the

influence of the tendency to throw the a back as

possible, which appears to V characteristic of Sans! rit. The

\, however, with v. I

' vowel

is hardly compatible with the supposition that this vowel was,

are found of this re-

of the initial, especially in the ease of 1(fa, bu

fq. fuvrR, fW5, faf, for #1, ifwi, cte. ; ^fffa for

^fftjfi: v} for^ftnn; *WT. for ^^\ ' ^ +

^q +^t; for *lTq > a)

By ;

arc pos' I

in ago.
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some vcr}' curious etymologies have been brought to light, by

Sanskrit. Thus

:

^W^ "inside," H. aft«lT, B., M., 0. f*mfC, G.

Skr. ^^HJT "mar," II. f*fs**!T "to approach," »fte"a crowd,"

and bo in all.

Skr. ^WsR " anointing," II. affalT " to be wot," M.

f*jof%', G. f*l3t^, S. f*T5I- There is another form of this word

root terminates in 1, as H.

H^rt finTTSTT, fwtlT "to wet," G. fw^,

which may perhaps be referred to t] Wifi.

All this group of words may, however, wifh equal proba-

bility b >m ^rfHH^T, ^rfa^ "wetting," by elision

of the sibilant. In either case there is no doubl about thi

Another strangely contracted and corrupted set of v

II. ^fUMI and ^JTTt " to extinguish a light," with their

liters ffTn and ^m " to be exti

are derived from Skr. ^HjTTsnifH. In Saptas. 266

occurs the form ^W^SWYp; = Skr. W%^Jn*TTj will,

which, by rejection of the

initial '/, and a of , '"' &^< Wl

root^rT?! , whence ,J«TT*n ! form f^TTT is ex-

her dialect of

Prakrit the double t! I Anyhow,

quentlj been hithi rto 1" M., 1! -.
:

1 i s epiTI with the 1
ill II.

I f^T^T "to explain" (^V ,

with which i(
' f tflT^TJ,

^^ i
| y\n

, a nd fqul^Uj, are still furthei mo '

( ,f which ap] "3^31, without the abhi.

," II. ^t^*n P. id.,

li. mm-
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This

IV., that vi passes Into *. Pro" ,, ' i
"

'

withir.whici
Liming

thus, STTIMT « to .

i indO., which haveVfe^,isfor^Pn(coi

*nrm for uttit. *n**n for «raTiT = wfi i. soften.
!

be *fM, with theca

^"to go," so that ^IZ^TfT would ...

word

SI<1iaT"a window," is probablj for JJWTUT, from ^f* "above,

indowaintheEasI being al*
.

,. ?riq "a matrcovering," and Sjtwr "to cover," arc

Skr ftv^, from ^fWT.wh
rain all but S. Ti

blj well

I

. imple8 m which ^ is, as ia often the

| from a Skr. *, through *5, ho mixed up with

Ler this head.

^ l.w.ng

fq^.Tifu. "clothed," Pr. ft****, 0. ftf^T,

]i fof^'ci "to cloth. "; th. rda in the other lan-

Lhe verb,W (the

** with Hfq. by inversion; thus 11. tffWT for

fuwn P id ;
bul EI. 1 " n^W, which ls

v..
j

Tl la,! I

f tirftvrt.bythenaual ,

the V into I,
• getufrjTH.wb

causal

qfi
'

i

m tne
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^ ^ "alone," becomes in Pr. fa, and in H. *ft, meaning
'also," "even," where (here is probably an emphatic ff added,
so that faff=m.
Closes its initial in Panjabi, and appears und< r the form of

$ or if, as the sign of the accusal a .

Theca.se of Vf is rendered difficult by its close similarity to
T*T, *fq, and ^T. The /, of the two last is so constantly softened
to *; while the distinction, on the other hand, between * and
1 u a all but M., G, S., and P. so entirely ignored, and iu
them even, through ignorance, so frequ,

in the case of won! ,; (h , „ „,
whether they have sprung from api, am, or q, ,. Wit]
to rt, the carelessness in the employment of th
adds an element of difficulty; thus, Chand uses ^m^TT "to
"°_w

;

". °r " exPan*" ^ a flower), which, how
TTO1, not W ; so also ^TWT "to d ,„und »
is from fWT*T, not WJ Genuine eases of the use of this

PreP°81< foUowing: Skr. ^ramj "rescuing" li

TOT,, M. ^Tfa%, B. ^TT, 0. ^TKWl, f,,.
; ^grtf

''abode," H. Wr, G. TOfiirat, M . ^rrrr. hl the
a treated as W, and passed b

into * (see Chapter IV., §85). It might bethought
'

I I

I

well-defined meanings, and vary the orig,

og to those meanings, there would be no difl

termmin,

f ' ^

;

,"' W" ""''• Bui unfortm

m the history of our Iangiii

...too.



I n of ^ in TP , 3Cff%g

'" Prakrit "3^fag\, and "3^?<ft,

II. ^3T " Beated "; from this word ha

a verb =te«n If." ' In ii. winch

f tin' formation of different parts of the v<

G MV^ from ^pijbut p.p.t3t from fa*r, whi

^P may have been entirely rej two q absorb

one *. Similarly, S. fafT!T. p.p. %3t, to which 1

ri fw^Tfi the past tense of which

from which I have taken it. In some rustic

' which is= '33?TJ»i

= ^31**. "3 in ^ is elided in Skr. Hir\T. "belch," H. SW(X,

,
B., andO. make*%WiT) %3fn;> andCTRj

rely. 1 am not :, derivation,

means " spitting," in which sen

~&nX, ^TtlK.
I ips ^TT and it- fellows

Lryan.

Elision of the initial ^1 occurs also in the following words:

Skr. TfT^f "awell-wlied," H.X;?7. M. T?TZ. <i."TZ-

si... -htvh ''forest," IV. x;u[, Old H. <*, II. TM, S. f^^.f^w,

G
,
M. TTT-

Skr. VJ.(ft "elbow," M."XZT."" shove with the elbow,""j^ "to

elbow."

Skr. T(7nft " linseed," Eastern II. rfttft. B, f?nf>, O. 5l*ft.

skr. ^qq "a cake," II. qq, qq*n, M., • >. id.

j

.

/ . IJ *
< . /
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Instances of * arc hardly to be expected I have not noticed

, and

it do arc short words with the accent on the fin

is n01 likely to occur. The words *W and

their first letter in some Prakrit works, and beco

and m or vria, but neither of them are in use in the modern

languag «ords f<^ and f<^ given above may

possibly be derived from S. Tf^. instead of from *T*I,

I
latter, looking upon the i as another in-

preference of S. for that sound.

Instances of "%'•

Skr. "3^PC " fig-tree," B. ^pC, O. ^ft-

-3^TT "flame," II. WRT "burning grass," though som.

derive this from Skr.^ "°to shine;" and even if it be not so, it is

ratlier an inversion than elision.

n; is elided in TPC^ '"castor-oil tree," I\.v£\; hen- again we

case of inversi

i, appear to suffei elision

Bingly. iy, a vowel alone seldom disappears ;
when

iys in consequence of the consonant

1 going out, and this

red undei the head of consonantal

i
structure of

1b; i„ which two v together

intervention of a consonant. In Latin, wl

ther.the dro] ' them

singular,
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! il in the plui

'l hows that 1

I

:

!

• hioh amounfc

that in tli- formation of the infinitive from the Sanakril noun

short " of tli.
;

invariahlj drop

1 1

»

il—, from kdranam, maranam, r&l

Here the accent in Banakril is on the rool syllables

• :

I
'

-
I

..ntuullv int.. d, the V

; ibles en either side of it—the i
of its

jth—fairly crusl

which is both Bhorl and unaccented. This elision

(•..nun. m in Punjabi, but nut entirely so in the othi r lanj

I'm- o is soumlcd, though so rapidly as to be almosl im-

i

win l.-

the final Jansl ril word is lengthened t<. d .
thi

^#*T durbala conies IF. ^3<f f <lu'

neavj |
n tin place of a light on.-, as from

fa3J?t tidyut, II. f*n»*ft byli, not, as in some other langi

lijidi, or bijdli.

(3.) i n of a final vowel ar< (
'I at

is the

it is generallj lengthened to d u
'

the rules o(

Btructural ratlin- than

tnonly dropped when final and un

and f .
majority of u

M'\fi " pakar-tree," I!. xn^TJ-
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Skr. ^jr "arm," It. aff^.

Skr. fqwprt "misfortune," H. feTqcJ.

Skr. grfaf "person," II. f^7[.

li and Panjabi adhere to this rule firmly; the other

languages admit of some exceptions, which will be discussed

iji their proper place. It must be rememl all the

languages except B. and 0. words arc often written with two

consonants instead of a nexus, as in the case of f%^*ffr,

which would be more accurately written f^Tt^ft, but

mere carelessness, and will not mislead any one who has heard

1 1 iken

.

The final vowel, together with the consonant which precedes

it, and sometimes even the vowel preceding that again, is elided

in the case of words ending in aya.

Thus. Skr. ^sra ''abode," becomesW^ in compound

gBTT^I = Skr. ^1lM*I1 "father-in-law's house"; fwra
" whore," = Skr. ^I<si«t«<. More frequently, however, alaya

aid; the y passes into r and u, and is finally elided :

i f^<n<sn, firrrai, f?TT?rr,

^•rrerr, xrfiT^sn, for ^hrsn^q, fw*n*, f^n^^j, ^rr*n?,
t?rtll<!t<l-

instances are:

Skr. ^rUT " bracelet," H. <m , M. eT36 , (i. id., P. ^35 , S. 3^, (). erf%

.

Skr. ^T?r5[ "refuge," H. WEfTT, S. ^mx, ^Tf%Tt, M. WW\,

I ifl( lided in manj -.lines, as—
Skr. f^r^T "gleep," 11. ift^, M. sft^, sfa, P. ^, 8. fsf-g.

Skr. ^TSIl "vine," H. t^m, P. id., s. ^f<g.

Skr. ^T " a gracs," II. T£«T, II., O. ^, ^«j.

Skr. ^rm "shadow," II. $t . P. id., S. 5jJW, Jff-

Skr. iffYqi '! q^g, and so In all.



I

•

Skr. q tri|| " rein," II. TPT- ,"" 1 M In all.

I H. 5UH. and so in all. .—•—

'

I
1

i is also elided is t
: 1 •

.

•

skr. Jifi^ "pregnant," II. Jrf*nT, P. JI3»TT!I, ^ITHIT, G. *TWJ,
M.w., b. »nf»mi, vuigo *rj.

skr. Hfi|i?t " Bister," II. «rf^ (sei

Numerous femiaines of trades this manner,

even in - would b* hard to find the termination ini

l.rit
; thus :

M. \JTTW»T "washerwoman," from \JY^ " washerman."

II. -q«iiTT;«T
"

fil maker-woman," from ^TTTT " shoemaker."

" ?fl«llPc«l " goldsmith's wife," from lfl«m, "goldsmith."

not entirely elidi the £., but shortens it to T-

the firs! i (see i; -11). The other language

1
i

krit, and where it occurs if d

< lision like the other long \

Such words as
»J

"earth,"
»f

" eyebrow,"

ibli -. are from theit i
i lision.

In the case of ^ther< are E. TO, B. W9, M. 1*. G. *W,
P. ^tF, S. W& , 0. ^F,wln n in some

[n most, however, the word is

i

no '1 more liki

E is elided in a locatives in

'•

, and which [lj bj the n

8kr. xjx% "beside," II. xrm, P. id., but on the contrarj M. 'O'uft,

Trrtp't (which arc independent Marathi formations from a nodn urre, and

UTItT.

ii. f«TqU, and so in all. It i» to be ol

ftei all come fr fWZ'-

of the B
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i

Skr. ^TWpflT "within," H. iftrTT (sec Part I. of this section).

Skr. ^"witli," H.^N, P,G- ><1; S. ^T.ImtM.^Jl', and 0.^5}.

Skr. ^t% " below," M. ^tfa, B., O. id., but all the rest ^%.

3% "beneath," M. ?T*T, flc6> G «'<*. °- *f35> but also rf^,

H. Till.

§ -17. It remains to point out the treatment of vowels which

are brought into contact by the elision of an intervening con-

sonant, a practice which is extremely frequent in the Prakrits.

Vararuchi is, as usual, unsystematic on this point. The text

from which Cowell has edited his work is confessedly corrupt,

so that there are unusual difficulties in the way. The g

rule may, however, he laid down that the two vov,

.

allowed, to stand in contact without undergoing the
|

of Sandhi. Thus:

Skr. 3J+HM4 1 "bank of Jannm," Pr. %4^Q|'4]'3 or «« 'Styles-

Skr. M^^firl^ "current of a river," Pr. m^<*T|-rTl or Tut^Vrft-

Skr. ^^, a tree so called, Pr. qi^t or *«JJ*<.

the long vowel of the Sanskrit is sometimes shortened,

hut we cannot build any theory on this fact because so much

of Prakrit literature is in vi

a majority of instances merely mad Vararui hi'e

cea are taken from compound words only, but a large

i may be adduced from other sources, where elision has

I

p] pound

the influence of the laws of euphony might be

t. In the following lis! the order

of thi throughout.

(1.) a + n. Pr. kadaa, kaamba, gaana,

for Skr. kataka, kadamba, gagana, jayalakahmt, pada, pa
'

(2.) a + & Pr. adla, padwi, lad, hadsdi; for Skr. ak&la,

idyd.



NOW] ' '

I

I

I

p,
.

s: .. ,

laghu; and derivati ehau,

+ u. Pr. ma&ha, maura; Skr. mayukha, mayto

: Skr. fcrft n !

vrqjaU (?), tanukiyati ; and it. 3rd pers. sing.

'

|

S i

fAara.

(9.) « + (7. Pr. d ' .'/''"' chhda •' skv

>,&&,jd&; Skr. dkd&a, chh&yd, jdyd.

6 I
i. Pr. dAydi, /di, jampidi ; Skr. abhijdti, j'dti,

(12.) </ 4- >'• Pr. ?dl, rd< ;
Skr. ;/<'"', >•'</'

(13.) u + ». Pr. dti, dtifo

;

(14.) d + e. 1'r. pdei, Idei, pahiajddt ;
Skr. vddayati, Idga-

asively

.:. dyflt,and

the in
' "' - "rive " r feminine nouna in d.

throng! the whole of the

long ai poa i,,, •' '" ''

.

[] b b]
i

to i anj two

broughl into oontacl withoul

i
! Sandhi. In

the ahove lisl il will be noticed thai the com-

I

,,]y, thai one of two
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vowel, . trough, W. contact »»y ho el.ded . wh ch£
when » »eso» fellow,, the elided vowel » ***•*•*£*

a„d oever the eecood. Urn, he gives » dlu«,ra. o, , eert. n

^Sve ftn* i" one of which .li»» ocouro, to the other

both Towels arc retained. Thus

:

sur. TT*n^ " «v> fl""n >-
•" Pr

-

r<Wow °r r<7"?aw -

Skr cTTrl "halfoftl.ee," Pr. r»W<.ft<i« or tuhaaddham.

Skr Hmi " '-If of me," Pr. makaddham or mahaaddham.

Skr. m^ffPl - M"* » f ,,,e feet " *•?*«" *"****•

Skr. j**^ " Patter," Pr. *«»**• «r »«****

In these instances it is naturally the long vowel wl

ilSw^er it precede or follow. Such eW
;;

:« P,- •k-rit which does not as a rule shrink from the

! in fuUer relief the pec' Prakrit id tins ,

^^^r^tw tlTtbe modern laDguages do not foUow

W of the Prakrits i:
' »

.

,s a nnstak

I that the living vernaculars are merely further develop-

ed on the

I Ilia, On the com. Praknfcc penods

1 e: principle, some of them quite opposed to those xn

j,Jt> have heen introduced, and have largey

languages in any way abhor the 1

r f , m if but in respect of that particular form of hiatus

H r 1; fl thTlio* of a ,-. J do -t

,ldc by side without furlhcr



I .

•

rnhr] y

I'souio

•
I

1 .wing

a. V>

\ riddhi vowel.

/3. When t
1

'''' bJ

urated by an u

kritare

of combining, us a + i,a+ u ; bj "hi

- i + o, i -f " •

latter will m tie first of the

two i i its semivowi 1, as ya, yu.

In the Hi-' ystem is by no

ly followed; thus, makula becomes Pr. mafifo,

,uld in II. consequently become by coalition of the

mol Otl; it does, however, become maulWR-

The subjecl is treal

III., § 53 (3.), and numero will be found

The followinj • -' as illustrations of the above

langu

lar to the u which l

with it.

I',
•

, I henu.

I! .
i through ash " ""3

I
II gh&u,

/3. ptfd, Vr.pid, II

Pr. tfil, II. si,i.
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Sometimes an irregular process occurs, as where from *JT«*l

we get H. and P. *ffvi, through Pr. *J^V. Here u + a are

heterogeneous, and could not coalesce; the result, an, nu

arisen from inverting the vowels of the Pr. form, and saying

saiindha, instead of suandhd.

A short vowel following a long one is generally dropped

altogether, as in ditna for duiina, Skr. dwigwia; rona for roand,

In the case of verbs like ron& the process is

facilitated by the. ease with which ite a in nouns

of the form rodanam goes out, owing to its position following

an accented and generally gunatized syllable.

Many irregularities must of course be looked for in a process

like this, where the modern languages have in a greal measure

abandoned the earlier phonetic rules and followed the cl

incidental to a wide use of this class of words by the common

people. As a provisional rule, however, and as one

appears to point in the right direction for future more extensive

inquiry, that above given will I hope prove correct.

There is not much, after all, as far as investigations 1

been made, either very striking or an1 in the con-

sideration of vowel changes. The principal interest of the

phonetics of the Indian languages is to be found in the

consonantal changes, to which ] now proceed.
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n implied thi
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« with the position of the
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j

is no< influ,

nnitj in thi waj
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peculiarities of the so erai i e e
application,

^A—— »-
10oftcva,i.»B»na

rules all the languages of the lnao

which has been thus concise* sated
^
by ta»

consonants retain the grade of acl * p ^
truest way, medial consonants bae a te-de

U„M „.bscr,ablc^ --

or Tadblwvas. j-^ ,<K ,
^s,,

£ SE55
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form, it follov

the word, the i

v occur, l1 ">

turhenc in tl

on the

B

low. To b i

i with* and *• 'I

v
I

- with norl Th(
I

of the sibilant, and, as w<

only, this process do( . nol fall within

our presenl Bubject.
ma the

first member of a m Ml of a word, and in going

tl
(

ei to which it was joined, but

j Thufl, Skr. q** "flower," becomes in Pr. y*,

OldH SV*, and finally $* or *gl. Skr. ^JTT

S.^O; Skr. 'JTT' vapour," II. HTO.and the same inP.,B.,

I a<>and m S.,G.,and Mi. is the only

Skr. *n$"a acab," is perhaps tfa

of n ,
ipnaV'a diminutive," where tl

11. n,g. Skr.^q"a well," is S. if? amUfF;
tj-^1; Skr. m\* "cough," H., P.,
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Iu some cases an aspirate in the middle of a word is thrown

back to the initial and amalgamates with it, as Skr.^ "house,

original form *Tf, still preserved in Kashmiri TO- This

becomes in all the modern languages ^-

<tfV(\ "daughter," becomes in Pali Gm and VW,

and even in Skr. a form V^T is in,

and the coalition of the t«

,

*f*M» '"'" °nc
'
S

therefore natural. IT. lft*T, ^, H. tf
,
^T, P., O

•

*.

S f*3, fw, B. tf, 0. fST* f/M ; ^e two last forms have

arisen from the close connexion between jh and dh, which,

[ly when follow,,! by a palatal vowel or semivowel, is

frequent. To the parallel connexion between 51 and
^

„„;. be ascribed th< form «n*T*, Skr. ^nm
in-law," where all the other languages have *, as II.

«mni, B. wnt, 0. ^< and mt G. vnt, s. yfr.

The Skr TOT "to '''• TfiT!r*'' 1L

ism, but in this case it may be assumed that in Skr. also the

original form wasW, derived fromW
of the cobra," to which the leaves of tl a close

Unce. Sindhi has Uj and S^, from Skr. **m, in

irregularity it stands alone, unl« of the

Panjab town Jhang be derived from the same, which is highly

lt 8tands in the centre of a vast desert

nftTi
" buffalo," becomes II. WI, fern. *W» <• »<«.

b '^t, o Wl- I" mi Hindustan AN

monlyused. M. has only^, while P

* in TO; so also does S. in ^ audljff
.

The for.

ruptionof^. The

, is seen in 1L1*A, from Skr. ^"te speak
;

similar to it is Pr. TO' i

" hr **™> from W '

In Prakrit writings changes of

Hindi word i. bo,



KSOU UTT8.

|
dally ia this the case in thi

the words i

ii initial letter is no 1

an initial, but I

U ,, the Prakril rool acM is from

the initial, if

v, who explains if by as. In all tin-
]

this word occurs tin i

!1 '" trans'

remain,"

ft*. The i lern language forms

yerb, or perhap ™rbs
:
^

and ^^; the latter of wb to ^T*. Bui

ion of this question I

litable

gadhi of the Jains, as well as th

; thus (t = rha, uno=punar, &dkam=gddham, >iund-

chatur, and the like. Thi.
|

'•'

"
i»

ii was

yond the lim

lit' rai
'

,ftening of initi

mivowels, is foui d I t in i

the modern languages retain the letter in its o

:

1

11 frequently

..
. Liarlj nn<mK and I

bfully,

ami th«
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|

the change; and it may be further observed that the modern

languages in no single well-authenticated case follow the

Prakrit custom of entirely rejecting the initial or softening

it into its corresponding media.

§ 50. It is in medial consonants that the greatest variety

of "change takes place. They arc either retained unaltered, or

weakened into softer sounds, tenuea ton " seroi-

and vowels, or they disappear altogether. In the latter

instance the consonant sometimes carries away with it the

following, and sometimes even the preceding, vowel, so that a

whole syllable disappears.

In Prakrit it is stated that there are instances of hardening

of medial consonants. This is so opposed to all analogy, and

so unsupported by the exau n odern languages, that

be as well to examine the instances add.:

ceeding to inquire into the three regular processes mentioned

above.

Weber expresses himself as doubtful whether the ir, I

rdening found in tl '
'"*, or

i the writer of the manuscript. The instances are

jati=yadi and a whol mly and

octly conjectured that the corruption of a certain Sanskrit

word would have produced a medi is found in the

with a tennis, though

; .us, they are based upon conjecture. Jati=yadi is the

,r of tl e

who lias a partiality for /, and sticks ii in whi n

lern ^SfalT and *ri«tiiT

]t doc

i lagna or yuk
'



,11 AS. . «.Mv

answer the
i

quoted tachchai for vrqjyal

;

I

1 the majority of those few are doubtful,

uo ruli

: and where the m

written, and the forma of some oi much

from those in use in print*

istake in writin

violation of am :

ling then to the li; si class in which a

i thai ^ is the most tenacious

of all the ti qui s, \\ , lin,U^.T^^-^^ J ^t^^.^R ii»'«rr^^,

IN'!, ^fa, in in Pi kril they

all lose the ^. Thus

ofusion intro-

into Prakril bj this omission of i

really

four organs, excluding

of thi word
|

rally,"

that where euphonj i

i

ii

apajalu,
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atula, Mara, ap&ra, agate*, sabahumdna. But all these words

pounds, and it is observable that there is much irregu-

their case. Sometimes the first consonant of the latter

part' of a compound is treated as though still an initial, and

, lision ; while in other cases it is treated as no longer

an initial, but a medial, and is elided accordingly. The decision

: , depend on the degree of amalgamation attained by the

ente of the compound; in a word which is well known

and frequently used the consonant is elided, showing that

though a compound it, had got to be treated as a single word;

words whose two elements have not so coalesced,

as for instance, in occasional compounds, a sentiment of the

ence «i' the two words has operated to pr.

the initial of the second from elision. Thus, in a common

compound like supurusha, a word of every-day -

dj an ,i wel, whereas in the less commonly

•mpounds quoted above the initial is preserved. 1 do

3 anything to do with it, because sup

to pronounce as sukusuma.

from compounds, however, we find instances of re-

Thus, (a) tenues: kotuhalldin, kapolam, iti, vatum,

su/tl „ mUi, and a few others, for kutuhalani,

eutd, dpldah, iatam, samiti; (/3) d

la, gagana, for jugupsa, gagana, and the like. But these

B . The language of the Bhagavati, 13

single consonant- much m J
than scenic

Prakrit, or works written in imitation

In I

' " '"

m—

firfil"eartb,"H.,P.flsf?|.

Skr. %q" moving,"^) >" »H.

Skr. 7, 'H'Zl, '"' " M -

" M. WTl, 5^, M. arrq, ^J^-



Bkr. ^prt "covering," H. ^JPIT, »nd 80 ln *"

ftr^> the rest TOT*!-

Although th
; ;;

^ when the re.

I
;

llthre,

iu order thai >y bear it in mmd through i

the letters which we 8h

their,
'

''

ftj
hibii tl

'

'

,

1,,..,-

wUhbutfci

,,,i„l, would otherwise have

i
ri.»iw. iht. nm, with
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Trrq, <TTH, =TPS, and it will be seen that while the former

I

their semivowels and nasal unchanged thxoug

- of compounds and derivatives, the latter chang.

unsonant in many ways. Thus, from <H*T "hand-

c a II cTT5I,m€t, and so in all; but from <TR

we get either rTT3 or <TP3. It may be surmised that

. ;!'eminate speech of those days, or rather in the fantasti-

cally refined utterances of that particular school of writ,

whom the plays and Prakrit songs were written, the strong

h and grating, and were therefore

'. while the soft liquid semivowels were retained as not

or hard to break the delicate warbling cadences

in which they so much delighted ; and even in the speech of

sses somewhat of this feeling must have prevailed, as wc

rtain extent true of prose works which are written

ie~and without any great seeking after euphony.

The changes which the nasals, semivowels, and sibilante

. arc of an organic, not of a positional nature, and will

be discussed in their
|

§ 52. (2.) The softening of tenues to media; is a very frequent

of genuine Tadbhavas, but it occurs n.

gularij BJ in others ; k, t, p, go regularly

into g, d, b, but changes from ^ into ^ are rare, and those from

?1 into ^ nearly equally so. Examples arc—

q into 31.

•H* " a crow," IV. qrPflt, II. qjui. P., M., <;., B. M., S. *fa[,

in. TSTTft-

UT*" potherb," Pr.*!^, H. *T1, P.W.,S.*TJ.

I r.OTRt, M. flij-3, but B., O. SF*T[, a "'1 V " !R"

fwit " hackery."

," II. ^*IT<* " itarving," and m in all.



CHAN.

8kr.^«br»eH"Pr.**tf,H.*nt,
"" '"'

^

8kr.^n«key
.-H.^,P..8..M. W..B.^,0.,0.|j^,

0.al«o$#<

^ into *.

SU, rf* •—,,",.,, ^,H.^.H.O.. P.„/.. ».««

Z.** -p»«*i"-««. R*"r*'

O..M.^W»,B.,0.id.

SUr. ^W " bom," Pr. ****. '"' »» ^^T-

71 into ^.

^m «.on.in.law,- Pr. «T*m, "• *T«H (>•«» « , ' r"^' ,
"'

r"""

^ ,

,
,. It would appear Art

;

„, and stall further mi
>

I

lmg«or,tmto^,er«

• mdnotl
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Skr. ^i " sowing," H. *ffal ; B. ^m, O. JfU^T-

Skr.'Sp^I"oatJ.,"Pr. ^TWft, H.^f, P. ^3*, S. T$g

.

Skr. %Hlf " moving," IV. ^Tquj, H. %5pTT " to row," P. id., G. %^T,
M. %^T " rowing."

Skr. itfnz "door," IV. <*PTTZt, H. ^f<rrg, P., M. W., B..O. W^Ti-
Skr. <*TI^ - cowrie," H. 4t£\, M. cf^-ff , and so in nil.

Skr. ffpj "heat," II. rTR!, cTT3,and so in nil.

Skr. nm?( "co-wife," Pr.^, II. *f|frT?T.. ^fa, M. ^<ffi.

Skr. OTlTf^SR " "illi a quarter," II. ^Tcpr, and so in all.

Yararuchi does not make this rule general in Prakrit, but

confines its operation to t, p, and t, giving as examples udu,

raadam, dado, nivudi, and others, for ritu, rajatam, dgafa, nivriti,

etc. He makes transition from p to v general, and gives

instances
: sdro, savaho, ularo, ueawggo, for kdpa, iapatln

upasarga. Upa is universally changed into ma, and even ua

53). The change of t to d is illustrated by nado,

for nata, ritapa, but there are hundreds of instances to b
in Prakrit works.

§ 53. (3.) Elision is in Prakrit the rule; retention and
weakening, to a certain extent, the exceptions. Varai

rub- (ii. 2) is very sweeping, and includes all the unaspirated

of the four organs, except the cerebrals, at

(§51). U and n are added probably because they are so <

ted with 31 and ^ respectively. The instances given are

•m, sit, (jno, random,

, naanam, jiam, for makula,

nahula, sugara, nagara, vachanam, s&chi, gaja, rajatam, kriia,

"''/, cdyund, nat/ana, jtva.

The ( ;

'inary; thus, taana stuiuls I.

pada, tayat, and Vraja; r&i for r&jl, r&trl,



rening

krit, which \< :

•gm;^ = yuvotijana, ^^^nT^ uadi

;

iratdka, a'iujjua = atyryuka ;

!

than to anything Aryan; and I cannot

tln'ir h a form of speecb as this.

In tl instances of i

ilt in hiatus to Buch an extent as

lit. Either one of the vowels goes out with i
!

two vowels which a I coalesce info

Prakrit, by the insertion of *I, ^, or even f. 1

skr. aftfciR "koil," iv. ^ftTT^r, H- ^Y?^T, P-. 3. id., O. a?T*laE,

0. <^f*l<«t-

skr. *ptTpafmc "goldsmith," Pr. yRnO> "• ^TT- ^1TT> p -

*Tf«nnT> s - ^fNlft. M. ^ftsnT- Similarly are all names of trades

ending in JRT^ treated, as ipHcfin; " potter," and others.

ski. n^sf "bud," Pr. ?T3^t, II., 1*. l*Xm.

I i
. TTT-Jwft, " *fa^.. •'. •*•.<> *T35f, <• *ftf*T*j.

s. «fK-

TlfTTHl "cocoa-nut," Pr. nrrfXnjsft , H. TTft*!5*' M TTT35.

(i. stlfx;^35. P. 'ft'J. 1^. 8. ^[fK^\ and sht;*-

skr. f^nu " twofold," iv. ^auft, n.^n, p.m., 8. inn, m.jt».

skr. *tm; "city.- Pr. nnnft, wO. "I It-
1

<; *wO-
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Skr. jprfa "fragrant,' Pr. W^V, B. iffVT, P. id.

Skr. Hfn^ft "sister," H. crffsi (for ^7D> p - 3*0", t*?, S. 5ftr,

o. ^i, m. ^fhu, b. «n^, o. iftnfr, ^^ft

Skr. ^t» needle," Pr.^, H.^t P..S., M.W., G. $&(, O. and B.

retain ^f.

Skr. ^TR " glass," S. Wiift-

Skr. x;TWT "king," Pr. ^TW, H. TT3, TTW"' all, so also in ^pST^ =

skr. cf^ " seed," H. fc^, M. eft, =ff, P.^, S. frf^, O. ftfjii.

IT-

Skr. fq?n " father," Pr. fq^Tf , II. fq^. \

/ See Chap. II.
Skr. HTfTT "mother," Pr. Wl^fl, H. ?TT, *TT?;, *1T3-

Skr. >jrrm" brother," I'r.Jn^T, H.^rt;. )

Skr. Xrm " wound," Pr. m^ift , H. tn^, WT3- so in all.

Skr. ipr " hundred," Pr. WQ, B., P. ^ft (TO) %•

Skr. X§T^*i "eating," Pr. T5T ,

5li, B. TTRT, P. T3HHT, 8. Ij l
^n

j,

M. ^rf^i, 0. ^T^, 0. ?§T«^T, B. TH^H.

Skr. -^^ "weeping," Pr. ^mj, H. Tr^jTT, p. ^1, 8. ^PJ

,

o.fr^,B.ft^-

Skr. f^ .-heart," Pf. f^, H. f^, p. f^rj, f^rpg, 8 .

f|Nfa M. f^T-
Skr. Sf^sft "plantain," II. $,«n (^f^), P., S„ B. id., S. Mwt\

(diminutive), <J. HJ35, %T> M- *fc35.

HT^ "getting," II. T^Tl, though also tn^TT, P. TlTWt)

s. mxy, a. ttt*t3, m. xrraW, b. tm^, o. xn^n.



i li \s WANTS

ara "a «,n,-u. <|^ri, r. w., 8. *|i?,<;., M. gnft, B.,0. ^n
i<mm " tUrety," H. fxwreT. w> '" »"

8kr. ^lq "lamp," II. f^?n. •'• ^t^- M f^TI> <;
- f^ft.

\ hold their own, and is Aryan words they would

^. £, or 3. i_, and bo being air

! ipment, they would no< or-

dinarily be any furl

'

of "3

iw in the majority of cai |
; lunced as a

witb T; its further

ito *J comes under th

With regard to 3. it musl be observed that in Prakril

difficulty in distinguishing and ^. It i>

\ are quite id

an alwaj 9 \\ liiifn villi ^, otl with ^-

in his edition of Vararuchi, makes no distil

putting both I *, and he i -
; extent

3e bj his auth

B g di and Oriyl among the moderns are thi

two languages which make no distinction bet?

them botb into ^ ion the

to him onlj ' quickly between the

two vo? en said on this Bubjecl in
< "'

It we wist reallj I
' words oughl to 1"'

i ith v and which with ithi uml

La distinct.

'H,n - • ^^^; though I

q\x , jhl in bo ^t. and M. has

' .

'

' dnoi *nT-

. thai though the distinction un-

i. fully

Hi
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„*, Preknt „*«=«.»««, «W

_

aoes „„,

thus:
rocAewi m/i«H0,

roctoi rochetho,

rochedi
rochenti,

In other positions, however, aj
jadL=jaya, JM=

ad by *»ple elision of the, --££*^^
y^^=^^a

=;C'in*e present day in ma,;.
,

i. the law which decides m every ca^h P
j

followed It is easy to talk, as som -*°^>
,

ignorance; it amounts to sayxngj

pabular cb

cann-'

onsi,

Blight i

IUCb
'
d

' "



elision. 1 Prakrits'

that U.
.

h, which axe.

rather

further change to ^

J

,„d too

to*, as ha

lo-tinth!
Pr
TtfewtSthe 8copeofthiBi

rihaanta,andf,donotcomewUhr and ^ foi

M they are seldom if eve, elideJ e*
fl
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Contrast kokila, khddanam, rddanam —where the preceding

is long, and in which therefore the consonant is elided,

sometimes even together with the following rowel, a

red —with kapdta, huh], chaUra, which are followed

by a long vowel, and in which, therefore, the consom

'. kadhi, chakor. By the operation of this

rule hridaya, Mdalt, prapanam, kSpa, raja, sttcki, cfja, lose the

single consonant altogether, as shown in the last section. It

further appear that when two long or accented syllables

come, together, the intervening consonant goes out. Thus in

the class of words expressive of trades, kumbhdkdra, sdtrddhdra,

kumhar (through kumha&r), chhutdr; and evei

a g^j! lrnakdra=sondr, lohakdra —

lohdr.
'' tne wor(* having ''

! 'rakrit has elided its consonant in accordance with

such as rndkula— maul, maul, sugandhd—saundha.

above, as in nakuld, "a weasel," which should by rule retain its

consonant; h lost it in Prakrit, the preceding

thened, and we haw I

ne, but having lost their t v.
\

without it in modern timi to bi

me <Ui ; thus,

d&guna is like kokila, and the consonant goes out. Further

! well-nigh obso

— sidn
'

/ \- elided thro i

I

On '
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.,,1. whici a«"

hn. toguag

,|,. ,., v f l:

P l1 ,,. thev are

fables and

I
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208 w""""

Cass of SansW.it nouns-J*-*^2 ~n^ntal

effect ofP^^Xgu^a, following <H«*
endings in the modern tag » in ^ ja ,

,

we should expect that 8-**^
tQ fc cA> ,,,, respectively

.

w0Uld have the consonant harden
fly ^ d

The fact is, however, the « ^ ^rq for^N
stances where tins does take place ^ tQ be

but these are not numerous The ca ^ ^
that the final . was»**^^ and in Bengal, and

a U even now required to he pr ^.^ dl tl}

thougn not ^V^eiy the short final «, there

aman speaks slowly and d^^nct
nappened that

changed to 6, bccon U, and treated

these letters have always heenrega ^ ^
as such, with a tendency to weaken^ S ^ whi(, end

ing . On the other hand n the ^^ ^
in

°

a consonant, it is generaUy ordy ^
tbc description apphes; the rfhe ^^^ (i)

endings lose the consonantal tjpc,

" itot^^" ta es in Old Hand,

elided. Thus, Skr. wva

tfTHT- , • , n,p8 of consonantal endings wherein

The,

a soft or sonant. let,.,
1 ^ ,,.,,;,. „„,, ^ve been so long

Panjahi

chnically theb

but, as is well 1

*» rajulin, -



l ys famm for <__.-'c^ , *rauT

«,, and the HI

I in Aryan words, aa M* "i

^; %H

exista also in Sindhi, in Bpite of the fact thai in tl

nil nouna without i xc< ption end ii
"el is

i as hardly to 1

I ning of final

sing thai if i

were mo

. ident.

§ 56. gea for the mi
|

hout

I. aim! lii-nrly ns oflc-n in initi l] as

in medial coWnauta. They are also in i

In thi

, .

,,„1 ^ ^ 4 U.
. h,

to exisl between the letters of this organ and the t

W

'I- u8< d, aa^ "to bi
,'

= ^JZ; IJJT. "
i

i go," aWT- tl

g ^ when 1 ;
i

'

'

:

'

'

hT^i- il ii has I

II;. di ^rt •

I

Id expect 1

I

haye
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almost entirely abandoned the Sanskrit verbal system, and form

their verbs from one or two tenses only of the Sanskrit verb,

chiefly from tb and certain participl

noons, so that the reduplication of the ancient verb would hot

be reproduc* 1 in modern speech. Similarly the noun tal

one form, and that generally the nominative c

quired

by the structural peculiarities of that language would not be

reproduced.

The solitary instances of II. fiT^iT and WIW[ "uncle," and

0., ]!. ^TO — ^ifa, are all that can be brought forward, and

grr^IT. | Lryan word, comes into the

g 57 , In with the palatals, howi I

In a

'-. that is to say, into one or other of thi

lingual range of sounds. ] - of ^ITIrtT-

11. ^T*rp?, and >ft = ^.- ha

words

meaning " to mp»" and the like,

type of this group i Skr.ro it W*, or tpJ.- which

go"; but alii r making all due alio

f,„- thi krit, every third root in tha

to go," though the I

calmly assert that it is so. ]

form of ^q*T " which would well

'

i'ii meaning-, '

that stamping would natu

which
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r bj

I]
" or

," cjMl^T, causal of ^PTT- '*•<?•
"

:

"; ^t^TT " to drown anything," causal of

f ^^^T "to

'

q " a

,!
";' ^TPT "

;
S5TTHT" to print"; WTttfl

,: and pul

nr Afound madi I

! .l.-rivatixWWt^T "a sj.l^li." "mjiu^I, ';

^u<* the same; ^H3TMT "to aash or Bplasb water"; W*§
thoi words.

A .
,

f* is "to di i
I

with tl i
• fw<n^r to hide," fww •• to li

ft*TFT or ftprra " concealment." 'i '
written

' Sforr^Z "a I

! d," from its hiding

walls,

Wit!
raj of words,

whichmay.ho

of ^ l bis fa, however, is prohablj

v. iili fa, and
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of the following words agree better w ith the latter than with

the former. It is easy to sec the connexion between all these

meanings. To strike, press down, press a covering down over

anything, cover, conceal, hide; from pressing down by another

turn of thought come the ideas of pressing down into a <

lug tight together, collecting in i

squeezing, and the like. From one primary idea the Aryan

mind runs off down many radiating lines of thought, so that

' derivatives widely apart in meaning now-a-days may often be

clearly traced to one central root.

^rq " a bow " (also in Skr.). ^VTSJ " cake of cowdung,"

y stamping and flattening the dung between the hands.

^TTTl "to stuff," "press," "squeeze." ^W "the lock of a

gun,"—that part, to wit, wbi o nipple.

It also means ;
hment.

^meft "a chapatty," or thin cake <>f un]

by patting a:; dough with the hands. "qu^T or

fqqZT " flat." ^MdMI " to flatten." Then a string of words

with t!

f^HZf "damn " f^MAHl "to stick to," fqM<*«ii

.

;
also "to be compressed." fq*?ZT "tongs." fqflZTT

" to cling to " (you say to a child, *TrT fqiTZt " I

>

Tju<<H " a tightly-fitting coat or cassock " (the Fn

^q^TO "a buckle," subseq

of repression comes ^n.«n hed" or "shamefast,"

^qTf^T "to be silent." I

omit I

Mai ithi has SfTO, ^Tqi|, ^im, %Vm, *<TC<!I, W^-WW;
ith ^, ^HJ. ^112 "squat," "dumpy"; ^1^"i " to

. fwi, Hq~si- fw*> faq-gof , fqqrc, f*nq, fq*rc*n

;

"; fq^TT "a i

faqa' in M. ^ regularly 71 ;
we



filiate fnVSi "to thatch" (H. W^T)-

. €M- fiiqW"to sprin] 3
'""" skr -

f^I\"tu throw"; but this rool also maj b bo moi

ancient causal of f* "to strike." To follow up this

I

ler Hindi occur. I

them.

Bindhi gives H^ "eyelid";

the primary one, thai of "eyelid"

and i ^ " th " crouching of a

beast of prey," as in ^fa *nt fa?^ "to li : ^™-

eTTqrj, ^Ttf»; ami with ^ : ^T^ "to press 01 Bhamp

limbs," ^TUff "a knot" or "lump," ^TPZl "a ti

^Ttfrat "a fl

^fq-ST^ "a chaprass," *fn** "a lever," fw$ "to
|

" mash," f^ffTCJ " flat," f^flZ> " *<*^^
.ti has the principal words %S

'

aml

' them, if the dktionary-maker h

m in his book. In Bengali are found :?mK, WTf<m,

^iq, ^jxtf, Wl^K;B, "to conceal "; ^Tqt "suppressed," "con-

;
' jtopp r," fsffqfl "to hide," f<*«KT

: with ^= ^fTT«, ^3 "tl

^q^ "a blow with the palm," "a slap," ^WI "a

k," ^TfqH "to weigh down " oi

,;• ^q »
a , "lump," " burden," <*\vnij<

int," ^rq/Tt "curdli ' V' ^f^"?1 "clod
:

faq., f^U
| .,,.;

'

i," and derivati

^rqjjf..- ring," ^f^TT "a slap," ^T<TBT^T "

^h:t "muddy," "viscous," "slimy," Vt.fa " tl

-
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1

words with a palatal initial, which are probably connected with

skril roots f* "to throw" (vulgar Englis

with its causala WTO" and f^q. 'I

group has for its fundamental meaning " to press," and includes

all the varied - g. sealing, crushing,

flattening, clinging, beating, and the secondary ideas of re-

I

lug, and impressing.

We also find aii equally large and varied group beginning

with a lingual, either <\ or Z, and runniug parallel to the

palatal group in all its meanings. 1 This group contains the

following leading words: Hindi Znn "post-office," i.e. place

where letters are stamped, Z«TT*t "letter-post" 8 (i^ll + -*H<sl«4

= " stamping-house "J, ZUtt "throbbing," "dripping," Z^T
"a drop of rain," Zq^TJ " to drop," "drip," f*M«l

ZfalT and fT^T " to bury," "cover with earth," ZR
"a tap," "sound of beating," ZPTt "a coop," ZTRTI "to tap,"

a," "beat down," ?TO3i "a sledge-hammer," ZTO

n ite of hand" or "bill," zfa^n " to
;

%ift "a cork" (comp. B. f^&fal), ZWl "a die" or "b\

79«n " :

thi 'iM*«1I "to drip," ZHZ\ and

zw\- z^rra Trq, zmzfa- zmzq;- zr-

nail or peg down," i\mt\ "butting," fZ^TJ "a note," fZVVl

"to note down," al
" "daub," "smear," fZ9T<

"stocks," also Z^^L fZVWl, fdMtW, ( tc.

Sindhi zg~S " tapping," ZM
S'QJ

ZTO, ZW " to b

to print," Zfanft "stamping," "printing,"

Z^t "a

li Z^ZTrfa "dripping rain," ZT^T "a tap," ZWl



cll\'.

" fCT. iU, and ct u v

i\q "a bond" or "note of hand," OT,

, ,,.,,•, o distil," tPm "faUen id

ftfoTf"ta press," "piDch,"f*1 "a 1 1," tZWT

Hindi.

/, stamping, to]

akin to

v ,
. cidental resembl

added :

Skr. ^g " beak," II. ^N and 3^ <> HTg, ^IZ- B. *tz.

H. ^TZ "canvass" (perhaps Skr. ^HIi, B. ZTZ and ^, 0. 'tTZ,

II. ^HFST " boy," 0. Ztm\ (Skr. TTPre).

skr. ?rfa "cultivation," 0. ^Ifl «>"! rTTO-

W( '" 1f ^ft*
» t.,^rn^« " forty-one," *«trTT^« " forty-nve." Tin-*

i
Panjabi, SM

i wofW,

TfaTfafl. "tirnf^re. in Bengali.

i, in Oriya h ^fa> and *R

or^ZT. and it might be thought in th< light oi

the two.

1 r" r r
>

B ^$, 'Jiili.it ^, Q. a?,

^TOfrl. Prakrit from a Skr. root ^"to appear"; whereas

^, rooi *gfl.. The^ ia still preserved in

2 in all

^,^,<z, PL
^,^,*ref*i
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it could not have were it derived from V*- It m

be premature here to state that I find four Sanskrit roots

regularly used as auxiliaries or substantive verbs by the

moderns, viz. ^, ,*na|, ^ and ^TT. and that the root TJci, is

not used in this \vay by any of the languages : thus wl

achhiia in Oriya us id to define a present or past, just lil

as in hewchhi "he is becoming," dekhi achhi "he has

seen," ale is used alone, and never as an auxiliary ;
in i

Bengali ^, the sole remaining trace of this verb, has nearly

lost its verbal moaning, and is now merely an emphatic affirma-

tive, " it is so," " truly," " indeed," and the like.

The further extension of the principle of this connexion may

perhaps result in fixing the derivation of many words whose

origin is at present obscure. If asked to account for the con-

D two sounds at first sight so widely opposed, I

would refer to similar conditions in other languages ;
as, for

instance, the substitution of t for a in Attie Greek, as fiiXcrra,

OdXarra, for fuXurea, OdXaaaa. 'J Ratals have a

sibilant element in them, which justifies the comparison. So

also in Latin we have the confusion l as a

palatal, and t, as in rilium, otium, solatium, also former^

written vicium, ocium, sokcium, which rests undoubted!,

a connexion with k (written c). Among modern langua|

example of the Spanish may also be adduced where c before

and i is pronounced as th, cierto is pro-

nounced thierto, C< irea tlie 8ame

',, =thapato, thelo.

I in speaking i

lisp, which i
Englishmen unable to pr

is only an individual and p

all lisp, not only in pronouncing tl

the peculiar sound they givi



CHAW

ifannlyofla,

I

...'Mi.

f the tongue
J

with a part of the to, - t »
1
-" ,1 "

'.

, \ ,,

.,
| (ttdened out, thai we do not stop the

:1^ ^"tanv
from the rap>d no, f a*

,
We hear the

"; JI-

!,n.s.

rfachildwh
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her illustrative of the close connexion h
:

itala and sibilants, a peculiarity of Marathi maj I

introdw

sporadically in some of the other languages. ^ in Marathi,
• originally existing in Sanskrit or arising from a

Prakrit corruption of ^, concerning which see Chapter IV., is

universally changed into ^ or *T.

Skr.^ '« Bugar-cane," Pr. ^gr, M. ^, but H. BfT§I.

Skr. ^jf "a hear," Pr. f^ft, M. ^T, but H. T^W
skr.^ - belly," IV. <jr^>. M. ^m, but H. qjfci. ,/

Skr. i=R" field," IV. %^, M. $*, but II. %*.
Skr.^ "knife" (also^ ). Pr. ^, M. *pft, but II. ^fi
Skr. 11^ "to ask," Pr. TJ^. M. TpjlJT, but H. tl^TT.

Skr. Jfi^J " fish," l>r. JT^ft, M. JTPffT, but II. ?rr^-

skr. ^rf^^rr «

n

y ,- ?rf^srf , m. jrr^, but n. jtw*, b. m4
Skr. xr^TTTTq " repentance," Pr. Tr^TrTTft: M. WT^lj.. H. H$r|l 3 ,

o. xi^rrg,n. tt^r.

(?) Skr. ^rrenj" deal H-fit^T" whore," H.f^gro, )3 D

It. id.

It will bo observed that 1J ,\ u-d }K .furo the palatal \

as in ifa. »mft, ftf^w, but « in all i

li, though retaining ^ in writing, often especially

among the lower ord : g, thus ^% "
h< i

5 r

' .In

limits of corruption, c/

cM, bul
to A.*

I

I



•MM

elop-

I

thai tl

,
",

• of 1'

,„,i
! '"""- "

1 „ In this anlicipul

po.nt. In u. », '" B I

$*«
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podia, for pratuara, tetasa, pataka. Of these three I

belongs to the usual treatment of prati, which 1 have explained
m Chapter IV. Vetasa is a genuine Aryan word connected
with vitex, vitis, Pers. Aji, Gr. hea, O.G. wtda, our itffeir.
Here the transition into I in English points hack to Latin salts;
Anglo-Saxon has seal* and welig, and the / in all these ,

indicates that the original form was that with the cerebral
d, so that the Prakrit cediso would appear to be a truer pro-
nnnciation than the Skr. vetasa. Pataka is a formation from
the root pat, which, as will be shown hereafter, is ah
Pr. pad. Here, again, the Teutonic forms fallen,
callen, with their radical I, seem to show that the cereb,

,

is the original.

\ truchi ii. 35, dold, dando, dasano, for Skr, do/a,
dasana. Here the harsher pronunciation is presumal
elder of the two.

* is everywhere substituted for *J throughout the scenic
Prakrits.

Lassen § 38 says, "ut *J in q, ita 7T in 1, ^ in ?
abut." but he adds no illustrations, and his remark seen,
by the light of Varnrucbi and other Pr. grammarians to be too
sweep.ng. Hoefer has collected many passages from the plays
(pp. 55, G2)

;
in the latter passage he says of ^, "Rarissime in

linguali transit."

e whole, the practice of scenic Prakrit may be thus
summed op, that « rarely, if ever, is represented as Z; but
that ^, whether original, or arising from a softening of 7[, is
not .infrequently replaced by «, and * is univei
TtF e\ er

other descriptions of Prakrit, instances from
Phagavati and Saptasataka may bo gi

Skr. m appears in the (

in,irv,ijv. This If, howei

1 Our ni



to V is ', ing i" the i I the ^

yfpi is xrsw ti

A 0U1 , hich there is sonic

doubt.

h Skr. dental The word ai

to the root "SZ " to wander," and

in the

h< rummuht, "\\

, but this is

!
in which thi

of H<\ •

me that

\ akin to that of wat

He] roots u» which the original cerebral i-

i

l the Pr. than in Skr.

At p. 413 of his ai

bstitution of I

through the influei With all

-

t. At by ii"

,- no disturbing influi

of the work,

which, i |[ another place, holds a i

Pi ikril of thi

mi the

ip. 1 V.
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. nothing to do with the presenl inquiry,

which is confin '

i re the lattei in the

word. T!l is not in this work univi uted for «T 3 as

lie 1'iiiki it, though the substitution is tolerably frequent.

i date, is a composition of a

Bhagavatl. Il i

of little chansons or love-verses, and its pi

similar to thai probal n tificial.

Indeed, in Song 2 of the collection it is expressly i

that tl I
employed was not generally intell

a collection of popi

highly improl 14 tl

withoul

the Skr. den'
!

itively

few. The roof "gf occurs for ^g, and a few others which will

e the exceptii

the n 1 '• '1 when it is n membered

that the Prakrit of I nig an

d hears of poj I be most

ml to be sung

• fully taught and tra

I

wit, with its

underti

and i>> istibly

Inanti

Isjjanli.



being

, I the

ofLouu HI

and tb
'

Phll°"

is very email.

thai in whicb II occurs in

Jain texts, bul the author ruthlessly

s and long vowels to -it his rl
,

bus turn to his verse.

Inli! rebrals,*rft? stands for *f*, through the

K . words like*mft, form. also

sibilant bas harshened the

f
h inland the like are also found. W

I,.
^n.uf-s^fi.r-HfflTI, »i.-l tl I

alsoduetothe

bflue, of the T- t^ 1-r fnf** is a genuine b

is ^T«=^n^; also the root **,

, ..,„ ,;,,!..• 1, ma) be safelj asserted, tl

I

" assumed, ,

culinnty,

which
'•

lj a limited numhei -I

render

, where th,
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where Sanskrit has dental, Prakrit cerehral, and the moderns

dental ; (7) where Sanskrit and Prakrit have dental, the

moderns cerebral ;
(6") Sanskrit cerebral, Prakrit the sal

the modems dental. There are also instances in which two

words, apparently cognate, differ only in this letter: one having

the cerebral, the other the dental. In the effort to edu<

.

system out of this chaos, a large number of words will now be

given, grouped together, as far as possible, under some general

root, so thai the reader may be in a position to judge of the

correctness of the deductions which will be made after the

words have been given, as well as to form deductions for

himself.

(1.) Skr. TJc^" fall," cogitate mots probably Tl^ and TTJ; Pr- VSj^l.)

^<5J; Van., Saiit., Bh. id. H. TS*T[ " t" fall," ami numerous derivatives ;

tj^jq "halting-place;" xrgrft "fallow land," etc. M. Xj-g^j "to fall,'
7

and derivatives; (i. Tfl^ , S. TTgijT, B. xr^m, 0. TjfgcfT. From these

distinguished a large class of words derived from this root through

the noun TT^. Even in Skr. we find the forms TTJ and trg are Prakritisms

from q^. Thi cerebral to the r of patra. Such are II.

*TZT> *1¥1' TT? :?n.- Ml«t«n . V4«il Here also i- to be referred Trjsf or

U ,J«H "a town." The Skr. form i-U^ii. anil in SI. both forms arc found
;

tin- form ITJ«1 is probably the original, from T}^ "a leaf," whence II.

tjj2«n "•'» thatch «ith leaves. Palan or patnll means apparently "a

thatched town," or an 1 thatches.' The M. ami 11. MZ
' »ith tlii~ root, BS aUo TJTgT "a "aid or

«li \ i^i-.ii of a town."

damp, dip, dimp, dimlih,

not found. 11. <^|«HT, ^TT, ^T^>

^sj ; m. ^T^""i, etc., u. ^\^\, o. ^rfacrr, «; ^T*rj, i'. ^wr>
S. T^Tif ; all ii>



the following are al H.,M.'01T"P»ddIe"

of watei , 11 M '•! a" (collecting instrument), H. ^$T,

""' WC " oil-i-.t of leather," II. -?3 "power, strength," H.

f%f^raT'box,"0. id., II. f33l

,,Pr.^J,Var.,Sapt.,Bhag. nowhere 1»,

H. ?9J, <j?rgfi, M. ?TJ, B., 0.,0. id.; bat f.ir ma 1
1

"S^i.

TT^i, 3WT, *fa*n; M. ^3, ^tl^, ^*fnj, ^rm [acid), ifa,

tht%; (o. •"'/.,) yIh, <ei¥35$; « *ni> ^tqi; <» "sfan*T, s. ^jph.

^fwt, -$i\,V.il. In connexion with this root i> ^1^"*!. « Prakriri/. .1

form of af^cftT. which in the model oa appears as II. "51S " tooth," 1TF3I

8. TT3. ^Tff , ^?T"?^> °- ^^TXj c:3- Tt€^. B. TT"?.

^T-|\; hot, on tin other hand, I*. ^T£S, ^Tf?; <^IS6^' M. ^13,

^T^, nml(). ^T€, ^T^-

I am disposed t.> range here also Skr ^lf<*«ft "» witch," "female

v hich hat the two forms ddldn and f'i» in nil the lan(

M h if also -jttfftij, the idea is 6rsl thai of biting, stinging, then that of

annoying, injuring.

i Skr. ^f "to burn," originally ^^, and thus closely connected with

the last ro,,t, which seems to have had a form ^^. as well as «("!.

allied to ~Z% " to hurt," originally TH, as shown by the

p.p. Tiff (Old High German dringan, our Anglo-Saxon tregian, "to vex,"

Pi -?jj, Snpt., Bhag . ^? , H. TT? , TTfTT; i"" 1 s"

in nil. In all, however, the form with Z occurs. II. ZJl[*n »na ^T^TT'

M. (fTfitj O. Zf?^, P. ^HT and ^m s
- ^- ?Tf •

°-

ZTffWT, B. JfH.

Pr. no) found, H.^,and so in all the lai

also IT^l " '" fear-"

, -^H " to split," "bursl " (akin to ^. Bopp), Pr. ^.
>uldeacli
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etc.), ^ft "B clod,- <*T*l "split peas or other pulse"; M. <^T3o «-.

^35 "army/' <^f " *> IT"'*."
"''"' ",n ">' derivatives5 B ^

'
^H '

<^T, <*1«J; O. ft, also <*3S, «^T35, etc.; G. ^15, P- *?T35> s -

^TfT and »ft|, etc. IndependenUy of the Indications of a tendency to

cerebralize manifested by the 35 (the Sindhi T « merely the universal

change from W), there are also many words which have *, which can

hardly be affiliated to any but this root. Such are H. Wl "branch,"

?T«t "basket" (through J* "a leaf), ^"apiece," "bit,"m
«clod,"*TW«n "to throw down" (primary idea, "to dash m pieces"),,

M. WT " dod," ^S33X5 " intercourse," ^l<sft " basket," ^T35W " to pile,"

with derivatives; ^5 "split peas." Similar lists of words may be

extracted from all the other languages.

Skr. fcFJn* "sectarial mark on the forehead," Pr. ft*n«, Sapt.

id. This word occurs as a Tatsama in all the languages, hut also

re frequently with the cerebral and elision of the *, as H. ft^fl,

P.ft«T, S. ft*, M. ft*T, 0. ft and ttl, B.ft*T; G. rejects

the *j. but keeps the ^T in a cerebralized form, as ftaj, ft#, ft*i

,

M. has also ft351- This mark b, ing frequently round like a wafer, the

diminutive occurs as H. ft^ft, ft*H, ftfW, f^« «"*"""* " '

wafer," "a round cake," "a spangle," and the like; P. ft#\,ft^ft,

s. .-pirated ft^i "« potsherd," ftfarO , ftfaTTCt, »^ ftt^fft,

ft*, G. ftW^, M. ft*«TT. B., O. ft**-

.ir.r^ "to beat," allied roots ^, TfSf , ^, W, ?J^;
nouns

TT^T "belly," TJtrj "beak." Primary idea, "beat," "break," "split."

1 with -^Z "to break," Pr. <J^- fJT- "• %~3

« ,tump of a hand," or " br fa that has bee,, cut off," adj. %T\ « maimed,"

8- &> #**> <f "'' B
- t**'* " ***

" naVe1'" B ***'

1 ever, M. *fftl and *jft "stun,,,," H. *ft " ^>"

** " stump," 3*1 imed," #ft " itnbbl. ^ (
for

^,. pi- "stump," O.TO,*ft>B. 3ft. M.



yfa •• month," aUo Hi , comet In here, and T^ $&
"belly-fall." has the cerebral. It isunna

-^ ; the influence of the T™
„,, initial * b> .11 the language* Evea here, 1 ;>er, M. retain* * in

ge*j
••

to break," TR*, and many derivatives. There I. a root ?JZ in

,lng« toquarrd,"wbich may have bad some connexion

with this group, but no Instances are given of it- use.

}kr. >TH "to pull." HPT" tone "Pr.lTO.cTTO. '" "' ,

I forms rTH, WITT, etc, 11 h« ah , TRMT. 21 "twang."

OTWT «tostretch,»Z»rT"clitoris.»ZTST "wrangling." « cerebralizes

the nasal 7TP!!*I
" >" Wretch," 7TWT, cTTnft "warp of a web," «,,«,,run,

.. pullmg and hauling," fTmr, etc.; also, however, mi- HT^f- There

i, also the series ZTrr, ZURHI. ZT5OT, W. CTH, *TW '""'

derivatives; G. TnUI, cTT^, O.ZTfUITT, B. OTandcTTT, •'• WW*!,

8. rfW!J "t" 1 Z°-

Bkr. f^"to Bhahe," connected with ?J^*'to weigh," and £*T

(vrsi "to shake"; also with ^, and perhaps c|; Pr. ^itm, H. 5*1W,

^TfspffT. ^faV. but more usually with 1, as ^T*lTt "to swing,

TJftrT. ^n "a dooly" or "litter," ^WTT, <5*TTT, P. *ttft,

tmvn, '"•• s
-
M- ,lls" ^^3- G< "ft* i""1 ^^' M ^* T '

i^,i^?TTT,ftCQi,alM,ft35. Herep ^ed M.

-j^, , eye," from the Idea of " rolling." Thisj 1 stands alone, no

other dialed having any word at all like it for the oy. M. has also

tfpsj>.l>"t this form d he much used. O. and It. have 1-

HI. i
Bkr. 1t?{" anus," Pr. nol found, H.ljtt, and so in all, hut S. lit-

8kr. Ml; "to destroy," connected with TSIT (Dopp), perhaps also

with *«. etc, Pr.WR; II. *3H "" !->'• "hove," O. *>**. M. 3^.

, Vo,(».vWT,l»^.^- T1 "- f" r i,,,,y '

„)l, and li apparently tl ly one used in 1". V3JT. 8. fia*t
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this root with ^(Gloss. s.v. and Gram. comp. $ 20, uote 2). May wc not also

lK•rohrU,-il.^Jtt.'' ( ' , ^ rive ''' , ' ,ooffeDd
"
?'^'' toba,)ble •'''' tobeclllldlSb •''

*T| "
to play," " to throw ;'• from «f^ wc get to^" to put out tlie tongue,"

^[ "to babble," " to play," "hence all the words meaning "lascivious

dallying," *rf%rl, ^^T. ^fTO . and the like. The central idea is that of

noisy babbling, wrangling, fighting, and talking all at once, brawling.

'• strife of tongues." From T~Z corner TjfZ " strife," H. TJ3 all(1 TTT-

(;., P. id., P. also T7?. S. t^. T^« Tf^' T^PJ> T^T^. T^ft:

m. ^j,x^^" toweeP»"T5T' andinany der,vatives
"

(; "^3' H
- i**it

"to labour," M. TZ- TZWT' P- TZW, S. TJTS are half-way between

^ and ^r^. H. ^T^TT " to fight," belongs to this group. It occurs in

nil the languages, in M. however with the form *TglT{. H. <«t«<*| "a

B. id., M. inverted «c*^ are apparently later forms from HTg

"darling," "pet child," from^ " to be a child," ^751 " dear ;" here also

we put 5TT " a sweetmeat." From the idea of throning involved in^
come the words *I? " a string" or " thread," and perhaps ^TCTilT " to

hang." This last seems connected with Sim " a creeping plant," wherein

round to the dental, n< also in ^cHTTT "to labour," II., <i., I'.,

S. n diminutive from TR also^nTTT, "to draggle," " trail," "•• M., <!., P.

Probably the same root under a slight modification is ^T[J " extollere,"

.' whence «TTJ? "penis," H. WTf , ^t'?, »• «Nl*T, M. WS,

P. ^f\, S. SR.

This root has wide ramifications in Skr., and the derivativi

„„„!,.,,, |

to a very large number; the above

may suffice I
•' >* extremely probable that the

wholi .

(It :
skr. 7TT5 " staff," probably from root AT. rTtTS " to beat ;" the

gr»T + 1 does not commend it" If to me, IV. ^VJ,

ith a modified to i probably ''kr. fyf'TST

"a drum," i
s

P' " ,s " <S"$fH "" kcitl



though by lome thU Is referred to root 7JH- H. has the f->n.t- ^i. ^iY.

e^tf, ^t?>. m well h tf. *f\> ^ri"?.^r«l.TrT^T. with the mean-

taff, punishment, to punish >mmon word for an oar.

Showing the oonm don with T\\ there are rfl"?^! " '" punish," " blame,"

' and ip.>>ri.-.lT5TZ«TT.«hiili is more common, also TZ^TT "to

(training, or a- made ol •

T$if\ "a straw," ^(3 •' the broken straw on a thrashing floor," perhaps

^Vfjaf "stalks of corn," "stubble." B. has ^U3 i" all the senses as well

^tcsi^ • to stum) erect," lik- popular

words 3~i^"nn oar," also " a fine" or other punishment,^f^ "aro

^•j^T^ "to stand." Again tin- word, with -g also oo ux, as "giTS " fine,"

^TTJT "Stalk of a plant," TT?" "oar,
--

~STj\ "rower," "ST?!?/! "to

stun!," etc. S. too ^tfefi "to rebuke," TTZT "a handle," TTC* W„

^SfTra " f»ll "f stalks." M. ^-gwith many secondary forms, verbs ^T^n%.

••in weigh down," s^"ft "to punish," %-gm, "to lie hid," ^SMU! "to

restrain," tin- first, third, and fourth of these an- from ^"1 "a ping,"

"obstruction," also " an ambush," which word seems to hi- softened fi

7T5, from which are also ^j£[,
" a cork," ^ZT^' " to chide." There is

also a series will, the long vowel, ?rtS, ^1"ST. ?t*i ^TSTTT. ^trfcf,

anil a host .if derivatives; also ^\Z "thick," i.e. ii.spis..,!,., coagulated,

close, ^l a tli
" to crowd," ^TCT " a cork " or " ping," ?[i<A<."<ii " to become

hard," rTTS% "to blame," "punish," also with tl

... in Marathi, »s thai language exhibits a

preference foi dentals especially at the Bead of a word. <. has the

rles ^"S, ^3*j. ^I^t. etc., also %g[ "a cork," ^grrsj "to

compress," ^m "" clod," ^ift " » ball '' ] <" y

I with tl.' long vowel, ^fl "rude," "violent," ^i??ft "'-. ^ITt.

^jf\ " « s,ick ." ^TC " thickness," ^TZ«j " to bur) ," "conceal," ^TZt "»

, 1 I..- i.. use, hut
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rare; ^J, ^3«f, -£\£\ "hawMe," ^tTfr "stick," TTSfaft
" a watch-

man," et iracteristically the whole

TJ. but no words in ?. This language so constantly tal

in room of the dental, that it is not surprising to see it do so here.

Panjabi has almost exactly the same list as H. with the characteristic

preference for the short vowel. (). like M. ha* only the uonls with

initial ^.

(15.) Skr. ^JT "to stand," also B7. Pr. f^Z, Sanraseni TP5f. f^B,

Hagadhi fWZ-

In the modern languages the sibilant always drops out,

according to rule, and two parallel series of words are I

one beginning with the dental ^, the other with the c

3- Many words are spelt indifferently with one or the other.

(«) With u.

Hindi YTT1 (Wlj. ^TRT. *Tpft- m^T. *TPPTT (from the causal ,

*1 <%•!!. ^nt.TT- Panjabi id. Sindhi ^rpn. IITlff. W$ . 1W$, WF*i)'

^rrtrnj, ^rrmjrT, fsurrjj, "to be," etc. O. ^TRf. ^TRf, «im«!j, ^1^.
frg " to he "

; ^Tfrra, f^nrg "to congeal." ' M. Vi\{ "place," ^fTf "'-.

*TPTT. ^ararfoj. W\?m> *iv£\< «MM«d\ "err. f!TaWi "to congeal." 0.

ffT^l (for ^n?^r •' to be," ^TT, *n3i, *TF«IT, VTFO) "settled," f^Tfl

(ftfTrt) id., f?TT "steadfast," ^f^T "to place," m\{<\ "a deposit." B.

^f^ " standing," ^T^^ST "a builder," ?n "place," YTTO*l> WI«M*! "to

1"-." *m "erect," *rT*I.^rr«n- fart, farrTl.^rrcJci "to place." i

there at derivatives TgTtrfcT, ?9?f

,

^rf^T. m I f

3

< < tgllfm. ^mj«F, f^Tfrl, and the like; as well as

others which ca ):rit forms but

ral root tthil, sucli n- M.

tTS. H. BH£| " cold," and tin !

I, i 9.
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(Villi*.

37. 3TO "pi""'." tTT "/•. 3f <,»1l . 3ff1: 3TTI "erecV'Tlf

.

Tin i./.. 3T*»I. fj^TIT. f33T ">" ' ." 33 "crowd,"

33^1T • to rtagnate," fjTC " frost," 373 •• state," P. W., 3TUT. 3TTWT.

fg^r^ " stoppage," 3^j " a crowd." 8. 33 "crowd," n,v\ " to congeal,"

3^? "stoppage," 3fTJ. 3?T^[. 3T3,. 3UJ, 31^ "chilly," di^vj.

3TJ. 33S- <i- 3TfT« (3T3i "cold," 33 "crowd," Z$ " <" '"' liv "V'

3T3.3T3.3T>!I>31T"''"^." 31^^ l*SM^. 3^ . 3^ . 3TT •

M. has most of (lie above also, 3T^li "to stand Mill," 3TU- 3T%.

3Tq. 3IT. 311. f3**T "» stmk," 3^, 3P, 3W 0.37. 31. Tit-

"Zlt?XlW\ •• <i>m iiliin.'," 3HJT " encampment," 3H0T. T3TT "up

f<SK. fS^TTSTT- " ne«rlj tin same.

;n WT have nol

ould fill a chapter if the grades of meanh

drawn out. Many words hitherto set down as non-Aryan

this widespread root. Arnon^ others, the

: 3T'n3T, aboul which bo much has bei D saidi

conies in here. A Tanda is

Brinjaries or 1.

!

1 this name, ai

be non-Aryans, chiefly on

ogth of this word, whi( I

nothing more than "station," "encampment," in spite of its

Is, which arc in •
I 1 -, I luropean

ly tn li" w ith difficulty leai

round in tl-> Indian branch of tl

that tl tily ; and as q •
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which, in name at least, is identical with them, is found in the

lian languages, it has been assumed that these sounds are

of non-Aryan origin, and that they have sprung partly from

a tendency to harshen the pronunciation of the dentals, acquired

by the Aryans from their non-Aryau neighbours einci

arrival in India, and partly from a wholesale importation of

non-Aryan words into Sanskrit and its modern descends

Without absolutely denying the possibility that both of these

theories may contain a certain amount of truth, I would bring

forward some considerations to 6how that they are not either

undoubtedly correct, or even necessary to account for the

presence of these sounds.

To go to the root of the matter, we may endeavour to get at

a true perception of the real state of the question, by analyzing

the sounds themselves. All consonants are produced by check-

ing the outward-flowing breath through bringing into contact

two of the organs of the mouth. Among these checks there is

a regularly graduated series produced by the contact of the tip

of the tongue with a region extending from the centre of the

palate to the edges of the upper teeth. This series may be

called the lingual series. If the tongue-tip be applied to the

highest point of this region, that is, to the centre of the hard

or true palate, the sounds resulting are harsh and similar to

ter r. Contact a little lower down, or more towards

the front, produces a sound less harsh, and so on ; the more

forward the contact, the softer the 6ound, till at las!

' to the edge of tl. , n d which r<

ly soft and smooth. The sounds of this series, as ex-

ilic branch of the family, a

I

Bssing I and d we Teutons touch with our tongi.

ces form th<
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I than the 1

and Indiana form ii low down on the t<
r their

tion to

tlitir b a point

little, if at all higher than the Teul

of the

ones.

of tin' harsh Indian contact, the Teutonic

'•rale, and the reason of tl

that tin- race which uses it, living in a cold country, 1

which enables it to em]

of speech firmly and crisply. In the Boutb of I

the warmer climate has induced a certain amount of laxity,

which has told on the articulation, and the point of contact

has therefore fallen lower, to n position which requil

on the part of the speaker; while in the still

climate of Persia and India g

anil the muscles of the tongue have hecotn i ember

if utterance. Thus i which

h Z and ~Z an

1 with 7! and ^. Wl
Englishms ild b n titter "512T, they

!iii early period said $f? flT- If we could find

this word v

to the]

<g

A and ^ did in it exist. So also Latin

—

' ^1\- Goth, taihnn ,%TT*\).

q7%T ) = Skr. Um Ooth./adoj [Xf\
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mater (mtO = Skr. wnTT = Old G. muoter {W%ZV-

<*/<> (^l = Skr. fir
1 = Goth, ttcai (§).

The relaxation indicated by those le ^^
after the Aryans came into this country Before that Ume

and probably for some centuries after it, then- lingual contact

may fairly assume, as crisp and firm, and ^ place as

high up in the palate as that of their European brethren. In

those days they knew of no distinction between 71 and
*,TJ

and S. They had, however, in their language words in which

an r preceded or followed a dental, and in such combmataons

their lingual sounds assumed by degrees a harsher note, being

produced by a contact nearer to the place of utterance off,

lllicll is Yery high up in the palate. The people, though they

Uy softened their place of contact and brough ,« lower

in
-

the mouth in the case of a single consonant, naturaUy

retained the high contact when an r was in combination, and

L musfhave become more and more marked as.time

went on. In proportion as the point of utterance of t and d

Zl lower inL mouth, the distance between t and th^ pom

of utterance of r got greater and greater and the
,

**
°

*

labour of moving the tongue from one point to the other in

creased, and to .void this the higher and harsher point of

contact for* and. was retained. Then as the r,«

influence of other phonetic law,, began to be regularly omitted.

nothing remai ' ..go* at a high pomtof.contact

[/what we now call cerebrals. So that when at length

rt of writing i
L, the national pronunciation

' thatil v

recognize the exist'
Beta of lingual utter-

•
mb0l9

,

f°reaC
1

h
'

r ••„«„.
| by the task of assignmg

( . our England, t,r



„„»l,i.

r" ."

grow.

IV..11. tl"- .-fi.-K.J "ta* "
, , Prakrits,

„,,, ««»
'"'" h! " :J ,l«

out H.i- »•»"""
'
"'.' u '"'

, „ ,|, ,

ided in India,
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peasant who never mistakes *T?1 "seven" for «T7J
"

however softly or rapidly spoken, will often be qui

eatch a single word of a sentence in his own language, ho

grammatically correct, and however distinctly uttered by an

in, simply on account of some apparently trifling differ-

ence in pronunciation.' Now we sec something of this sort in

the Prakrit of the plays. The slight differences or rudenesses

of pronunciation among the lower classes were made much of

bj pin -writers, and exaggerated almost grotesquely. This

probably led to the practice of writing every 1 in

Prakrit as m, and will also account for much of the irregularity

in the employment of the cerebrals and dentals. Provincial

peculiarities of pronunciation, such as exist even in the present

day in various parts of India, were seized upon and fixed, and

words were spelt accordingly without reference to their ety-

mology. ......
• One of the most striking of these provincial peculiarities is

the fondness of Sindhi for cerebrals. This language has pre-

served the harsher point of contact, and has not allowed itself

to become weak and soft. The sturdy Jats wandering over

their barren desert* were engaged in a constant struggle with

nature for the bare permission to exist, and there was therefore

little risk of their becoming languid or effeminate in speech, or

in any other qualify

In the following words there is nothing whatever to induce

a change from the dental to the cerebral, and we a.,

fore driven to conclude that the Sindhi

od of pronunciation handed down fi

, from othei

nations.

• In tl

j

of each officer waa pri "*»*•



B. TIT"

^» "tooth,"
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to this derivation. First, the meaning, "a half more," might

applv to any number, as " three and a half," " four and a half,"

but 'it is not so used, but only for " one and a half."^For

"three and a half" and the rest we have ¥lt, i.e. * + ^t-
" with a half." Secondly, this derivation i

jection

of the aspirate of tj, whereas the rule is just the reverse, the

is retained, and the organic portion rejected ;
V would

change to f , not to ^ Thirdly, the Prakrit form is divaddhe

f%&, which points b y to T% + *£ i
which is exactly

parallel to the German idiom halb zwci, halb seeks, for "one and

a half," " five and a half," in reckoning time by the hour. As

a confirmation of this it may be urged that P. and G. retain

the labial vowel, which could not come out of adhi.

The cerebral initial in most of the languages has probably

arisen from a reflexive influence of the Z-

§ 60. The further transition of the cerebrals and dentals into

the semivowel * is a point attended with some obscurity. The

process seems, like so many phonetic processes in the Indian

languages, to work backwards and forwards, and to branch out

into fiu I developments, as into 35, T- and the like.

^ is a dental letter, and the change from ^ to *, and then to

Wt, involving as it d from a dental to a cerebral,

and back again to the dental, can only be accounted for on the

supposition advanced in the last section, that originally there

, difference between the two classes of sounds, and that

has continued to recognize the close conn

| to be a little uncertain when to use one and when

other.

the highest authorities thai the m
erho in

71 of tlu '

1, ^>and T. U



ST.d B of a tennis into its

^ from* to, is an, ***
family.

ter-m-

.of d..

,
•„,„,..«... ro,. -

, and * 1 will

tween*and*. Skr.^ top

t is «fiB) appears also in the form frl,

1



<^t, ( < amorou8 play-

wrd occurs without thefg^*^ B.*«, B. WJ'
the modern languages 1 1. ^ .

g notlcc£vUc tl^
mean

« to play," and noth.g^ and^

Skr.W^
gkr

„ pajmyra palm, »-. •

The reverse process is seen •

,.. WTT*. and so in

a *,, O. «*-. -^ ;^J^^ , which, bo.ever,

^.perhaps
tbrooghtheinfluenceof.be I

U itself from theSansknt.
, to ^ by § 5-2, and then becomes

- « A«i tram, ami ^*J!'' •*^n „a *Pn.'-««^' ,Win
„ „,.„,„ rule (U. 23).

, ,os „_^««. '««»,'
„„,„., „,.„„.. ra,,lv.

To fe. "'S' 1" 0Meafl, 1
,. . „„,»l'»r»n», I.r»

toMy.l.o

rom^^T*l- :.fon»off*l.»i

Mill
, :„, Ki,ui„ ll.u-li formodby

wm «to«..- causal fti^n-

^n- dn»k," ..
trmr'n-

, •„ „r,ran«, m»Ve» nonscn.c of the

llntV,UUcM^-tU.choh
Mf. rondonng ^.
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cases out of tea turned into T, so that in the Sindhi causal

affix WK we have the exact counterpart of the Old Hindi TO,

now modernized into WCI- This affix is used as in Hindi, almost

exclusively with verbal roots ending in a vowel. Thus-

fir^nn " drink,'' C""^1 fa'"*»l V<3 •

fgr^rg •' live," „ f^^TT^-

^r^«wash,- ,. 'g^n^-

^nrg«give,» , firsrrjg-

The consonantallv terminated root f*H! "to stand," makes in

like manner f^fT^T, and f*f "to sit" (like H. ^TT)
;

f^fTXTn; so also, by a curious coincidence, V^ "to see,

makes %XHTW "to show." This syllable dr is inverted to ra

after verbs ending in long d, as WT^ "to eat causal

HT-TT-^- A few more verbs with consonantally ending roots

also retain this ancient form, as—

**&§ " to sleep," «^K<5 •

f^Tfm " to learn," ftf*Sll^ •

fj*y " to fear," ff*Tqj-

and the double causals, expressed in Hindi by inserting *T,

Uy exhibit the form in ar, because the m ajor.ly

of single cau'sals end in d ; thus, from tUTTT^ comes

Gujarati exhibits the third form in ^T5- complet.ng the

chain- and it is im]
form is found

i„ G>!: that languag

may be not unfairly

After

to, as
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*43

**J"1 - -.
"' 1,U!'

tionTO I
to*¥Ti ^ "to eat,"**™*;

W " to say," WtTiT* i *i " be," ™*t and i

the M of Hindi, we

going

Hindi,

• and vridespi

^ and *T-

o not, as far as I am aware,

m the

T.1Kf.^T^»^Tf»and so, with triHing

in all The form I

ad
' '

''

the ^ of <^'

M q . Pr. tfrt?, H. tfH*, P. «W> & ***> Ci
-
«™>

\1. flTFT, 0.^35, B. ^t-
11. iH^n migl

xftrl, through ^- '" from

iftTlsi. through Pr. tftvr (Var. Li

re—

Pr. n*r. h.itmit. i'-*T^n. S.W5T, G.

^ . M , fl > ni < >. H<fclM>- " 'rf^

nfTW.i.-i in ..-
i

i
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Prakrit, becoming <?, ** **> and ^, but the moderns stop

^mAe'examples given in this and other sections it must

, ck thc reader that a close connexion, rf not a cer n

language, between^ and

36? This la,-
moninO.,^andG. less

m p. and is not found in the others. Its pro. - -

. it sound, like r*.
again Lie ,:, and

again merely a barsh £ Its point of contact U bigb up m tbe

J**, near r, and the tongue in uttering it ,8 shaped as
.

»

, tbe simple/.

bv the vnlgar, in tbose languages wbere >t
.

.

c Ion * , d i»

sltitu,

the total of WinWord latter should

logically appear.

Out of a large mass of instances the following i

skr.^rrsi" time,- M.grras. <i."'''

Skr. UTR " M**." I'--8FT3ET. G- ^T35\. M. ^T35T, 0. ^35T-

Skr. <*W '• family," G. $33, M. W35, O.Sf35.

Skr. %OT " play." G. %36$. M. %35iii. « %fc*T.

Skr aftsi
" ball," G. *ft35. M. lft3o. tft^T. ° 'fi-

tter. ««* -b«*f.- < ;-^ M
-^°^/ ''!f^- r

Skr.Z^"confa«on»P.^5TnT,G.-^,M.-Z35?«I,bfitO.^^T.\5

Skr.^R"!^." 1'-^^ 1 '"' "'-

a
skr. *n* -dw.- p. tob*. m. ^35i. <• **&• °-"^

.led?-



...

hc^vy /is very widely ^ployedxnthD^
^iWia The

. ,
, ;, which >- Burroi

: — r*vrrv 'r,; ;
.:,

U, ,!, Panjab
» , puzzle, on b

,und, and 0.

ed.nto

this « does nrf

.,1a..

lV hi,l, this letter is found, it
in wl

With regard to the words ...

hat ,

,,,,

favounte
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th into a number of words where it has no business to be
;
and

Bimilarl;
,,ring

in tlu8 ^
, f

in a
_ is where M should be. I cannot

that the presence of this letter, therefore, is any argument for

origin of a word, especially as we find it in so

simplest and most undoubtedly ancient Aryan

words, like 3*, WW, and the rest; and, as in Marathi, at any

t rate there often exist side by side the word with W, used I

Y-. learned, and the word with <E, current generally, with some

/ additional corruptions, among the vulgar.

I will now sum up what has been said in this and the pre-

ceding section about the cerebrals, dentals, and the two forms

°
The cerebrals are the harsher, the dentals the softer, forms

of the lingual series. The former correspond very nearly to

our English sounds, the latter arc. unlike any sound current in

.ve arisen from the debilitating effects of a hot

C

'originally there were no dentals in the speech of the

and when tl me into existence they did

the old Aryan Unguals in every case. In some

.1 wae used i

°ral in vulgar

lge, while in other cases quit- the averse tool

often written indiffer-

ratl „ <$* or WtW, WW or *TW, though Bindh,

I ? to \, while Marathi and Oriya

of W, we find

D Of \,

runs through a whole

as W, *>*,*,» Further, we find a
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with*, it will

o) this and the three following

'wTTonsUntly changed to T in Sindhi, when non.unt.al.

1
- arc

—

Skr.*TO" black," 8-Wft.

„ ^"family," ., **"_ ?"""**

'

jr^rw " meUing," .. 1^
jft-Si

" ball,"

g(5f "water," M ^^S-

., 3TT*

afVft.Mwell i^aftsft

M -jn^
'- palate," ... TTT^-

„ rftWWT " to weigh," „ ^TJ§-

„ irnm-supporung," „ m^andimrg-

Inth V\"
except the principal , U

.ay, and
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this peculiarity is to be noticed occasionally in the sp

er orders in other parts of the Hindi area, as, for

instance, in Marwari, as ch&rnd "to wander," for chahut. In

old Hindi poems many instances may be found, as lur for ld/<l,

" saliva "; jangar for jangal, " forest," and the like. In fact,

so great is the confusion bi I

,; tnev

may in some parts of India be said to be used indifferently, and

the sneakers appear to be unconscious that they are saying T

' of ?f.

In Bengal and Orissa quite another change takes place in

those provinces ; <?, is confounded with 1 by the lower orders

universally; thus, where the Hindi has %TI "to take,"

B., though it writes ^H, pronounces «T^, and 0. both writes

and pronounces ^131 - Thus also we hear ^T for *J^
" salt,"

two languages, but also in II. and 1'. H.

in ^*fr€t "a cloth to cover

from *JTT" naked," which is in B. ^ffZ- Further in

in Oriya are THT " a kick," H. *ffiT; TT*§TT^ "rent-fin

-\j^i; *t\ "plundering," Skr. ^ZT II. T$Z; ^ "iron," H.

«ft?T; «pTT "maimed," II. *T*n. It is worthy i

in writing very often make no distinction I

5f and T, giving only one crook * to both

ting, but as often omitting, a (hit v

% win ii standing alone in the middle of a word, ; never

omitted. This is true of th generally, which hold

their own much more tenaciously than the strong letters of the

five vargas.

§ G2. H is regularly changed to 5| in H., P., 1!., and < > 1

:.'ly in M., ('•
., and S. In thi

ind Of y. (See (.')>. 1. § 23.) This change

hi, ii. 31, confined to initial y\ as jati

jakkho, for ya
'

I

: nguages are

—



(forflrncwt)-

Tftnj
••

fit," II. «ftn. and m in all. U. also ^ftl

,JH •• yoke," ... «tff. P. '/.. 8. *?t. O. ^T.
.

B., 0. *>. M. ii

I

Li rule is foil L I

I from th( I

r.the use of initial y, tho

than m

thi.
'

r thai.

in the middle of a word, it is natural that *1

1 to Win lib :

ion «*» m,,ie

it occurs in the middle of a word, * is g

I mtot, which comhines with the adjacent <ro?

d scussed in Ch

tbeC8
ahoYe,§60,i1 under-

ofan organic n

class of words in which *» cl

into * m the middle of a word -

ii. L7, words ending with th

thesul by**- Thi*

ho shortening of the previ

ramany

I

,,„, of which appears

.Mil, Oh,

^RTf^, and *TO-
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*: ^ffe=wfe; in modern H. WTZ, WZ\> mit, P- «fl>

S W3* G. mz, WTZ, etc, but here I doubt the change.

From what I have said under the root T* (No. 13 of the list

riven in § 59), it will be seen that there is ground for supposing

a conn, &• ^oups Tf, WZ, etc., on the one hand,

*r*, etc., on the other. It seems probable then,

that the Pr «f|. from which the modern languages derive

their words, is an independent form from the root «* The

taction of * into * may, however, be supported by the case

of the causals in 61, dr, etc., noted in the last section. It is

frequently elided when medial.

s 63 The semivowel T is a very persistent letter, and is

never ejected or elided. In Prakrit it is changed into «

in haladdd, chalano, muhalo, Juhitthilo, somalo, kalunam, anguh,

inadlo, childdo, phalihd, phaliho; for the Skr. tan**, charana,

Zkhara, Yudhishthira, nkumdra, karuna, angun, angara,

kirata, parikM, parigha. Anguli is not a fair instance, as the

word TOft occurs in Sanskrit. There is very little tendency

to chang, T into H in the Indians of the present day The

[stated under*,* rather the other way, though

writers on * Prakrits affirm that in all the minor i

, r a8 i» concerns the real origm and

root-form of words, the matter is one of little moment. II xt be

true that the cerebral sounds were not originally drtUj

from:
— follow that the semivowels of

the* identical if there was a tn

7 was the same as Z

wa811
.. . from «; and just as in th

ta confusion between * and \, Z and

Is of tbe
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writing ofa,
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be learnt, it is dear, from such an irregular method of writing

il] be found the rules of pronunciation of

bus languages, and it will there h

thattll .
|

' adhi,Gujarati,andMarathi,

still make a distinction between the two.

In Marathi ^ when initial is pronounced so softly as to ap-

the sound of our English w, and in this situation is

confutable with ^ and ^- The former method of pro-

nouncing, with ^ is said by Molesworth to be less correct than

are

—

Skr. ^M " medecine," vulSo ^T33[ and ^*I^-

Skr. ^TfTT^T " unlucky," vulgo ^7I3p " filthy."

Skr. =^1% " " posture of the hands" ^FhB5 and ^^-

Skr. ^*U3*T '• hanging down," ^35^1 or *a6*T " ' plummet."

1„ all words beginning with the preposition am, the P

arouldbeo.andthusi] .as which ha.

,;hi through Prakrit the form in o is the more

correct.

rule in all tbesc three languages a word beginning with

^ in Sa] 1, and one with ^ retain, the *T. There

are, however, a few exceptions, due apparently to the Li

of Hindi. Thus:

Ulrl
" a marriage procession," M. ^T^<\ and =» i,\(\

tmi\ " dwelling," M. ^^ and ^tHti .

qqfi
" rranr," M. tt . ^T^T •

qV good," M.W-

in t
' ^^

two.

', as

—

tfta •' life," Pr. sftlj , H. «ft, P. «V3. 8. «



I L

,^, i ^ •"« ******

, -, in Hindi to expn
:

'

vowel ''>

,*, but still p ^
ft| I

— 1-3-1, n I i

. ^ and *$, >
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more correctly be written. Bengali and Oriya are in writing

though it is not .'

I

inguish the pronunciation of the two letfc

the mouth of an ordinary speaker. Marathi and Sind

til in the substantive forma of the infinitive in all cas(

former as ST =Sansk. **, as well as «i, the latter as T5J-
1'

in the same part of the verb oddly enough uses IP in the

majority of words, but IT after a cerebral, as ^TT "to bore,"

but %<bn "to vex"; both from f^J- In other cases also

there is much confusion, especially in the hitherto son

uncultivated Gujarati, where m is oftei "1 in-

ly written fori- It

.alar law of development, but either a foil

mi, or mere cai : ignor-

*und
virtue of which many singular words and forms may be ex-

plained, and their derivation elucid

^ j_. as will b r»
•u; '1 a nasa1,

and the change co::

1 ,1 quality of

form of *? and the nasal that of anu>wara,

id%, inwhic

of which familiar ii

' '.lows :

SUr. Iffl "disease," H. "^ft ,
M. id.

%&*&; ' myrobalan," H. yfam, ''• «*., s - ^tffarV M.

H. *rN. M. id.

i , s. *T^ and T*\U\.

M. «"fa3oT-



Bkr. grmT " prince," H. &*, !••**. M ***

"

Sir.^ "lotus" H. **H[. P- "'
•

S
-
***"

Sl,r. *ft*n«wft.»M.<fa«T.

Skr. STUTlrJ " wn-ln-law," M. MXATX-

Bkr. TTl^ " root." IV. TTTTO;. I'. qfa. >' •"'

'of which occur in all tl I "£ ''

Molesworths
J "•

d by which the sound of. *mi. «TWT.

una,,,
Writta. i» tl

tacle Ifther,

: f winn, these words ,

;;,„„,:,„ any other, il is the conunor, Engl

ite **ri* (*™«

villao

1

ided it be first explained that t

this if not told? I

, r,nofthe



256 CHANGES OF SINGLB CONSONANTS.

from 'seeing the spelling gaon, but we are not writing sol

principally, for the sake of our French neighbours

would i see how Messrs. Meadows Taylor and

be ablo so to transliterate an Indian word

that' any ordinary Englishman shall infallibly pronoui

correctly at sight, would manage this class of words.

To return to our subject being so slight and

volatile, i
I

; stated above, i< naturallj is frequently

dropped, leaving only the labial i

'

5rrc|=iT*T; M. %*?=%*?; also—

'^fji "circumference," H. Spj (nco), G. id., 1* *i^. 0. f^Sl

P. retains tlie nasal fJT3 .

Skr.f^JTR" vehicle," Old li.^TI-

Skr. imH "going," II. afpTT, ^ (for «iqil).

Skr. ^*TT "ox-tail fan," S. TfT<V, <*. ^f); sometimes also in II.

written ^f^. bu* generally ^T^ft-

inch as the ^ in this class of words is always pronounced

soft like w, and not hard as v, it naturally slides into u oro;

Skr. TT«=P. 11"^.- S. It"* with double anuswara, the

of win,), is '
; down

latter onlj is organic. H.TO= P. V&i ***=$

„^_ , than a differen

unciation of the words.

ajl VW, 0. 'S'Slsn = ^im^fi ; t

1 with them ^H

tion.

skr. n*m " .l«»rf," II. «fT«n, P. sfTOT, B. *TTjf«W or -rt°.

Skr. T[W* "going," R- *rt*n-

Skr. SqTTt: "OXl



1 » i,,, *I" ,t

.ritfcllerWI

palatal

lj the

for the

labial, i

^W •' Mr of th« body." II. <tW •
»'• «• " <**

'

s 1^

Bkr.^T". ke,»H.>|?
rt,P.W..S.tft,B.'Wt.O.H?n-

Skr. -grfu "worm," S. fefi^t-

t^iththispe,

Skr.^^.throughafor.

iff^'. but i1 ,

word a-of*-. rr\^':r

U in India, ihi '

»' n »"

I itself.

I haveexplai

the sibilants, under th

Lxteraty

: published works o) writers

dard ol

.I have



For the same reason it i.

of the rules lai
'rakrit Writers on this subject. In

the dark ages of India so numerous and conflict,

while to look for the local peculiarity mentioned bj the

Wbich they assign to then,

aohilkhand and Qud^ with

t north of the Ganges * Oudh and Tirhut

bes, who stiU preserve traditions of

,4 recent advent into those regions. Norfcern

Tirhut has been won from mountain-tribes, chiefly nox>

enow found aU over

[ndia . The Marwaris, Meds, Jats and o her tribes

rive ,
Awards and southwards westwards and

south-westwards, till, ager trace them back to the.

original seats. Mixed races call themseh

to come from Chitor or Ajmer, unconscious that their high

,, and narrow pig-like eyes, give the lie as

The i

'-' by the various modern nationabties

then U
Wai< fi*««

|

h
!g*

and oi
ould be not only idle,

but absolutely noxious.
,.1 ground

The, ^
a,,

ting i" Sindhi and P

mutive

Iranian A regularly. the* of early '

.



yn$ " <lry."

tf?^ " II'

hra 11

1

<fr*i " »

i

qTfUj " grinding,"

xflTl " December-Jannarj ,"

^HTIio "June-Jnly,"

•g^n; " father-in-lan
,"

qm "breath,"

f^lTfa- nty-(Pr.^T)

ftjpt" thirty "(Pr.rffaT)

u*Mn<i

"

th!rt
-

OTHl i

I AM. I IGI

II. id.



CONSONANTS.

mmon origin, if that wore doubtful, by the fact, among

i

of them which may i

' faintly, in i

all. Thi* is true in the present in-'

be found of I

Bengali

faint exampl

,!v-nim\" " seventy-one," and so on to

ty-eight," the « of *tffcl i 1 '" a!1 ,lu '

] do not give the Lisl here, as it will occur in

,ugh a somewhat doubtful one, of this

B IT^S B., 0.

TnfT§- M-. (i -, !' ^"S- Tlie final ^Points lo an "1! "' Z "

which woiild be softened from $, so that I would deri

form TO7T, treated as TM$, according to

treating ^ in ordinary colloquial speech.

1 out," "long," "vast," and

applied

di wnnlTfll "cattle," only

ther local word

B baris *frfT'"* afttTTCn . B. ifTfl^.

but few which run tl

d 1 iy

hi ii. II, CO -'V "ten," and :

! I- Pr.

and the

ttitt*, Tsnr?. P. fi^TTt, s. -mti imUL G. *ftiK> M.

0., B. TWIT-



b} W

f-g for

^fa. ^TT for ^TOTT- and

0.^1.

qB ''sixth," Pr. ^t, H. ^£T. I'l^T- S. ^?t- <• 3

TTR^fi "child," Pr. ^T3#. H. eftsfTlT. P. '> WTTpn- s

*wa. *rf«raT. %fsnn. *ta-sr. etc., o. «pn. ^ pi- z^rt.

[l B

Lling.

M , ;, II. and I'., and occasionallj in

r

, thougb still written ^: in : g tn«

Hindi MS., on

« 1,1,1, ill So

, itl, U by the peasantry, I written

iuylarly

! ^TT3 and ?T^*n from f4 "joy"; ^9 from *W "a

\ i

'
i

-'.

i



CHAN

rupted form of HT* "a promise," Skr. *TO- ^ " » big

tVom5* "a ram." f^ is also

The origin oft!

mentioned connexion 1
bilants

is hardened to kh, as in Pen

| 67. f is a favourite letter with the moderns, and is rarely

is given by Trumpp from the Siudhi,

Skr. Hfq "joyful," becomes «Tft through a form ««^-
^fTft- This

aU up the gap ;lofa

I

hich ii has remained till modern times (Weber,

. Thus 0. PT^ - |!
-

*"*'

j^. It ;9 . without cause, as 0.

^ , B. «H, M. WS, Skr. *PI.

ru] ,.
i

. than that of an;

ftening of an

inally V*, I is ^ I*» = Tl» I^» P~baWy

. i i„ the Vedas, and with regard to the other, the

that the

imanyil reap]

I

«



rVi*,*,*. omitting tl

Lsionofth

1 '

thev i

Alll" u" ...._„ .i..,;,-..(;v,. nWacter can

whileitisexti

lin^ ; all this shows that,

. when

ly.to.vmdl

didwith^and*, \



tic changes in the spoken ianguag

a high point of contact by the influence of T or some other

hi q the usual lingual contact of their nation ha I

down tn a lower point of contact, as in some way derived from

tals, an erroneous view, in which th Mowed

by man] holars,

, 1>; ?I< "S- and S- . vnt, popular

1- id already
)

Pi ikrit, or rat'

rigin in Prakrit; they had come into recognized exist-

wer down the stream thai

which the oth<

>m further ch

in uttering if makes it into

irefully, or when < ntifically, the

person. '.

I every one who has lived ii

will support I d lily and lion;'

' by ordinarj Who ever heard faiT, m^
" fir,"

" fal " ? or if not quite with 1

thing \
. or in

try, with the i

sound ? To this cause—namely t! i

to >T which 1

i quiva-



( II \-v SANTS.

'

used in I
' ''

; "' '" l

'
1
"

:, ; thi re is n I

the /.' and 11

is a I, or an h either in thi

'-ll^T "eat," and ^T^t "i

quite unintelligi

! f is suhstituted for ^ etc. B

upon 1

on tl ther.

^i r I are two distin
"• :|

> 8 sounded

i .
-

. tei expi nditure c

dinary. - is a guttui i" the throat,

,n in it at all, beyond this tl

is bo low down in tl

within which the guttural sound lies, and ap]

•i within whii

i. but merely

of air.

\V, in.-, v which,

modi in
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krita are not by any moans those which ar<

commonly met with in tl

§ 69 ^ ia changed to 5 in the following ii

Skr. *<=( •face,' Pr. *t- H. *jf , P. *$, ^, S. *jlf. <k k\

Skr. fsr<g " to write," Pr. f*T?, M. f^f^ .

Skr. ^nnrj "hunting," H. ^llf
-

?. P. 1TI. s
- ^tl?^-

Skr. Wt "female friend," Pr. *rft> S. *Tf\.

In al] however, there exist forms in 1- thus all

uages still use^g; in all but M., the usual f

f*ra< as in 11. falli- though Gujarati o

smrf. ^%Z is also still in use, and flft is only in use in

Sindhi; all the other languages retain-ihe word, «#, which,

i longer a colloquial,

Skr. ^rnn "praise," Pr. *P?nfV. H. HTTfTT. P- «<JS«M. s

skr. ^STT^g "a well-wheel,"' P., H. ^^Z, Tf3- M- TfTZ. s -

Skr. 3rtH "loins," Pr. *[%l$, P. Bjf^TJTT, S. STfJ. M. SJqqj (for

^ij^CJi ; all in thi

Skr. J)M "cloud," Pr.^ft, II. *if .ifff, P. *fff .andlft?, S.jflfy.

^>ST = vW<* •

^rflsrr=tT5Jst, ^TT=^re, and Bplit up and inverted in *JfT*rT

•' = '9ft
,e|^, through *ftl?*i and *ftiPH A

tff»I for^T, from Hftpft, II. ftt*TTTT, I

s. fstfrft.. G

flfaVST. from Skr. v^i



IJUU1M II

iter.

Pr.«*ft, H.«V

Skr. *rmT "song," Pr. arrfT. Old " 1TO- s
- TTf •

Skr.***" saying," IV. <^uj .
H. ***T. P. *&*!• 8

- *&$• (i

%|*.0.*fHT.B.*fift. Siagularlj this, -' »' "»

the otbet languages is totallj wanting ii

^

q^«prior,-H.ufinn,P.,M
^.S.tr^T.

I

W!i =^
,,„, p. wm.s.^nr.,:

WT'in churn,"*** "a cl

b,al II 171 ' ' termilk,

fl^TT" to churn"; M.^-TO^;
B W. If^. *™ •' curds" ; G. W^', *^% *€\ " curds,

s to. TO. Skr.^J "herd"; H. ^ is

i u Old Hindi; P. has I

V

Skr. 5^ • deaf," Pr. wf?<t » ^TT. M., 0. id., B. **TT, 0.

Skr. T*fv " curds," Pr. ^fi? , H. ^ft, and so in all.

my • „, ,-.i ,» iv. m*. "• *TF. B . 0. id., P. W?,TO,'

8.irn nfUBl itl
'
Pere-3U..°ft '"• :,,; "' ,,J

n.jftit.Viy.s.^, it.^u.w.f.w

.

.-II m?. P- 8 W..0.1TT.



This letter being a media, and as such i

than any tenuis, exhib n the

are^> H. ^V, SJfaTPFf, etc., though thi

in all the languages is 5JP-

H. ^?PT " a '
;
v(T$\ " was] \n^3i

;

Skr.^sr - white," H. V-Rl. B., O, WI- G. *fr*. S. *ffft.-

M. VWT. V335- Skr. «TT "to blow,'' Pr. WTT, B. Vfl^l

"bellows," H. *flMt, S. vffaig "to kindle," G. vrjrnT. In

'-

genuine Tadbl

SJ3 a letter whicb affords a very large range of instances

iion:

TUftx; "deep,"Jl. l\f%XJ, and so in all.

^jftr " hcrdsWn," H. ^T#K> M. id.

JJJ'tobe," Pr. ft. "fRT, 1'. ftnjt.S. 5^ttT,<i. ftg, M. ft%,

0.fr^(t^T).,BfH^-

vrrzg "pot," h. ^tft, p- w., -s
- ?i^. (;

- ?i"s^. M '"'
;""' ^.

it., <». ^iTt.

^ '• to be fair," II. ^ft? " ornament," ^ftf1 " pleasant "
( sflH«ri /-

H^IT " U) 1m -.,,„,-' s. g* - beauty," flfin, fjn^J,g^l
5HST3IHT' ^ I? "J 1 1 p '''. M., H., and <). retain the fc»rms in V{ in coi »n

(,. follows the Hindi, but has also TT*? :m<l derivati

#>n7q "beauty," H. ^%\V. ^fllT, I'-, 6. id.

Mtrj " bond," II. jf"?^, '""1 so in all.

hicb I

Mfll , from Skr. U*|
•

for §11, whii in *nrjl,

Ch. II.



i^,o. «tar, i

nand

p.p. ^t maj be held to poinl to a fonn *fw through ^?T*

Itv

syedinto

tin the middle of a word, a] ralent to the el

regularly

, o) H,whicb

ginning of aw,

e. Here too,l ^

( (1 „. non.aspirated labial n, which, as we hav.

1 U more li

p inl as tins is

landmarks wh

however diml;

rlying laws, which b I

in spite

all .is

1
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We now come to the unchanging aspirates ^, 1$, 3. $• and

stent **• It is not perhaps strictly correct to

tae epithet 'un i any but the first two. No

es of the change of these two i xist, either in Prakrit or

in the moderns. ~S is not elided, but p

media 5- Instances (Var. ii. 24) aro madham, jadharam,

kadhoram, for matha, jathara, kathora. As so often 1

these examples do not occur in the moderns, or rather

the first of which is common, the last two rare, are

found in their Sanskrit form math, etc., in most languages.

M. has a diminutive ^€\ side by side with HZ\- Thi

" or college of devotees. Mod

arc

—

Skr. lft3T " stool," II. TfteT, P. id., S. qVsft, <i.~§£\.

skr. pz^t " reading," II. tj^t, P. id., S. W5V$< (; - VZ^, M. V&q ,

o. Trftsrr, ». qfs^.

Bkr. yfig
" ginger," P. q*. 8. qfs.

skr. cfiTj^t
" necklace," S. ^f\ ,

I'- dimin. efi^t.

More examples will be fi
!

Zis a secondary formation—that is, where it has arisen from

some earlier form, as V,m, or the like.

There is an "ico of "3 passing into ?, in Skr.

$31TT "axe," G. and S. JIKt; but here we have properly

me process as in tT3«i = q^H, namely, that the ~3 has

D.g media 5-

into ^?» in Q. and S. the ^f has L [n E. the

1 «pfT<*, P. fi^lTf and ffTTT, M. f|t*, 0. ^glft

B. shows the transition in the colloquial form ^pT- 8 does

iss into W%; in fact, from the ejarl

times ,

' ''tween the t n

ing a sound 5? Ih. i

'

n the onaspirated letters, as i £[ —



I

. tn the

ly nation**
t with.

H in Prakrit

oodern

foundinreV"a carp,
:

1 1. «STT'.

I as two

, it may

,ple ?• We
'

i
I



( HANI

in the King still furl'

of transition throughout th

;
>i and Sindhi are the most promising fields for tin's

. as they both particularly affect medial

. to tonnes ; the

- alone.

*3 into ^T

Skr. 5f_W" chain," P., S. ^^, G. m^do-
skr. JT^] "stroke," S. ^^ft "cunning" (i.e. "strokes" of rillnny),

M.^"linc,"G-t?F.

^ into 3J-

find IT.

STTfll " \ itrified brick," or " slag," derived from Skr. ^1*T (%,

iparent that there has been i

i W\i?l-

in deriving Skr. STT^ " a «
i tot '^

earn," there necessarily intervenes a form eyift.

^T into *J- The f this transition are

the presence of T j which cerehralizes

that from TTOfl qsfa, we get

TV. ^ST for ^WR- Similarly Skr. flTfa^r "loose," bei

in Pr. ffrfe^fr- which i by the origin of thi

from the root 3TO, a form of which is 3TO. T' modi

this word with rejection of the first syllable.

itNt, m., g. id., P. fern, s. fsft. b., o. f%«rr.

S. 'ife-Skr. lifH, whore again the

infln. •
' It.

P, are not always careful to

ly the nn.Kjiirat.il form of the I

' in the midd]

and in ularly with i



'•'"'7^,;

Bkr.lfaT" »tool »B.fir*T.M.xnz.

^.M.fnr.^orj^.B

sUr. flfq "jnncti " M. «t?J-

aW ««shoalder,"M.^rt^T.O- 1't^'

si r a;-55n " tortoise," 0. 3RV3H-

^ irfTT, where tbe sspir.

i the Z-

. |etree,"0.*Tn.H.*3**-

I

Skr. ^lft*T " b-rt." O- ^tf*



CHANGES OF

,„ influence, on the ground that this treatmeni

l8piration, which is I e Dravidmn

,mthe

amc portion

r and the retention of the rough breathing can

version to aspi:
ms to

me to be a great fondness lor them. A.. Plates

would testify i

kh int0 7'' but ^ chan8m8

it into it, which is precisely what our languages do not do,

Bengali and Marathi

^vidian

languages, there are in all the non-Ar

1 in the Gondi of Cei " als0

| surds, though not th ad some

ib-dialects of Tibetan indulge in aspiration to a

extent than Sanskrit,
; only the con

of tlie . but even semivowels and nasals. Tims

'

rA«, « goat," «*/*a, "fowl," mhut," blow,"

rations which are never met with in old

Thirdly, it may be pointed out that so far from having any

pirates, the colloquial 'anguages from the

. awards indulge in a variety of aspirations,

,
the sibilants of Sanskrit into h

mces. Instead of attril

ristic to

ider an

he most

d one in which it is wry strongly

in tl. -

° ri ° 1U

which
:liydS '

from all the



nth ^B, *S, a

dropped

p not.

in «["-*3

" pain,"
^m-f

lj <£»W,

ffr^-re for ?:*§> fT-wr fa

double

not.

this rule, anus

§ 71



CHANGES OF SINGLE CONSONANTS.

uption is common among the lower orders all ov< r India.

Thus, for Pers. l_Jii « mailab, a favourite pronunciation is

I

- in, though unconscious, striving to give

aing, to a word often results

in these curious changes. To the Hindu peasant mailab con-

vey ii" intri 'i when reversed it

quite natural that matbal, i.e. *TffT+ <**i, "strength of

the intellect," should bo a phrase for "aim," "object,"

have heard this word conn. talab, "search of the

blind," talab being more familiar than its derivative; ant

of " death," is also quoted as a simil

re as follows

:

skr. %tJT!J "throwing," Pr. %q, II. (inverted and »itli the aspirate

thrown back to the initialj TJT^WI " to throw," I'., ('•. id., S, TJ^jTlI, M.

^R^j. O. fxJiflRT and y<*|^«<I (with total rejection of aspirate and e).

skr. ^5T " to be drowned " (connected is <??" " (> cover "
,

II. £«<«1 J,

V. 4$ U! I S. "i^v\, M., G., IV. <». id. All the languages have also the

form ^"5«TT. etc., as well.

skr. fqvT from ^rfqyT "to cover") II. ^R, =3jtq*TT, also vrfaTT.

and SO in all.

skr. «fly^*y I "candlestick" (literally "candle-bed," because in an

Indian lamp the "irk lie* in a nip full of oil), B. fil^tJ^ ( = ~^S f"r

-ftd.o. ;-/.

Skr. BI^JIO^T "visiting," II. q^»TT "to arrive," in Tirhut ^5TT»TT.

•his kind will readily occur to the

h tin se languagi s, though

;• rally found in dicti ;
looked

on, wit! rely local corruptions arising from

It will be the in-

- given above that a recognition of the

to the

tion ot a word which might otlierwi.se remain unki
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tonally
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|'r„, for avoiding too great on accumula-

ints, while in the Arabic, a group of a mucl

Vramaic forms,

. nahhnu, the

. as an Must, bv the

intervene, is an efforl l3 of speech which can only

iron-.

Thus v.

,ble t0

pronoun.-, Sanskrit dug a compound consonant

without the insertion of one or more vow,

:Skr. stri, tdnqm=Skr. sthdnam,

,
tatuva=tattva. " I

of combining

onants and welding them inl

ion;

1 scorn of difli. oaractf-

ly of the Indo-European languages, but of the

by which those languages arc spoken. On the other

vidian family of languages p
'gaway

difficul
*b ^m; A

".'VlUplying

ords by successive agglutmal

illust!
by which it

b ,,. garrulous effeminacy of its utter

: of the in,!-

of power in this respect. In the

to bo placed tl-
,md old

1 Caldwell's Providian Grammar, p. 139.



:

lation/ . ;|, lfll,
a which no trace ot I rakrii

, English thus, i
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differ very little more from

Sanskril aes not so much as ' unallowed' tV.ua 'unaly-

Iree' from ' throwian,' 'next' from 'nihsta/ or 'fain' from

hi.' It must bi

wane of Buddhism, are about con

-

meous with All are of course

far more ancient. It is necessary to bear this in mind, b

some writers have asserted that the modern Indian languages

have deviated far more widely from their primiti

the European languages, and have argued from thence tb

r arc now more hopelessly corrupted and confused

the former. It may be replied that bich develop-

ment has proc > to be the same in both cases, and

that climatic influences, while thej
!

that development, do not accelerate it. When we find an

word much more extensively changed than we can

produce a parallel for in European languages, the reason is

generally to be found in the fact that the process has been

going on for a much longer time in India than in 1

i it is that some of the Prakrits exhibit at times extreme

forms of corruption, but reasons have been given for doubting

whether these Prakrits were ever spoken; and from the example

of the Bhagavatl, we may conjecture that when more texts

come to light, they will confirm what is now only a suspicion,

that in the two leading points of hiatus tion the

real spoken languages of those times did not go so far as the

literature would make us believe. The hiatus caused by the

elision of single consonants is an attempt to reduce the labour

king, and quite parallel to it is the process of a

vhich will now be explained, both processes being ex-

emplifications of the fact that as a rule modern articul

Bimpler and les3 harsh than ancient, and
j

in the

case of consonants, whether compound or singl

y to reduce their number and simplify their enui



t. ^. vi. ?r-

*, **, 1. **•

^, *, *r> **•

z, ?. *, *
n, *, 5> *
tj, ^, ^ i-

By, Uhe nasals *,^>*;b*

„,,% bI,X,l.^i«*t- The colons

* (1
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>*•

(fS) Whore the nexus is followed by a long or heavy

syllal I

lag** do not always make the

,ry lengthening of the preceding vowel.

axed nexus tl
ll ' n '-r

as one of the two li I
>• with

the usual com] Lg of the vowel.

I (o) When the weak L«

(
strong letter, it is changed to anuswara; in Prakrit wi

\ and generally ry lengthening

of the

(3.) [n the weak nexus three processes take place :

(a )
vy

i
! tters are of unequal strength, the

weal ' aexus.

,r nearly equal strength, they

are divided from one another by the insertion of

i y are combined into a third and entirelj

consonant.

L table oi the relative strength of the weak letters will be

in and accurate laws for all these three procesf

hardly
' *® of 1hc in ~

quiry, but the i samples to be hereafter given will fairly sub-

stantiate the tentative rules now laid down.

The whole of this part of the development of the modern

languages seems purely Aryan, and mi

guages of the

, Romance languages of S

'

. none of the non-Aryan families in India are

prone to the
'' ill,lu,

',ice can

hardly be looked for in this branch of the inquiry. It is, how-

v some writers, who are never easy unless they

can drag in some hint of non-Aryan influence to account for



led tl i

, 74.THE&rBONoNExus.-Thia

. reth., ««.
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I doubled. He also omits all men-

tion of ^, 5t, z, and A- In spite, however, of his uncritical

a iv of putting it, it is clear that he means to lay down the

same law as that given above. ^ he confuses with ^, which

weak letter would, in any case, whether preceding or

following, bo assimilated to the other member

This is clear! pies. Thus, Skr. spi^ lubdhaka-=

Pr. *it3^ft loddhao, and Skr. 1RRpafaca=Pr. fv&pikka>n; Skr.

H3fcJ lnh<lha~Vr. ^^t luddho.—Y&v. iii. 51.

mi occurs as the first member of a

(except in combinations where^ "six," constr. ^form
first clement^. nought it useless to

mention it. Similarly I am not aware of any cases wh

Is form the first member of a nexus. By Sandhi they

migrate into guttural tion ; e.g. e^
«ftf<n doshin=m4\fo\ Ucagdoshin, ^\% vdeh + ^ '/» = TR«l

S> that probably no instances tals as

initials in a nexus. Vararuchi's examples arc : HW=TtT)

f%^«Ri = fFW^. *pj = »r^t, f*fn*T=fafrr?>, *3|T=1"ft>

^1 = Wm\, yrM^t = <3 «*<<•)', etc.

n (p. 239) repeats Vararuchi lor the most part, but

shows some consciousness of the difference between a strong

and a weak nexus. He gives (p. 235) five classes of nexus,

among which is No. II., "Complexus consonantium quater-

narum ordinatarum," which corresponds to my "strong nexus."

imples is different from Vararuchi's, but does not

ything to the general rule already obtained IV

Indian author.

73b, gives a list of

words in which the Sanskrit form of the nexus is retained in

Trakrit, but this li-st has no value, as it rests upon incorrect

is flfJT^eH in Vikra

(110, 2, Calcutta edition), which ' ides to have

i," or, perhaps, rather from



T!:: aTZ

.goodxnauyoi

it :—

,,..pr.*nrt.v.,m.i. b.w.ih.«

h.d.^lbutonl, I for the horn of the rhi «os, for wh.ch

I

-1
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5Rlf mudga, "a sort of pulse" 1 (Phaseoltu muugo), Pr. flnft. Var. ib.,

H. ^71, M. *T»I (also as a Tatsama *pr, but rare), S. JJ^= (m.un

J??! (miigo), G. rfw/, P. *pj or 71711. B. TjJJ (mttgo).

£J^ dugdha, "milk," Pr. ^"J, II. ^Vl, M. ami (i. ^\J, O. ^,
P. f^\ S. ^tf*l. B. fVI, ^, f^. M., C... and B. have also the

Tatsama form in pretty common use.

JTsfT »>"dgura, "hammer," Pr. WJJ^. This word is used in two

senses in the modern languages, (a) Late Tadbhava, = au athlete's club

for exercising the muscles. H.
*J1^{, (*J'I^<J. M.7f^7l«T, S. deest,

(i- TRl^?,. 0. and 1$. jp^x; and JTsTT. v - «j'l<<, - O8) .Early Tad-

bhava, = a washerman's mallet for beating clothes. II. TITT^T ail(1

The latter form is clearly the older of the two.

SJ^- ruhda, "a word," Pr. TJfft. Old II. TJT^, II. TJ^gr aiic] ^r^-,

M., 8., <;., and P.. lp^ (not very frequent, except in B.), P. deesl, O.

*«3I kubja, " crookbaeked," Pr. ictsaft and tattTl- II. 1st, A«j| \
•

2nd, ^TITT; 3rd
. g>°* $1 (kuhr'i, commonest form). M. JTST (in the

Wftdi dialert, JJ^lJ. d- <jr^^t 'both in M. and (J. 144 41 is " the snail,"

i.e. humpback), S. ^jeff, P. ^j^T and gjefr. (). ^jTT, 1$. g^j, grgr, and

TpTCJ mugdha, "foolish," Pr. Jpft- Tjrtf orcurs in M. and It., hot in

the others the form in use is TT?, from the Ski'. 7TS, which i> the other

form of the p.part, of V9

.

if* bhaktam, "boiled rice," Pr. »Tfft, H. V{\<[, M. am! (,. id., S.

ifa, B. mid (). VfM, P.

f*I««J<* " beeswax," also generally any soft wet substance. IV.

t*nr5t. H. TJT3 "indigo refine," but t/Y«7 "boiled rice," M. *fr?J

" boiled rice," P. %£, ^3 " expressed sugar-cane."

11 the dictionaries a» u kidney-bean, which ii i'
i

it u a sort of millet.



CHAJ

M ' /.' 1^ I

i
illoW :

—

HH< •Pr.*mt,H.,M., LB.WHandW«r.

iftfr . b. ,i- *m. fltfw^r. •""> *fa- s *™- '

'

"'•

TW r,W ft
•• -i:' Pr. T^. H Tim. M- * '•• »>"" " '™ " r"1

'

but ^ when meaning "blood, 8. \7\T. «>• Vg.

Inth
!

'

I
rest. B.,1

it

'" :

'

1

'

,, " s; U,,S

for the short vowel being v

Lnearlyallth
» *"

*, offer much 1

notcw

this! istobefoundi

pie of the! nyoi the whole

barmony all the more Btriking on account oi

i.. like, bul

^ even," Pr.^ft. H.*T^, M. and 0.«m,

8. H7\, P. *n?t B. and M. •'

ied.
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*THT saptama (oxytone), "seventh," IV. xjuxft, h. 1st, 3ERT (CI

'•"<>'• '- 5); 2nd, TOt (Braj); 3rd, ^T rT^1 «., tf/ (modern). M.
*"»• « H3rd., 0. ^jft-.^, S . ^ff-Tff, P. ^nrcf-tf , B.

andO.^rHf-

*r«r*I*t taptadaian (accent on first syll.), "seventeen," Pr.xrjf^r.
H. *Tff («orraAo), modern ^TTTf (tatarah), M. fl^rt or HrTTT, G.

llrTT. S. «^f ,
P. amjj, in respect of the long vowel it stands quite

alone; B. *r^, O. ^pf^.

WX^H: laptadaiah (id.), "seventeenth," H. Wl^i or ?HTTfWt-ff,
M. m^t ^-^ O. ^TT^-Ht-g, S. ^"Y, P. milt and

•?rf, B.and 0.^r^r,or B.^(Mmf as thenumberfor "seventeen").

**** ™;''"" ">•" 1>r
- «TrfrT, ^TltT, fTlfT, II.

flTTfT (Braj), ^n- (mod.), M. xp^, Q. ,ft=j^ S . ^-^ p ^^
H. HtTT, 0. ^rftfT, 'o which it stands alone (M., B., and (). also

indulge in their favourite pedantry by using *r?rfrT occasionally).

**HMr(t(; taptatitamah (oxytone), "seventieth," H. ^TT^j-^f, M.
and P. id., G. tffrTflf-jft-^, 8. 9?tff (*ataryo). B. and 0. the Skr.

form.

It is next necessary to observe the curious modifications
which the word for -seventy" undergoes when it occurs as the
last member of a compound word.

"Seventy-one." "Seventy-two."

sf< r
- Tf^TflfTfri: ekataptatih.

H. T^TTfn; ik + hattar. ^tTC bdhattar, and so on.

M- XT^iTrfT^ ekd + hattar. ^r^rnC Whattar, etc

S. TfSfifrlfi: efca + hatari. f[J^ bbohatari, etc.

P
- T^TtT^ i* + W/,/r. ^frTT '"'hattar, etc.

B. ipiT^.'A- *TfTTRMAtf««r,etc.

O. H«Mflf<<f*a-»tfri. ^ntfrft W»r,\ , :tc.
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en U ST6. 201

'

•

which in the

:

i I into ?»
•

^TTfUs the regular form of I

: ke W<T
and others. In ST?n we hav< i thei a

which requires full, r i at^.. timqi,

*nnfa, «aii%, etc.

long d, e.g.

" ninety-seven." Bui there i- a remarkable uniformity in nil

Qguages. N\ -

them fnr " twenty-seven '* ; in all bul J', and S. i

seven "
; in all for " eight] -

Judging at first from ^nTT$^ only, and the Hindi chiefly,

I thought this abnormal Long i arose from the q" of f^Sff?!

mating with the inherent a of ^TJT; first fi

and thus, according

Hindi «n broke down in two

B

in •BTTTT^i'a; so also have the Sindhi and Oujarati: and '2nd,

origin..'

to is that the

iskrit.

I

.

ith the



S is.

minor acoent on the penultima, and tho major on the pre-anto-

ima, is quite possible. burning this, ai

the two last syllables ati have disappeared, the word would fall

into the form of a paroxytone, and the accent on the syllable

ng the only one Left, would assume such prominen
insure its remaining long throughout th

Wl ious form \, only found in " thirty-
' an,

I "forty-seven." In these two sets of numbers we
find that all the odd numbers except the first take this form in

uiit, thus :

—

33 ftfar '

'

43 tfarata taintaiu.

35 StfaipointU. 45 ^WT^paintUU.
;<7 $'rfa? sain Us. 47 §m^ffa sain tSlU.

The other languages offer only faint indications of similarity.

P. ha., *rft, B. AlkftH, 0. ^^fift^T. but none of the others.

I think it has arisen from a sort of rhyming propensity some-

ble in Hindi. From ?T,.r7, the transition to 5*

being a weaki iguage. In the word for " thirty-

'.v bad at Bi . ..,/, which soon got
into panchits; but here they had a strong nexus, ^ r cf.

^ ther ng double 7T was re-

nd the preceding vowel compensatory
ued, so that the form trfefts arose

; to

rhyme with the word for " thirty-M/rc " would bo irre

So also the "thirty-seven," whirl, was probably WT^ffa, was

I became 3ftfar.

The form «rT is found in "seventeen," "sixty -

I

" the word was originally

with two accents dose to om
of which, so to speak, kills the former, so that when by the
usual Prakrit process the first member is

ttdu, being atonic, falls out; and th



I II > •
• If.

.

it.

ls with ~Z are

bul why

it is difficult to Bay, the only thing

T in IT. TR^TJ, whi.
'

rritten W3WS-

in this
|

-y to see that the cerebral i

influence of the "3 in WS- ' lingly «sh<j-

ly in thosp '

il, and

l would ho natural that the rl of *UrI

i of a Bindi dialect closely akin to Slarwari, and

inexpli-

J<*
t
or "3^ is

|

rise to I

5nP4. P. -JTT^W. S. THJTVj, O.



s'^- 3t(4H "going mV," a. ^JI^TT (from ^3*fTfr), O. ^JJcj, I>.

Skr. 3xJM|S|ii"lioatiiig," II., P.^^-j^vn "to lioil over," G.^TOf

•

S. ^f^TW. WPrjSJ. M. vqiBST, B., 0. U<tm.
Skr. ^^TTII "unloading," H. ^HTT'TT. P. id, and ,3H^'RT. S.

WR^J. M. ^HTT^t. B. ^TH^TT. " '

Skr. "JWTT " arising," H. ^^TT, and so in all.

The noticeable point in this class of words is that, though

they have uni !<>uble consonant whi I

out of the assimilation of the first member of the nexus to the

not lengthened the preceding con-

Thus, TSTK would become in Prakrit "^T^ITT, and by

rule should be in H. ^3i1T^. The reason of the absence of the

usual compensatory li agthening is that in verbal nouns of the

forms given above the accent rests on the syllable of the root

;

so in bharanatrt, jwalanam, etc., it would bo on the first syllable,

nsequently, when preceded .by a preposition, the vowel

needs be short. Hindi is ei iiive on

I when followed by long or

r by Buch as contain a heavy mass of con-

lengthened when conditions the i

of those occur. As a rule, Hindi, when rejecting one of two

assimilated consonants, always, if it can, lengthens the pre-

\owel. If it does not, we may bo sure there is some

cause for its not doing so ; and if this cause cannot be found in

a succeeding long vowel or a heavy termination, it will probably

be discovered in the accent.

The other languages follow to ent the same

as Hindi, Bengali, and Oriyaj especially the former

leaning towards long vowels, and Panjabi and Siudhi markedly

towards short ones.

S 77. Tiik Mixed Nexus.—This nexus difl strong



lying in their

p the liquid fl

and this lers thorn more liabh.'

which t pointed out in the

li pronunciation in Chap. I .

' q treated in d

itains, though following in its prin-

eneral law laid down above, yet elhibits

i from

organ!.

rehral nature i

:

nature of the dentala and

and nasals.

It is interesting also to notice that all those l<

same organic

: .ill strike the

vhirh he has
]

chaos.

1
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letter 1, as in a strop

•'1 in the place st nasal. It might at first

r that this substitution

r.icro compendium scriptural—a simpler form of writing

introduced to avoid the necessity of using the clumsy and

intricate Sanskrit Utters, such as ^, 5T, T!?, ^, etc., and it

further bo urged in support of this view tl

of the languages have abandoned the characters ^, ^T, vt,

the only course open to them was to use (he nasal dot. But
this supposition is rendered untenable by several considerations.

In the first place, as will he seen from the examples, the sub-

on of anuswara for the na _
;
aris is

always accompanied by lengthening of the prei

which is indicative of compensation for some loss. In

he Sanskrit, method of writing with the

compound consonant is still retained, there are often found two

forms side by side,—the learned or Tatsama form with the

iracter, preceded by a short vowel, and the vulgar

or Tadbhava form with tho single strong consonant, preceded

by anuswara and a long vowel. Secondly, this anuswara is in

most languages pronounced as a distinct anunasika or nose-

intonation, as in the French hon, ton; this is peculiarly tho

case in 1!. and (')., where both forms are in existence side by
' d, thirdly, in many cases tho insertion of the am

is purely optional, which would not bo the case were it a

way of writing tho nasal; nay, in some instances it is entirely

omitted.

pies:

skr. -JTJTry "bracelet," Pr. ^$ , H. <=tarf, P., O., M. .fcjpiT, S.

^tht ,
b. grNrr - °- "'•

•skr. ^yr " i.g," Pr. id., a. *fa , p.. s. 3n, o., m. 3*n. "• *frft>

O. Tal<ama.



1

skr. SJ Pr. 'EJiZ^'Y, II. 5*ft7T. M.i " • "'- >'• Wlp 8 -

*ff,o. *tn, b.«.

8kr. Tifxg •

g iuK . r," II. iffa, P. ^3. s. tjfj, B., <». ^, <i. ^7,

M. if*.

T
skr. ^^g; " n," IV. rj^, H. ^f^, and M In all, bal P. ^.

.
; . Pr. rr*4>. H. <*fvn. P. ^SVT, o., n. <*ri\j.

Skr. ^TRJIT "<r«,
"'l>li''fc

r." Pr. tfrquj , H. ^fiiWT, P. ^WT. s
- *^J -

O. ^Iffxrf . M. ^iqcrj, B., 0. <*1<PT.

skr. 5H* " rose-apple," Pr. jfa, II. jTT^T, P- '* (; «ri^. M. ^Ti^.

s. am, »• 3rnr-

In Marathi >f the

, thus, in woi
'

d with *&{.'• **faTJ»

*T1TI, m^, TT?. HtV,fliM jii'l, Tin^RT. WfaT, for Skr. *T^Z,
,

*Tlf£, «3T*T, ^^ *Tp*I, ¥*rt^T, *P*T^T*I, and ^IWK- in

which tl

said I

be Prakrit tendency to pre-

llable. It ia true

tble a
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hort, as in ^, ^qxrj

krit words, as
[., § 40.

not easy (0 I v ,,t' tin's pro 1

te Hindi

1 native of Lahore, is pecu-
liarly western in his pronunciation. In these old m

re is a strong tendency to approximate to the
' i habit of retaining the short vowel. As there are no

extant specimens of the speech of the eastern port

Hindustan, or of Bengal, at that period, we can only guess
from the general analogy of the languages that they, at least,

used the long vowel.

In the case of 5H3 it is not, as at first sight might appear,

the ^ which has dropped out in SJTJM, WW, and
3»*J,

1

^, after absorbing the V, lias itself been softened into *T

;

this is shown by the transitional forms srt^ and 3rf>. This is

just the reverse of the process ex[
'

p. HI., § 65,

1
into ^; here ^, preceded by an

has passed into ?T. It is only one more instance of how cognate
processes work backwards and forwards in these languages.

^

The word ^JM^iTT " a potter," is peculiar. It is in Pr.

fHWfT, II. JT?1T, P. hi, 0. <p?TT and ^(TC, IJ. $*TTT,

and in vulgar Bengali they say fjflT. Prakrit follows the

rule, and in this it is followed by the wi -tern languages
M., I i., and S., which all have ^VTK. H. goes a step further,

and rejecting the organic portion of the >T, according to rule

($ G8), retains only J ; the anuswdra is then written as ?T. This

.
and may bo explained by the existence

f itsama^TCI "a pot"; there would naturally be a

ilate the two words, which would lead to

of the *T, because if written as anuswara it would sound
kunghdr, and not Immhar, by which all resemblance would be
lost.



In *f1T, tl

Prom ^fiWTT'

in the

:

1 liy a

• in Sinillii derived from Sanskrit words

:
TrJ :

Skr. {Vj!\ " »idow," S. J^

.

i»."8. 9^, P. 5fW.

Skr. qxr^ " bull," 8. W[^-

Skr. TfTOf "i>i'-cp," S. TJ* , Old H. ^TJn (written ^TJJT). B- WTfa.

Skr. fqVJ " rake," S. fqw.

• •irds, S. ^T'ft " a sword," w

i Skr. WtS, and not from T€% (sec § 74). In all

has be There arc, . . parallel in-

-uages, though these words follow in the

main the general rule, e.g.—
Skr. ^ ij $

\

, H. i'\i, pronounced Rn*r, vulgarly *pelt '

10 a< tn rliytilc

1

- group of w

+1 by droppi -

T; thus, from

skr. vrarx:. h. ^Qtt mJ ^hftijTTT, p. *** tt^t «*•*«#.
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skr. ^frq ' shoulder," II. qrNT. P- *«$$.

Skr. «ptriT " binding," II. srftriTT, P. «ljprT-

Tufting together this list, the Sindhi list in tt?, and such
Hindi words as f^TT, ^ITJpT, etc., there results a tolerably
strong body of words which do not follow the rule whii

the general one. These words are too numerous
to be traced ptions, and their exi I

accounted for by the pec, liar tenacity of the nasal, v,

we have frequently seen before, is a great favourite with the
people, and is more oi it has no busini

where it ought to be so according to rule.

(£) When the nasal is the last member of a nexus, it is regu-
larly assimilated to the preceding letter, and in the moderns

' P. and S.) one of the two letters is elided with or

but more often with, the compensatory vowel lengthening,

pies:

Skr. ^rfq " fire," Pr. ^rf^I, II. ^rrjj, M., ,;. ;,,., p. ^^^ s ^rfj|._

B. W^pl, and (). anomalously fxjpn;.

Skr. srq "attached," IV. wnft, II. mn, r^y, and ^7\, P. *fjf,

M. 5TRI. and so in the rest.

Skr. ^ " naked," Pr. TTJTJft, II. Mt[\, P >'/-, H. Jprft, (}. *)-pt, M.

^1, VT73TT, B. %JT (nengfd), 0. ^^T (diminutive).

skr. <fb?UJ " pungent," ' Pr. fifo^, H. ^gT) an ,i s0 in aU> , )llt P _ s _

-nil (f. have the short vowel.

It is not correct to suppose in the case of *fJJT, as Trumpp
' it there has I IIS from (jn to

ti<j. The fjn first becomes gg, and remains so still in one
i form, and in GK, and the anus <

1 for the sake of euphony more than anytl

there existed a long period in which the gularly

1 For our present purpose ^ must be n q| to ^.



ka of the gi

igh which i'

b word ^M, a

! at all, and

,t *i*n, I^ttt, and TT^}. without interfering

with them. Bengali in this diminu-

tet8 WzT, but

/. In its i>w a

e TfZT. although this even is hardly quit

Xho ! of the vowel haa n

le. Tii sm.

used •

b 5nrmT

I
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§ 79. The compound letter ^r=31 + -5f demands separate

notice. It most frequently occurs in the verb fH "to know,"
ta numerous derivatives and compounds.

two rules on this subject. Tn iii. 5, ho prescribes the regular

course of assimilating the ~*{, ns in sawajjo, ingiajjo, for sarvqfna,

ingitajna.1 Tl.

all compounds otjnd, "to know"; but in this he is certainly wrong,
as tho next, illustration shows. In iii. 14, the elision of the > is

enjoined in all words having/«,and one at least of the instances

is taken from the root /nd,—they are SH^t, faWTUt for ijnjna,

trijndna. Further on (iii. 55) he adduces WT for aanjnd, and
directs that the n shall not, be doubled when preceded by the

preposition d, as in ^TUTT, ^1^^ for djnd, djnapti. From his

xii. 7, it may be inferred that in the Saura jn was
inverted to 5T nj, and examples are given fafft, ^sft for fTsf,

T5, while in the next sutra (xii. 8) the above-quoted words

reserve the n and reject the/, becoming
**a"ft> <r<i-«nflV, instead of, as in Maharashtri, mwajjo, etc.

.
in viii. 23, we are told that this very root "WT becomes

**TW, as in 511X1?; for *n*TTfa "he knows"; this is nothing
more than the usual substitution of VJ for ^, as in the special

tenses in Sanskrit the form ^T is substituted for ^sJT, and the T
Ly the conjugational sign of verbs of the kri class.

1,1 ,!; ; he root WT is regularly SIT"!, and perhaps
in one or two instances ^TUT, though this is doubtful. ,

5JTrf

*TH», and f^WTrT = fa^T^t ^TrrT= WW\- *rg=
*^- V i ""' is observable in the Bhagavati.

amon one of rejecting the ^T and
. the 5|-

i of "5J, change of ^to tj, and doub'

rident
thai the palatal n is nieaut; and dots ur dashes are a nuisance alit



d 'ST-

1, as it <
;

tion.

that 'MIUT la . "STPf gydn,

5
pro-

|
!es :

—

skr. ^rr?TT
" > 'H^TT, !'• "^rfi^n. s - ^HTT-

8kr. zrg "tacrinee," H. 5n*T, Old "• **. M., O., B. WT1. P. ^*1.

s. spt.

skr ei iHU'fl T! "sacred thread," II. ^"3, P. id., S.TSfttft, G.<jr«ft{,

M. '5IT*f=J- ^,
'"

t "M ''' '" B. and 0.

Skr. 7T^ "queen," Old H. <.rf'l«i>. "• TJ*\- '» "'<• rest TTWt-

8kr. "^TT "knowing." (a) As a verb, "to know," H. <*
t <i «i i , P.

'sithiti. s -. <; -. -*'. () - snTii , n. grR°-

h. nrr*r. p. '<', b., o. id., m., g. arnir> s - wpj.

Tt i 'it the pronunciation gy is more fir

. and that In

in Old If. KH. and in Wm° 5JH°-

i

Prakrif 1 limits, if th

lid. It

ling the town of Jajpur, in Orisaa ^TU^T



>")"**» it jj&rjMpur,
hey also callj£^ jathnapur." This

I'""
'

I suppose
he means to indicate the soft/ almost lib

! by some. It is cu
1 haye retaini :^ the letter* is regularly and uni,

The transition to this sound must have ,„ much
"'" 1 " TI

" U "* ''" r '" ! -- ^ Chand writes Iftft for THjY two"nt "'
before Akbar. The pronunciation probably

J™',
ovA would indicate, from spotting ttfom the fact of the nasal being

always to have had the sound „, or Spanish*
; then f

the r^ular rejection of » and hardening of the remaining «T*to * The whole process, however, is one entirely without
a paralh-1 m any of the languages.

>1W-Ithaa been seen b
1 the «°^t* when standing alon,

I
on the one hand they are weak*™ <Vvlnle on the other they are thickened into palatal,They exhibit precisely the same tendencie

of a nexus; when they precede the other letter the transition
o he aspirate I3 most frequently met with; when they follow

it, that into the palatal.

is HiT Pr0C6

S
m^ th0 Si, 'iknt 6°' " bto an *&»*

« not always in the moderns accompanied by the usuai com-

;

"g of the vowel, inaa,
biIant

tal loss

ompensation. Previous to-^ letter wl _ith
ululates, .a Prakrit, followed s the

Bibilant to itself, attaching the aspiration to lllber .



I, ^1 and ^ in «*•

5 1, »?, and '*, n

I

^T; but, i I his, it is pi

which is stated to be II the Jain MSS., 'TF, ind

ly resembles I
: [uently

i a simpler method of writing 3i§-

It will I

r Qly by havin

quently havio »

'he k in *3. '

'.:,!:,ih is hardlj
,

aid militate
i

I



( I r \

is it is now, i!

bo quite out of the question thai I

group as khk, a combination of sounds which no [ndian

onounce. The only Poundi

m of the ^1 :

,!

; side which is read last ; but this i

as inversions of writing are common in the [ndian chaj

Thus, i id fsfi ns ki, not ik, and in B. and .

ravidian alphabets of Sanskrit origin,

! are written b<
"

both sides of thi

I which they follow; thus, in R. ($, W, C^T> c^T,

i in some Skr. MSS. we find

this practice, T^iT standing for ko, and the like. In '

i MSS. we frequently find mh written iff and hm as*fj

and in Old Hindi MSS., as for instance in Chand, bbh is

larly written M or even ~m. Especially in manuscripts written

with a thick pen, as so many of them are, we find the scribe

rery bard put to it to gel all the elements of a nexus into some

sort of manageable combination, and he frequently th

ling to fancy or convn

than with regard to the li
,

letters.

ins to have been the case with the group now under

discussii therefore unnecessary to consider it as

any exception to the general rule; Weber's transliterati

via- it occurs as kk/i.

Examples of the general rule:

—

Skr. ^*i " shoulder," Pr. if*ft , G. gf^, T=rN, M. ^1^T-

i iv. (ftcfcj^, H. ift'ST. TJW^II. M. Id., 0.



I

f=fi3f, M. jft^.

jH • >-'.
' Pr. nf^5*T. ll.qfgji?, (J. qT$*f,o. q^P*?-

i

«,- iv. fi^-^ (for f^«), m. r*^, P.

fT3£. s. fti£, (J. fa^, m. fafy B., 0. fw^T-

',- iv. Tfrt^, hth. ii. T^fl^n, p. id., s. ipnjj.

<J. qHPJ.M.Tfrffnj.

Pr. ^Tlj, H. qrf^TT. P. i*^T. ^1-

Hl^lj , and so in all.

q + TJ.

skr. qtq •' Bower," Pr. irwfc, Old II. tjyr?, n. qjq for y^.

||Tq "vapour," l'r. cfCrfiY, II. ^|T$, M. ^m, (J. irf., S. <TlTJi;

the form »f[ is also in use (see 5 (9).

1 with

q^T ! i JF^iT for tft1^-
fa"^ is II. f*T^, P. ftf^ff, S. fMf%j Marwari 3f •

ign.

; IV #T*t (0. "• T*t~ST. 3. qrff, b



V COMPOUND i

ch have unfairly been pro-

• ho do not know thorn meagre and jejune,

tion.

Skr. ^Cf2, also ^f^, "to burst," If. ^IT " to burst" (intrsns.),

vidlT "to break open," Tjfr3«n "to split asunder," ihli'Tl "to tear,"

" break," 4ii«iT " to be torn," Tjrni " division of shares," i+I<I<* " a gate,"

TST3^TTr "to tear," "rend " (as a wild beast), iyr^"a ploughshare,"

Tjf2 "odd" (as opposed to "even"), " unmatched," Ifc^lfti, "arrogant,"

" overbearing," X(f2 q'S^n " to burst with fat," "to be overgrown," "over-

worked," etc., t?TZ3i«!T "to winnow," gnj^it "a stain," TJFJ "a public-

bouse," " gambling-house," " nprn houte," Mi^Mi^sT'lT " to flutter," "flap

the wings," tfilf^i'H " to twitch convulsively" (as the muscles in disease),

" to throb," qT3qRT " a partition," inFg«ll "a pimple."

M. *foJ> l*<i<*t!j. tfiZ<fi35 " free-spoken," "abusive," l(ii<*T, lhd<*KI,

Mii^O- T1v?3T ; ^2 "a mart," " any open or public room or place,"

4l Stlj , Hi^-h^nf, VST "the hood of a serpent," tJfgJT "a hu<

TtfTZ. ^rT^. VrSXgZ, tfitZT "arm," "branch," "subdivision of a

subject," Vl'S, '-hi ^l)j "to tear," "rend," TJff^g "a lot," "quantity,"

fq^itj " to get loose," " to come undone," TfiTZ " payment of debts," or

the state, of having been paid"; giZ^j "to burst," tjiZ^i, ^idmdo.

pra^rr ; grzwr. jztt "«"""""•""

'

. large, or perhaps even larger, list might be made

ol ^B^j WT; " to trei

I have the sense of tw

ing, as, for instance, the common adverb fai^ "

i of them, have

md more will have to be said about

re rarely found at the end of

I



Ig -35.

I'r. yj^T- N

ph," i'r. ^rafrr. Old II. Tiq^T, ^^ft, H.

. I

§ 81. The compound letter ^ is

e H, come to
'

ter.

1 Prakrit Tf-

,

;

I

s exhibit **. where Prakrit has ^
ikrit has 3*3-

illy.

"TO-

fH.H. iiVr



Skr
" * < i £• H - 1^, sw, b. ^t?1 o. *n»,

IW(seo Chap. 11/.
s
s 58).

Skr. ^TT "potash," IV. ^rT , ,i. gTT> and Sl) in „„

Skr. *fw "fly,"Pr. flf^, „. jU^ < P . „.^ g ^ Q
TO ST. flfg and Jfnft, B. JTr^, Kashmiri ^. ,^ L"

Skr %^"fieW.-Pr.^,H.%,%iT,P.,B.
I 0.%?I,0.i

Skr.^ , IC ,, V ,< Pr. f^ H .^ p gBRi Q g
Sf. aw. **

Ski ^WH "south," Pr. ^rf^jt, H.^.in Eastern H. also

^fi?1. P
- ^S3W. S. ^f%TJ, Kashmiri 7*^.

-Skr. U^ "fortnight," Pr. T^, » { . q^,, P., ,». ;,,., S . ^. „ ()

write UTjf, but sound poAAff, Kashmiri tj^.

Skr. ^7^T "Vine," II.^ p. ,>/., S . gfj, Kashmiri ^. '

Skr.^ « a bear> .. Pr. f^ H ^ G .,_ p

Skr.^ "knife," Pr. ^t. H. 1TT, P., S. id.,
0."

B. ?|fT , M. g^. '

Skr.^HT " patience," Pr.^ T , „. f^,T> ,,.f^ s .

rf Q
'

Skr. ftrfif " earth," Pr.f*f?|, H. fxTrft, S. f^fa.

« the older and more regular of t] that in
which ^ becomes *?, or that in which If becomes *sf?

_

In discussing this point, the first thing to be borne in mind
is that, according to

us, it turns into

i

me *,
action * + * is a si the*

ilate to the^, forming^.



I

' arsb and difl

b it t lie form /.

this inversion, [n favour of this supposition ! '

argumi

ition "f kth inl

ihi, in

. of ^ into *T

in this case is only natural, xs the former l<

ired, H

I in the



312

' ,ily of this one, !| easier

ranee than ksh; and though Vai es this

t geographical limits, and

selves over the country, that it is not pecu-

liarity, which in liis time was conti

all over northern India.

Fourthly, the Kashmiri, of which I have secured

instances, is a language which, from its early separation from

its conquerors, ami its long isolation, has pi n-chaic

forms with great precision ; and it i that in Kash-

miri the change is always into chh. Marathi also, which in

many respects has retained ancient forms with greater

than Hindi and arose from it, regularly

exhibits *T or II, which, as I have explain!
'

[I. § 58,

! of ^.

if occurs much more frequently at the

ting of a word in Hindi and ils allied group; and as this

ion in which the form ksh would I

difficult to pronounce, it is just in this case that the in

might be expected to be most frequent.

The

antiquity of the two forms; it is found that the majority of

in which the modern lauguages exhibit *3 in opposition

Pr. form in ^, have not preserved the Sanskrit accent.

Thus kshtra, ikshii, ksh&rd, and kukshl , and if

ly Tadbhavas would h

vowel,

The same is the case with kshetrd.

the above argui

ion into ^ is

of the two,- th T rests

i members of I
id that

; n Prakrit tin



I

*, *,*,¥, and W

of the

I

jthened. Thus:—

l." Pr. fpft. H. fTO, G. «.. P- fW. S. f*. M-. 0.,

.„„! B. CTH. with their usual disregard of aspiration. 0. also fTO-

<«ft "dephanr," IV. ? *ft, "• fTO>. »•• » W- R ^' B '

<>. flrft-

Pr.U!^.H.um.P.M.O«.S^^' OJ

ttot. Bitot:-

Skr. qwF* "book," H. ifroV. * n(1 "' '" b11-

.T.imrSt. H-TTOT"'

s. ?TO>. P- 'W. O. JTOT-

r*H. H. *TO. mfl^T. *«• P- ,;
-
w- S

' *S"

^H.^.P.^.S.WS.G.WTO.M.W-IT.O.,



814

tCmm; the i; being
prefixed to assist the pronunciation. OldH.filftHT.

rfttt, or *WY. firc*n. f^iit. ft^n- M nlso **^ or ^7rtt '

pro-

bative and famUiar additions to thes^
distorted elements of the original word, and as such can hardly

the general treatment of the nexu* The P forma HW, o c

appe

*

rj
Skr.^Trft, an xgnorantly applied

Line of ^fel^" a husband."

(2 ) « The numerous derivatives of the root Wl, falling

into tho two classes which begin respectively with * and *,

have be
in Chap. IIL, §59, example

IS U P-* them here. * has in other

Uo a tendency to migrate into the cerebral; thus:

SUr. HR ' a rogue" (rootW * »»«al ")• '

' ^ " " "*"•"^
i so in all, with many subsidiary forms.

[t is somewhat difficult to adduce instances of initial *8»

without gettir,
be root W; so

Li/thisLnd in the sense of "standing" thai

. „ord in the language which contains it may be

more or less directly to that root.

[n extreme instanc, y in words of very c

use, the* of *h*
la only, mostly

like 1

retained in P. *ft. M.^, B. TMT*. '
'" 0l *nJTT "

m H and TJ. These be.

the further change into *.



J only.

Bkr tffe -stick." Pr. Mf>. » *"*• TT#. P- «ft> M:i'?'

Q. TO Md TO,S.lrf3.0..B.^t.^.^
rejection of th.

^ -fcfc- P, g^, .«. «?• ^x. »• ** tf* M *?'

0. g^>,s^fS-

8kr.'TC»l"eigbt>
"Pr.^T.H.'«ra.

**' *"

^.KBshmiri^ra.PusbtoVrllOfwemayth, Gl>.

L^«.Uty
,»Pr.^.H.^T3.M.,0. W..8.TO.P.€¥,

Skr.** "back," Pr. Hf?- » **. "• '"''•• «•TO °- «*!*•

P. fq^, *rf .
s

- 5^- °" 3̂ "

I
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living in "factories.

'/•/. iftZKl, diminuti
1

hi iftz " a fort,

live «^d<«<-

ap. [I. § 46, will bo found I
bis law

f ^3T "seated," from l^fas . Similar in

tion is tlie following :

SKr. flfcnj " to enter" (p.p. TtfHV). H. foifT, S- faf^> PP- ^tt,

«j. q^^ ( = -n^nnf). p-p- "^t. °- 'iftrer which is »» iili,K"» s to i,s ,ise

of ^ftRT, where M. lias ffelT-

Of the words in the list above, *jfa and TffZ arc oxytone
;
in

the former the accent has pi d '', hut in th

rejected it. This causes great confusion,

men, who generally fail to catch the very

Bligh< sound between HT?T=" seven," and m3=
.-." In these languages frequency of use has probably

worn away the final i.

nexus 2 undergoes a further change in modern lan-

l, of which there appears to he little or no trace

s, by which the Z, resulting from the absorption of the

into its corresponding medial; tl

! ice with 3-

Skr.^ "an inclosure," H., P. %if[ "a hedge," M. ^3T, S. !%%$[,

0. %^T. and H"5T, B. ^T3T.

>i3 "leprosy," H. ^ (ftorA), P- id. and griTS, 8. wtTft.

G. sjftflrY *fa. <«»d ^t3. M. i '/- °- ?*• B
- ff»-

^2 "angry," H. ^3, P. JA, B. ^5 "harsh."

This rule also accounts for such forms as ^1^, from ^f*}<*»

;

imple 3. In this case tho process has h

the form $\fe<*i\-

quoted above,

though it frequentlj



<)• ITT-

aSkr.^W, II. *>Z

two groups a

, MWW for^W (L. <

^ and *, and becomes^ and *:

,,-«, • ad/," l'r.^. H. W- ***. ««<» «> "' "" otl

Skr.^T-year.-l'r.q^O.-""

prions to this rule,



I

§83 in \ Mixbd Nexus.—Only ^ and ^1

the firs! member of the nexus. T and ^
le a strong letti eir treatmenl

with W and 3j respectively,

thoy will parate section.

(1.) T preceding is first assimilated and subsequently elided.

In Prakrit tin- rule is universal. Vararuchi iii. 3 gives the

. including v. Id's instances are:

of /,

—

ukkd, vikkalam, vikkavo, for ulkd, valkala, viklava; of v,—
if r,—akko, sakko, for

arka, Sakra. Ee takes qo notice of other < l;anges of these

letters in a '

' md stage the \

ant, according to the position of the accent or

ight of the following syllables. In Prakrit the pre-

'. owel (if the Sanskrit is

double consonant which results from assimilation, the length

however, resto ra some-

si r and above, in the modern languages, where

by dro] f the two consonants compensation

into play.

skr. ^rfq, "flame," II. ~3(\r%, and so in all oxn-pt S. and P.

Skr.^fe "crab," IV. *&i\, H.^faTr. S.^iif^t, 0., H.^rfcirST

(Ttic nasal reminds us of Lat. r'nirnr.)

•.V>,f<T*T " cucumber," II. ^|R-£t and cpiTg^, P. ;,/., S. cfrt%#t

g., m. ^rRrrt, o. ^T^rft, it. /•/.

' *«IIJp), H.^jq^T" cloth," sometimes ^"PT3T

p. ^nm. s. ^rnrfr, Q., m. m^s, o., b. ;-/.

skr. ?mn "cotton," Pr. effort, h. *tmn, p., s. wr^, m., o

<*i"jH, <>• ^n, b. ^rurra.

Skr. qtf^ "camphor," II
. ^TJT, P.,S.,G. id, W. grpjT> °<B. W$t



M. <^TT.

Id all.

itr}, ii. jtttii i^jnj.

«i. jrp*Tj. \i. 3i.

,!..• IV. JT»?. II. »TT>T. 0-. M. id., P. JpaT. 8. JJiJ,

ii'." IV. Jlfo{nft, II. mfaT, P, 1

»lfirfi<r. o.. m- twj. » Trf^xir-

I

i .^^."f^n.p.^g^.s.^fr.f^srt,

I
| g. ^^357, II- fWT-

4 ,;<">. !' T-fiTT. I'
. 0., <> "' I'- ^WKJ.

s. ^fayY m. ^t^.
ITp}<«road," IV. JTTift, H.^-pr,

1

P., G. id., 0. also 1TP1

M. -/.

Pr. Trmnf, "• TtTsrr. ''• TiTnr. s. jtstj,

B, <). JTFPT- M- HTT^. 'I- H1JR-

skr. ?n^T "rubbing," Pr. JT5T1J. "• JT5I17. P- '<'- s - *n*PJ, 0.

jri-snj, m. inafi}, b. *nfcm. o. mfsRT-

j
iv. ^Tift, ii. ?riq, i)., b., m., <;. wm, p. w*i,

The loyed

Sindhi il li -

r ^ , but it i

I
'. is a



.}'^0 vrg.

y df Hindi to indulgo in these nasal sounds in season

on ; but their

es not seem to date further back than the fifl

century, at Least eigl I years since such words as

o replaced in popular speech by maggo.

In the matter of lengthening tho vowel of the alfected

impensation, the general system is pretty

[y followed, the vowel being lengthened where pi

that is, in open syllables or before light t> 'it not

in words where a heavy formative syllable follows, or one con-

taining a long vowel.

"^ w! nix r of a nexus follows the general rule.

Skr. 3JTET " tiger," Pr. ^T^ft, H. ^T^T, and so in all.

Skr. >*TrTT " brother," H. tU\, ami so in all, only in P. *ff"3-

Skr. vmx "bee," IV. JWT, H. Ifcj;, MIX., I'M^T.' S- HK> M.

r this head comes the large group of words compounded

with the prepositions IT and JTfrT. Tn many, nay
|

of tin so the ordinary rule is followed with this

that when "3 is tho beginning of the word, it cannot be double

in Prakrit, and consequently there is no necessity for compen-

in the modern languages. Instances of the ordinary

rule are :

—

Skr. nTjn; " .-(one," Pr. imX.< H - WH- Scc §
>i±

Skr. WlUiJ "sending," H. TT3FIT, B. TCST^T 0. U^TS^T, M.

UTZf^fSj. <; - TreW«j' 3. n^Tj.

; onfrequentlj

lly in

re—
ry," H. TPTtT or q^*[«TT . and so in all.

Skr. THUT^ft " » drain," H. TTHT^T. I'-. *' id., M. M<,<!!ldbY-



I

I

.

<"

'

iv. Trfj^wt. H. trfr*ft '•

l. q"s"$l*Jl. O. MS9ji<Tt. B.

i rh," M. iT3$-

•rfftfaraT " mutual help," M. ^"S^RI-

skr. TTfaf^T rftf-

Skr. HTfTTT " r.jniml.r," <J. q~g"<J-rt<-

'- as fl^- • tc.

r. w«r. wYsr?r spt, awii for *3, vp$, Train, ^.^
«^T, aftr*, ^T»»T, *PT for ^t<T, T**3. *&$• W

'
i a word «*.



*T* for "all." Had the T ' ^ *' ^
riouslybeentransferredtothej,

no compensation could

in order to

^

l6ver the foil

°n

in some cases it 1b observed that when T, as the

ocesses,

P^ngsome-

ceding letter, sometimes that with which tt was

Sindhi. In the case,

hasprol '

' ""-' '•'
"

;

-Tand^; not so,however that T has

ce closely allied '
<
»«»-^

underli krit changes fro, "T* *T *

also the Germans, English «kw,
.her old Indo

.
stances of the process are-

Skr.^rSiV* sugar," M.WBT-'

Skr.^ra"aU,"S.Wg.

Skr. *3" ditch," S. *3f.

skr. ^W " dragging," 8. ^^. T^-

In 3
' the T is nol

-c-
^ ^ and 1^ "a festival" Skr ^H

q



., ,, , I
.

... ..II.

| light fortnight," II. g*. '"" oftener *}** »nd tf\.

in the

H.ft*?*T<wd4tetT,B.4taT.O.ft<?*TT-

I

I

i
h ' '1 n



- a strong con <

a drops out without compensation ;
as—

.1 .. to wi,- H. ^n. p. ^w. s- to- »f-V^f
.

b. ^*rc,

0. tJ^«^1 (M. ;>tul II. are causnl forms).

In other cases it is resolved into i, and thus also finally

\ :,-. iii. G6 gives one instance : STT " a bowstnng,"

, ^IT, with long i. Chand has *f*l for **, which is,

however, a weak nexus.

8kr. m*\ "abandoning," H. fcHlTI, fcl^I'Pn. p - «•» M - W^t'

O. frT^pft-

This latter process is more frequent in the weak nexus, where

it will bo discussed fully.

A. Example of the usual elision is

—

Skr. U3G " ripe," Pr. ftf, II. HUT. P-. M., O. id., G. qr*. B. qTOT.

S. Vs£t-

oftening into the a i

°weL parallel to the

at of "9 just m iplesare:

gt^f "quickly," Pr. gt\*. H. gt*»- p
-
id >

S
-# G

" SF*'

M. H^JT-

Skr. fi[
« two," Pr. ^TI, ft. H. ft, B-, 0. ^, M. f&.

In two cases, however, it is treated as b, and consequently

exus becomes a strong one, in which the first lett.

out

:

?&w> *n«ro " '" Wndie," ii. m^u ((W wr*rr)> p- *nwr.

S. ^TTXJ-

Skr. *fX " {ever>" s - ^T-

The forms si^Tpn and ^ are also, however, in com.

in all



C« with the

,
** or* with

;



(1.) ^.—The change which occurs is al

irgan; thus:

Smooth tenuis ft + %f= smooth palatal tenuis ^.

Rough tennis ^+ 31=: rough palatal tenuis 1$.

Smooth media ^+?J= smooth palatal medial.

Rough media \J + T(= rough palatal media 1J.

it would at first si^ht seem us though tho palatal semi-

vowel *J had held i I
(he dental; but what has

. happened is that the H has

times been pronounced with a stronger palatal tone than in

European languages (except Spani portion of the

tongue's surface being brought info contact with the fore

ing in a sound which approai I

in a form ^+*T tin tivalent was nearly ^ + ^ in

1

would go out according to ride. In ^ + 1 ("-

being in the same grade, the former leaves no trace of its in-

. but In the other cases the dentals, though '

. shown by the exact

i into the grade of the : <1 producing

/ ^; ^T, ^; and V, 3J-

In Pali and Prakrit the ' tively

f|, ^, *3T, and 3^, which reveals the fact that the dental

bsolutely expiring had assimilated itself to the p

So that the I 'fder:

<{ + H = <T + 5T= ^ + T= ^-'

^ + ^= ^ + ^ = ?5 + ^=^ + ^ = ^.

In the combination ^ f^T it would be contrary to the spirit

i rj I in ini"g *J

i with aiin H., P.,

- in «H^ «HJ; t,asinH^= *ifl.



...v.^.ii.^^--''-' 1- 11 -

8kr.^5»d»th,»Pa.,Pr.t^.OldH.lfW.

Pr.f**.Pa-»lso**.

*! + H

Skr. '^'an " road," Pr. T^T-

skr. q«|" proper," Pr. T^T-

^ + *.

Bkr ^ "to-day." *. * W, '«- «- (i
- *»* B

"^ °' "'"

,m ,,,. I„ this word tbei mart be tal ' *« *.

.1 « doubly rep.

I |

,
I'm , Pr. W*%\-

pr.f*rm.8.ftJ«T.

ft, , ft* , o. f^35\. o. ft*#. s. fn*.

y + ^.

**. n.ufg. **>"

P **.M .mil. B.M..O.*f*T-

. ,

,,,4nn. »-^tin. >'^- u -



It

.qrarni "t™«-'">r>" pn.^q^nfr, iv^w^t- n-^fKT-

Skr. ^R^zn " evening" IV. *fcfJT (V»r. ill. 58), II. 5gftj. B. and

P. 3*1, S. HtlfV; '"" 0- *Tfa an<l " M. form *rj 1

|
mat be noticed

though a vowel intervenes in Sanskrit bel ' con-

1 semivowel, the treatment is the same as

though there had been no vowel.

Skr. ^TT3f "to sound," ri. ^TWTT " to play," and so in all with

modifications.

SUr. »}^ " to separate," H. 5^«TT "to send," P. id.

Skr. --^t^q " to excite," Old If. ^fa " ardour," M. ^fa-

Tn these cases the vulgar pronunciation probably dropped the

short vowel and produced m<H»tj etc.

Th< i
riderable class of verbal roots ending in ^

which reappear with the termination 3J, and which must be

referred to this head.

As examples may be taken

—

skr. -avi "to nnderatand," Pr. W*%, H. <jsj«i(, P. 3*4J«!1. s -

^ggj, n. ^T, 0. -ijf^^T, O. W^.
"

Skr. TtT'to bind," -S. q^, H. ^T/TT "to be ensnared."

Skr. *JV
" to fight," Pr. 3^, P. ^rjmT. Old H. <j£J*Tr, ^SJTT-

Skr. WV " to purify," Pr. *pg, H. «gT, B^TT. »• ^^> (i - ^-

The difficulty in thi

of the ^C and ?J of necessity supposes forms ^ + *T and ^ + ^;

but 1:

Sindhi is derived from the Skr.

h in the prea i

:

I

conjugational characteristic does not appear in the verbal noun,

which would '



I

noun

ia i|?H

ind in the light of this

ken the vuL ' d
p

;s-

! b |[. wehave^TT^T, whii

I

I by*

,rby m in the forma ^TraTT, Tsfr^TT^T, f*rTriT

. tmrn, fa^MI!) ; or by T in the 0. fi?3T^T, ^STT^T-

1 in 3J, aa ^i

1



CHA

.inasmuch as it changes the * into its own g

e is

—

8kr. Tsnm^i "**v>" Pr- v*n. "• Z!m> in^'™1*' l>
-
"'• B

-
°

ixm, etc, (;., m. id., s. trjui.

Here the * has Brst become *, as in *Tfa = *n*, *fa = *TW-

This * in pronunciation becomes 1, which by the influ

ihe preceding <T is hardened into q; and the strong ne*

obtained, W,—which actually occurs in the form W^T on the

:s to Tq, and

, to 1, with a long

*WT, ^tfanft become **l, ^tf^oft, having been

first ^R^> etc.

To this law is to be referred the Skr. termination «t,^ 5

h becomes W»l, and then vpi, lastly q* and qi
;
thus :

skr.^ "old age," H. ^T^T. P- ^TOTT. s
- **HNI» etc., O.

qTPff > B. ^iSIMUJI and oqT-

[n Sindhi this termination is very common and takes in

D to the full forms W, Tmfr, those also of q>, tf
, *>m 5

j%qt, ^^xrrt "youth," from *ft "young" (Skr. 1^
); -gr^q

"
l TffV " wise "

;
qTf^T, °*n>

•q\ » watching," from TT?1 "a wat.

[n B : L)riya it is not much in use,

ing still genei

Panjabi the form is VW, the influence of the labial con-

caving force to change the a into «,' <••</. ^^PHST,^ 1^
!iood."

affix <3, tfPb

irar^. [f u. be so,

jaid above, that the ^

hardened to q-

' Trampp,



I

, skr. ^Tf^ivrnr. "• **«» ''• **• s
- ^?> "

-Forty-two," Bkr. f^^TftH^ »• ^*ft«. P
" ™*' B'

ty-two," Skr. ^rt^^, H.^T^T, P- *«*T. S
" ^1***- °"

-i. vi., b. ^rrra, o. ^rr*R-

•two," Skr. ^nffe. H. *mre. P- *W- S- *T*fo. O. ?XWS.

m. =tths, b. orref|,<>. ^fa.
(nraft. ii. mfrn:. p- *rar- s. ^rfr.

<i ^rfrnr:, m. m h., b. '
.
o. ^t^V^rft-

ty-two," Skr. snitfrl. H. f^SWft. ''
•
* "'

'
°" *™*' M "

ty-two," Skr. ^T^fcT, H. ^f. P.WT & f*Wft. <••

. q HandV Up*

JJand

I
if. *r». y»; and*T*or*TO-

: r i



333 n

oe confusion appears
I

vowels themselves wh

"| ?J whioh i vod from ** + *?, but point

ctly to roots having ^, and even *JT- As early as the

w r that may have been,

to have been prevalent. Thus, we find VJTfll?! for Skr.

**nf*nr, probably in duce a sort of

in the same line there is also WHEtTT^ for MttHTflt, sol

latter half of the line (bus corrupted runs: WR Wrf^JT

fa%ST«mHT<T; for WT1 ^JTTfqcT iN-fcTPERTct;. This peculiarity

may be connected with the custom, mentioned in § 25
' in modern Bengali pronunciation, of scarcely si

a weak letter when forming the last member of a nexus, its

presence being indicated by a sort of dwelling on the pn
letter, so that dhm, dhw, dhy, would all sound as dh with a

slight stress on it ; the change from one weak b

would thus bo

y would result from its being easier to pronounce in such a

By means of this
|

i modern words in ?f may be

explained; as WWK "fringe," fgsnrr "tattered bedding,"

ffJ*Tf*TO "a hanging shutter," S^TT " to swing," fMT " a
' 5^ "a loose trapping" for elephants, dog

gtSTT "a wallet," M. and G. 1$\<£\ ; all of whici

referred to the root 5*T (originally ^*T) "to shake" or "swing,"

which, I into 3J° in such words as

sfin*!^ "wall
I is to come from this root, and not,

as hitherto suggested, from fftTT '

I the look of a non-Aryan word, and though a

to carry betel-nut is a very common append

as above.

(3.) T- Thi

that the action which it exhibits takes pli



;
<

ffl^ " friend," S. f*TZ

[nP ' '"'i

"

I

skr. <*nfa "cutting," IV. gRfnr, H. <*TZ*n, P- ^piT, S. WZm. B.

WISH. 0. gnf^^T, M. ^T^} (rare).

in all.

Skr.<rf<ta"'»-I" ;,i| ." Pr.^f^t.M.^tT. P ^tfY-

.- u-faft. Tft, p. ;•/.. a m£\. •*-. «» •'"'' °»*

m. *n<ff.

: '. ^'t3T- 0. ^t£; thi



Ml «

; ,|if " striking," H. H\ i*\l, and 90 in ill but 8. (In skr. tlil-*

T + >*-

skr. cjvftqj ''carpenter," H. qf^, B., 0. irf., <>., 8. cfTSV. W- ^^t-

Longer list is now gi

words inwhicl

Skr. vjjrT " rogue," Pr. \r=fft, II. ^rTT, «• Vjft, 8. ^cT, also ^.
skr. 3f3=fiT "wick," "candle," Pr. ^ffT?lT. " ^rft. M-. ''• ;/

>
"•

trnft, <;., o. *ifa, s. crfe.

skr. qT^T "news," Pr. cJtTT, >•• ^Trf "a won!," P., M. irf., <i. ^TrT,

S. .rrfrT.

skr. cfi^^ "scissors," Pr. <*rrTft, H -» p- ^frlT'ft. M. ^ricHC. 8.

*?rfT, »• ^rn?i, o. ^tt.
Skr. ^?T "mud," H. ^rr^T. O. W\^yf, 0. 3RT^"?l, B. 3iT^T.

skr. -qnfrfa "October-November," Pr. 3jfrT3fi, H. qrrfrTO, P. ^^i,
S.^rft.

Skr. =fi^T " leaping," Pr. gj^nj, II. ^^T. P. ^WT. »• f^<j> M.

5^(t,0.ff^T.B.f^T- S.only^gig.

Skr. ^4 " fourth," I>r. ^3^fl, II. xftnT. P., M- «., »-. S. xfhft.

Skr. q<^11 " fourteen," Pr. ^"3^?, H. ^t^f. P- ^^t. G- ^1^.

<)., B., M. id., S. xft^f

.

H. ^r^, O., P. id., S. %J*.

In addition to the first fo m Var.

iii. 24, that author which

in the modern languages: kitti = ^ftf% "

\nam= f-ftitm 'wn " whu
„ = *fa<fa a name of " ] 'too — f^frjgi

' U(o=^nfi " hurt," OT?<«»"=*jfrf " foi

lingual



mfnm, for*w,fr(

tion. *aft i

|

j

Jipfr, H. JTVT (for JT^fU P. >''• •""• 1*t.

O. „;, iivn. O. Wf; bnt M. »rm



The 1 arising from <T is furthi

following:

skr. i\H "ditch," IV. T^ft, H. *T3 "boundary," ^\4<i £

originally applied to earth dug up and left in uneven heaps, hence nnything

in a tot ' tate, topsy-turvy, higgledy-piggledy ; nl

affairs in an unsettled Btate; it is the common eqnivnleut for our word

"muddle." lfTW\
" a ditch." <H^lT "to hury," "to

in the earth." 4{\4\ "low land." P. 'l«»t!lT, S. ^rF^Cr, &• 1\T3$ M.

TSli "to be buried," metaph. "to be absorbed in study or business."

WW^ "sound" (sleep), " thick " (darkness), "dense" (forest); also

"buried," "sunken," "lost," and as a subst. "n quarry" or "pit."

<I-S<^nj " t( > bury treasure in the earth." 3njoT3 "confusion." V|^«(^f

"to be in a muddle," with derivatives *FgoRf , 'I ^ <4 ^ I f^ltf , ete. ^ITS^T

" to bury." B. <n~3 " moat of a fort." *I"J»l " to dig," hence " to carve,"

"fashion," "fabricate." J| 3f«HH "an artist," "artisan." J| <gl«j "to

fabricate," "to cast metal," "to roll." 3J^3^f% "confusion." J||^»(

" to bury." jrr?l " pit," " bole," 0. lf%^T, Tf^"^, etc.

Similar to this is the treatment of WfrT= *rfr? = Tjfg, men-

I i § 83 (1) though in this case, owing to its a]

occurring at the beginning of a word and being, ll,

' upon by the weight of the following syllables, the ~3

is not doubled, as in the case of Ijift-

i ^ follows the dental, it cerebralizes in boj

as in the following :

Skr. fiR " spotted," H. ^fz "chlnte," M. id., S. f^Z\, 0. g^fe.

Skr. ^jpt" to break," H. TZ*\1

,

• *pt M. TTZVJ

skr. Xtf "cloth "(already in Skr. IJg, T&), H. X(JZ, V%[, V$t, etc.,

a large group of words, and so in all.

Skr. Jj^ "goer" (fern.), II. ^TTTt "cart," M., <) , It. id., <i. T\\~$, P.



pft).

s!<r. ^T^ " Ihnb," Pr. vi^rt. ||. vn?t. M. U., 8. TfTZ ("

8kr. JJW 'Timily,- IV. jfVrt, II. jftcf 1>?.

-frt,g?f, jfr, II. g*, M.^ft

I Pr. Tfft. rrt;. "• rr<r, ».. o. rrf?r. m .. o.

* lit. P- T<T. TTfT <>ren 8. lias ^TfVi

'
I Pr. fMriJ, II. <ffa, M. /-/., B., 0. fipr, P. f<TW.

•I. 7TW.

skr.^ •• thread," IV. ^, H. ijtt, ()., 1$., M. id., P. fl tI and ^<TT,

s.qj.

; Pr. ^^t, H. ^f^\ a id

«*, 8. ^.
I Pr. frrr^-r, |{. ^, |>. ;,/., o. f^^", M. ^,

Pr. fwt, H. ftp*, B. <</., M. jflv. *ft^, «i.

f^, P. f»T*, 8. fT^J.

in all but two



H-
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it has the change of ^J into 1,

bat into ?5; •

it has lost tho accent; ami, thirdly, tlu n

%TT though now used to signify

ruins," "the site of an ancient town,"

ld"or"spot." Thesigni

buted to kherd, agrees with the 01 i. ig of the

word, which was not, as in modern times, so much "a cul

plot of land" as "a possession," "an estate"; hence "a

y" or "site." Tho word khet is hard]

word to this day. The peasant uses a d

express his cultivated land. En Grujarati, which

a great many archaic Hindi form-, "us <a«-

%5T is a regular formation through %Z\, 1 wher

duly cerebralized, i tly softened to

the last syllable with

of the Sanskrit. ^|7f, on the other hand, appears to ha

from separating tho nexus and writing ^<!T, a form still prc-

! in P. and (>.,'-' as dso H^K- Similarly we have in G. ^tffK

"a loin cloth," Skr.tffa, H. vfffft. In the combinations

from fa "three," wo see the same process at work, though the

^hasi 1. ^^ became ^T,
which i there

I forms, as *j<\\ "urine," Skr. ?T?, Modern H. W^-

Thus, the conclusion to be arrived at is tin's, th

of the form %TT, ^"3T, etc., are early Tadbha

'
'

militate

against this theory to urge ii also tho ^ is

I

1

1 %^ is found in Skr.

of S"^ •



I

Of if

:

[ant.

|

n. In the il



igerof the two elements holds ita
|

I

r has a tendency to do so, and the weaker incline

I ly disappears.

In this nexus, moreover, roes of

'ho first, that the semivowels y a I

te backwards and forwards, appearing at one
hardened into j and b, at nuother rolaxed into i and

i. that this fonn of nexus is more liable than anj
to be dissolved by the insertion of a vowel between its com-
ponent parts.

W e shall now go through the various descriptions of weak
seriatim in the order given above.

§ 87. X as vi, with Nas i r..—This combination is from the nature
of the case very rare. It is of course impossible in Sanskrit
for two nasals of different organs to be joined : ^ and VJ could
not combine. Therefore the only combinations which, as far as

rare, actually occur are T + *T and V + vf. With regard

ing to the following letter: 5RT becomes W^\, and wm
hanges *P*Tft (iii. 43). The latter word

tot occur in modern times save as a Tatsama. WH
is always dissolved into ^1^, and is b this form

P
, however, has in addition the curious vari

sfa, which is the Prakrit form above, and ^TW, as al

ni 5R;*T in tl -;uage. Such E

might I

€1to roots ending in ^ do not survive to r.

by additions of a d

like 7PT., <Ri;, ?^, ,.,

ilarly in the

f*rcr



:
;

! to.

9 is :i rnlo tl

ire *Bf, «*!> anil Rf.

with the naaal^of ia met with.

I

ur + 7*.

8kr. ^Tgl " desert," Pr. T$ , H. ^TT, S. f^Ttf, ^, O. T"R. M. id.

Skr. ^TI^W^S "wild ftnimal," H. hm<,U]I "wild bufl

T + ^.

Skr. TP*f " other," Old If. T|fa.

Skr. I£?J "empty," B. 5^T und ^5TT, M. *j«T, P. *J»IT, O. TM, tf*T,

s. jpff, ()., B. SRf.

1
i vnsjj, \i., o.

s. ^psrr.

rrq lee," H. RTT^j P- fa-lH'xJ, r«mif;, 9.

tnd <-*JT.

ST in



sfiiPGI = ^fr^t, or ff^t, which is so nal

is to resolve tho ^ into l;, as in ^Tf*!, B

, leaving only «f; P. often stops short at the
'

by ^T, is able to retain the original pronunciati

Wm sounds kanyd, identical with 3WT-
W'itli regard to T, we have instances only in the Prakrit

it goes into ^, as in «W^, S^T^t. also

*t<fl<{^> etc., for *\m<\, 'EPHTTrT (Var. ii. 7). It also (in iii. 2)

i into »T, as ^t"ft for *ffaT. The latter of these

changes is more in harmony with modern practice, and the

elf probably reappears in M. flfa "trickery."

do not appear to be any other well-authenticated instances of

is. Such Sanskrit foi

JTUQ are represented by TTWt and I

!

it is doubtful

r the t^ is really derived from the V, or is a -

irmation ; most probably tho latter is the i

T is attached to T in two instances

:

Skr. ^flV( "mango," Pr. ^Jhf 3 H. ^STR and ^, B., O. id., P. W3,
S. ^ ; also in Lftr wft, ^»ft, M- W, «- ttirft.

Skr. cfra "copper," Pr. <H, H. <rNT, P. M-, 8. ^Tjft, «• rTTf , M.

WVi,0. 7TTJTO, B. JtfTT.

the semivowel disappears, and in some cases the nasal

ned into the media of its organ with anuswfna.

'he nexus ^, the only nasal combination into which 51

the instance of "5f%3iT "tamarind," may be refei

'• §34.)

^ and 1^ occur respectively in fz&3 "yeast," S. fa'«J,and

^TT^. the name of a Rishi. Tho gentleman seems to ha

,

Q in modern I

barren ground of that I



m.o.w.

s. jr*.

<nfttni-
rJ

Skr. fl^ " SoM," .Mi «** »n-l ^f, Pr. «W, ". *>TT •

s. tffj, a. «fi^, m- «FW. B *ton> °- T"-

1 m^f is the common v

T,^iT7) p. qif^njl, 8. W^ "to arrive," G. *JT^, M.

tft^,' B. *T*H, O. 1*f**T; though I am not sur-

the ^ '

^^jt "foil." H. ^TT, P. HL, 8. ^, 0. 3^, M. ^, B. tJTT,

;
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tu'°
I a. This is confirmed by the

the languages which is derived from ^f, according to the or-

dinal)

"lime, ilowa:

H. ^T[, P. ^j, ^\ >
s. ^sj, g. rpiY, M. ^TT, B., O. vl.

Unfortunately no light is thrown on the matter by the other

past participles of roots in ^, all of which tako this
'

Sanskrit, as they are only used, if at all, as Tatsamas ; showing
how rarely a Sanskrit in!!

i is preserved in the

modern languages. From the roots of this class ^, *F, 5f,
?J,

f ' 1' \' derivatives in abundance may be found, but of words

specially derived from the past participles *fo$, *ftT&, sjftf , and
the rest, it would be difficult to adduce any examples. I am,

therefore, of opinion that ^TT and ^T should be referred

merely to the general root, and not to the participle, while

1*" is derived from the participle, not regarded as a participle,

but as a noun, into which latter phase it had already pa

Sanskrit.

A somewhat similar argument may be applied to a class of

words of a double form derived from the root ^jf." to revolve."

These are

:

(a) H. TZT?n, ^TTT, etc., P. id., S. ^T!J, ^ZJ, etc, O. Tr^cf,

(£) H. ^R7, Tprft, etc., P. id., 8. tjjpg, Tjftrft, G. VppJ, M.

jprcf, b. ETjrif, yprit, o. id.

In the first set of words wo have both the r and n preserved

form ^\W1 has probably arisen from Skr.

^T through an intermediate stago Ijwff, one n being

it this word has been long in use a

of its old character is shown by the fact that its meaning has



I

n of ^, and changes the VI into 1

r\«T(Var. viii

Bee, as it is p.

tf " work," Pr. qpBfT, H. W, »"U so in all, ,

P. ^jT^au.l s. gpg.

tj^ .. ,ki„,« Pr. <qwft, B. ^Tfl, »n,l so in nil,

P. «3^»fnud S. ^JJ.

e words by far the most common f

Inani.

.writing itT.thia

rm ^TT, and this has apj

nTandVil
• this does not

p*,awoidaa
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I

. Tho same pi

first word in a compound, as in -M«?aRK " worl

H. i*ii\, and so in

regardlessness of quantity, writes ^TOTT, but pi

h a way that no one could tell whether it

long or short. M. has an altogether In

^TT*?TT> which probably owes its f to some fancied similarity

to <F^TT or fHTT " a potter" (gWPBTT). Analogous to ^*rn:
is 3mTT "a blacksmith," i Sanskrit timi

bortened from ^iforrT into WT> unless ind

prefer to regard it as derived from 3TC "hand," and SfTT or

41
1 *& "stniter," a derivation which does not commend itself

to my judgment at least. Another word of the same class is

^«tfT> a sort of acid fruit, from ttkr. W^Tf. It is needless

further to dwell on this simple and regular nexus, and there

is in like manner very little to be said of ^T- Tho commonest

tring:

Skr. lIT^ft "silk-cotton tree," II. ito5T, fa*^r, P. fa*Mdb,

fiaF*36> M. WTWK, B. fi^p, 0. id. and fnfJTf%, where the ^
rs, and other corruptions of a varied and

nature arise, which need not be here discussed.

ms in which W precedes any other nasal than *?

are not to be found.

Nasal with Sibilant.—The forms in use are^, ^f,n,
^T. ^T, T*?, in all of which tho sibilant preced.

WTien the nasal comes first, it generally, if not always,

the form of anuswara in S:

'

I

nothing peculiar therefore or that need detain us in this

• may pass at onco to the nexus in

it dis-



H + 1-

skr. won " KrUhna," Pr. **ft H. *V% • (* •

.
.v. fan*. A.»1 '

f*t'

f.^.M-STf, 8. **" thirst."

Skr.^ "thirty." Pr. JWtf . H. f^WT. P- fcT*T. 8. fir*. M.

Skr. <*H "bathing," IT. T^U}, H. ^H. P- -fT^I. °- '"PIU'

skr. ^TT "daughter-in-law," Pr. «fl«i<I, M - *?•

Pr.^lft.^l.H.^f.P.W.

ftrm**oay," iv r«ftr3t-

« + *»•

pr. KTtf W*i)> "• ^r*n?i. p-

skr. *nf* " memory," H. HT*, P. W-. S- ^»-

skr. fqqT^I "iurpria*," P. fa*?W-

....
• 1'r.fiI^.OI.l ll.^H. M.^.f^f-

Skr. -3
t

^' M
-
^^^ -



8kr.^^ "weak," H. g^T^rr «
t0 , lfl „,,.,

Bkr. W^«. KMhniir ...
in aII^^ Qr> to per8ian

fluence, STU^N;, ^,tf.
8kr. WJ "beard," P,^ H> H .^ (Spe (

.

hap If
§ ^o

Bkr. TXW « burning grouiI(1 for corpses>„ pf ^^ R^
In the above list are grouped together both those word*wh ch observe the rule and those which deviate from it Itw.
11 be seen that, while Prakrit exhibits in a majority of cases

the combinations ^ and *f , the modern languages as a rulegect the * • M. is closest to the Prakrit in this respect. In HnTT^T we have perhaps a derivative not from *** its,
from some cognate form, such as W^. Tn M .^ inversiou

2 t" ? ^aD °ldZL0na «*> J'
u8t M ™ have » thesame language HT^f for ^, and the like, ^f probably

preserves the two elements in consequence of the difficulty ofpronouncng one f so soon after the other; ^ would bc a

*

awkwarfl word to tter> In ^^. and^ Ae ^.^
y

* bas begun as early as Prakrit; and TTW from Tf^T is alto-
gether .regular, ^j, though put down under the head of* + T, is really an example of * + Tfr, because there must havebeen a metathesis into^ to produce the Pr. form «W

o such.etathesis taken place, the Prakrit form wouldhaye ken <ui*rr or^. from whJch
rural delects of 1 Kndi, and ^ Sindhi.

§90. S.mu-owpx WIT„ SBMivowEr.-d.) ^Tcan only follow
another letter; it cannot take the first place in the nexus. Itcan be preceded by the other three semivowels, giving the
combinations V, W, and 3».



. j
M),W"4

skr. ^t4 " theft,* Pr. ^rfX^- H^"V<~!

AUJ "mm,,- Pr. Tj^i.,1.1 ipsft. H.«T^, P. id., 8. ^, <i.

Pr. Ht. H. <T«ft, TJ^ft- P. ?JT*. 8., <i
.,

<>•

g<t. b. gin.

skr. =*rgsi "

»

'"f" 1 -" Pr
- ^^t- " :«^*> p •

s- a w
- —

1



Beta

;
namely, they consider the * a3 *, and

the T is

Hi. Thirdly, in one or two

ibsorbs the *; in consequence of which absorption the *T
ib doubled, as in pall

,
( ,oubIoW is reduced to a single in the modern languages, but the pre-

Ceding vowel is not generally lengthened, owing to the weight
of the following syllable. Tn the form HTSm* the influ

,

cPcrs,au
.- rel being long in that

' cases in whirl, the *, havi

rises a retrospective effed on the preceding

. etc., reference may be made
to Chap. II. § 34. The treatment of the word ft** "crooked "

is peculiar. It becomes H. Z<ST, R /,/., g zf( Q ^ g*
M. *1T, ftTT, ?to, 0. ZKT, B. S^t, SfcrT, aml ?fc*T. Here
the ^ has disappeared, and the T has changed in some ,

*, and mall but M. the initial 7! ]

into the cerebral organ. This strangely d

a it has undergone, and
I

l,° Iookon
;

(

'.van word, which has been
itized into ft**, while its older and rougher form has

remained in popular speech. Or if it is Aryan th

lyftT^. Inanyca
i an ''iiigma.

8kr. TO "dawn,» P, „*, H.^^ ,^ P.,*,^ )S.^,



i im or *m

i ,j i> an S TTR

in a

*;. In

ai, us iii 4-

.
ll.^W.P•%i^WT• S•f^ ,3•

Bkr.^ra"tiger,"B.*TC,andwhll^n.

bant," H. itUT^. %TT^. 3TTTTe. M-. « J - '«•

I

• t with.

Thus

i

^ •' Ml,- Pr. «5ft, Old B. IK. HT7C. B. *P*, P. W. *T*.



3r»2

"i in both, nod in If., O. g^.

T^T "chewing," Pr.^, H . ^^r, p. ^wm> s .^ f

o. *n*,g, M. ^x^j, n. ^Tf^ ; ^^T .

But in late Tadbhavas both letters an- plitting
is, as

:

SUr. q% "festival," Pr.xnfr, H. TT^, P. W. In (he rest ns a

• H$, but 8. has a form ftfw as well.

Skr. £} « former," "east," Pr . q¥( H . n^, p. «. in the rcst as „

i qjf

.

ST is not a very common nexus, and is generally treated as
W. In late Tadbhavas initial * is split, ^ becomes *T, and the
T is sometimes join, I iwing consonant, just as we
saw was the case with TT (see § 83). Thus

:

Skr. *rT " vow," H.^ or «f<? , P. cR^. In the rest Tatsama.

In cases where the nexus is followed by a long vowel, the T
is not joined to the following consonant, as in *TcT "marriage

a in all. ««,»,.,
often pronounced and written U*, also fM, and so i

0- 0. ^ "a pan-garden," is also probably
From the same word, fo the general sense of "an inclosure."

It is unnecessary to go further into separate notice of ^ and
key have already been spoken of under *T and T- The
i that arises is, which is the strongest of the semivowels

?

r becomes virtually the strongest; it

' it one if it did not do so, as

Id soften to *. *inlil
to 9 is more tenacious than the two remaining •

and*. These latter cannot harden or soft



I to {•

I

•

I

il than the n

with "<" -us ^ and if- On

I



1 II \

But even to this class of <

tho *( changes to *J and absorbs the ~<
.

Skr. TjH " head, Pr. fa^ft and ^>. " #«• P
" **' S< $*&' °'

^ft^J, M. sftemid iffa.

Similar to the last instance but one is the following

:

Skr. f^T^nr " taking out," Pr. ftf^. but Pali f3|85| (Mabft-

vanso, p. 26), H. f^^TRHT and f««*l«HI. l> - fW*WT. fl35l«J*m.

f^^WTTSIT. f^T35T!rT, etc., S. fi^fT^. f^$. P-l <* < I %.UJ .
G.

fsi^3o^, fl^ra^ , M. fiHiT^. ft^T^. e^. »» °- not used-

words arc extremely common. Of the two sets of

that whose root ends to 35 and *f has been formed by

ig the process of ^TSTT a step further, and

the 3 into 35 and ^, as in so many other cases (see Chap. HI.

§ 60) ; while that ending in *T is produced by tho same process

as tffa, namely, by assimilating the r. [n Sindhi the *T of the

other languages has been changed into T

nguage (see Chap. III. | 61).

a given from fi^w ('ails to satisfy the

requirements of the case, as it count for the cognato

to *, etc., though it maylm urged that the two

: that in ^ being from fl*^, while that in *T

is from f^TTO-

Another case of assimilation of the T is S. ^T^ "to

Skr. ^3, but iu this
'

iitly.

Opposed to

Skr. JTRlfH " November-December," O. Jn*rcftT> TT ,3^fl

'

vpp?:, P. MVJK (f"r **T?T), 8. *fa*.

P. andS. hei the ^ into*.



I

.
f *ft, ii. wkju, *twk> it*

sl>r
' *nTff,n.«Tff. s ^r?J.n. .1

,

i only. If.
I ,, <i^t4\

I

1 ^Vti^ (^4 I- ^g)
f to 1,

It. STWT "
i

' iaa ?TTfr for *r*T*t= Skr. «ff.
I T mid change of ^ to f

IV 4l^Mig>, IT. ^TT'siv
0. ^^TdJ, B. WW. The

i [ndia.

^Ls treated like M

; q), <;.

t»r. *gt,(i) h. qwnmwiitjprr, m. ^Hiif,



Skr. ^$ '• touching," H. riX$, 1JTTH, HT^TT. P. id., 0. xnx$, »•

U^H, etc.

[n the second of (he two groups the aspirate lT
i

J^has ' d from ti and wo

arc thus compelled to go back to the root ^''T, and

would prefer, to the Skr. ^THI "a nooso."

With the sibilant preceding there are many comhinatii

W, *%, ~S, ^3; ^> *3; ^l> ^5 ^. As far as the Bibilants are

concerned, they may all be treated under one head

¥!> ^Tj ^J.—The last two are rare, and the former is more

frequent as an initial. The ^ disappears entirely; in

leaving any sign of its having gone through the vi

skr. WC* " black," II. WW, P. *&*,' M- UFT-

. rrj^r " swarthy," H. Hfa*n (see § 65), B. m**^-
skr. -^n«r or ^rra " brother-in-law," H. flWT. P. T-TTSoT, S., (i.

OTsft. G. also irr35t. M. *rT36T. B. TH^T, 0. Tatsama.

Skr. I^n^fl^il "wife's sister's husband," II. W[^> P. W., S. 5R^, <i.

ilT"3, M- '''•> and ^T^-

Skr. "?i^i|ll*J " hoar-frost," "dew," II. ^m "dew," I'., <i. »/., 1$.

Skr. qig
) ( H. tht, P. Tft^, S. tftjT, <i. and

"f 5 " December-January," 5 ^ *.

Skr. xffa J (, M. Tatsama, n. iffa, 0. u^.

Skr. 3^ "bell-metal,"' II. ^m, P. ^ffsft, S. ^ft, 0. <*iftf, M.

*(«, B. ^W[, O.W.

^ nith a little l'*>p at i
!



I

»j, ii
|

I," which haa

ho 11

ff$ and tin- I

ira and the ?r

I

skr. ^huj "Jnly-AQgurt," II. HTTT. P- ^T3W. 8. tfT7^. G.

^HM , M., 0., B. Tataams.

| |

:.' 1'r. H^TSJ. H. nar, I'. ^Tipn. s-*pn*j. B.

T^TT, <>. VfTTJ^J.

18—

skr. -HW*\ " refage," B. ^HTT. :""' bo in alL

[n i



"& is ace is SIT^TT "
i

ff^TfTT, whoro, as usual with 3T, it

splitting.

^J, ^-—In
'

fcions tho T generally

but its influence often suffio Mowing

i to "3 or "^tt-

skr. ^^ " father-in-law," H., B., O. fl^T, P. WWTJ, *rtW> S.

Skr. STO" mother-in-law," H. HTO. P. ^TST. 8. ^PFT, G. ^tlj, M.

Skr. ^^g^ "God," Il-t^HT' P. id.; more generally used as a Tatsama.

Skr. ^T*ft"I*>nl," II. Snf (see Chap. III. § (55).

skr. ^T^T "sleeping," H. ^fKl (sec Chap. III. § 52). £v %
^M ""J

Skr. ^ "own," "akin," H. *r»TT, P. *H*IT, 8. Hlft, M. OTT.

,11. Hfij, P. id.. S. WfJJ, M., G. ^ffJI^.<b

S 02. ? is found only in tho weak nexus, becauso if it

into the mixed nexus it merely aspirates tho strong let'

does not retain any separate existence.

In Sanskrit the f precedes the nasal in some instances; in

this case it is in Prakrit and the moderns placed after the

Prakrit instances arc q<uj)> ^TS"? for ^fjf, 5||r. Tho principal

-cample is

—

Skr. f%rg "mark," Pr. f^ft. H. f^T, P. f^, 8. f^,
M. f^p?, (», B.

i

lit. Tho Prakrit form is pi

aot occur in i



iv ij-^ft, m. ^%, a. ii-jfr, <;. jpi, p.

Pr. ^T^pSt. 8. ^£" without," P. ^THJ.

Skr. fsqfT " tongue," Pr. sH^T. " "5f\ '

s ^r. faj^ • agitated," IV. ^aft, H. fa?^*», P. fW*.

i itten m^-ii^.

nly to

t»T; 1- The ol

[uently

h info ?, wbil ling *l or ^,

!



Hows:

First, tl £

Third, the semivowels

Second, the sibilants 5J, ^> ^, and $

^, w' t to ^«

^, when softened to 3-

l*. » *
garda the modern languages, there is little or no differ-

ence between them in this respect. In all of them early

Tadbhavaa are prone I
Ibhavas to ret

of both letters by splitting. Thus, we haye oh the one

grt*T, ^ni, oh the other 3iT*t and ^1. Words of the latter

• frequent in literature froi period, but it

must be remembered that tl

tureni

h it the old r

Were in all probability, if not certainly,

F thepeopl

i VOh.
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